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THE

ENGLISHWOMAN IN AMERICA.*

CHAPTER I.

Prefatory and explanatory -The voyage out - The sentimental - The
actual - The oblivious - The medley - Practical joking -,An

unwelcome companion - American patriotism - The first view -

The departure.

As a general dislike of prefaces is unmistakeably evi-
denced by their uncut leaves, and as t;nknown readers
could scarcely be induced: to read a book by the most
cogent representations of an unknown author, and as
apologies for "rushing into print" are too trite and
insincere to have any effect, I will merely prefix a few
explanatory remarks to my first chapter.

Circumstances which it is unnecessary to dwell upon
led me across the Atlantic with some relatiYes,; and on
my return, I was requested by numerous friends., to give
an account of my travels. As this volume has been
written with a view to their gratification, there is far
more of personal narrative than is likely to interest the
general reader.

* It is necessary to state that this volume is not by the Authoress of
the 'Englishwoman in Russia.'



_With respect to the people of the United States, I havegve
given those impressions which as a traveller I formed; if nome
they are more favourable than those of some of my pre- "Ya
decessors, the difference may arise from my having taken spitti
out many excellent introdtictions, which afforded xie hotel
greater facilities of seeing the best society in the States pudia
than are usually possessed by those who travel merely to reno
see the country. slave

Where I have offered any opinions upon the effect buste
produced by the institutions of America, or upon any indivi
great national question, I have done so with extreme
diffidence, giving impressions rather than conçlusions,
feeling the great injustice of drawing general inferences
from partial premises, as well as the impossibility of I we
rightly estimating cause an& effect during a brief resid- seems
ence in the United States. I have endeavoured to give that,
a faithful picture of what I saw al heard, avoiding the attain
beaten track as much as possible, and dwelling principally these
on those things in which I knew that my friends were which
most interested. that

Previously to visiting the United States, I had read most be w
of the American travels which had been published; yet made
from experience I can say that even those who read most have
on the Americans know little of thern, from the disposition a rec
which leads travellers to seize and dwell -upon the ludi- vicio
crous points whichcóntinually present themselves. that t

We know that there is a vast continent across the from
Atlantic, first discovered by a Genoese sailing under people
the Spanish flag, and that for siiany years past it has have b
swallowed up thousa94s of the hardiest of our population. Is i
Although our feelings\lre not particularly fraternal, we much

PREFATORY REMARKS. CHA.&. Cair.1



PREPATORY REMARKS.

give the people inhabiting this continent the national cog-
nomen of "Brother Jonathan," while we name individuals

Yankees." We know that they are famous for smoking,
spitting, "gouging," and bowie - knives - for monster
hotels, steamboat explosions, railway collisions, and re-
pudiated debts. It is believed also that this nation is
renowned for keeping three millions of Africans in
slavery-for wooden nutmegs, pàper money, and "filli-
buster" expeditions - for carrying out nationally and
individually the maxim

"That they may take who have the power,
And they may keep who can.',

I werit to the States with that amount of prejudice which
seems the birthright of every English person, but I found
that, under the k6owledge of the Americans which can be
attained by a traveller mixing in society in every grade,
these prejudices gradually melted away. I found much
which is worthy of commendation, even of imitation:
that there is much which is very reprehensible, is not to
be wondered at in a country which for years bas been
made a "cave of Adullam "- a refuge for those who
have " left their country for their country's good "-

a receptacle for the barbarous, the degraded, and the
vicious of all other nations. It must never be forgotten
that the noble, the learned, and the wealthy have shrunk
from the United States; ber broad lands have been
peopled to a great extent by those whose stalwart arms
have been their only possession.

Is it surprising, considering these antecedents, that
much of arrogance, coarseness, and vulgarity should be

B2
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met with ? Is it not rather surprising, that a traveller
should meet.with so little to annoy-so few obvious de-
partures from the rules of propriety ?

An Englishman bears with patience any ridicule which
foreigners cast upon him. John Bull never laughs so
loudly as when he laughs at himself; but the Americans
are nationally sensitive, and cannot endure that good-
humoured raillery which jests at their weaknesses and
foibles. Hence candid and even favourable statements
of the truth by English travellers are received with a
perfect outcry by the Americans; and the phrases,
" shameful misstatements," "violation of the rights of
hospitality," &c., are on every lip.

Most assuredly that spirit of envious rivalry and depre-
ciating criticism in which many English travellers have"
written, is greatly to be deprecated, no·less than the tone
of servile adulation which some writers have adopted;
but our American neighbours must recollect that they
provoked both the virulent spirit and the hostile carica-
ture by the way in which some of their most popular
writers of travels have led an ungenerous onslaught.
against our institutions and people, and the bitter tone in
which their newspaper press, headed by the Tribune,
indulges towards the British nation.

Having made these few remarks,-I m' st state that at
the time of my visit to the States I had'no intention of
recording my "experiences" in print; and as my notes
taken at the time were few and meagre, and have been
elaborated from memory, some inaccuracies have occurred
which it will not take a keen eye to detect. These must
be set down to want of correct information rather than
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PREFATORY REMARKS.

to wilful misrepresentation. The statistical information

given is taken from w"orks comipiled by the Americans
themselves. The few matters ýon which I write which
did not come under my own observation, I learned from
trustworthy persons who have been long resident in the
country.

Of Canada it is scarcely necessary to speak here. Per-
haps an English writer may be inclined totdopt too eulo-
gistie a tone in speaking of that noble and loyal colony, in
which British institutions are undergoing a Transatlantic
trial, and where a free people is protected by British
laws. There are, doubtless, some English readers who
will be interested in the brief notices which I have given
of its people, its society, and its astonishing capabilities.*

The notes from which this volume is taken were written
in the lands of which it treats: they have been amplified
and corrected in the genial atmosphere of an English
home. I will not offer hackneyed apologies for its very

numerous faults and deficiencies; but will conclude these
tedious but necessary introductory remarks with the sin-
cere hope that my readers may receive one hundredth
part of the pleasure fromn the -perusal of this volume
which I experienced among the scenes and people of
which it is too imperfect a record.

Although bi-weekly steamers ply between England and
the States, and' many mercantile men cross the Atlantic

* I must here record my grateful acknowledgments to a gentleman
in'a prominent public position in Canada, who hasffurnished me with
much valuable information which I should n&t otherwise have
obtained.

CnAP. I.



THE EMBARKATION.

twice annually on business, and think nothing of it, the tons
voyage seems an important event when undertaken for the the n
first time. Friends living in inland counties, and those Th
who have been sea-sick in crossing the straits of Dover, fired-
exaggerate the dangers and discomforts of ocean travel- flauni
ling, and shake their heads knowingly about fogs and their
icebergs. paddl

Then there are a certain number of boxes to be the s
packed, and a very uncertain number of things to fill"Th<
them, whieclothing has to be provided suitable to a left t
tropical summer, and a winter within the arctic circle. conve
But a variety of minor arrangements; and even an inde- eight
finite number of leave-takings, cannot be indefinitely pro- It
longed; and at eight o'clock on a Saturday morning in appea
1854, 1 found myself with my friends on the landing-stage the w
at Liverpool. and 1

Whatever sentimental feelings one might be inclined green
to indulge in on leaving the shores of England were passeg
usefully and instantaneously annihilated by the discomfort ships,
and crush in the Satellite steam-tender, in which the or Mi

passengers were conveyed, helplessly huddled together rican
like a flock of sheep, to the Canada, an 1850-ton paddle- and t
wheel steamer of the Cunard line, which was moored in Polo
the centre of the Mersey. of all

An investigation into the state-rooms, and the recital liariti
of disappointed expectations consequent on the discovery screw
of their very small dimensions, the rescue of "regulation" Scots
portmanteaus from sailors who were running off -with since
them, and the indulgence of that errant curiosity which blood

glances at everything and rests on nothing, occupied the It
time before the arrival of the mail-boat with about two the A

CHAp. I. CHAr.
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tons of letters and newspapers, which were consigned to
the mail-room with incredible rapidity. O

Then friends were abruptly dismissed-two guns were
fired-the lashings were cast off-the stars and stripes
flaunted gaily from the 'fore-the captain and pilot took
their places on the paddle-boxes-the bell rang -our huge
paddle-wheels revolved, and, to use the words in which
the same event was chronicled by the daily press,
" The Cunard royal mail steamer Canada, Captain Stone,
left' the Mersey this morning for Boston and Halifax,
conveying the usual mails; with one hundred and sixty-
eight passengers, and a large cargo on freight."

It was an auspiciously commenced voyage as far as
appearances went. The summer sun shone brightly-
the waves of the Mersey were crisp and foam-capped-
and the fields of England had never worn a .brighter
green. The fleet of merchant-ships through which we
passed was not without an interest. There were timber-
ships, huge and square-sided, unmistakeably from Quebec
or Miramichi-green high-sterned Dutch galliots-Ame-
rican ships with long black hulls and tall raking masts-
and those far-famed "Black Ball " clippers, the Marco
Polo and the Champion of the Seas,-in short, the ships
of all nations, with their marked and distinguishing pecu-
liarities. But the most interesting object of all was the
screw troop-ship Himalaya, which was embarking the
Scots Greys for the Crimea-that regiment which bas
since earned so glorious but fatal a celebrity on the
bloody field of Balaklava.

It is to be supposed that to those who were crossing
the Atlantic for the first time to the western hemisphere



8 MANS OF KILLING TIME. CHAP. I. CI

there was some degree of excitement, and that regret wl

was among the feelings with which they saw the coast of a

England become a faint cloud on the horizon ; but soon co
oblivion stole over the intellects of most of the passengers, Ol
leaving one absorbing feeling of disgust, first to the ne
viands, next to those who could partake of them, and fol

lastly to everything connected with the sea. Fortunately thi
this state of things only lasted for two days, as the th
weather was very calm, and we ran with studding-sails of
set before a fair wind as far as the Nova Scotian coast. gk

The genius of Idleness presided over us all. There
were five ample meals every day, and people ate, and .o
walked till they could eat again ; while some, extended on TE

sofas, slept over odd volumes of novels from the ship's thE
library, and others played at chess, cards, or backgammon dr

from morning to night. Some of the more active spirits Vo-

played "shuffle-boards," which kept the deck in an bis

uproar; while others enjoyed the dolce far niente in their On
berths, except when the bell summoned to meals. There SPE

were weather-wise people, who smoked round the funnel i
all day, and prophesied foul winds every night; and perti- the

nacious querists, who asked the captain every hour or two W

when we should reach Halifax. 1Some betted on the pro
"run," and others on the time of re ching port; in short, un
every expedient was resorted to which time could be to t
killed.

We had about twenty English passengers-; the rest latt
were Canadians, Americans, Jews, Germans, Dutch,
French, Californians, Spaniards, and Bavarians. Strict had

equality was preserved in this heterogeneous assembly. Wh
An Irish pork-merchant was seated at dinner next a Jew, des
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who regarded the pig in toto as an abomination-a lady,
a scion of a ducal family,,found herself next to a French
cook going out to a San Franciscan eating-house-an
officer, going out to high command at Halifax, was seated
next a rough Californian, who wore "nuggets " of gold
for buttons; and there were contrasts even stronger than
these. The most conspicuous of our fellow-voyagers was

the editor of an American paper, who was writing a series
of elever but scurrilous articles on England, from materials

gleaned in a three weeks' tour!
Some of the Americans were very fond of practical

jokes, but these were rather of a stupid description.
There was a Spanish gentleman who used to promenade
the deck with a dignity worthy of the Cid Rodrigo, ad-
dressing everybody he met with the question, "Parlez-
vous Français, Monsieur?" and at the end of the voyage
bis stock of English only amounted to "Dice ? Sixpence."
One day at dinnér this gentleman requested a French-
speaking Californian to tell him how to ask for du pain
in English. "My donkeys," was the prompt reply, and
the joke was winked down the table, while the Spaniard
was hammering away at "My donkeys" till he got the
pronunciation perfect. The waiter came round, and the
unhappy man, in confident but mellifluô'us tones, pointing
to the bread, asked for "My donkeys."

Comic drinking-songs, and satires on the English, the
latter to the tune of 'Yankee Doodle,' were sung in the
saloon in the evenings round large bowls of punch, and
had the effect of keeping many of the ladies on deck,
when a refuge from the cold and spray would have been
desirable; but with this exception the conduct of the

B 3
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10 A FEMALE ATHEIST. Ca. I. C

passengers on the whole was marked by far more pro- a
priety than could have been expected from so mixed a a
company. If the captain had been more of a disciplina-
rian, even this annoyance'might have been avoided. ti

I had the misfortune of baving for my companion in fi
my state-room. an Englishwoman who bad resided for
some years at New York, and who combined in herself S
the disagreeabl' qualities of both nations. She was in a
frequent state of intoxication,- and kept gin, brandy, and i
beer in her berth. Whethei sober or not, she was equally r
voluble; and as ber language was not only inelegant, but a
replete with coarseness and profanity, the annoyance was w
almost insupportable. She was a professed atheist, and h
as such justly an object of commiseration, the weakness se
of hen% unbelief being clearly manifested by the frequency in
with which she denied the existence of a God. di

On one day, as I was reading my Bible, she exclaimed
with a profane expression, "JI wish you'd pitch that book ti
overboard, it 's enough to sink the ship ;" the contradic- wi
tion iipplied in the words -showing the weakness of her th
atheisni, wbich, while it promises a man the impunity of se
non-existence, and degrades. him to desire it, ver.y fre- W

quently seduces him to live as an infidel, but to die a ter- . s
rified and despairing believer. as

It was a very uneventful voyage. The foul winds pro-

phesied never blew, the icebergs kept far away to the th
northward, the excitement of flight from Russian pri- tr

vateers was exchanged for thesght of one harmless mer- th
chantman; even the fogs off Newfoundland turned out de
complete myths. wi

On the seventh day out the bets on the hour of our tic
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arrival at Halifax increased in number and magnitude,
and a lottery was started; on the eighth we passed Cape
Race, and spoke the steamer Asia; our rigging was
tightened, and our railings polished; and in nine days and
five hours from Liverpool we landed on the shores of the
New World. The day previous to our landing was a
Sunday, and I was pleased to observe the decorum which
pervaded the ship.- 'Service was conducted with propriety
in the morniÉg; a large proportion of the passengers
read their Bibles or other religious books; punch, chess,
and cards were banished from the saloon; and though
we had almost as many creeds as nationalities, and some
had no creed at all, yet those who might ridicule the ob-
servance of the Sabbath themselves, avoided any proceed-
ings calculated to shock what they might term the preju-
dices of others.

On the next day we had a slight bead wind for the first
time ; most of the -passengers were sea-sick, and those
who were not so were promenading the wet, sooty deck in
the rain, in a uniform of oilskin coats and caps. The
sea and sky were both of a leaden colour; and as there
was nothing 'to enliven the prospect but the gambols of
some very uncouth-looking porpoises, I was -lying half

e asleep on a settee, when I was roused by the.voice of a
kind-hearted Yankee skipper, saying, "Comè, get up;
there 's a glorious country and no mistake ; a great coun-
try, a progressive country, the greatest country under
the sun." The honest'sailor was rubbing his hands with
delight as he spoke, his broad, open countenarice beaming
with a. perfect glow of satisfaction. i looked in the direc-
tion indicated by bis finger, and beheld, not the lofty

0
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2 ARRIVAL AT HALIFAX.

pinnacled cliffs of the ." lPilgrim Fathers," but a low

gloomy coast, looming through a mist.
I already began to appreciate the hearty enthusiasm

with which Americans always speak of their country, de- t
signated as it is by us by the names '" National vanity," s
and "Boastfulness." This esprit du pays, although it
is sometimes carried to a ridiculous extent, is greatly to e
be preferred to the abusive manner in which au English-
man accustoms himself to speak of the glorious country
to which le appears to feel it a disgrace to belong. It
does"one good to hear an American discourse on America,

bis panegyric generally concluding with the %words, t
"We're the greatest people on the face of the eartb." o

At dusk, after steaming during the whole day along t
the low green coast of Nova Scotia, we were just outside p
the heads of Halifax harbour, and the setting sun was
bathing the low, pine-clad hills of Amegica in floods of s
purple light. A pilot came off to offer bis services, but V
was l-ejected, and .to my delight he hailed in a pure P
English accent, which sounded like a friendly*welcome. I
The captain took bis place on the paddle-box, and our st
speed was slackened. Two guns were fired, and their

echoes -rolled for many a mile among the low, purple hills,
from which a soft, fragrant scent of pines.was borne to us
on'the evening breeze, reminding me of the far-distant
mountains of Scotland. The .tiny waves rippled towards
us- like diamonds, the moon and stars shone brilliantly
from a summer sky, and the white smoke from our guns
floated away in silver clouds.

People were tumbling over each other in their baste,
and making impossible demands, each one being anxious
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to have his luggage produced first, though the said lug-
gage might be at the bottom of the hold ; babies, as
babies always do, persisted in crying just at the wrong
time ; articles essential to the toilet were missing, and
sixpences or half-sovereigus had found their way into
impossible crevices. Invitations were given, cards ex-
changed, elderly ladies unthinkingly promised to make
errant expeditions- to visit agreeable acquaintances in
California, and by the time the last words had been
spoken we were safely moored at Cunard's wharf.

The evening gun boomed from the citadel. I heard
the well-known British bugle; I saw the familiar scarlet
of our troops; the voices which vociferated were English;
the physiognomies had the Anglo-Saxon cast and com-
plexion ; and on the shores of the western hemisphere I
felt myself at home. Yet, as I sprang from the boat, and
set my foot for the first time on American soil, I was
vexed that these familiar sights and sounds should de-
prive me of the pleasurable feeling --of excitement which
I had expected to experience under such novel circum-
stances.

Can. I. THE LANDING. 13.
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CHAPTER II.

Anrinhospitable reception - Halifax and the Blue Noses -The heat -
Disappointed expectations - The great departed - What the Blue
Noses might be - Wha the coach was not - Nova Scotia and its
capabilities - The roaj and their annoyances - A tea dinner - A
night journey and a Highland cabin -A nautical catastrophe -
A joyful reunion.

THE Cunard sieamers are powerful, punctual, a d safe,
their cuisine excellent, their arrangements a irable, till
they reach Halifax, which is usually the destination of
many of the passengers. I will suppose that the voyage
lhas been propitious, and our guns have thundered forth
the announcement that the news of- the Old World has
reached the New; that the stewar'ds have been fee'd and
the captain complimented; and that we have parted on
the best possible terms with the Company,,the ship, and our
fellow-passengers. Tle steamer generally remains for
two or three hours at Halifax to coal, and unship a portion
of her cargo, and there is a ,very-natural desire on the
part of the passengers to leave what to many is at best
a floating prison, and set foot on firm ground, even for
an hour. Those who, like ourselves, land at Halifax for
the interior, are anxious to obtain rooms at the hotel, and
all who have nothing else to do hurry to the ice-shop,
where the Iuxury of a tumbler of raspberry-cream ice
can be obtained for threepence. Besides the hurried



SCENE ON LANDLING.

rush of those who with these varied objects in view leave
the steamer, there are crowds of incomers in the shape of
porters, visitors, and coalheavers, and passengers for the
States, who prefer the comfort and known punctuality of
the Royal Mail steamers to the delay, danger, and uncer-
tainty of the intercolonial route, though the expense of
the former is nearly double. There are the friends of
the passengers, and numbers of persons who seem particu-
larly well acquainted with the purser, who bring fruits,-
vegetables, meat, poultry, and lobsters.

From this description it may be ima.gined that there is
a motley and considerable crowd; but it will scarcely be
imagined that there is only one regulation, which, is, that
no persons may enter or depart till the mail-bags have
been landed. The wharf is small and at night unlighted,
and the scene which ensued on our landing about eight
o'clock in'the evening remnded me, not by contrast, but
resemblance, of descriptions which travellers give of the
disembarkation at Ale.audria. Directly that the board
was laid from the CanadaŽto the wharf a rush both in
and out took place, in which I was separated from my
relations, and should have fallen had not a friend, used
to the scene of disorder, come to my assistance.

The wharf was dirty, unlighted, and under répair,,
covered with, heaps and full of holes. My friend was
carrying three parcels, when three or four men made a
rush at us, seized them from him, and were only com-
pelled to relinquish them by some sharp physical argu-
ments. A large gateway, lighted by one feeble oil-lamp
at the head of the wharf, was then opened, and the crowd
peut up behind it came pouring down the sloping road.

Cnrp. II. . 15



STREETS OF HALIFAX. CHAr. II. CiAP. I

There was a simultaneous rush of trucks, hand-carts,
waggons, and cars, their horses at full trot or canter, two little 1
of them rushing against the gravel-heap-on which I Was I was
standing,-where they were upset. Struggling, shouting, and M
beating, and scuffling, the drivers all forced their way Judge
upon the wharf, regardless of cries from the ladies and
threats from the gentlemen, for ail the passengers had i the
landed and were fighting their way to an ice-shop. Por- into i
ters were scuffling with each other for the possession of fied is
portmanteaus, wheels were locked,.and drivers were vehe- out ii
mently expostulating in the rich brogue of Erin; people protec
were jostling each other in their haste, or diving into the which
dimly-lighted custom-house, and it must have been fully which
half an hour before we had extricated ourselves from this - sula,
chaos of mismanagement and disorder, by scrambling over to the
gravel-heaps and piles of timber, into the dirty, unlighted for ei
streets of Halifax. naturt

Dirty they were then, though the weather was very slate,
dry, for oyster-shells, fish heads and bones, potato-skins, fax is
and cabbage-stalks littered the roads; but dirty was a Yei
word which does not give the faintest description of the far be
almost impassable state in which I found them, when I their
waded through them ankle-deep in mud some months There
afterwards. one li

We took apartments for two days at the Waverley and b
House, a most comfortless place, yet 'the best inn at with «
Halifax., Three hours after we landed, the Canada fired ing w
her guns, and steamed off to Boston; and as I saw her the v
coloured lights disappear round the heads of the harbour, shing]
I did not feel the slightest regret at having taken leave e se
of her for ever. they
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V remained for two days at Halifax, and saw the
little which was worth seeing in the Nova-Scotian capital.
I was disappointed to find the description of the lassitude
and want of enterprise of the Nova-Scotians, given by
Judge Halliburton, so painfully correct. Halifax pos-
sesses one of the deepest and most commodious harbours
in the world, and is so safe that ships need no other guide
into it than their charts. There are several small forti-
fied islands at its mouth, which assist in its defence with-
out impeding the navigation. These formidable forts
protect the entrance, and defend the largest naval depôt
which we possess in North America. The town itself,
which contains about 25,000 people, is on a small penin-
sula, and stands on a slope rising from the water's edge
to the citadel, which is heavily armed, and amply sufficient
for every purpose of defence. There are very great
natural advantages in the neighbourhood, lime, coal,
slate, and minerais beingabundant, added to which Hali-
fax is the nearest port to Europe.

Yet it must be confessed that the Nova-Scotians are
far behind, not only their neighbours in the States, but
their fellow-subjects in Canada and New Brunswick.
There are capacious wharfs and roomy warehouses, yet
one laments overtlie absence of everything like trade
and business. With the finest harbour in North America,
with a country abounding in minerais, and coasts swarm-
ing with fish, the Nova-Scotians appear to have expunged
the word progress. from their dictionry-still live in
shingle houses, in streets without side walks, rear long-
legged -ponies, and talk largely about railroads, which
they seem as if they would never complete, because they

CiAP. II.
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trust more to the House of Assembly than to their own pe
energies. Consequently their astute and enterprising pre
neighbours the Yankees, the acute speculators of Massa- lam
chusetts and Connecticut, have seized upon the traffic col
which they have allowed to escape them, and have di- his
verted it to the thriving town of Portland in Maine. afte
The day after we landed was one of intense heat, the ren
thermometer stood at 930 in the shade. The rays of a cer
summer sun scorched the shingle roof of our hotel, and, a c
penetrating the thin plank walls, made the interior of the
bouse perfectly unbearable. There were neither sun- alte
shades nor Venetian blinds, and not a tree to shade the La
square white wooden bouse from an almost tropical heat.
When I came into the parlour I found Colonel H-- tow
stretched on the sofa, almost expiring witb beat, my is n
cousin standing panting before the window in bis shirt- stre
sleeves, and bis little boy lying moaning on the hearth- lyin
rug, with lis shoes off, and bis complexion like that of a beso
Red Indian. One of our party had been promenading a s

.the broiling streets of Halifax without bis coat ! A gen- rich
tieman from one of the Channel Islands, of unsophisticated inva
manners and excellent disposition, who had landed with dep
us en route to a town on the Gulf of St. Lawrence, bad
fancied our North American colonies for ever " locked in
regions of thick-ribbed ice," and consequently was abun- call
dantly provided with warm clothing of every description. peop
With this he was prepared to face a thermometer at then
twenty degrees below zero. Spiri

But when he found a torrid sun, and the thermometer wigw
at 93° in the shade, bis courage failed him, and, with all urge<
bis preconceived ideas overthrown by the burning ex- and 1

'H
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perience of one day, despair seized on him, and bis ex-
pressions of borror and astonishment were coupled with
lamentations over the green fertility of Jersey. The
colonel was obliged to report himself at head-quarters in
bis full uniform, which was evidently tight and hot; and
after changing bis apparel three times in the day, appa-
rently without being a gainer, he went out to make
certain meteorologicalÉinquiries, among others if 930 were
a common temperature.

The conclusion he arrived at was, that the "climate
alternates between the heat of India and the cold of
Lapland."

We braved the heat at noonday in.a stroll through the
town, for, from the perfect dryness of the atmosphere, it
is not of an oppressive nature. I saw few whites in the
streets at this hour. ,There were a great many Indians
lying by the door-steps, baving disposed of their baskets,
besoms, and raspberries, by the sale of which they make
a scanty livelihood. The men, with their jet-black hair,
rich complexions, and dark liquid brown eyes, were almost
invariably handsome ; and the women, whose beauty
departs before they are twenty, were something in the
".Meg Merrilies" style.

When the French first colonised this country, they
called it "Acadie." The tribes of the Mic-Mac Indians
peopled its forests, and, among the dark woods which
then surrounded Halifax, they worshipped the Great
Spirit, and hunted the moose-deer. Their birch-bark
wigwams peeped from -among the trees, their squaws
urged their light canoes over the broad, deep harbour,
and their wise men spoke to them of the "happy hunting-
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20 THE ABORIGINES. CHAr. IL. CrP.

grounds." The French destroyed them not, and gave Fa
them a corrupted form of Chrisfianity, inciting their pas- by a
sions against the English by telling them that they were only

the people who had crucified the Saviour. Better had it bably
been for them if battle or pestilence had swept them at of su

once away. did s

The Mic-Macs were a fierce and warlike people, too , ashes

proud to mingle with an alien race-too restless and slept
active to conform to the settled habits of civilization. white
Too proud to avail themselves of -its advantages, they depa
learned its vices, and, as the snow-wreaths in spring, they Th
melted away before the poisonous " fire-water," and the if I
deadly curse of the white man's wars. They had wel- quali
comed the " pale faces " to the "land of the setting living
sun," and withered up before them, smitten by their and t
crimes. one o

'Almost destitute of tradition, their history kivolved in Halif
obscurity, their broad lands filled with their unknown and Th
nameless graves, these mighty races have passed. away; nearl
they could not pass into slavery, therefore they must'die. wood

At some future day a mighty voice may ask of those slates
who have thus wronged the Indian, "Where is now thy I was
brother?" It is true that frequently we arrived too late churc
to save them as a race from kegradation and dispersion; specti
but as they heavily tottered along to their last home, the s
under the burden of the woes which contact with .civili- Buil
zatioi -ever entails upon the aborigines, we might have citade
spoken to them the tidings of "peace on earth and good aggle
will to men "-of a Saviour "who bath abolished death, moun
and bath brought life and immortality to light through If
bis gospel." artille



APPEARANCE OF HALIFAX.

Far away amid the thunders of Niagara, surrounded
by a perpetual rainbow, Iris Island contains almost the
only known burying-place of the race of red men. Pro-
bably the simple Indians who buried their dead in a place
of such difficult access, and sacred to the Great Spirit,
did so from a wish that none might ever disturb their
ashes. None can tell how long those interred there have
slept their last long sleep, but the ruthless hands of the
white men have profaned the last resting-place of the
departed race.

There were also numerous blacks in the streets, and,
if I might judge from the brilliant colours and good
quality of their clothing, they must gain a pretty good
living by^their industry. A large number of these blacks
and their parents were carried away from the States by
one of our admirals in the war of 1812, and landed at
Halifax.

The capital of Nova Scotia looks like a town of cards,
nearly all the buildings being of wood. There are
wooden bouses, wooden churches, wooden wharfs, wooden
slates, and, if there are side walks, they are of wood also.,
I was pleased at a distance wilh the appearance of two
churches, one of them a Gothic edifice, but on nearer in-
spection I foùnd them to be of wood, and took refuge in
the substanfial masonry of the really handsome Province
Building and Government House. We went up to the
citadel, which crowns the hill, and is composed of an
agglemeration of granite swalls, fosses, and casemates,
mounds, ditches, barracks, and water-tanks.

If I was pleased with the familiar uniforms -of the
artillerymen who lounged about the barracks, I was far
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ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

more so with the view from the citadel. It was a soft but a
summer evening, and, seen through the transparent at- roads,
mosphere, everything looked unnaturally near. The Th
large town of Halifax sloped down to a lake-like harbour, factui
about two miles wide, dotted with islands; and ranges of prices
picturesque country spangled with white cottages lay on Amer
the other side. ThelTake or firth reminded me of the On
Gareloch, and boats were sailing 'about in all directions by thi

.before the evening breeze. From tangled coppices of the E]
birch and flir proceeded the tinkle of the bells of journ<
numerous cows, and, mingled with the hum of the city, the cg
the strains of a military band rose from the streets to fruith
our ears. lugga

With so many natilral advantages, and such capa- Do
bilities for improvement, I cannot but regret the unhappy good e
quarrels and maladministration which threaten to leave of aci
the noble colony of Nova Scotia an incubus and excres- manly
cence on her flourishing and progressive neighbours, the w
Canada and New Brunswick. From the talk about rail- miles
ways, steamers, and the House of Assembly, it is pleasant Th<
to turn to the one thing which bas been really done, miles
namely, the establishment of an electric telegraph line 'to a hug
St. John, and thence to the States. By means of this the si<
system of wires, which is rough and inexpensive to a to ha
degree which in England we should scarcely believe, the moose
news brought by the English mail steamer is known at to ac<
Boston, New York, New Orleans, Cincinnati, and all the fectly
great American cities, before it bas had time to reach the rack f
environs of Halifax itself. aben<

The telegraph costs about 201. per mile, and the wires scarle
are generally supported on the undressed stems of pines, The 1
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but are often carried from tree to tree along miserable
roads, or through the deep recesses of the forests.

The stores in Halifax are pretty good, all manu-
factured articles being sold at an advance on English
prices. Books alone are cheap and abundant, being the
American editions of pirated English-works.

On the morning when we left Halifax I was awakened
by the roll of the British drum and the stirring strains of
the Highland.bagpipe. Ready equipped for the tedious
journey before us, from Halifax to Pictou in the north of
the colony, J was at the inn-door at six, watching the
fruitless attempts of the men to pile our mountain of
luggage on the coach.

Do not let the word coach conjure up a vision of "the
good old times," a dashing mail with a well-groomed team
of active bays, harness ail "spick and span," a gentle-
manly-looking coachman, and a guard in military scarlet,
the whole affair rattling along the road at a pace of ten
miles an bour.

The vehicle in which we performed a journey of 120
miles in 20 hours deserves a description. It consisted of
a huge coach-body, slung upon two thick leather straps;
the sides were open, and the places where windows ought
to have been were screened by heavy curtains of tarnished
moose-deer hide. Inside were four cross-seats, intended
to accommodate twelve persons, who were very imper-
fectly sheltered from the weàther. Behind was a large
rack for luggage, and at the back of the driving-seat was
a bench which held three persons. The stage was painted
scarlet, but looked as if it had not been washed for-a year.
The team of six strong white horses was driven by a

CHAP. IL.
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Yankee, remarkable oniy for bis silence. . About a ton of pur1
luggage was packed on and behind the stage, and two stem
open portmanteaus were left bebind without the slightest tel
risk to their contents. - ''thes<

Twelve people nda baby were with some difficulty crop:
stowed in the, stage, and the few interstices were filled up kins.
with baskets, bundies, and packages. The coachman surfe
wbipped bis horses, and ,we rattled down the uneven coal
streets of ilalifax to a steam ferry-boat, which conveyed 'fusio:

testage across to Dartmouth, and was so well arranged parts
that the six borses had not to alter their positions. and

Our road lay for many miles over a barren, rocky, un- shap(
dûlating country, covered with var and spruce trees, with counl
an undergrowth of raspbgrry, wild rhododendron, and undu
aider. We passed a chain of lakes extending for sixteen far e
miles, their length varying from one to tbree miles, and Whe:

-their sbores covered with forests of gloomy pine. People and 1
are very apt to say that Nova Scotia is sterile and barren, bot s
because they -have not penetrated into the interior. It is fertik
certainly rather difficuit of access, but I was by no means ment,
sorry that my route lay through 'it. The coast of Nova for ti
Scotia is barren, and bears a very distinct resemblance to sterjik
the east of Scotland. The climate, thoughi severe'in hardy
winter and ver foggy, is favourable both to health and subjet
vegetation. *The peach and grape ripen in the open air, ready
and the cultivation of corn and potatoes amply repays the -j
cultivator. A great part of the country is still covered with~ t

-with wood, evidently a second growth, for, w1herever the tempe
trees of the fir tribe are cut down or destroyed by fire, we be
hard-wood tesspring up- intelli,

So among the maple, the American elm, and the Aft
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AND ITS CAPABILITIES.

purple-blossomed sumach, the huge scorched and leafless
stems of pines would throw up their giant arms as if to
tell of some former conflagration. In clearings among
these woods, slopes of ground are to be seen covered with
crops of oats and maize, varied with potatoes and pump-
kins. . Wherever the ground is unusually poor on the
surface, mineral treasures abound. There are beds of
coal of vast thickness; iron in various forms is in pro-
fusion, and the supply of gypsum is inexhaustible. Many
parts of the country are very suitable for cattle-rearing,

and there are "water privileges " without end in the

shape of numerous rivers. I have seldom seen finer
country in the colonies than the large tract of cleared
undulating land about Truro, and I am told that it is

far exceeded by that in the neighbourhood of Windsor.

Wherever apple-trees were planted they seemed to flourish,
and the size and flavour of their fruit evidences a short,

hot summer. While the interior of the country is so

fertile, and is susceptible of a high degree of improve-

ment, it is scarcely fair in the Nova-Scotians to account

for their backwardness by pointing strangers to their

sterile and iron-bound coast. But they are a moral,
hardy, and loyal people; none of our colonial fellow-

subjects are more attached to the British crown, or more
ready to take up arms in its defence.

I was greatly pleased with much that I heard, and

with the little I saw of the Nova-Scotians. They seemed

temperate, sturdy, and independent, and the specimens

we had of them in the stage were civil, agreeable, and

intelligent.
After passing the pretty little village of Dartmouth,
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we came upon some wigwams of birch-bark among the
trees. Some squaws, with papooses strapped upon their
backs, stared vacantly at us as we passed, and one little
barefooted Indian, with a lack of.apparel which showed t
his finely moulded form to the best advantage, ran by d
the side of the coach for two or three miles, bribed by
coppers which were occasionally thrown to him. ri

A dreary stage of eighteen miles brought us to Shultze's, dee
a road-side inn by a very pretty lake, where we were told sta
the " coach breakfasted." Whether Transatiantie coaches side
can perform this, to us, unknown feat, I cannot pretend wre
to say, but we breakfasted. A very coarse repast was
prepared for us, consisting of stewed salt veal, country clos
cheese, rancid salt butter, fried eggs, and barley bread; and
but we were too bungry to find fault either with it, or with ami
the charge made for it, which equalled that at a London cli
hotel. Our Yankee coachman, a man of monosyllables, he
sat next to me,,and I was pleased to see that he regaled com
himself n tea instead of spirits. tim

We pàcked ourselves into the stage again with great ma
difficulty, and how the forty-eight limbs fared was shown lau
by the painful sensations experienced for several succeed- Oce
ing days. All the passengers, however, were in perfectly wou
good humour, and amused each other during the~eleven hou
hours spent in this painful way. At an average speed look
of 'six miles an bour we travelled over roads of various wor
descriptions, plank, corduroy, and sand; up long beavy rn
bills, and througIwswamps swarming with mosquitoes. plan

Every one bas heard of corduroy roads, but how few out,
have experienced their miseries! They are generally stre
used for traversing swampy ground, and are formed of kind
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all pine-trees deprived of their branches, which are laid
oss the track alongside each other: The wear and
r of travelling soon separates these, leaving gaps
tween ; and when, added to this, one trunk rots away,
d another sinks down into the swamp, and another tilts

p, you may imagine such a jolting as only leather
rings could bear. On the very worst roads, filled with

deep holes, or covered with small granite boulders, the
stage only swings on the straps. Ordinary springs, be-
sides dislocating the joints of the passengers, would'be
wrenched and broken after a few miles travelling.

Even as we were, faces sometimes came into rather
close proximity to each other and to the side railings,
and heads sustained very unpleasant collisions. The
amiable man who was so-disappointed with the American
climate suffered very much from the journey. He said
he had thought a French diligence the climax of dis-
comfort, but a "stage was misery, oh torture !" Each
time that we had rather a worse jolt than usual the poor
man groaned, which always drew forth a chorus of
laughter, to which he submitted most good-humouredly.
Occasionallyhe would ask the time, when some one
would point maliciously to his watch, remarking, "Twelve
hours more," or "Fifteen hours more," when he would
look up with an expression of dèspair. The bridges
wore a very un-English feature. Over the small streams
or brooks they consisted of three pines covered with
planks, without kny parapet-with sometimes a plank
out, and someti'mes a hole in the middle. Over large
streams they were wooden erections of a most peculiar
kind, with high parapets; their insecurity being evi-
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denced by the notice, "Walk your horses, according to
law,"-a notice generally disregarded by our coachman,
as he trotted bis horses over the shaking and rattling cra
fabric. ho

We passed several small streams, and one of a large vat
size, the Shubenacadie, a wide, slow, muddy river, sitt
flowing through.willôws and hedges, like the rivers in the wr
fen districts of England. At the mouth of the Shubena-t 1me
cadie the tides rise and fall forty feet. - of

In Nova Scotia the animals seemed to be more care- pri
fully iodged than the people: Wherever we changed su
horses, we drove into a lofty shed, opening into a large the
stable with a boarded floor scrupulously clean, generally be
containing twenty horses. The rigour of the climate ln tab
winter necessitates such careful provision for the support inn
of animal life. The coachman went into the stable and cep
chose bis team, which was brought out, and then a scene the
of kicking, biting, and screaming ensued, ended by the sin
most furious kickers being put to the wheel; and after a -7 in
certain amount of talking, and settling the mail-bags, the En
ponderous vehicle moved off again, the leaders always mc
rearing for the first few yards.

For sixty miles we were passing through woods, the seN
trees sometimes burned and charred for several miles, ke
and the ground all blackened roind them. We saw very fly
few clearings, and those there were consisted merely of a
few acres of land, separated from the forest by rude ve
"snake-fences." Stumps of trees blackened by fire stood
up among the oat-crops; but though they look extremely
untidy, they are an unavoidable evil for two or three ha
years, till the large roots decay.



PREVAILING TEMPERANCE.

Eleven hours passed by not at all wearisomely to me,
though my cousins and their children suffered much fro

g cramp and fatigue, and at five, after an ascent of three
hours, we began to descend towards a large tract of culti-

e vated undulating country, in the centre of which is
situated a large settlement called Truro. There, at a

e wretched hostelry, we stopped to dine, but the meal by no
means answered to our English ideas of dinner. A cup
of tea was placed by each plate; and after the company,
principally consisting of agricultural settlers, had made a
substantial meal of mutton, and the potatoes for which
the country is famous, they solaced themselves with this
beverage. No intoxicating liquor was placed upon the
table,* and I observed the sane temperate habits at the
inns in New Brunswick, the city of St. John not ex-
cepted. It was a great pleasure to me to find that
the intemperance so notoriously prevalent among a
similar class in England was so completely discouraged
in No a Scotia. The tea was not tempting to an
Englih palate; it was stewed, and sweetened with
molasses.

While we were waiting for a fresh stage and horses,
several waggons came up, laden with lawyers, store-
keepers, and ship-carpenters, who with their families were
flying from the cholera at St. John, New Brunswick.

I enjoyed the next fifty miles exceedingly, as I tra-
velled outside on the driving:seat, with plenty of room to

* I write merely of what fel under my own observation, for there
has been so much spirit-drinking in Nova Scotia, that the legisiature
has deemed it expedient to introduce the " Maine Law," with its stria-
gent and somewhat arbitrary provisions.
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30 A YOUTHFUL DRIVER. CHAP. II. CHAP.

expatiate. The coachman was a very intelligent settler, on a

pressed into the service, because Jengro, the French Ca- wag
nadian driver, had indulged in a fit of intoxication in disa

opposition to a temperance meeting held at Truro the Pict

evening before.~A
Our driver had not tasted spirits for thirty years, and to w

finds that a cup of hot tea at the end of a cold journey kept
is a better stimulant than a glass of grog.- Stu

It was just six o'clock when we left Truro; the shades off,
of evening weré closing round us, and our road lay over of t

fifty miles of nearly uninhabited country; but there was berr

so much to learn and hear, that we kept up an animated gloo
and unflagging conversation hour after hour. The last ugl
cleared land was passed by seven, and we entered the blac
forest, beginning a long and tedious ascent of eight miles. a c
At a post-house in the wood we cbanged horses, and put her
on some lanterns, not -for the purpose of assisting our- not

selves, but to guide the boy-driver of a waggon or findi

"extra," who, having the responsibility of conducting four be
horses, came clattering close behind us. The road was with
billy, and often ran along the 4ery edge of steep decli. luib

vities, andour driver, who did not know it well, and was bot

besides a cautious man, drove at a most moderate pace. frie

Not 'so the yotthful Jehu of the light vehicle behind.
He came desperatély on, cracking his whip, shoutino The

"G'lang, Gee'p;" rattling down hill, and galloping up, sow
and whirling round corners, in spite of the warning high
"Steady, whoa!" addressed to him by our careful. escort. glea
Once the rattling behind entirely ceased, and we stopped, map
our driver being anxious for the safety of his own team,
as well as for the nine passengers who were committed



on a dark night to the care of a boy of thirteen. The

waggon soon came clattering on again, and remained in

disagreeably close proximity to us till we arrived at

Pictou.
At ten o'clock, after another long ascent, we stopped

to water the horses, and get some refreshment, at a shanty

kept by an old Highland-woman, well known as '"Nancy

Stuart of the Mountain." Here two or three of us got
off, and a comfortable meal was soon provided, consisting

of tea, milk, oat-cake, butter, and cranberry and rasp-

berry jam. This meal we shared with some handsome,
gloomy-looking, bonneted Highlanders, and some large

ugly dogs.. The roQm was picturesque enough, with

blackened rafters, deer and cow horns hung round it, and

a cheerful log fire. After tea I spoke to Nancy in

her native tongue, which so delighted her, thatI could

not induce ber to accept anything for my meal. On

finding that I knew ber birtbplace in the Highlands, she

became quite talkative, and on wishing her good bye

with the words " Oiche mhaith dhuibh ; Beannaclhd

luibhl"* she gave my hand a true Highland grasp with

both of hers; a grasp bringing back visions of home and

friends, andI "the bonnie North countrie."

A wild drive we had from this place to Pictou.
The road lay through forests which migbt have been

sown at the beginning of time. Huge hemlocks threw

high their giant arms, and from between their dark stems

gleamed the bark of the silver birch. Elm, beech, and
maple flourished; I missed 'alone the oak of England.

* Good night ; blessings be with you.

NANCY STUART. 31CHAP. II.



The solemn silence of these pathless roads was broken who

only by the note of the distint bull-frog; meteors fell in Our
streams of fire, the crescent moon occasionally gleamed Ger

behind clouds from which the lightning flashed almost
continually, and the absence of any familiar faces made so
me realize at length that I was a stranger in a strange fast
land. bot

After the subject of the çolony had. been exhausted, I fish
amused the coachman with anecdotes of the supernatural- frit
stories of ghosts, wraiths, apparitions, and second sight;Co
but he professed himself a disbeliever, and 1 thought I
had failed to make any impression on him, till at last he ext
started at the crackling of a twig, and the gleaming feet
whiteness of a silver birch. He would have liked the and

stories better, he confessed at length, if the night had not dist

been quite so dark. Isa

The silence of the forest was so solemn, that, remem- Sco

bering the last of the Mohicans, we should not have been mai
the least surprised if an Indian war-whoop had burst
upon our startled ears. srn

We were travelling over the possessions of the Red men. ago
Nothing more formidable occurred than the finding of the.

three tipsy men laid on the road and our coachman boa
had to alight and remâve them before the vehicle could pas

proceed. the
We reached Pictou at a quarter past two on a very tel1

chilly starlight morning, and by means of the rude tele-wi

graph, which runs along the road, comfortable rooms had ken
been taken for us at an inn of average cleanliness. one

Here we met with a storekeeper from Prince Edward few
Island, and he told us that the parents of my cousins, rea
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CHAr. II. LOSS OF THE "FAIRY QUEEN."

whom we were about to visit, knew nothing whatever of
our intended arrival, and supposed their children to be in
Germany.

As a colonial dinner is an aggregate of dinner and tea,
so a colonial breakfast is a curious complication of break-
fast- and dinner, combining, I think, the advantages of
both. It is only an extensiQn of the Highland breakfast;
fish of several sorts, meat, eggs, and potatoes, buckwheat
fritters and Johnny cake, being served with the tea and
coffee.

Pictou may be a flourishing town some day: it bas
extensive coal-mines; one seam of coal is said to be thirty
feet thick. At present it is a most insignificant place,
and the water of the harbour is very shallow. The
distance from Pictou to Charlotte Town, Prince Edward
Island, is sixty miles, and by this route, through Nova
Scotia and across Northumberland Strait, the English
mail is transmitted once a fortnight.

A fearful catastrophe happened to the Fairy Queen, a
small mail steamer plying between these ports, not long
ago. By some carelessness, she sprang a leak and sank;
the. captain and crew escaping to Pictou in the ship's
boats, which were large eno.ugh to have saved all the
passengers. Here they arrived, and related the story of
the wreck, in the hope that no human voice would ever
tell of their barbarity and cowardice. Several perished
with the ill-fated vessel, among whom were Dr. Mac-
kenzie, a promising young officer, and two young ladies,
one of whom was coming to England to be married. A
few of the passengers floated off on the upper deck and
reached the land in safety, to bear a terrible testimony

c 3
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NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT.

il

1+

to the inhumanity which had left their companions to
perish. A voice from the dead could not have struck
greater horror into the heart of the craven captain than
did*that of those whom he never expected to meet till
the sea should give up her dead. The captain was com-
mitted for manslaughter, but escaped the punishment
due to bis offence, though popular indignation was
strongly excited against him. We were told to be on
board the Lady le Marchant by twelve o'clock, and
endured four hours' detention on her broiling deck, with-
out any more substantial sustenance than was afforded to
us by some pine-apples. We were five hours in crossing
Northumberland Strait-five hours of the greatest pos-
sible discomfort. We had a head-wind and a rough
chopping sea, which caused the ,littile steamer to pitch
unmercifully. After gaining a distant view of Cape
Breton Island, I lay down on a mattress on deck, in spite
of the persecutions of an animated friend, who kindly
endeavoured to rouse me to take a first view of Prince
Edward Island.

When at last, in the comparative calmness of the
entrance to Charlotte Town harbour, I stood up to look
about me, I could not help admiring the peaceful beauty
of the scene. Far in the distance were the sterile cliffs
of Nova Scotia and the tumbling surges of the Atlantic,
while on three sides we were surrounded by land so low
that the trees upon it ·seemed almost growing out of the
water. The soil was the rich red of Devonshire, the trees
were of a brilliant green, and sylvan lawns ran up amongst
them. The light canoes of the aborigines glided grace-
fully on the water, or lay high and dry on the beach;
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Cra. II. ARRIVAL AT CHARLOTTE TOWN.

and two or three miles ahead the spires and houses of the
capital of the island lent additional cheerfulness to the
prospect.

We were speedily moored at the wharf, and my cousins,
after an absence of eight years, were anxiously looking
round for some familiar faces among the throng on the
shore. They had purposely avoided giving any intima-
tion to their parents of their intended arrivai, lest any-
thing should occur to prevent the visit ; therefore they

were entirely unexpected. But, led by the true instinct of
natural affection, they were speedily recognised by those
of their relatives who were on the wharf, and many a
joyful meeting followed which must amply have com-
pensated for the dreary separation of years.

It was in an old-English looking, red brick mansion,
encircled by plantations of thriving firs-warmly welcomed
by relations whom I had never -seen, for the sake of those
who, had been my long-tried friends-surrounded by
hearts rejoicing in the blessings of unexpected re-union,
and by faces radiant with affection and happiness-that
I spent my first evening in the "Garden of British
America."
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POPULAR IGNORANCE.
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thiPopular ignorance - The garden island - Summer and winter con-
trasted -A wooden capital -Island politics, and their consequences th
- Gossip - "Blowin-time Religion and the .clergy - The ser-
vant nuisance - Colonial society -- An evening party - An island Pr
premier - Agrarian outrage - A visit to the Indians - The pipe of
peace - An Indian coquette - Country hospitality - A missionary G
- A novel mode of lobster-fishing - Uncivilised life- Far away in h
the woods - Starvation and dishonesty - An old Highlander and a

Highland welcome - Hopes for the future.bu
ha

I wAs showing a collection of autographs to a gentleman is
at a party in a well-known Canadian city, when the th
volume opened upon the majestic signature of Cromwell. de
I paused as I pointed to it, expecting a burst of enthu- ai
siasn. 'Who is Cromwell?" he asked n. ignorance
which I should have believed counterfeit had it not been ai
too painfully and obviously genuine. of

A yeoman friend in England, on being told that I had Il
arrived safely at Boston, after encountering great danger p
in a gale, a reckoned that it was somewhere down in Lin- b
colnshire."

With these instances of ignorance, and many more
which I could naine, fresh in my recollection, J am not at b
all surprised that few persons-should be acquainted with '
the locality of a spot of earth so comparatively obscure as s
Prince Edward Island. When I named my destination
to my friends prior to my departure from England, it was
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

supposed by some that I was going to the Pacific, and
by others that I was going to tbe north-west coast of
America, while one or two, on consulting their maps,
found no such island indicated in the part of the ocean
where I described it to be placed.

Now, Prince Edward Island is the abode of seventy
thousand human beings. It had a garrison, though now
the loyalty of its inhabitants is considered a sufficient
protection. It has a Governor, a House of Assembly, a
Legislative Council, and a Constitution. It bas a wooden
Government House, and a stone Province Building. It
has a town of six thousand people, and an extensive ship-
building trade, and, lastly, it bas a prime minister. As it
bas not been tourist-ridden, like Canada or the States, and
is a terra incognita to many who are tolerably familiar with
the rest of our North American possessions, I must briefly
describe it, though I am neither writing a guide-book nor
an emigrant's directory.

This island was discovered by Sebastian Cabot in 1497,
and more than two centuries afterwards received the name
of St. John, by which it is still designated in old maps.
It received the name of Prince Edward Island in com-
pliment to th illustrious father of our Queen, who
bestowed great attention upon it. It bas been the arena
of numerous conflicts during the endless wars between the
French and English. Its aboriginal inhabitants have
here, as in other places, melted away before the whites.
About three hundred remain, earning.a scanty living by
shooting and fishing, and profess the Romish faith.

This island is 140 miles in length, and at its widest
part 34 in' breadth. It is intersected by creeks; every
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CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY. CiAr. III.

part of its coast is indented by the fierce flood of the Gulf
of St. Ii;wrence, and no part of it is more than nine miles
distant from some arm of the sea. It bears the name

throughout the British provinces of the "Garden of British

America." That this title bas been justly bestowed, none
who have ever visited it in summer will deny.

While Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and the banks of

the St. Lawrence are brown, even where most fertile, this
island is clothed' in brilliant green. I suppose that the

most elevated land in 'it is less than 400 feet above the

level of the sea ; there is not a rock in-any part of it, and

the·stones which may be very occasionally picked up in
the recesses of the forest ,cause much speculation in the
minds of the curious and scientific. The features of this
country are as soft as the. soil. The land is everywhere
gently undulating, and, while anything like a hill isunknown, it bas been difficult to find a piece of ground
sufficiently level for a cricket-field. The north shore is
extremely pretty; it bas small villages, green clearings,
fine harbours, with the trees 'growing down to the water's
edge, and shady streams.

The land is very suitable for agricultural purposes, as
also for the rearing of sheep; but the island is totally
destitute of mineral wealth. It is highly favoured in
climate. The intense heat of a North American summer
is here tempered by a coolsea-breeze ; fogs are almost
unkno-wn, and the air is dry and bracing. Instances of
longevity are very common; fever and consumption are
seldom met, with, and 'the cholera bas never visited its
shores.- Wages are high, and employment abundant;
land is cheap and tolerably productive; but though a
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competence may always be obtained, I never beard of

any one becoming rich through agricultural pursuits.

Shipbuilding is the great trade of the island, and the

most profitable eone. Everywhere, even twenty miles

inland, and up among tly woods, ships nay be seen in

course of construction. These vessels are sold in England
and in the neighbouring colonies; but year by year, as its

trade increases, the island 'requires a greater number for

its own use.
In summer, the island is a very agreeable residence;

the sandy roads are pâssable, and it bas a bi-weekly
commuirication witb the neighbouring continent. Shooting

and fishing may be enjoyed in abundance, and the Indians
are always ready to lend assistance in these sports. Bears,
which used to be a great attraction to the more ,adven-
turous class of sportsmen, are, however, rapidly disap-
pearing.

In winter, I cannot conceive a more dull, cheerless, and
desolate place thau Prince Edward -Island. About the
beginning of December steam communication with the
continent ceases, 'and those who are leaving the island
hurry their departure. Large stocks of fuel are laid in,
the harbour is deserted by the shipping, and all out-door
occupations gradually cease. Before Christmas the frost
commences, the snow frequently lies six feet deep, and
soon the barbours and the adjacent ocean freeze, and the
island is literally "locked in regions of thick-ribbed ice"
for six long months. Once a fortnight during the winter
an ice-boat crosses Northumberland Strait, at great
hazard, wheré it is only nine miles wide, conveying the
English mail; but sometimes all the circumstances, are
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CHARLOTTE TOWN.

not favourable, and the letters are delayed for a month-

the poor islanders ,beïng locked meanwhile in their ice-

bound prison, ignorant of the events which may be con-
vulsing the world. Charlotte Town, the capital of the

island and the seat of government, is very prettily

situated on a capacious harbour, which was defended by
several heavy guns. It is a town of shingles, but looks

very well from the sea. With the exception of Quebec,

it is considered the prettiest town in British America; but
while Quebec is a city built on a rock, Charlotte Town
closely borders upon a marsh, and its drainage has been
very mnuch neglected.

There are several commons in the town, the grass of
which .is of a peculiarly brilliant green, and, as these

are surrounded by bouses, they give it a cheerful appear-
ance. The bouses are small, and the stores by no means

pretentious. The streets are unlighted, and destitute of
side walks ; there is not an attempt at paving, and the

grips across them are something fearful. "Hold on " is

a caution as frequently given as absolutely necessary. I

have travelled over miles of corduroy road in a springless
waggon, and in a lumber waggon, drawn by oxen, where

there was no road at all, but I never experienced any-

thing like the merciless joint-dislocating jolting wbich I
met with in Charlotte Town. This island metropolis bas
two or three weekly papers of opposite sides in politics,
which vie with each other in gross personalities and scur-
rilous.abuse.

The colony bas "responsible government," a Governor,
a Legislative Council, and a House of Assembly, and
storms in politics arenot at all unfrequent. The members
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CAP. III. POLITICS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES. 41

of the Lower bouse are elected by nearly universal suf.
frage, and it is considered necessary that the "Premier"
should have a majority in it. This House is said'to be
on a par with Irish poor-law guardian meetings for low

personalities and vehement vituperation.
The genius of Discord must look complacently on this

land. Politics have been a fruitful source of quarrels,
misrepresentation, alienation, and division. The opposi-
tion parties are locally designated "snatchers" and
"snarlers," and no love is lost between the two. It is
broadly affBrmed that half the people on the island do not
speak to the other half. And, worse than all, religious
differences have been brought up as engines wherewith to
wreak political animosities. I never Saw a community in
which people appeared to hate each othér so cordially.
The flimsy veil of etiquette does not conceal the pointed
sneer, the malicious inuendo, the malignant backbiting,
and the unfounded slander. Some of the forms of society
are observed in the island-that extreme of civilisation
vulgarly called "cutting" is common; morning calls are
punctiliously paid and returned, and there are occa-
sional balls and tea-parties. Quebec is described as
being the hottest and coldest town in the world, Paris
the gayest, London the richest; but I should think that
Charlotte Town may bear away the palm for being the
most gossiping.

There is a general and daily flitting about' of its
inhabitants after news of their neighbours-all that is saidl
and doue within a three-mile circle is reported, and, of
course, a great deal of what has neither bëen said nor
done. There are certain people whose business it is to
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make mischief, and mischief-making is a callinn which
it does not require much wit to be successful.

The inhabitants are a sturdy race, more than one-half
of them being of Scotch descent. They -are prevented
from attaining settled business-like habits by the long
winter, which puts a stop to all out-door employment.
This period, when amusement is the only thing thought
of, is called in the colonies "blowin-time." All the
country is covered with snow, and the inhabitants
bave nothing to do but sleigh about, play ball on the
ice, drive the young ladies to quilting frolics and snow
picnics, drink brand'y-and-water, and play at whist for
sixpenny points.

The further you go from Charlotte Town, the more
primitive and hospitable the people become ; they warmly
welcome a stranger, and seem happy, moral, and con-
tented. This island- is the only place in the New World
where I met with any who believed in the supernatural.
One evening I had been telling some very harmless ghost
stories to a party by moonlight, and one of my auditors,
a very clever girl, fancied during the night that she saw
something stirring in her bed-room. In the idea that the

ghost would attack her head rather than ber feet, she tied
up her feet in lier bonnet-de-nuit, put them upon the

pillow, and her head under the quilt-a novel way of
cheating a spiritual visitant.

There are numerous religious denominations in the
colony, all enjoying the same privileges, or the absence of

any. J am not acquainted with the number belonging to
each, but would suppose the Roman Catholics to be the
most dominant, from the way in which their church towers



CIrp. III. TUE SERVANT NUISANCE.

over the whole town. There are about eleven Episcopa-
lian clergymen, overworked and underpaid. Most of

ialf
ted these are under the entire control of the Bishop of Nova

ted
Scotia, and are removable at bis will and pleasure. This

will Bishop Binney exercises in a very capricious and

wht -arbitrary manner.
Some of these clergymen are very excellent and labo-

rious men. I may particularise Dr. Jenkins, for manyntsy
years chief minister of Charlotte Town, whose piety,he
learning, and Christian spirit would render him an orna-
ment to the Church of England in any locality. Even

or
among the clergy, some things might seen rather peculiar
to a person fresh from England. A clergyman coming to

re
a pause in his. sermon,-one of bis auditors from the floor
called up "Propitiation;" the preacher thanked him,

[1- took the word, and went on with bis discourse.
Id The difficulty of procuring servants, which is felt from

the Government House downwards, is one of the great
objections to this colony. The few there are know nothing
of any individual department of work,-for instance, there

W
are neither cooks nor housemaids, they are strictly

e "helps,"- the mistress being expected to take more than
her fair share of the work. They come in and go out

e when they please, and, if anything dissatisfies them, they
ask for their wages, and depart the same day, in the
certainty that their labour will command a higher price
in the United States. It is not an uncommon tbing for
a gentleman to be obliged to do the work of gardener,
errand-boy, and groom. A servant left at an hour's
notice, saying, "she bad never been so insulted before,"
because ber master requested her to put on shoes when
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COLONIAL SOCIETY.

she waited at table; and a gentleman was obliged to lie
in bed because his servant had taken all bis shirts to the
wash, and had left them while she went to a "frolie " with
her lover.

The upper class of society in the island is rather ex--
clusive, but it is difficult to say what qualification entitles
a man to be received into "society." The entrée at
Government House is not sufficient; but a uniform is
powerful, and wealth is omnipotent. The present, go-
vernor, Mr. Domninick Daly, is a ian of great suavity of
manner. He bas a large amount of finesse, wbich is
needful in a colony where people like the supposition that
they govern themselves, but where it is absolu ely neces-
sary that a firm band should hold the reins. The island
is prospering under its new form of "responsible govern-
ment ;" its revenue is increasing; it is out of debt; and
Mr. Daly, whose tenure of power bas been very short, will
without doubt considerably develop its resources. Mrs.
Daly is an invalid, but ber kindness makes ber deservedly
popular, together with her amiable and affable daughters,
the elder- of whom is one of the most beautiful girls whom
I saw in the colonies.

1 remained six weeks inc this island, being detained by
the cholera, which was ravaging Canada and the States.
I spent the greater part of this time at the house of
Captain Swabey, a near relation of my father's, at
whose house I received every hospitality and kindness.
C~aptain Swabey is "one of (the most influential inhabitants
of the island, as, since the withdrawal of the troops, the
direction of its defences bas been intrusted to him, in con-
sideration of bis long experience in active service. He
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CRa.1I. THE PREMIER. 45

served in the land forces which assisted Nelson at the
siege of Copenhagen. He afterwards served with dis-
tinction through the Peninsular war, and, after receiving a
ball in the knee at Vittoria, closed his military career at
the battle of Waterloo. It is not a little singular that
Mr. Hensley, another of the principal inhabitants, and a

near neighbour of Captain Swabey's, fought at Copen-
hagen under Lord Nelson, where part of his cheek-bone

was shot away.
While I was there, the governor gave his first party, to

which, as a necessary matter of etiquette, all who had
left cards at Government House were invited. I was told
that I should not see such a curious mixture anywhere
else, either in the States or .in the colonies. There were
about a hundred and fifty persons present, including
all the 'officers of the garrison and customs, and the
members of the'government. 'the "prime minister," the
Hon. George Coles, whose name is already well known
in the colonies, was there in all the novel glories of office
and " red-tapeism."

I cannot say that this gentleman looked at all care-
worn; indeed the cares of office, even in England, have
ceased to be onerous, if one may judge from the ease with
which a premier of seventy performs upon the parliamentary
stage; but Mr. Colies looked particularly the reverse.
He is justified in his complacent appearance, for he has a
majority in the house, a requisite scarcely deemed essential
in England, and the finances of the colony are flourishing
under his administration. He is a self-made and self-
educated man, and by his own energy, industry, and per-
severance, has raised himself to the position which he now



holds; and if his imanners have not all the finish of polite
society, and if lie does sometimes say "Me and the car
governor," his energy is not less to be admired. wa:

Another member of the government appeared in a len
yellow waistcoat and brown frock-coat; but where thei-e tel
were a great many persons of an inferior class it was only aft
surprising that there should be so few inaccuracies either an
in dress or deportment.. There were some very pretty it
women, and almost all were dressed with simplicity and sei
good taste. The island does not afford a band, but a rid
pianist and violinist played most perseveringly, and the an
amusements were kept up with untiring spirit till four in
in the morning. pa

The governor and his family behaved most affably to lei
their guests, and I was glad to observe that in such a very ci
mixed company not the slightest vulgarity of manner was w
perceptible. wl

It may be remarked, however, that society is not on so Ti
safe a footing as in England. Such things as duels, but afi
of a very bloodless nature, have been known: people in
occasionally horsewhip and kick each other ; and if a
gentleman indulges in the pastime of breaking the windows H
of another gentleman, he receives a bullet for his pains. he
Some time ago, a gentleman connected with a noble mi
family in Scotland, emigrated to the island with a large id:
number of his countrymen, to whom he promised advan- WC
tageous arrangements with regard to land. .He was known
by the name of Tracadie. After his tenants had made a in
large outlay upon their farms, Tracadie did not fulfil his ef
agreements,,and the dissatisfaction soon broke forth into gE
open outrage.
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AN UNPOPULAR LANDLORD.

Conspiracies were formed against him, his cows and
carts were destroyed, and night after night the country
was lighted by the flames of his barns and mills. At
length he gave loaded muskets to some %f bis farm-boys,
telling them to shoot any one they saw upon his premises
after dusk. The same evening he went into bis orchard,
and was standing with bis watch in his hand waiting to set
it by the evening gun, when the boys fired, and he fell
severely wounded. When he recovered from this, he was
riding out one evening, when he was shot through the hat
and hip by men on each side of the road, and fell welter-
ing in blood. So detested was he, that several persons
passed by without rendering him any assistance. At
length one of his own tenantry, coming by, took him into
Charlotte Town in a cart, but was obliged shortly after-
wards to leave the island, to escape from the vengeance
which would have overtaken the succoufer of a tyrant.
Tracadie was shot at five or six different times. Shortly
after my arrival in the island, he went to place his daughter
in a convent at Quebec, and died there of the cholera.

One day, with a party of youthful friends, I crossed the
Hillsboro' Creek, to visit the Indians. We had a large
heavy boat, with cumbrous oars, very ill balanced, and a
most inefficient crew, two of them being boys either very
idle or very ignorant, and, as they kept tumbling back--.
wards over the thwarts, one gentleman and I were left to
do all the work. On our way we came upon an Indian
in a bark canoe, and spent much of our strength in an in-
effectual race with him, succeeding in nothing but in
getting aground. We bad very great difficulty hi landing,
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48 . VISIT TO THE INDIANS. CAr. III. C

and two pretty squaws indulged in hearty laughter at our
numerous failures.

After scrambling through a wood, we came upon an
Indian village, consisting of fifteen wigwams. These are
made of poles, tied together -at the upper end, and are w
thatched with large pieces of bi-ch-bark. A bole is
always left at the top to let out the smoke, and the whole th
space occupied by this primitive. dwelling is not larger e
than a large circular dining-table. Large fierce dogs,
and uncouth, terrified-looking, lank-haired children, ver s
scantily clotbed, abounded by these abodes. We went a
into one, crawling through an aperture ,in the bark. A st
fire was burning in. the middle, over whiclï was suspended
a kettle of fish. The wigwam was full of men and squaws, 0
and babies, or "papooses," tightly strapped into little a
trays of wood. Some were waking, others sleeping, but o
none were employed, though in several of the camps I saw
the materials for baskets and bead-work. The eyes of ail c
were magnificent, and the young women very handsome, w
their dark complexions and splendid hair being in many t
instances set off by a scarlet handkerchief thrown loosely a
round the head. i

We braved the ferocity of numerous dogs, and looked g
into eight of these abodes; Mr. Kenjins, from the kind v
use he makes of his medical knowledge, being a great n
favourite with the Indians, particularly with the young 1
squaws, who seemed thoroughly to understand all the arts t
of coquetry. We were going into one wigwam when a a
surly old man opposed our entrance, holding out a cala- n
bash, vociferous voices from the interior calling out,



AN INDIAN COQUETTE.

r "Ninepence, ninepence!" The memory of Uncas and
Maguà rose before me, and I sighed over the degeneracy

n of the race. These people are mendicant and loquacious.
e When you go in, they begin a list of things which they
e want-blankets, powder, tobacco, &c.; always concluding
is with, " Tea, for God's sake !" for they have renounced
e the worship of -the Great Spirit for a corrupted form of
r Christianity.

We were received in one camp by two very handsome
squaws, mother and daughter, who spoke broken Englisb,

t and were very neat and clean. The floor was thickly
strewn with the young shoots of the var, and we sat down
with them for half an hour. The younger squaw, a girl
of sixteen, was very bandsome and coquettish. She had

e a beautiful cap, worked in beads, which she would not put
on at the request of any of the ladies; but directly Mr.
Kenjins binted a wish to that effect, she placed it
coquettishly on her head, and certainly looked most be-
witching. Though only sixteen, she had been married
two years, and bad recently lost her twins. Mr. Kenjins
asked ber the meaning of an Indian phrase. She replied
in broken English, "What one little boy say to one little
girl: I love you." "I suppose your husband said so to
vou before you were married ? "Yes, and he say so
now," she replied, and both she and ber mother laughed
long and uncontrollably. These Indians retain few of
their ancient characteristics, except their dark complexions
and their comfortless nomade way of living. They are
not represented in the Legislative Assembly.

Very different are the Indians of Central America, the
fierce Sioux, Comanches, and Blackfeet. In Canada

D
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THE PIPE OF PEACE.

West I saw a race differing in appearance from the Mo-
hawks and Mic-Macs, and retaining to -a certain extent
their ancient customs. Among these tribes I entered a
wigwam, and was received in sullen silence. I seated
myself on the floor with about eight Indians; still not a
word was spoken. A short pipe was then lighted and
offered to me. I took, as previously directed, a few
whiffs of the fragrant weed, and then the pipe was passed
round the circle, after which the oldest man present began
to speak.* This pipe is the celebrated calumet, or pipe of
peace, and it is considered even among the fiercest tribes
as a sacred obligation.

A week before I left Prince Edward Island I went for
a tour of five days in the north-west of the island with
Mr. and Miss Kenjins. This was a delightful change, an
uninterrupted stream of novelty and enjoyment. It was a
relief from Charlotte Town, with its gossiping morning
calls, its malicious stories, its pgJitical puerilities, its end-
less discussions on servants, turnips, and plovers; it was
a bound into a region of genuine kindness and primitive
hospitality.

We left Charlotte Town early on a brilliant morning, in
a light waggon, suitably attired for "roughing it in the
bush." Our wardrobes, a draught-board, and a numnber
of books (which we never read), were packed into a carpet-
bag of most diminutive proportions. We took large
buffalo robes with us, in case we should not be able to pro-

* "Why has our white sister visited the wigwams of her red
brethren ?" was the salutation with which they broke silence-a ques-
tion rather difficult to answer.
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cure a better shelter for the night than a barn. We were
for the time being perfectly congenial, and determined on

thoroughly enjoyitng ourselves. We sang, and rowed,
and fished, and laughed, and made others laugh, and
were perfectly happy, never knowing and scarcely caring
where we should obtain shelter for the night. Our first

'day's dinner was some cold meat and bread, eaten in a
wood, our horse eating his oats by our side; and we made
drinking-cups, in Indian fashion, of birch-tree bark-
cups of Tantalus, properly speaking, for very little of the
water reached our lips. While engaged in drawing some
from a stream, the branch on which I leaned gave way,
and J fell into the water, a mishap which amused my
companions so much that they could not help me;out.

After a journey of thirty miles our further course was
stopped by a wide river, with low wooded hills and pro-
montories, but there was no ferry-boat, so, putting up our
horse in a settler's barn, we sat on the beach till a cranky,
leaky boat, covered with fish-scales, was with some diffi-
culty launcbed, and a man took us across the beautiful
stream. This kindly individual came for us again the
next morning, and would accept nothing but our thanks
for his troùble. The settler in whose barn we had left our
horse fed him well with oats, and was equally generous.
The people in this part of the island are principally emi-
grants from the north of Scotland, who thus carry High-
land hospitality with them to their.distant homes. After
a long walk through a wood, we came upon a little church,
with a small bouse near it, and craved a night's hos-
pitality. The church was one of those strougholds of
religion and loyalty which J rejoice to see in the colonies.

ej 011 e-2
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THE MISSIONARY. CHAP. MII.

There, Sabbath after Sabbath, the inhabitants of this
peaceful locality worship in the pure faith of their fore-
fathers: here, when "life's fitful fever" is over, they
sleep in the hallowed ground around these sacred walls.
Nor could a more peaceful resting-place be desired: from
the graveyard one could catch distant glimpses of 'the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and tall pine-trees flung their dark
shadows over the low green graves.

Leaving our friends in the house, we went down to a
small creek running up -into the woôds, the most formid-
able "longer fences" not intercepting oùr progress. After
some ineffectual attempts to gain possession- of a log-
canoe, we launched a leaky boat, and went out towards
the sea. The purple beams of the setting sun fell upon
the dark pine woods, and lay in long lines upon the
calm waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It was a glo-
rious evening, and the scene was among the fairest which
I saw in the New World. On our return we found our
host, the missionary, returned from bis walk of twenty-
two miles, and a repast of tea, wheaten scones, raspberries,
and cream, awaited us. This good man left England

tet-five years ago, and lived for twenty noeo h

most desolate parts 0'f Newfoundland. Yet he has re-
tained bis vivid interest in England, and kept us up till a
late hour talking over its churcl\and people. Contented
in bis isolated position, which is not without its severe
hardships, this good missionary pursues his useful course
unnoticed by the world as it bustles along ;*his sole earthly
wish seems to be that lie may return to England to d.ie.

>The next morning at seven we left his humble home,
where such hospitality had awaited us. and lie accompanied



.LOBSTER-FISIIING.

this us to the river. He returned to his honourable work-I

re- shortly afterwards went to the United States-another

biey of the party is with the Turkish army in the Crimea-and

Il. the youngest is married in a distant Iand. For several

om hours we passed through lovely scenery, on one of the

the loveliest mornings 1 ever saw. We stopped at tbe but of

irk 1 an old Highland woman, who was " terribly glad" to see

us, and gave us some milk ; and we came up with a sturdy

> a little barefooted urchin of eight years old, carrying a

id- basket. "What's your name ?" we asked. "Mr.

ter Crozier," was the bold and complacent reply.

>g- At noon we reached St. Eleanor's, rather a large vil-

-ds lage, where we met with great hospitality for two days at

on the house of a keeper of a small store, who had married

he the lively and accomplished daughter of an English cler-

o- gyman. The two Irish servant-girls were ill, but she

ch said she should be delighted to receive us if we would

ur help lier to do the bousehold work. The same affternoon
we drove to the house of a shipbuilder at a little hamlet

s S called Greenshore, and went out lobster-fishing in his

id beautiful boat. The way of fisbhig for these creatures

ie was a novel one to me, but so easy that a mere novice

e- may be very successful. We tied sinks to mackerel, and

a let them down in six fathoms water. We gently raised

d 3them now and then, and, if we felt anything pulling the

e bait, raised it slowly up. Gently, gently, or the fish sus-

;e pects foul play; but soon, just under the surface, I saw

'y an immense lobster, and one of the gentlemen caught it

by the tail and threw it into the boat. We fished for an

hour, and caught fifteen of these esteemed creatures,

d' which we took to the house in a wheelbarrow. At night

:AP. Ill.



54 AN EVENING PARTY. CHAP. III.

we drove to St. Eleanor's, taking some of our spoil with
us, and immediately adjourned to the kitchen, a large,
unfinished place built of logs, with a clay floor and huge
smoke-stained rafters. We sat by a large stove in the
centre, and looked as if we had never known civilised life.
Miss Kenjins and I sat on either side of the fireplace in
broad-brimmed straw bats, Mrs. Maccallummore in front,
warming the feet of the unhappy baby, who ha' been a

passive spectator of the fishing; the three gentlemen
stood round in easy attitudes, these, be it remembered,
holding glasses of brandy and water; and the two invalid
servants stood behind, occasionally uttering suppressed
shrieks as Mr. Oppe took one out of a heap of lobsters
and threw it into a caldron of boiling water on the stove.
This strange scene was illuminated by a blazing pine-
knot. Mr. Kenjins laughingly reminded me of the ele-

gant drawing-room in which 1he last saw me in England-
"Look on this picture and on that."

On the Sunday we crossed the Grand River, on a day
so stormy that the ferryman would not take the "scow"
across. We rowed ourselves over in a crazy boat, which
seemed about to fill and sink when we got to the middle
of the river, and attended service at Port Hill, one of the
most desolate-looking places I ever saw. We saw Lenox
Island, where on St. Ann's day all the island Indians
meet and go through ceremonies with the Romish priests.

We remained for part of the next day with our hospi-
table friends at St. Eleanor's, and set out on an exploring
expedition in searcb of a spring which Mr. K. remem-
bered in his childish days. We went down to a lonely
cabin to make inquiries, and were told that "none but



CRp. III. TUE SPRING IN THE WOODS.

the old people knew of it-it was far away in the woods."

Here was nystery ; so, leaving the waggon, into the woods

uge we went to seek for it, and far away in the woods we found

the it, and now others besides the " old people" know of it.

We struck into the forest, an old, untrodden forest,
where generations of trees had rotted away, and strange
flowers and lichens grew, and bats flew past us in the

n a artificial darkness; and there were snakes too, ugly

aen spotted things, which hissed at us, an'd put out their

double tongues, and then coiled themselves away in the
did

diîn recesses of the forest. But on we went, climbing
with difficulty over prostrate firs, or breaking through
matted juniper, and still the spring was not, though we

v.were "far away in the woods." But still we climbed on,
e- through swamp and jungle, till we tore our dresses to

pieces, and our hats.got pulled off a tree and some of
our hair with them ; but at last we reached the spring. It
was such a scene as one might have dreamed of in soine

lay · forest in a fabulous Elysium. It was a large, deep basin,
of pure white sand, covered with clear water, and seven
powerful springs, each about a foot high, rose from it;
and trees had fallen over it, and were covered with bright

h green moss, and others bent over it ready to fail; and
above them the tall hemlocks shut out the light, except

nsl where a few stray beams glittered on the pure transparent
ts. water.

And here it lay in lonely beauty, as it bad done for
ng centuries, probably known only to the old people and to

, Î the wandering Indians. In enterprising England a town
ly would have been built round it, and we should have had
ut cheap excursions to the " Baths of St. Eleanor's."
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56 A HALF-STARVED PARTY. CHAP. III.

In the evening we went to the house of Mr. Oppe at
Bedeque, but not finding him-at home we presumed on
colonial hospitality so far as to put our horse in the stable
and unpack our clothes; and when Mr. Oppe returned
lie found us playing at draughts, and joined us in a hearty
laugh at our coolness. Our fifth and last day's journey
was a long one of forty miles, yet near Cape Traverse
our horse ran away down a steep hill, and across a long
wooden bridge without a parapet, thereby placing our
lives in imminent jeopardy. After travelling for several
hours we came to a lone house, where we hoped to get
some refreshment both for ourselves and the horse, but
found the house locked, a remarkable fact, as in this island
robbery is almost unknown. We were quite exhausted
with bunger, and our hearts sank when we found. every
door and window closed. We then, as an act of mercy,
stole a sheaf of oats from a neighbouring field, and cut the
ears off for the horse with our penknives, after which we,
in absolute hunger, ate as many grains as we could clean
from the husks, and some fern, which we found very bitter.
We looked very much like a group of vagrants sitting
by the road-side, the possession of the oats being disputed
with us by five lean pigs. When after another hour we
really succeeded in getting something more suitable for
human beings, we ate like famished creatures.

While I was walking up a long bill, I passed a neat
cabin in a garden of pumpkins, placed in a situation ap-
parently chosen from its extreine picturesqueness. Seeing
an old man, in a suit of grey frieze and a blue bonnet,
standing at the gate, I addressed him with the words,
"Cia mar thIasibh an diugh." "Slan gu robh math
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agaibh. Cia mar thasibh anfein,"* was the delighted replv,
accompanied with a hearty shake of both hands. He was
from Snizort, in the Isle of Skye, and, though he had

attained competence in the land of his adoption, he
mourned the absence of his native heather. He asked

me the usual Highland question, "Tell me the news;
and I told him all that I could recollect of those with
whom he was familiar. He spoke of the Cuchullin Hills,
and the stern beauty of Loch Corruisk, with tears in his
èyes. "Ah," he said, "I have no wish but to see them,
once again. Who is the lady with you-the lily ?" he
asked, for he spoke English imperfectly, and preferred his
own poetical tongue. "May your path be always bright,
lady !" he said, as he shook my hand warmly at parting;
"and ye'll come and see me when ye come again, and
bring me tales from the ole country." The simple wish
of Donnuil Dhu has oftenifÏ-ecurred-to me in the midst of
gayer scenes and companions. It brought to mind me-
mories of many a hearty welcome received in the old
man's. Highland home, and of those whose eyes were then

looking upon the Cuchullin Hills.
After this expedition, where so much kindness had been

experiencedCharlotte Town did not appear more delight-
ful than before, and, though sorry- to take leave of many
kind relatives and friends, I was glad that only one more
day remained to me in theisland.

I cordially wish its people every prosperity. They are
loyal, moral, and independent, and their sympathies with

* 'How are you to-day ?" '' Very well, thank you. I hope you
are well."

D3
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58 FUTURE OF PRINCÉ EDWARD ISLAND. CHAr. III. C1A

England have lately been evidenced by their liberal con-
tributions to the Patriotic Fund. When their trade and
commerce shall have been extended, and when a more
suitable plan has been adopted for the support of reli-
gion; when large portions of waste Iand have been
brought under cultivation, and local resources have been
farther developed, people will be too much occupied with Fro
their own affairs to busy themselves, as now, either with I
the affairs of others, or with the puerile politics of so
small a community; and then the island will deserve the
title wbich has been bestowed on it, " The Garden of
British America."
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JOURNEY TO THE STATES.

CHAPTER IV.

From St. George's Cross to the Stars and Stripes - Unpunctuality -
Incompetence - A wretched night - Colonial curiosity - The
fashions - A night in a buffalo robe - A stage journey - A queer
character - Politics - Chemistry - Mathematics - Rotten bridges
- A midnight arrival-Colonial ignorance - Yankee conceit -What
ten-horse power chaps can do - The pestilence - The city on the
rock - New Brunswick - Steamboat peculiarities - Going ahead
in the eating line - A storm - Stepping ashore.

THE ravages of the cholera baving in some degree ceased,
I left Prince Edward Island for the United States, and
decided to endure the delays and inconveniences of the
intercolonial route for the purpose of seeing something
of New Brunswick on »my way to Boston.

The journey from the island to the States is in itself
by no means an easy one, and is rendered still more diffi-
cult by the want of arrangement on the part of those who
conduct the transit of travellers. The inhabitants of our
eastern colonies do not understand the value of time.
consequently the uncertain arrivals and departures of the
Lady Le Marchant furnish matter for numerous specu-
lations., From asome circumstances which had occurred
within my knowýledge-one >eing that the captain of this
steamer hadforgotten to call for the continental mailsZ
I did not attach much importance to the various times
which were fixed definitely for hei- sailing between the
hours of four and ten.

A cloudy, gloomy night had succeeded to the bright
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60 A SCENE OF BUNGLING. CHAP. IV-Cl

blaze of an August day, and midnigbt was fast approach- Sh
i g before the signal-bell rang. Two friends accom- a

panied me as far as Bedeque, and, besides the gentleman
under whose escort I was to travel, there were twelve h
island gentlemen and two ladies, all supposed to be bound, o
like myself, for Boston. All separate individualities were, h
however, lost amid the confusion of bear-skin and water- a
proof coats and the impenetrable darkness wbich brooded s
both on wharf and steamer. ot

An amusing scene of bungling marked our departure W
from Charlotte Town. The captain, a sturdy old North-
umbrian seaman, tlioroughly understood his business; b
but the owners of the ship compelled him to share its el
management with a very pertinacious pilot, and the con- b
flicting orders given, and the want of harmony in the s
actions produced, gave rise to nany reflections on the p
evils of divided responsibility. On the night in question
some mysterious spell seemed to bind us to the shores of s
Prince Edward Island. In an attempt to get the steamer r
off she ran stern foremost~ upon the bowsprit of a d
schooner, then broke one of the piles of the wharf to a
pieces, crushing her fender to atoms at the same time. c
Some persons on the pier, compassionating our helpless- p
ness, attempted to stave the ship off with long poles, but s
this well-meant attempt failed, as did several others, until n
some one suggested to the captain the very simple expe-
dient of working the engines, when the steamer moved P
slowly away, smashing the bulwarks of a new brig, and
soon in the dark and murky atmosphere the few lights of
Charlotte Town ceased to be visible.

The compass was then required, but the matches in the t



A WRETCHED NIGHT.

ship hung fire ; and when a passenger at length produced

a light, it was discovered that the lamp in the binnacle

was without that essential article, oil. Meanwhile no one

had ascertained what had caused the heavy smash at the

outset, and certain timid persons, in the idea that a hole

had been knocked in the ship's side, were in continuai

apprehension that she would fill and sink. To drown ail

such gloomy anticipations we sang several songs, among
others the appropriate one, "Isle of Beauty, fare thee

well." The voices rapidly grew more faint and spiritless

as we stood farther out to sea, a failur 4 which might have

been attributed to grief at leaving old friends on the

chance of making new ones, had not bints and questions

b'een speedily interchanged, such as "Do you like the

sea?" "Are you feeling comfortable?" "Would you

prefer being downstairs?"-and the like.
Cloaks and pillows became more thought of than either

songs or friends; indefinable sensations of melancholy

rendered the merriest of the party silent, and a perfect

deluge of rain rendered a retreat into the lower regions

a precautionary measure which even the boldest were
content to adopt. Below, in addition to the close over-
powering odour of cabins without any ventilation, the
smell of the bilge-water was sufficient in itself to produce
nausea. The dark den called the ladies' cabin, which
was by no means clean, was the sleeping abode of twelve
people in various stages of discomfort, and two babies.

I spenta very comfortless four hours, and went on deck
at dawn to find a thick fog, a heavy rain, the boards
swimming-with soot and water, and one man cowering at
the wheel. Most of the gentlemen, induced by the dis-
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comfort to be early risers, came up before we reached Iengt
Bedeque, in oilskin caps, coats, and leggings, wearing
that expression on their physiognomies peculiar to Anglo- A
Saxons in the rain. by t

The K--s wished me to go ashore here, but the who i
skipper, who seemed to have been born with an objection youn
on the tip of his tongue, dissuade me, as the rain was pleas
falling heavily, and the boat was a quarter full of water ;
but as my clothes could not be more thoroughly satu-· with
rated than they were, I landed ; and even at the early
hour of six we found a blazing log-fire in the ship-the
builder's hospitable house, and "Biddy," more the ping
"Biddy" of an Irish novelist than a servant in real life, rend
with her merry face, rich brogue, and potato-cakes, wel- pecu
comed us with many expressions of commiseration for our neye
drowned plight.

Who that bas ever experienced the miseries of a
voyage in a dirty, crowded, and ill-ventilated little
steamer, bas not alko appreciated the pleasure of getting slee
upon the land even for a few minutes ? The consciousness leadi
of the absence of suffocating sensations, and of the com-clea
fort of a floor which does not move under the feet-of stea
space, and cleanliness, and warmth-soon produce an me
oblivion of all past miseries; but if the voyage bas not
terminated, and the relief is only temporary, it enhances
the dread of future ones to such an extent that, wheu not
the captain came to the door to fetch me, I had to rouse fore
all my energies before I could leave a blazing fire to T
battle with cold and rain again. The offer of a cup of cal
tea, which I would have supposed irresistible, would nott induce him b permit me bo finish my breakat u texis

Iq akfaslengta
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length his better nature prevailed, and he consented to

send the boat a second time.

After allowing my pocket to be 'filled with "notions"

by the generous "Biddy," I took leave of Miss Kenjins,

who is good, clever, and agreeable enough to redeem the

young-ladyhood of the island-nor was there enough of

pleasant promise for the future to compensate for the

regret I felt at leaving those who had received a stranger

with such kindness and hospitality.

I jumped into the boat, where I stood with my feet in

the water, in company with several gentlemen with drip-

ping umbrellas, whose marked want of nasal development

rendered Disraeli's description of "flat-nosed Franks."

peculiarly appropriate. The rain poured down as.rain

never pours in England; and under these very dispiriting

circumstances I began my travels over the North Ameri-

can continent.
I went down to my miserable berth, and vainly tried to

sleep, the discomfort and mismanagement which prevailed

leading my thoughts by force of contrast to the order,

cleanliness, and regularity of the inimitable line of

steamers on the West Highland coast. Wherever the

means of locomotion are concerned, these colonies are

very far behind either the "old country-" or their enter-

prising neighbours in Canada; and at present they do

not appear conscious of the deficiencies which are sternly

forced upon a traveller's observation.

The prospect which appeared through the door was not

calculated to please, as it consisted of a low, dark, and

suffocating cabin, filled with men in suits of oilskin,

existing in a steamy atmosphere, ioaded with the odours
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of india-rubber, tobacco, and spirits. The stewardess
was il], and my companions were groaning ; unheeded
babies were crying; and the only pleasing feature in the
scene was the gruff old pilot, ubiquitous in kindness, ever
performing some act of humanity. At one moment he
was holding smelling-salts to some exhausted lady-at
ànother carrying down a poor Irishwoman, who, though
a steerage passenger, should not, he said, be left to perish
from cold and hunger-and again, feeding some crying
baby with bread and milk. My clothes were completely
-saturated, and bis good offices probably saved me from a
severe illness by covering me up with a blanket.

At twelve we reached Shediac in New Brunswick, a
place from which an enormous quantity of timber is
annually exported. It is a village in a marsh, on a large
bay surrounded by low wooded hills, arid presents every
appearance of unhealthiness. Huge square-sided ships,
English, Dutch, and Austrian, were swallowing up rafts
of pine which kept arriving from the shore. The water
on this coast is shallow, and, though our steamer was
not of more than 150 tons burthen, we were obliged to
anchor nearly two miles from shore.

Shediac had recently been visited by the cholera, and
there was an infectious melancholy about its aspect,
which, coupled with the fact that I was wet, cold,,and
weary, and with the discovery that my escort and I had
not two ideas in common, lad a tendency to produce any-
thing but a lively frame of mind.

We and our luggage wére unceremoniously trundled
into two large boats, some of the gentlemen, 1 am sorry
to say, forcing their way into the first, in order to secure
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for themselves inside places in the stage. An American
gentleman offered our rowers a dollar if they could gain

the shore first, but they failed in doing so, and these very
ungallant individuals hired the first waggon, and drove,
off at full speed to the Bend on the Petticodiac river,
confident in the success of their scheme. What was their
surprise and mortification to find that a gentleman of our
party, who said he was "an old stager, and up to a dodge
or two," had leisurely telegraphed from Shediac for nine
places! Thus, on their arrival at the Bend, the delinquents
found that, besides being both censured and laughed at
for their selfishness, they had lost their places, their dinners,

and their tempers.
As we were rowing to shore, the captain told us that

our worst difficulty was yet to come-an insuperable one,
he added, to corpulent persons. There was no landing-
place for boats, or indeed for anything, at low water, and
we had to climb up a wharf ten feet bigh, formed of huge
round logs placed a foot apart from each other, and
slippery with sea-grass. It is really incredible that, at a
place through wiich a considerable traffic passes, as being
on the bigh road from Prince Edward Island to the
United States, there should be a more inconvenient
landing-place than I ever saw at a Highland village.

Large, high, springless waggons were waiting for us on
this wharf, which, after jolting us along a bad road for
some distance, deposited us at the door of the inn at
Shediac, where we came for the first time upon the track

of the cholera, which had recently devastated all the
places along our route. Here we had a substantial
dinner of a very homely description, and, as in Nova
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COLONIAL CURIOSITY.

Scotia, a cup of tea sweetened with molasses was placed
by each plate, instead of any intoxicating beverage.

After this meal I went intd the " house-room," or

parlour, a general "rendezvous " of lady visitors, babies,
unnannerly children, Irish servant-girls with tangled
hair and bare feet, colonial gossips, "cute " urchins, and
not unfrequently of those curious-looking beings, pauper-
emigrant lads from Erin, who do a little of everything
and nothing well, denominated stable-helps.

Here J was assailed with a host of questions as to my
country, objects in travelling, &c., and I speedily found
that being from the "old country " gave me a status in
the eyes of the colonial ladies. I was requested to take
off my cloak to display the pattern of my dress, and thé
performance of a very ineficient country modiste passed
off as the latest Parisian fashion. My bonnet and cloak
were subjected to a like scrutiny, and the pattern of the
dress was taken, after which I was allowed to resume my
seat.

Interrogatories about England followed, and I was
asked if I had seen the queen ? The hostess "guessed"
that she must be a "tall grand lady," and one pretty
damsel that "she must dress beautiful, and always wear

the crown out of doors." I am afraid that J rather less-
ened the estimation in which our gracious liege lady was
held by her subjects when I replied that she dressed very

!ïpily on ordinary occasions; had never, I believed, worn
the crown since her coronation, and was very little above

my height. They inquired about the. royal children, but

evinced more curiosity about the princess-royal than with
respect to the heir to the throne.
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One of the querists had been at Boston, but guessed

that "London must be a pretty considerable touch
higher." Most, however, could only compare it in idea
with St. John, N. B., and listened with the greatest
appearance of interest to the wonders which I narrated
of the extent, wealth, and magnificence of the British
metropolis. Altogether I was favourably impressed by
their intelligence, and during my short journey through
New Brunswick I formed a higher opinion of the unedu-
cated settlers in this province than of those in Nova
Scotia. They are very desirous to possess a reputation
for being, to use their borrowed phraseology, " Knowing

'coons, with their eye-teeth well cut." It would be well
if they borrowed from their -neighbours, the Yankees,
something more useful than theirslang, which renders
the vernacular of the province rather repulsive. The
spirit of enterprise, which bas done so much for the ad-
jacent state of Maine, bas not yet displayed itself in New
Brunswick iii the completion of any works of practical
utility; and though the soil in many places bas great
natural capabilities, these have not been taken due
advantage of.

There are two modes of reaching St. John from
Shediac, one by stage, the other by steamer; and'the
ladies, and children, fearful of the fatigue of a land

journey, remained to take the steamer from the Bend.
I resolved to stay under Mr. Sandford's escort, and go
by land, one of my objects, being to see as much of the
country as possile; also my late experiences of colonial
steamboat travelling hadnot been so agreeable as to
induce me to brave the storms of the Bay of Fundy in a
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crazy vesse], which had been injured only two nights
before.by a collision in a race. On the night, on which

some of ny companions sailed the Creole's engines were h
disabled, and she remained in a helpless condition for
four hours, so I had a very fortunate escape.

Taking leave of the amusingly miscellaneous party in
the "house-room," I left Shediac for the Bend, in com-
pany with seven persons from Prince Edward Island, in
a waggon drawn by two ponies, and driven by the ]and-
lord, a shrewd specimen of a colonist.

This mode of transit deserves a passing notice. The
waggon consisted of an oblong shallow wooden tray on a
four wheels; on this were placed three boards resting on
high unsteady props, and the machine -was destitute of
springs. The ponies were thin, sbaggy, broken-kneed
beings, under fourteen hands high, with harness of a most
meagre description, and its cohesive qualities seemed very
small, if I might judge from the frequency with which
the driver alighted to repair its parts with pieces of twine,
with which bis pockets were stored, I suppose in antici-
pation of such occasions.

These poor little animais took nearly four bours to go
fourteen miles, and even this rate of progression was only
kept up by the help of continual admonitions from a stout
leather thong.

It was a dismal evening, very like one in England at
the end of November-the air cofd and damp-and I
found the chill from wet clothes and an east wind any-
thing but agreeable. The country also was extremely un-
inviting, and J thought its aspect more gloom!y than that of
Nova Scotia. Sometimes we traversed swamps swarming
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CHAP. IV. THE BEND. 69

with bullfrogs, on corduroy roads which nearly jolted us
out of the vehicle, then dreary levels abounding in spindly
hacmetac, hemlock, and birch-trees ; next we would go
down into a cedar-swamp alive with mosquitoes. Dense

forests, impassable morasses, and sedgy streams always
bounded the immediate prospect, and the clearings were
few and far between. Nor was the conversation of my
companions calculated to beguile a tedious journey; it
was on "snatchings,", "snarlings," and other puerilities

of island politics, corn, sugar, and molasses.
About dusk we reached the Bend, a dismal piece of

alluvial swampy-looking land, drained by a wide, muddy
river,called the Petticodiac, along the shore of which a
considerable shipbuilding village is located. The tide
here rises and falls twenty-four feet, and sixty at the
mouth of the river, in the Bay of Fundy. It was a dis-

piriting view-acres of mud bare at low water, and miles
of swamp covered with rank coarse grass, intersected by
tide-streams, which are continually crossed on rotten
wooden bridges without parapets. This place had re-
cently been haunted by fever and cholera.

As there was a slight incline into the village, our
miserable ponies commenced a shambling trot, the- noise
of which brought numerous idlers to the inn-door to
inquire the news. This inn was a rambling, unpainted
erection of wood, opposite to a " cash, credit, and barter
store," kept by an enterprising Caledonian-an additional
proof of the saying which ascribes ubiquity to "Scots,
Newcastle grindstones, and Birmingbam buttons." A
tidy, bustling landlady, very American in ber phraseo-
logy, but kind in her way, took me under ber especial

meLdrbre ca
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protection, as forty men were staying in the bouse, and w'
there was an astonishing paucity of the softer sex ; indeed, sh

in all my subsequent travels I met with an undue and fu
rather disagreeable preponderance of the "Ilords of the S'
creation." sh

No't being inclined to sit in the "parlour'" with a very a

motley company, I accompanied the hostess into the at
kitchen, and sat by the fire upon a chopping-block, the a
most luxurious seat in the apartnent. Two shoelezs ri
Irish girls were my other companions, and one of them, . a
hearing that I was from England, inquired if I were C

acquainted with "one Mike Donovan, of Skibbereen,1" s

The landlady's daughter was also there, a little, sharp- M
visaged, precocious torment of three years old, who spilt th

my ink and lost my thimble; and then, coming up to me,

said, "Well, stranger, I guess you're kinder tired." She .
very unceremoniously detached my watch from my chain, ro
and, looking at it quite with the eye of a connoisseur, m

tw
"guessed it must have cost a pretty high figure"! After

she had filled my purse with ink, for which misdemeanour P
her mother offered no apology, I looked into the tea-room,
which presented the curious spectacle of forty men, in-

cluding a number of ship-carpenters of highly respectable h
th

appearance, taking tea in the silent, business-like way in
which Transatlantic meals are generally despatched. My

own meal, which the landlady evidently intended should
be a very luxurious ensisted of stewed tea, sweet-
ened with molasses, soft cheese instead of butter, and at
dark rye-bread.

The inn was so full that my hostess said she could not
higive me a bed-rather an unwelcome announcement to a



id wayworn traveller-and with considerable complacency
d, she took me into a large, whitewashed, carpetless room,
id furnished with one chair, a small table, and my valise.
ie She gave me two buffalo robes, and left me, hoping I

should be comfortable! Rather disposed to quarrel with

y a hardship which shortly afterwards I should have laughed
e at, I rolled up my cloak for a pillow, wrapped myself in

te a buffalo-skin, and slept as soundly as on the most luxu-
sS rious couch. I was roused early by a general thumping

2and clattering, and, making the hasty toilette which one is
e compelled to do when destitute of appliances, I found-the

stage at the early hour of six ready at the door ; and, to
my surprise, the coachman was muffled up in furs, and

t the -morning was intensely cold.
This velicle was of the same construction as that which

I have already described in Nova Scotia; but, being nar-
rower, was infinitely more uncomfortable. Seven gentle-
men and two ladies, went inside, in a space where six
would have been disagreeably crowded. Mr. Sandford
preferred the outside, where he could smoke bis cigar
without molestation. The road was very hilly, and several
tines our progress was turned into retrogression, for the
horses invariably refused to go up bill, probably, poor
things! because they felt their inability to drag the
loaded wain up the steep declivities which we continually
met with. The passengers were therefore frequently
called upon to get out and walk-a very agreeable recre-
ation, for the ice was the thickness of a penny ; the ther-
mometer stood at 350; there was a piercing north-east
wind; and though the sun shone from a, cloudless sky,
his rays had scarcely any power. We breakfasted at

limib -- -- --
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AN ENLIGHTENED COMPANION.
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eight, at a little wayside inn, and then travelled till for
midnight witlh scarcely any cessation.

The way would have been very tedious had it not
been enlivened by the eccentricities. of Mr. Latham, an the
English passenger. After breakfast the conversation in
the stage was pretty general, led by the individual afore-
said, who lectured and preached, rather than conversed.
Few subjects were untouched by his eloquence; lhe spoke
with equal ease on a difficult point in theology, and on
the conformation of the sun. He lectured on politics, com
astronomy, chemistry, and anatomy with great fluency of t
and equal incorrectness. In describing the circulation of
the blood, he said, "It 's a purely metaphysical subject ;" the
and the answering remark, "It is the most purely absu
physical," made him vehemently angry. He spoke of the wbic
sun by saying, " I 've studied the sun ; I know it as well
as I do this field ; 'it 's a dark body with a luminous
atmosphere, and a climate more agreeable than that of tions
the earth "- thus announcing as a fact what has been
timidly put forward as a theory only by our greatest of t
astronomers. with

Politics soon came on the tapis, when'he attacked theo
British institutionsý violently, with an equal amount of sava
ignorance and presumption, making such glaring mis- next
statements that I felt bound to contradict them ; when he, hydr
not liking to bQ lowered in the estimation of his com- cess
panions, contested the -points, in a way which closely Bi
bordered upon rudeness. coîn

He made likewise a very pedantic display of scientific whic«
kno-wledge, in virtue of a. occasional attendance at meet was,
ings of mechanicS''institutes, and asked the gentlemen- have
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for "We 're all gentlemen here "-numerous questions,
to which they could not reply, when one of the party took
courage to ask him why fire burned. "Oh, because of

the ,hydrogen-in the air, of course," was the complacent
answer. "J beg your pardon, but there is no hydrogen
in atmospheric air."-" There is; I know the air well: it
is composed one-half of hydrogen, the other half of
nitrogen and oxygen." "You 're surely confounding it

with water. "-" No, I am as well acquainted witb the
composition of water as with that of air ; it is composed
of the same gases, only in different proportions." This
was too monstrous, afd bis opponent, while contradicting
the statement, could not avoid a hearty laugh at its
absurdity, in which the others joined without knowing why,
which so raised the choler of this irascible gentleman, that
it was most difficult to smooth matters. He contended
that he was right and the other wrong ; that bis proposi-
tions were held'by al] chemists of eminence on both sides
of the water ; that, though he had not verified the el ents
of these fluids by analysis, he was perfectly acq ainted
with their nature ; that the composition of air was a mere
theory, but that bis opponent's view was not held by any
savans of note. The latter merely ^replied, "When you
next lightà candle you may be thankful that there is no
hydrogen in theair; " after which there was a temporary
cessation of hosiilities.

But towards night, being still unwarned by the dis-.

coxufitures of the morning, he propounded some questions
which bis companions could not answer ; among which
was,'"Why art there black sheep?" How -he would
have solved tlàs difficult problem in natural history, I do

IE
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74 MATHEMATICS. CHAP. IV.
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not know. Mystification sat on all faces, when the indi- dei
vidual who had before attacked Mr. Latham's misstate-
meuts, took up the defence of the puzzled colonists by ab
volunteering to answer the question if he would explain her
how "impossible roots enter equations." No reply was co
given to this, when, on some of the gentlemen urging str
him, perhaps rather mischievously, to answer, he retorted Ch
angrily,-" IJ'm master of mathematies as well as of other
sciences; but I see there's an intention to make fun of
me. I don't choose to be made a butt of, and l'Il show cul
you that I can be as savage as other people." This' sur
threat had the effect of producing a total silence for the Ta
remainder of the journey ; but Mr. Latham took an dis

opportunity of explaining to me that in this speech he and
intended no personal allusion,' but had found it necessary pas
to check the ill-timed mirth in the stage. In spite of his feri
presumption and pedantry, he never lost an opportunity rou
of showing kindness. I saw him last in the very extremity lan
of terror, during a violent gale off the coast of Maine. sid

For the first fifty miles after leaving the Bend, our road tha
lay through country as solitary and wild as çould be con- It
ceived-high hills, covered with endless forests of small difi
growth. I looked in vain for the gigantic trees so cele- is
brated by travellers in America. If they ever grew in the
this region, they now, in the shape of ships, are to be nav
found on every sea where England's flag waves. Occa- Jol
sionally the smoke of an Indian wigwam would rise in a feri
thin blue cloud from among the dark foliage of the hem- str(
lock; and by the primitive habitation one of the aboriginal by

possessors of the soil might be seen, in tattered habili- abc
ments, cleaning a gun or repairing a bark canoe, scarcely gov

mm



Cn. IV. ADVANTAGES OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

deigning an apathetic glance at those whom the appliances
of civilisation and science had placed so immeasurably
above him. Then a squaw, with a papoose strapped upon
her back, would peep at us from behind a tree ; or a half-

clothed urchin would pursue us for coppers, contrasting
strangely with the majesty of Uncas, or the sublimity of
Chingachgook; portraits which it is very doubtful if

Cooper ever took from life.
In the few places where-'the land had been cleared the

cultivation was tolerable and the bouses comfortable,
surrounded generally by cattle-sheds and rich crops of
Tartarian oats. The potatoes appeared to be free from
disease, and the pumpkin crop was evidently abundant
and in good condition. Sussex Valley, along which we
passed for thirty iiles, is green, wooded, and smilingly
fertile, being watered by a clear rapid river. The nume-
rous hay-meadows, and the neat appearance of the arable
land, reminded me of England. It is surprising, con-
sidering the advantages possessed by New Brunswick,
that it has not been a more favourite resort of emigrants.
It seems to me that one great reason of this must be the
difficulty and expense of land-travelling, as the province
is destitute. of the means of internal communication in
the shape of railways and canals. It contains several
navigable rivers, and the tracts of country near the St.
John, the Petticodiac, and the Miramichi rivers are very
fertile, and adapted for cultivation. The lakes and minor
streams in the interior of the province are also surrounded
by rich land, and the capacious bays along the coast
abound with fish. New Brunswick possesses "responsible
government," and bas a Governor, an Executive Council,

E 2
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a Legislative Council, and a House of Assembly. Except r
that certain expenses of defence, &c., are borne by the U
home government, which would protect the colony in the h
event of any predatory incursions on the part of the Ame- b
ricans, it bas all the advantages of being an independent

ination; and it is believed that the Reciprocity Treaty
recently concluded with the United States, will prove ofa

bgreat commercial benefit.
Yet the number of emigrants who have sought its

shores is comparatively small, and these arrivals were r
almost exclusively of the labouring classes, attracted by
the extraordinarily high rates of wages, and were chiefly 8
absorbed by mechanical employments. The numbers r

landed in 1853 were 3762, and, in 1854, 3618. With t
respect to the general affairs of New Brunswick, it is very a
satisfactory to observe that the provincial revenue has
increased to upwards of 200,0001. per annum.

Fredericton, a town of about 9000 inhabitants, on the a
tSt. John river, by which it bas a daily communication

with the city of St. John, 90 miles distant, by steamer, is
the capital and seat of government. New Brunswick bas
considerable mineral wealth; coal and iron are abundant,
and the climate is less foggy than that of Nova Scotia
but these great natural advantages are suffered to lie P
nearly dormant. The colonists are very hardy and ex-
tremely loyal; but the vice of drinking, so prevalent-in--
northern climates, has recently called for legislative inter-
ference.

We stopped at the end of every stage of'eighteen miles t
ti

to change horses, and at one of the little inns an old
man brought to the door of~the stage a very pretty, inte-
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pt resting-looking girl of fifteen years old, and placed her
he under my care, requesting me to "see her safely to her

he home in St. John and not allow any of the gentlemen to
be rude to her." The latter part of the instructions was

ant very easy to ful as, whatever faults the colonists pos-

ty, sess, they are extr ely respectful in their manners to

of ladies. But a difficu y arose, or rather what would have
been a difliculty in England, for the stage was full both

its inside and out, an'd all the passengers were desirous to
5re reach Boston as speedily as possible. However, a gentle-

by man from New England, seeing the anxiety of the young
y girl to reach St. John, got out of the stage, and actually

irs remained at the little roadside inn for one whole day.and
t two nights, in order to accommodate a stranger. This

ry act of kindness was performed at great personal incon-

ias venience, and the gentleman who showed it did not appear
to attach the slightest merit to it. The novelty of it made

he a strong impression upon me, and it fully bore out all
o that I had read or heard of the almost exaggerated defer-

ence to ladies which custom requires from American
îas gentlemen.

t After darkness came on, the tedium of a journey of

a twenty hours, performed while sitting in a very cramped
lie posture, was almost insupportable, and the monotony of it

was only broken by the number of wooden bridges which
we crossed, and the driver's admonition, " Bridge dan-

er- gerous; passengers get out and walk." The night was
very cold and frosty, and so productive of aguish chills,
that I was not at all sorry for tie compelled pedes-

>ld trianism entailed upon me by the insecure state of these
te- bridges.

te
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-My young charge seemed extremely timid while cross-
ing them, and uttered a few suppressed shrieks when r
curious splitting noises, apparently proceeding from the n
woodwork, broke the stillness; nor was I altogether sur-
prised at her emotions when, as we -were walking over a
bridge nearly half a mile in length, I was told that a coach a
and six horses had disappeared through it a f'ortnight f
before, at the cost of several broken limbs. t

While crossing the St. John, near the pretty town of
Hampton, one of our leaders put both his fore feet into a
hole, and was with difficulty extricated. a

Precisely at midnight the stage clattered down the steep c
streets of the city of St. John, to which the ravages of the a
cholera had recently given such a terrible celebrity. After t
a fruitless pilgrimage to three hotels, we were at length t
received atWaver]ey House, having accomplished ajourney b
of one hundred miles in-twenty hours! On ringing my t
bell, it was answered by a rough porter, and I soon found o
that waiting chambermaids are not essential at Trans-
atlantic hotels; and the female servants, or rather helps, ti
are of a very superior class. A friend of mine, on leaving i
an hotel at Niagara, offered a douceur in the shape of half c
a dollar to one.of these, but she drew herself up, and s
proudly replied, "American ladies do not receive money o
from gentlemen." Having left my keys at the Bend, I
found my valise a useless incumbrance, rather annoying n
after a week of travelling. t<

We spent the Sunday at St. John,.and, the opportune I
arrival of my keys enabling me to don some habiliments
suited to the-day, I went to the church, where the service, d
with the exception of the sermon, was very well perfórmed. p



ss- A solemn thanksgiving for the removal of the cholera was
en raattaread, and was rendered very impressive by the fact that
he most of the congregation were in new mourning. The

r- Angel of Death had long hovered over the doomed city,
a which lost rather more than a tenth of its population from

ch a disease which in the bot summer of America is nearly as
lht fatal and terrible as the plague. All who could leave the

town fled; but many carried the disease with them, and
of died upon the road. The hotels, shipyards, and stores
a were closed, bodies rudely nailed up in boards were hurried

about the streets, and met with hasty burial outside the
ep city, before vital warmth had fled; the holy ties of natural
he affection were disregarded, and the dying were left alone
;er to meet the King of Terrors, none remaining to close
;th their eyes; the ominous clang of the death-bell was heard
ey both night and day, and a dense brown fog was supposed
ny to brood over the city, which for five weeks was the abode
nd of the dying and the dead.
is- A temporary regard for religion was produced among

sthe inhabitants of St. John by the visit of the pestilence;
g it was scarcely possible for the most sceptical not to re-
lf' cognise the overruling providence of God: and I have

ad ~ seldom seen more external respect for the Sabhath and the
ey ordinances of religion than in this city.
I The preponderance of the rougher sex was very strongly

marked at Waverley House., Fifty gentlemen sat down
to dinner, and only three ladies, inclusive of the landlady.

ne Fifty-three cups of tea graced the table, which was like-
ts wise ornamented with six boiled legs of mutton, numerous
e, dishes of splendid potatoes, and corn-cobs, squash, and
d. pumpkin-pie, in true colonial abundance.

-I
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I cannot forbear giving a conversation which took place
at a meal at this inn, as it is 'very characteristie of the
style of persons whom one continually meets with in
travelling in these colonies: "JI guess you're from the
Old Country ?" commenced 'my vis-à-vis; to which recog-
nition of my nationality I humbly bowed. "What do you
think of us here down east ?". "I have been so short a time
in these provinces, that I cannot form any just opinion."
"Oh, but you must have formed some; we like to know
what Old Country folks think of us." Thus asked, I
could not avoid making some reply, and said, "I think
there is a great want of systematic enterprise in these
colonies ; you do not avail yoursélves of the great natural
advantages' which you possess." "Well, the fact is, old
father Jackey Bull ought to help us, or let us go off on
our own hook right entirely." " You have responsible
government, and, to use your own phrasé, you are on

your own hook' in all but the name." "Well, I guess
as we are; we're a long chalk above the Yankees, though
them is fellers as thinks nobody's got their eye teeth cut
but themselves."

The self-complacent ignorance with which this remark
was made was ludicrous in the extreme. He began
again: "What do you think of Nova Scotia and the
'Blue Noses'? Halifax is a grand place, surely!" "At
Halifax I found the best inn such a one as no respect-
able American would condescend to sleep at, and a town
of shingles, with scarcely any sidewalks. The people
were talking largely of railways and steamers, yet I
travelled by the mail to Truro and Pictou in a conveyance
that would scarcely have been tolerated in England two

t I.
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centuries ago. The people of Halifax possess the finest
harbour in North America, yet they have no docks, and

escarcely any shipping. The Nova-Scotians, it is known,
have iron, coal, slate, limestone, and freestone, and their
shores swarm with fish, yet they spend their time in talking
about railways, docks, and the House of Assembly, and
end by walking about doing nothing."

"Yes," chimed in a Boston sea-captain, who had beenw
our fellow-passenger from Europe, and prided himself

upon being a "thorough-going down-easter," " it takes as
long for a Blue Nose to put on his bat as for one of our

se
free and enlightened citizens to go from Bosting to New

Id Orleens. If we don't whip all creation it's a pity ! Why,
stranger, if you were to go to Connecticut, and tell 'em
what you've been telling this ere child, they'd guess you'd

le
been with Colonel Crockett."

I"Well, I proceeded, in answer to another question
from the New-Brunswicker, "if you wish to go to the

h north of your own province, you require to go round Nova
ut Scotia by sea. I understand that a railway to the Bay

k of Chaleur bas been talked 'about, but I suppose it bas
rk ended where it began ; and, for want of a railway to
n Halifax, even the Canadian traffBe has been diverted to
2e Portland."
t O

"We want to invest some of our surplus revenue,"
said the captain. "It'll be a good spec when Congress

rn buys these colonies ; some of our ten-horse power chaps
e will come down, and, before 'you could whistle 'Yankee

Doodle,' we'11 bavê a canal to Bay Varte, with a town
e as big as Newbaven at each end. The Blue Noses will

o look kinder streaked then, I guess." The N w-Bruns-
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wicker retorted, with some fierceness, that the handful of
British troops at Fredericton could "chaw up" the whole
American army; and the conversation continued for
some time longer in the same boastful and exaggerated
strain on each side, but the abové is a specimen of colo-
nial arrogance and American conceit.

The population of New Brunswick in 1851 _ was

193,800; but it is now over 210,000, and will likely
increase rapidly, should the contemplated extension of
the railway system to the province ever take place ; as in
that case the route to both the Canadas by the port of
St. John will probably supersede every other. The spa-
cious harbour of St..John has a sufficient depth of water
for vessels of the largest class, and its tide-fall of about
25 feet effectually prevents it from being frozen inthe
winter.

The timber trade is a most important source of wealth
itd the colony-the timber floated down the St. John
alone, in the season of 1852, was of the value of 405,2081.
sterling. The saw-mills, of which by the last census
there were ý584, gave employment to 4302 hands. By
the same census there were 87 ships, with an average
burthen of 400 tons each, uilt in the year in which it
was taken, and the number h been on the increase since.
These colonial-built vessels are gradually acquiring a
very high reputation; some of our finest clippers, includ-
ing one or two belonging to the celebrated "White Star"
line, are by the St. John builders. Perhaps, with the
single exception of Canada West, no colony offers such
varied inducements to emigrants.

I saw as much of St. John as possible, and on a fine
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day was favourably impressed with it. It well deserves
its cogniomen, " The City of the Rock," being situated
on a high, bluff, rocky peninsula, backed on the land-side
by steep barren hills. The harbour is well sheltered and
capacious, and the suspension.-bridge above the falls very
picturesque. The streets are steep, wide, and well paved,
and the stores are more pretentious than those of Halifax.
There is also a very handsome square, with a more re-

spectable fountain in it than those which excite the
ridicule of foreigners in front of our National Gallery.
It is a place where a large amount of business is done,
and the shipyards alone give employment to several

r
thousand persons.

Yet the lower parts of the town are dirty in the ex-
treme. I visited some of the streets near t;he water
before the cholera had quite disappeared from them, nor
did I wonder that the pestilence should linger in places
so appropriate to itself; for the roadways were strewn to
a depth of several inches with sawdust, emitting a foul
decomposing smell, and in which lean pigs were routing
and fighting.

Yet St. John wears a lively aspect. You see a thou-
sand boatmen, raftmen, and millmen, some warping dingy
scows, others loading huge square-sided ships; busy
gangs of men in fustian jackets, engagea in running off
the newly sawed timber ; and the streets bustling with
sterekeepers, lumber-merchants, and market-men ; all
coinbining to produce a chaos of activity very uncommon
in the towns of our North American colonies. But too
often, murky-looking wharfs, storehouses, and half-dis-
mantled ships, are enveloped in drizzling fog-the fog
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rendered yet more impenetrable by the fumes of coal-tar
and sawdust; and the lower streets swarm with a demo-
ralised population. Yet the people of St. John are so
far beyond the people of Halifax, that I heartily wish
them success and a railroad.

The air was ringing with the clang of a thousand saws
and hammers, when, at seven on the morning of a brilliant

August day, we walked through the swarming streets
bordering upon the harbour to the Ornevorg steamer,
belonging to the United States, built for Long Island
Sound, but now used as a coasting steamer. All my
preconceived notions of a steamer were here at fault. If
it were like anything in nature, it was like Noah's ark,

or, to come to something post-diluvian, one of. those
covered hulks, or "ships in ordinary," which are to be
seen at Portsmouth and Devonport.

She was totally unlike an English ship, painted entirely
white, without masts, with two small black funnels along-
side each other; and several erections one above another
for decks, containing multitudes of windows about two
feet square. The fabric seemed kept together by two
large beams, which added to the top-heavy appearance of
the whole affair. We entered by the paddle-box (which
was within the outer casing of the ship), in company with
a great crowd, into a large square uncarpeted apartment,
called the "Hall," with offices at thé sides for the sale of
railway and dinner tickets. Separated from this by. a
curtain is the ladies' saloon, a large and almost too airy
apartment extending from the Hall to the stern of the
ship, well furnished with sofas, rocking-chairs, and marble
tables. A row of berths runs along the side, hung with
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festooned drapery of satin damask, the curtains being of
muslin, embroidered with rose-coloured braid.

Aboye this is the general saloon, a large, handsomely
furnished room, with state rooms running down each side,
and opening upon a small deck fourteen feet long, also
covered ; the roof of this and of the saloon, forming the
real or hurricane deck of the ship, closed to passengers,
and twelve feet above which works the beam of the
engine. 'Below the Hall, running the whole length of
the ship, is the gentlemen'% cabin, containing 170 berths.
This is lighted by artificial light, and is used for meals.
An enclosure for the engine occupies the centre, but is
very small, as the machinery of a high-pressure engine is
without the encumbrances of condenser and air-pump.
The engines drove the unwieldy fabric through the calm
water at the rate of fifteen miles an hour. I have been
thus minute in my description, because this one will
serve for all the steamers in which I subsequently tra-
velled-in the United States and Canada.

The city of St. John looked magnificent on its lofty
steep; and for some time we had some very fine coast
scenery; lofty granite cliffs rising abruptly from the
water, clothed with forests, the sea adjoining them so
deep, that we passed them, as proved by actual demon-
stration, within -a stone's throw. At one we arrived at
Eastport, in Maine, a thriving-lookiig place, and dinner
was served while we were quiescent at the wharf. The
stewardess hunted up all the females in the ship, and,
preceding them down stairs,.placed them at the head of
the table; then, and not an instant before, were the gen-
tlemen allowed to appear, who made a most obstreperous

a
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rush at the viands. There were about 200 people
seated in a fetid and dinmly-lighted apartment, at a
table covered over.with odoriferous -viands-pork stuffed

4. with onions, boiled legs of mutton, boiled chickens and
turkeys, roast geese, beef-steaks, yams, tomatoes, squash,
mush, corn-cobs, johnny cake, and those endless dishes

of pastry to which the American palate is so partial. I
was just finishing a plate of soup when a waiter touched,
me on the shoulder-" Dinner ticket, or fifty cents ;" and
almost, before I had comprehended the mysteries of Ame-
rican money sufficiently to pay, other people were eating

their dessert. So simple, however, is the coinage of the
United States, that in two days I understood it as well as
our own. Five dollars equal an English sovereign, and
one hundred cents make a dollar, and with this very
moderate amount of knowledge one can. conduct one's

pecuniary affairs all- over the Union. The simplicity of
the calculation was-quite a relief to me after the relative
values of the English sovereign in the colonies, which had
greatly perplexed me: 25s. 6d. in New Brunswick, 25s.
in Nova Scotia, and 30s. in Prince Edward Island. I
sat on deck til five, when I went down to my berth. As
the evening closed in gloomily; the sea grew coarser, and
I heard the captain say, "We are likely to have a very
fresh night of it." At seven a wave went down the com-
panion-way, and washed half the tea-things off the table,
and before I fell asleep, the mate put his head through
the curtain to say, "It's a rough night, ladies, but there's
no danger;" a left-handed way of giving courage, which
of course frightened the timid. About eleven I was
awoke by confused cries, and in my dawning conscious-
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ness everything seemed going to pieces. The curta was
undrawn, and I could see the hall continually swept by
the waves.

Everything in our saloon was loose; rocking-chairs
were careering about the floor and coming into collision;
the stewardess, half-dressed, was crawling about fron
berth to berth, answering the inquiries of terrified~ladies,
and the ship was groaning and straining heavily; but
I slept again, till awoke at midnight by a man's voice
shouting "Get up, ladies, and dress, but don't come out
till you're called; the gale's very heavy." Then fol-
lowed a scene. People, helpless in illness à moment
before, sprang out of their berths and hastily huddled on
their clothes; mothers caught hold of their infants with
a convulsive grasp; soine screamed, others sat down in
apathy, while not a few addressed agonised supplication*
to that GoJ, too often neglected in times of health and
safety, to save them in their supposed extremity.

Crash went the lamp, which was suspended from the
ceiling, as a huge wave struck the ship, making her reel
and stagger, and shrieks of terror followed this event,
which left us in almost total darkness. Rush came
another heavy wave, sweeping up the saloon, carrying
chairs and stools before it, and as rapidly retiring. The
hall was full of men, clinging to the supports, each catch-
ing the infectious fear from his neighbour. Wave after
wave now struck the ship. I heard the captain say the
sea was making a clean breach over her, and order the
deck-load overboard. Shortly after, the water, sweeping
in from above, put out thé engine-fires, and, as she
settled down continually in the trough of the sea, and
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lay trembling there as though she would never rise agai',
even in my ignorance I knew that she had "no way on
her" and was at the mercy of the waters. I now- under-
stood the meaning of "blowing great guns." The wind
sounded like continual discharges of heavy artillery, and
the waves, as they struck the ship, felt like cannon-balls.
I could not get up and dress, for, being in the top berth, I
was unable to get out in consequence of the rolling of the
sbip, and so, being unable to rmend matters, I lay quietly,
the whole passing before me as a scene. I hadseveral
times been called on to anticipate death from illness ; but
here, as I heard the men outside say, "She's going
down, she 's water-ogged, she can't hold together,"
there was a different prospect of sinking down among the
long trailing weeds in the cold, deep waters of the At-
]antic. Towards three o'clock, a wave, striking the ship,
threw me against a projecting beam of the side, cutting
my head severely and stunning me, and I remained in-
sensible for three hours. We continued in great danger
for ten hours, many expecting each moment to be their
last, but in the morning the gale moderated, and by most
strenuous exertions at the pumps the water was kept
down till assistance was rendered, which enabled us about
one o'clock to reach the friendly harbour of Portland
in Maine, with considerable damage and both our boats
stove. Deep thankfulness was expressed by many at such
an unlooked-for termination of the night's terrors and ad-
ventures; many the resolutions expressed not to trust the
sea again.

We were speedily moored to the wharf at Portland,
amid a forest of masts; the stars and stripes flaunted
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gaily overhead in concert with the American eagle ; and
as I stepped upon those shores on which the sanguine
suppose that the Anglo-Saxon race is to renew the vigour
of its youth, I felt that a new era df my existence had
begun.

I



AMERICAN FREEDOM.

CHAPTER V.

First experiences of American freedom - The "striped pig' and "Dusty
Ben" - A country mouse - What theears are like - Beauties of
New England- The land of apples - A Mammoth hotel - Theit
rusty inkstand exiled - Eloquent eyes - Alone in a crowd.

THE city of Portland, with its busy streets, and crowded
wharfs, and handsome buildings, and railway depôts,
risng as it does on the barren coast of the sterile State
of Maine, fully bears out the erst part of an assertion
whih I had already heard made by Americans, liWe're

a great people, the greatest nation on the face of the earth."
A polite customa-house officer asked me if I had any-

thing contraband in my trunks, and on ïny reply in the
negative they were permitted to pass without even the
formality of being uncorded. "Enlightened citizens"
they are truly, I thought, and, with the pleasant conscious-
ness of being in a perfectly free country, where every one
can do as he pleases, I entered au hotel near the water
and sat down in the ladies' parlour. I had net tasted
food for twenty-five hours, my clothes. were cold and wet,

(M a severe cut was on my temple, and I felt thoroughly ex-
hausted. These circumstances, I thought, justified me
in ringing the bell and asking for a glass of wine. Visions
of the agreeable refreshment which would be produced by
the juice of the grape appeared sim ultaneously with the
waiter. I made the request, and he brusquely replied,
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" You can't have it, it 's contrary to law." In my half-

drowned and faint condition the refusal appeared tanta-

mount to positive cruelty, and I remembered that I had

come in contact iith the celebrated " Maine Law." That

the inhabitants of the State of Maine are not "free " was

thus placed practically before me at once. Whether they

are "enlightened" I doubted at the time, but leave the,

question of the prohibition of fermented liquors to be de-

cided by abler social economists than myself.
I was hereafter informed that to those who go down

stairs, ánd ask to see the " striped pig," wine and spirits are
produced ; that a request to speak with "Dusty Ben"

bas a like effect, and that, on asking for "sarsaparilla" at

certain stores in the town, the desired stimulant can be
obtained. Indeed it is said that the consumption of this
drug is greater in Maine than in all the other States put

together. But in justice to this highly respectable State,
I must add that the drunkenness which forced this strin-
gent measure upon the legislature was among the thou-
sands of English and Irish emigrants who annually land
at Portland. My only companion here was a rosy-
cheeked, simple country girl,-who was going to Kenne-
bunk, and, never having been from home before, had not
the slightest idea what to do. Presuming on my anti-
quated appearance, she asked me "to take care of ber,
to get ber ticket for ber, for she dare'nt ask those men
for it, and to let her sit by me in the car." She said she
was so frightened with something she'd seen that she
didn't know how she should go in the cars. I asked her
wlat it was. "Oh," she said, "it was a great thing,
bright red, with I don't know how many wheels, and a
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large black top, and briglit shining things moving about
all'over it, and smoke and steam coming out of it, and it
made'such an awful noise it seemed to shake the earth."

At half-past three we entered the cars in a 'long shed,
where- there were no officials in uniform as in England,
and we found our way in as we could. "All aboard !"
is the signal for taking places, but on this occasion a loud
shout of" Tumble in for your lives !" greeted my amused
ears, succeeded by "Go a-head !" and off we went, the
engineer tolling a heavy bell to notify our approach to
the passengers in the streets long which we passed.
America has certainly fiourishednder her motto "Go
a-head !" but the cautious "Aillht 1" of an English
guard, who waits to start till he is'sure of his ground
being clear, gives one more confidence. I never expe-
rienced the same amount of fear which is expressed by
Bunn and other writers, for, on comparing the number'of
accidents with the number of miles of railway open in
America, I did not find the disadvantage in point of
safety on her side. The cars are a complete novelty to
an English eye. They are twenty-five feet long, and
hold about sixty persons; they have twelve windows on
either side, and two and a r at each end; a passage
runs down the middle, h chairs to hold two each on
either side. There is a small saloon for ladies with.
babies at one end, and a filter containing a constant
supply of iced water. There are rings along the roof
for a rope which passes through each car to the engine,
so that anything wrong can be communicated instantly to
the engineer. Every car bas eight solid wheels, four
being placed close together at each end, all of which can
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be locked by two powerful breaks. At each end of every
car is a platform, and passengers are "prohibited from
standing upon it at their peril," as also from passing from
car to car while the train is in motion; but as no penalty
attaches to this law, it is incessantly and continuously
violated, "free and enlightened citizens " being at per-
fect liberty to imperil their own necks; and. " poor,
ignorant, benighted Britishers " soon learn té follow their
example. Persons are for ever passing backwards and
forwards; exclusive of the conductor whose business it is,
and water-carriers, book, bonbon, and peach venders.
No person connected with these railways wears a distin-
guishing dress, and the stations, or "depôts " as they-are
called, are generally of the meanest description, mere
wooden sheds, with a ticket-office very difficult to dis-
cover. If you are so fortunate as to find a man standing
at the door of the baggage-car, he attaches copper plates
to your trunks, with a number and the name of the place
you are going to upon them, giving you labels with cor-
responding numbers. By this excellent arrangement, in
going a very long journey, in which you are obliged to
change cars several times, and cross rivers and lakes in
steamers, you are relieved of all responsibility, and only
require at the end to give your checks to the hotel-porter,
who regains your baggage without any trouble on your
part.

This plan would be worthily imitated at our termini in
England, where I have frequently seen "unprotected
females " in the last sfage of frenzy at being pusbed out
of the way, while some persons unknown are running -off
with their possessions.

Clg. V. TRAVEIING ,RRANGEMENTS.
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4 RAILWAY TRAVELLING.

When you reach a depôt, as there are no railway
porters, numerous men clamour to take your effects to
an hotel, but, as many of these are thieves, it is neces-
sary to be very careful in only selecting those who have
hotel-badges on their hats.

An emigrant-car is attached to each train, but there is
only one class: thus it may happen that you have on one
side the President of the Great Republic, a:d on the
other the gentleman who blacked your shoes in the morn-
ing. The Americans, however, have too much respect
for themselves and their companions to travel except in
good clothes, and this 'ningling of all ranks is far from
being disagreeable, particularly to a stranger like myself,
one of whose objects was to see things in their everyday
dress. We must be well aware that in many parts of
England it would be difficult for a lady to travel unat-
tended in a second-class, impossible in a third-class car-
riage; yet I travelled several thousand miles in America,
frequently alone, from the bouse of one friend to another's,
and never met with anything approaching to incivility;
and I have often, heard it stated that a lady, no matter
what her youth or attractions might be, could travel alone
through every State in the Union, and never meet with
anytbing but attention and respect.

I have had considerable experience of the cars, having
travelled from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, and from
the Mississippi to the St. Lawrence, and found the com-
pany so agreeable in its way, and the cars themselves so
easy', well ventilated, and comfortable, that, were it not
for the disgusting practice of spitting upon the floors in
which the lower classes of Americans indulge, I should
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greatly prefer them to our own exclusive carriages, de-
nominaýed in the States " 'coon sentry-boxes." Well, we
are seated in the cars ; a man shouts "Go a-head !" and
we are off, the engine ringing its heavy bell, and thus
begin my experiences of American travel.

I found myself in company with eleven gentlemen and
a lady from Prince Edward Island, whom a strange
gregarious instinct had thus drawn together. The engine
gave a hollow groan, very unlike our cheerful whistle,
and, soon moving through the town, we reached the open
country.

Fair was the country that we passed through in the
States of Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. Oh
very fair ! smiling, cultivated, and green, like England,
but far happier; for slavery which disgraces the New
World, and poverty which desolates the Old, are nowhere
to be seen.

There were many farmhouses surrounded by the
nearly finished harvest, with verandaLs covered with
vines and roses; and patriarchal-looking family groups
seated under them, engaged in different employments,
and enjoying the sunset, for here it was gorgeous summer.
And there were smaller bouses of wood painted white,
with bright green jalousies, in gardens of pumpkins, and
surrounded by orchards. Apples seemed almost to grow
wild; there were as many urchards as corn-fields, and
apple and pear trees grew in';the very hedgerows.

And such apples! fnot like our small, sour, flavourless
things, but like some southiern fruit; huge balls, red and
yellow, such as are caricatured in wood, weigbing down
the fine large trees. There were heaps of apples on the
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ground, and horses and cows were eating them in the
fields, and rows of freight-cars at all the- stations were
laden with them, and little boys were selling them in the
cars ; in short, where were they not ? There were smiling
fields with verdant hedgerows between them, unlike the
untidy snake-fences of the colonies, and meadows like
parks, dotted over with trees,' and woods filled with
sumach and scarlet maple, and rapid streams hurrying
over white pebbles, and villages of green-jalousied houses,
with churches and spires, for here all places of worship
have spires; and the mellow light of a declining sun
streamed over this varied scene of happiness, prosperity,
and comfort ; and for -a moment I thought-O traitorous
thought !-that the New England was fairer than the
Old.

Nor were the more material evidences of prosperity
wanting, for we passed through several large towns near
the coast-Newbury Port, Salem, and Portsmouth-with
populations varying from 30,000 to 50,000 souts. Thçy
seemed bustling, thriving places, with handsome stores,
which we had an opportunity of observing, as in the States
the cars run right into the streets'along the carriage-way,
traffic being merely diverted from the track while the cars
are upon it.

Most of the railways in the States have only one track
or line of rails, with oecasional sidings at the stations
for the cars to pass eac1iother. A fence is by no means
a matter of necessity, and two or three animals are
destroyed every day from straying on the Une. The
engines, which are nearly twice the size of ours, with a
covered -encloswe for the engineer and stoker, carry
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large fWfee or guards in front, to lift incumbrances from
theý track. At eight o'cloèt we found ourselves passing
overwater, and between long rows of gas-lights, and
shortly afterwards the cars stopped at Boston, the Athens
of America. Giving our baggage-checks to the porter
of the American House, we drove to that immense hotel,
where I remained for one night. It was crammed from
the very basement to the most undesirable locality nearest
the moon ; I believe it had seven hundred inmates. I
had arranged to travel to Cincinnati, and from thence to
Toronto, with Mr. and Mrs. Walrence, but on reaching
Boston I found that they feared fever and cholera, and,
leaving me to travel alone from Albany, would meet me
at Chicago. linder these circumstances I remained with
my island friends for one night at this establishment, a
stranger in a land where I had few acquaintances, though
I was well armed with letters of introduction. One of
these was to Mr. Amy,"a highly respected merchant of
Boston, who had previously informed me by letter of the
best route to the States, and I immediately despatched a
note tohim, but he was absent at his country-house, and
I was left to analyse the feeling of isolation inseparable
from being alone in a crowd. Having received the key
of my room, I took my supper in an immense hall, calcu-
lated for dining 400 persons. I next went into the ladies'
parlour, and felt rather out of place among so many richly
dressed females ; for as I was proceeding to write a letter,
a porter came in and told me that writing was not allowed
in that saloon. "Freedom again," thought I. On look-
ing round I did feel that my antiquated goose-quill and
rusty-looking inkstand were rather out of place. . The
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carpet of the room was of richly flowered Victoria pile,
rendering the heaviest footstep noiseless ; the tables were
marble on gilded pedestals, the couches covered with gold
brocade. At î piano of rich workmanship an elegantly
dressed lady was seated, singing "And will you love me
always? "-a question apparently satisfactorily answered
by the speaking eyes of a bearded Southerner, who was
turning over the pages for her. A fountain of antique
workmanship threw up a jet d'eau of iced water, scented
with eau de Cologne; and the whole was lighted by four

splendid chandeliers interminably reflected, for the walls
were mirrors divided by marble pillars. The room
seemed appropriate to the purposes to which it was
devoted-music, needlework, conversation, and flirting.
With the single exception of the rule against writing in
the ladies' saloon, a visitor at these immense establish-
ments is at perfect liberty to do as he pleases, provided
he pays the moderate charge of two dollars, or 8s. a day.
This includes, even at the best hotels, a splendid table-
d'hôte, a comfortable bedroom, lights, attendance, and
society in abundance. From the servants one meets with
great attention, not combined with deference of manner,
still less with that obsequiousness which informs you by a r

suggestive bow, at the end of your visit, that it has been
meted out with reference to the probable amount of half.
sovereigns, shillings, and sixpences at your dispopl.

It will not be out of place here to give a sketèb 'of the
peculiarities of the American hotel system, which con-
stitutes such a distinctive feature of life in the States, and
is a requirement arising out of the enormous extent of
their territory, and the nomade life led by vast numbers
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THE AMERICAN HOUSE.

of the most restless and energetic people under the
Sun.

"People will turn hastily over the pages when they
come to this " was the remark of a lively critic on reading
this announcement ; but wbile I promise my readers that
hotels shall only be described once, I could not reconcile
it to myself not to give them information on "Things as

they are in America," when I had an opportunity of
acquiring it.

The American House at Boston, which is a fair specimen
of the best class of hotels in the States, though more
frequented by mercantile men than by tourists, is built of
grey granite, with a frontage to the street of 100 feet.
The ground floor to the front is occupied by retail stores,
in the centre of which a lofty double doorway denotes the
entrance, marked in a more characteristic manner by
groups of gentlemen smoking before it. This opens into
a lofty and very spacious hall, with a chequered floor of
black and white marble; there are lounges against the
wall, covered over Vith buffalo-skins; and, except at
meal-times, this capacious apartment is a scene of endless
busy life, from two to three hundred gentlemen constantly
thronging it, smoking at the door, lounging on the
settees, reading the newspapers, standing in animated
groups discussing commercial matters, arriving, or de-
parting. Piles of luggage, in which one sees with dismay
one's light travelling valise crushed under a gigantic
trunk, occupy the centre ; porters seated on a form wait
for orders; peripatetic individuals walk to and fro; a
confused Babel of voices is ever ascending to the galleries
above ; and at the door, hacks, like the "eilwaion " of
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100 THE AMERICAN HOUSE. ChAr. V.

Germany, are ever depositing fresh arrivals. There is
besides this a private entrance for ladies. Opposite the
entrance is a counter, where four or five clerks constantly
attend, under the superintendence of a cashier, to whom
all applications for rooms are personally made. I went
up to this functionary, wrote my name in a book, he

placed a number against it, and, giving me a key with a
corresponding number attached, I followed a porter down
a long corridor, and up to a small clean room on the third
story, where to all intents and purposes my identity was
lost-merged in a mere numeral. At another side of the
hall is the bar, a handsomely decorated apartment, where
lovers of such beverages can procure "toddy," "night-

caps," "lmint jule y,""gn sling," &c. On-the door of my
very neat and comfortable bed-room was a printed state-
ment of the rules, times of meals. and charge per diem.
I believe there are nearly 300 rooms in this house, some

of them being bed-rooms as large and commodious as in a
private mansion in England.

On the level of the entrance is a magnificent eating
saloon, principally devoted to male guests, and which is

80 feet long. Upstairs is a large room furnished with a
rare combination of splendour and taste, called "The
Ladies' Ordinary," where families, ladies, and their in-
vited guests take their meals. Breakfast is at the early

hour of seven, and remains on the tabIe till nine; dinner

is at one, and tea at six. At these meals "every delicacy
of the season" is served in profusion; the daily bill of
fare would do credit to a banquet at the Mansion House;

the chef de cuisine is generally French, and an epicure
would find ample scope for the gratification of lis palate.
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If people persist in taking their meals in a separate
apartment, they are obliged to pay dearly for the indul-
gence of their exclusiveness. There are more than 100
waiters, and the ladies at table are always served first, and
to the best pieces.

Though it is not part of the hotel system, I cannot
forbear mentioning the rapidity with which the Americans
despatch their meals. My next neighbour bas frequently
risen from his seat after a substantial and varied dinner
'while I was sending away my soup-plate. The effect of
this at a table-d'hôte, where 400 or 600 sit down to dine,
is unpleasant, for the swing-door is incessantly in motion.
Indeed, the utter absence of repose is almost the first
thing which strikes a stranger. The incessant sound of
bells and gongs, the rolling of hacks to and from the
door, the arrivals and departures every minute, the tram-
pling of innumerable feet, the flirting and talking in every
corridor, make these immense hotels more like a human
beehive than anything else.

The drawing-rooms are always kept very bot by huge
fires of anthracite coal, and the doors are left open to
neutralise the effect. The temperance at table filled me
with surprise. I very seldom saw any beverage-but pure
iced-water. There are conveniences of all descriptions
for the use of the guests. The wires of the electric tele-
graph, constantly'âattended by a clerk, run into the hotel;
porters are ever ready to take your messages into the
town; pens, paper, and ink await you in recesses in
the lobbies; a man is ever at band to clean and brush
soiled boots--in short, there is every contrivance for
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abridging your labour in mounting up stairs. But the
method of avoiding the confusion and din of two or three
hundred bells must not þe omitted. All the wires from
the different rooms centre at one bell, which is located in
a case in the lobby, vith the mechanism 'seen on one side
through a slieet of plate-glass. The other side of the
case is covered with numbers in rows. By each number
is a small straight piece of brass, which drops and hangs
down when the bell is sounded, displaying the number to
the attention of the clerk, who sends a waiter to the
apartment, and places the - piece of brass in its former
position.

Steam laundries are connected with all the large
hotels. At American House the laundry is under the
management of a clerk, who records all the minor details.
The linen is cleansed in a churn-like machine moved by
steam, and wrung by a novel application of the principle
of centrifugal force; after which the articles are dried by
being passed through currents of bot air, so that they
are washed and ironed in the space of a few minutes.
The charge varies from six to ten shillings a dozen.
There are also suites of hot and cold baths, and barbers'
shops.

Before I understood the mysteries of these hotels, I
used to be surprised to see gentlemen travelling without
even carpet-bags, but it soon appeared that razors and
hair-brushes were superfluous, and that the possessor of
one shirt might always pass as the owner of half a dozen,
for, while taking a bath, the magie laundry would re-
produce the article in its pristine.glories of whiteness and
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starch. Every attention to the comfort and luxury of the
guest is paid at American House, and its spirited pro-
prietor, Mr. Rice, deserves the patronage which the tra-
velling public so liberally bestow upon him. Ou ringing
my bell it was answered by a garçon, and it is rather
curious seldom or never to see a chambermaid.
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CHAPTER VI.

A suspected bill - A friend ii neeci- Al aboard for the Western cars
- The wings of the wind - American politeness - A loquacious
conductor - Three minutes for refreshments - A conversation
on politics - A confession - The emigrant car - Beauties of the
woods - A forest on fire - Dangers of the cars - The Queen City
of the West.

I'ROSE the morning after my arrival at five, hoping to
leave Boston for Cincinnati by the Lightning Express,
which left at eight. But on summoning the cashier (or
rather requesting his attendance, for one never-,summons
any one in the States),und showing him my bill of ex-

-change- drawn on Barclay and Company of London, he
lodked at me, then at it, suspiciously, as if doubting
whether the possessor of such a little wayworn port-
manteau could be the bona fide owner of such a sum as
the figures represented. "There's so much bad paper
going about, we can't possibly accommodate you," was
the discouraging reply; so I was compelled patiently to
submit to the detention.

I breakfasted at seven in the ladies' ordinary, without

exchanging a syllable with any one, and soon after my
kind friend, Mr. Amy, called upon me. He proved
himself a friend indeed, and his kindness gave me at
once a favourable impression of the Americans. First im-
pressions are not always correct, but I am happy to say
they were fully borne out in this instance by the uniform

Hit,
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kindness and hospitality which I experienced during my
whole tour. Mr. Amy soon procured me the mouey for

my bill, all in five-dollar notes, and I was glad to find the

exchange greatly in favour of England. He gave me
much information about my route, and various cautions
which I found very useful, and then drove me in a

light " waggon " round the antiquated streets of Boston,
crowded with the material evidences of prosperity, to bis
pretty villa three miles distant, in one of those villages of
ornamental dwelling-houses which render the appearance
of the environs of Boston peculiarly attractive. I saw a
good deal of the town in my drive, but, as I returned to
it before leaving the States, I shall defer my description
of it, and request my readers to dash away at once with me
to the "fat west," the goal alike of the traveller and the
adventurer, and the El Dorado of the emigrant's misty
ideas.

Leaving American House with its hall swarming like
a hive of bees, I drove to the depôt in a hack with several
fellow-passengers, Mr. Amy, who was executing a com-
mission for me in the town, having promised to meet me
there, but, he being detained, I arrived alone, and was
deposited among piles of luggage, in a perfect Babel of
men vociferating, "Where are you for?" "Lightning
Express !" "Al aboard for the Western cars," &c.
Some one pounced upon my trunks, and was proceeding
to weigh them, when the stage-driver stepped forward and
said, "It's a lady's luggage," upon which he relinquished
bis intention. He also took my ticket for me, handed me«
to the cars, and then withdrew, wishing- me a pleasant

F 3
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journey, bis prompt civility having assisted me greatly in
the chaotic confusion which attends the departure of a
train in America. The cars by which I left were gua-
ranteed to take people to Cincinnati, a distance of 1000
miles, in 40 hours, allowing time for refreshments ! i
was to travel by five different lines of railway, but this
part of the railway system is so well arranged that I only
took a ticket once, rather a curious document-a strip of
paper half a yard long, with passes for five different ruads
upon it; thus, whenever I came upon a fresh line, the
conductor tore off a piece, giving me a-ticket in ex-
change. Tickets are not only to be procured at the sta-
tions, but at several offices in every town, in all the steam-
boats, and in the cars themselves. For the latter luxury,
for such it must certainly be considered, as it enables one
to step into the cars at the last moment without any
preliruinaries, one only pays five cents extra.

The engine tolled its heavy bell, and soon we were
amid the beauties of New England ; rocky hills, small
lakes, rapid streams, and trees distorted into every variety
of the picturesque. At the next station from Boston the
Walrences joined me. We were to travel together, with
our ulterior destination a settlement in Canada West,
but they would not go to Cincinnati; there were lions in
the street ; cholera and yellow, fever, they said, were
raging; in short, tbey left me at Springfield, to find my
way in a strange country as best I might; our rendez-
vous to be Chicago.

At Springfield I obtained the first seat in the car, gene-
rally the object of most undignified elbowing, and had
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space to admire the beauties among which we passed.
For many.mniles we travelled through a narrow gorge, be-
tween very high precipitous hills, clothed witb wood up to
their summits; those still bigher rising behind them, while
the track ran along the very edge of a clear rushing river.
The darkuess which soon came on was only enlivened by
the sparks from the wood fire of the engine, so numerous
and continuous as to look like a display of fireworks.
Just before we reached Albany a very respe lbie-looking
man got into the car, and, as bis manners we very quiet
and civil, we entered into conversation about e trade and
manufactures of the neighbourhood. When we got out of
the cars on the east side of the river, he said he was going
no farther, but, as I was alone, lie would go across with
me, and see me safe into the cars on the other side. He
also offered to carry my reticule and umbrella, and look
after my luggage. His civility so excited my suspicions
of bis honesty, that I did not trust my luggage or reticule
out of my sight, mindful of a notice posted up at all the
stations, "Beware of swindlers, pickpockets, and luggage-
thieves."

We emerged from the cars upon the side of the Hudson
river, in a sea of mud, where, had not my friend offered
me bis arm, as Americans of every class invariably do to
an "unprotected female" in a crowd, I should have be
borne down and crushed by the shoals of knapsack-carry.-
ing pedestrians and truck-pushing porters who swarmed
down upon the dirty wharf. The transit across occupied
fully ten minutes, in consequence of the numerous times
the engine had to be reversed, to-avoid running over the
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small craft which infest this stream. My volutiteer escort
took me through a croi'd through which I could not.have
found my way alone, and put me into the cars which
started from the side of a street in Albany, requesting the
conductor, whose countenance -instantly prepossessed me
in bis favour, to pay me every attention on the route.
He remained with me until the cars started, and told me
that when he saw ladies travelling alone he always
made a point of assisting theim. I shook hands with
him at parting, feeling real regret at losing so kind
and intelligent a companion. This man was a working
engineer.'

Some time afterwards, while travelling for two suc-
cessive days and nights 'in an unsettled district in the
west, on thé second night, fairly overcome with fatigu
and unable, from the crowded state of the car, to rest my
feet on the seat in front, I tried unsuccessfully to make a
pillow for my head by rolling up my cloak, which attempts
being perceiled by-a working mechanic, he accosted me
thus: "Stranger, I guess yoû're almost used up? Maybe
you'd be more comfortable if you could rest your head."
Without further parley he spoke to bis companion, a, man
in a -similar grade in society; they both gave up their
seats, and rolled a coat roun'd t'he arm of the chair, which
formed a very comfortable sofa; and these two-men stood,
for an hour and a half, to give me *the advantage of it,
apparently without any idea that they were'performing a
deed of kindness. I met continually with these acts of
hearty unostentatious good nature. I mention these in

justice to the lower classes of the United States, whose
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rugged exteriors and uncouth vernacular render tbem
peculiarly liable to be misunderstood.

The conductor quite verified the good opinion which I
had formed of him. * He turned a chair into a sofa, and

lent me a buffalo robe (for, hot though the day had been,

the night was intensely cold), and several times brought
mie a cuip of tea. We were talking on the peculiarities

and amount of the breakage power on the American lines
as compared with ours, and the interest of the subject

made him forget to signal the engine-driver to stop at a
station. The conversation concluded, he looked out of

the window. "Dear me," he said, "we ought to have

stopped three miles back ; likely there was no one to get

A idnight I awoke shivering with cold, having taken

nothing for twelve hours; but at two we stopped at

something called by courtesy a station, and the announce-
ment was made, "Cars stop three minutes for refresh-

ments." I got out; it was pitch dark ; bt I, with a

young lady, followed a lantern into a frame-shed floored

by the bare earth. Visions of Swindon and Wolverton
rose before me, as I saw a long table supported on rude
trestles, bearing several cups of steaming tea, while a
dirty boy was opening and frizzling oysters by a wood

fire 'on the floor. I swallowed à cup of scalding tea;

-some-oysters were put upon my plate; "Six cents" was
shouted by a nasal voice ii my ear, and, while hunting
for the required sum, "All aboard" warned me to be

quick 1and, jumping into the cars just as they were in
Smotion,I left my untasted supper on my plate. After

"Show your tickets," frequently accompanied by a shake,
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had roused ine several times from a sound sleep, we tut
arrived at Rochester, an important town on the Gennessee par
Falls, surrounded by extensive clearings, then covered be
with hoar frost. ou

Here we were told to get out, as there were twenty con
minutes for breakfast. But whither should we go when we be;
had got out? We were at the junction of several streets, peo
and five engines, with cars attached, were snorting and a
moving about. After we had run the gauntlet of all these, coD
I found men ringing bells, and negroes rushing about, Pol
tumbling over each other, striking gongs, and all shouting ma
" The cheapest bouse in· all the orld-house for all fect
nations-a splenderiferous breakfast for 20 cents 1" and Am
the like. At length, seeing an unassuming placard, " Hot
breakfast, 25 cents," I ventured in, but an infusion of . vell

mint was served instead of the China leaf; and I should be but

afraid to pronounce upon the antecedents of the steaks. fam
The next place of importance we reached was Buffalo, a biog
large thriving town on the south shore of Lake Erie. and
Tlere had been an election for Congress at some neigh- I s

bouring place the day before, and my vis-à-vis, the editor 1oo
of a Buffalo paper, was arguing vociferously with a man bein
on my right. dirt

At length he began to talk to me very vivaciously on van,
politics, an concluded by asking me what I thought men
of the late e ections. Wishing to put an end to the con- sick

versation, w h had become tedious, I replied that I was old i
from Engl . " English ! you surprise me !' he saidE; rie
"you've not the English accent at all." "What do you to th

think of our government ?" was his next question. "Con- we e:

sidering that you started free, and had to form your insti- whic]
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tutions in an enlightened age, that you had the estimable
parts of our constitution to copy from, while its faults were
before you to serve as beacons, I think your constitution
ought to be nearer perfection than it is." "I think our
constitution is as near perfection as anything human can

be ; we are the most free, enlightened, and progressive
people under the sun," he answered, rather hotly; but in
a few minutes resuming the conversation with his former
companion, I overheard him say, "I think I shall give up
polifcs altogether ; I don't believe we have a single public
man who is not corrupt." "A melancholy result of a per.
feet constitution, and a humiliating confession for an
American," I observed.

The conversations in the cars are well worth a tra-
veller's attention. They are very frequently on politics,
but often one hears stories such as the world has become
familiarised with from the early pages of Barnum's Auto-
biography, abounding in racy anecdote, broad humour,
and cunning imposition. At Erie we changed cars, and
I saw numerous emigrants sitting on large blue boxes,
looking disconsolately about them ; the Irish physiognomy
being the most predominant. They are generally so
dirty that they travel by themselves in a partially lighted
van, called the Emigrants' car, for a most trifling pay-
ment. I once got into one by mistake, and was almost
sickened by the smell of tobacco, spirits, dirty fustian, and
old leather, which assailed my olfactory organs. Leaving
Erie, beyond which the lake of the same name stretched
to the distant horizon, blue and calm like' a tideless sea,
we entered the luge forests on the south shore, througli

which we passed, I suppose, for more than 100 miles.
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My next neighbour was a stalwart, bronzed Kentucky
farmer, in a palm-leaf hat, who, strange - to say, never
made any demonstrations with bis bowie-knife, and, having
been a lumberer in these forests, pointed out all the
objects of interest.

The monotonous sublimity of theSe primeval woods far
exceeded. my preconceived ideas. We were locked in
among gigantic trees of all descriptions, their huge stems
fréquently rising without a branch for a hundred feet;
then breaking into a crown of the most luxuriant foliage.
There were walnut, hickory, elm, maple, beech, oak,
pine, and hemlock trees, with many others which I did
uot know, and the only undergrowth, a tropical-looking
plant,. with huge leaves, and berries like bunches of
purple grapes. Though it was the noon of an unclouded
sun, all was dark, and still,-'and lonely; no birds twittered
from the branches; no animals enlivened the gloomy
shades; no trace of man or of bis works was there, except
the two iron rails on which we flew along, unfenced from
the forest, and those trembling electric wire's, whiclh
will only cease to speak with the extinction of man
himself.

Very occasionally we would come upon a log shanty,
that most picturesque of human habitations ; the walls
formed of large logs, with the ~interstices filled up with
clay, and the roof of rudely sawn boards, projecting one
or two feet, and kept in their places by logs placed upon
them. Windows and doors there were none, but, where
a door was not, i generally saw four or five shoeless,
ragged urchins, whose light tangled hair and general
aspect were sufficient to denote their nationality. Some-
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times these cabins would be surrounded by a little patch
of cleared land, prolific in Indian corn and pumpkins ;
the brilliant orange of the latter contrasting with the
charred stumps among which they grew; but more fre-
quently the lumberer supported himself solely by his axe.
These dwellings are suggestive, for they are erected by
the pioneers of civilization ; and if the future progress of
America be equal in rapidity to its past, in another fifty
years the forests will have been converted into lumber
and firewood-rich and populous cities will have replaced
the cabins and shanties-and the children of the urchins
who gazed vacantly upon the cars will have asserted their
claims to a voice in the councils of the nation.

The rays of the sun never penetrate the forest, and
evening was deepening the gloom of the artificial twilight,
when gradually we became enveloped in a glare, redder,
fiercer, than that of moonlight; and looking a-head I saw
the forest on fire, and that we were rushing into the
flames. ". Close the windows, there's a fire a-head," said
the conductor; and after obeying this commonplace direc-
tion, many of the pdssengers returned to the slumbers
which had been so unseasonably disturbed. On, on we
rushed-the flames encircled us round-we were enveloped
in clouds of stiffing smoke-crack, crash went the trees-
a blazing stem fell across the line-the fender of the
engine pushed it aside -the flames hissed like tongues of
fire, and then, leaping like serpents, would rush up to the
top- of the largest tree, and it would blaze like a pine-
knot, There seemed no egress; but in a few minutes
the raging, roaring conflagration was left behind. A
forest on fire from a distance looks very much like
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'IPunch's' picture of a naval review; a near view is the

height of sublimity.
The dangers of the cars, to my inexperience, seemed

by no means over with the escape from being roasted
alive. A few miles from Cleveland they rushed down a

steep incline, apparently into Lake Erie; but in reality
upon a platform supported on piles, so narrow that the
edges of the cars hung over it, so that I saw nothing but
water. A gale was blowing, and drove the surf upon the

platform, and the spray agaiiist the windows, giving such
a feeling of insecurity, that for a moment I wished myself

in one of our "'coon sentry-boxes." The cars were very
full after leaving Cleveland, but I contrived to sleep
soundly till awakened by the intense cold which attends
dawn.

It was a glorious morning. The rosy light streamed
over hills covered with gigantic trees, and park-like glades

watered by the fair Ohio. There were bowers of myrtle,
and vineyards ready for the vintage, and the rich aro-

matic scent wafted from groves of blossoming magnolias
told me that we were in a different clime, and had
reached the sunny south. And before us, placed within
a perfect amphitheatre of swelling hills, reposed a huge
city, whose countless spires reflected the beams of the
morning sun-the creation of yesterday-Cincinnati, the

"Queen City of the West." I drove straight to Burnet
House, almost the finest edifice in the town, and after
travelling a thousand miles in forty-two hours, without
either water or a hair-brush, it was the greatest possible
luxury to be able to remove the accumulations of soot,
dust, and cinders of two days and nights. I spent three
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days at Clifton, a romantic village three miles from Cin.
cinnati, at the hospitable bouse of Dr. M'llvaine, the
Bishop of Ohio; but it would be an ill return for the
kindness which I there experienced to give details of my
visit, or gratify curiosity by describing family life in one
of tle "homes of the New World."
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CHAPTER VII.

st
The Queen City continued - Its beauties - Its inhabitants human and .

equine -An American church - Where chairs and bedsteads come
from -Pigs and pork-A peep into Kentucky - Popular opinions w
respecting slavery - The curse of America.

THE important towns in the United States bear desig- ch
nations of a more poetical nature than might be expected re
from so commercial a people. New York is the Empire
City-Philadelphia the City of Brotherly Love-Cleve-
land the Forest City-Chicago the Prairie City-and
Cincinnati the Queen City of the West. These names
are no less appropriate than poetical, and noue more so
than that applied to Cincinnati. The view from any of
the terraced heights round the town is magnificent. I Th
saw it first bathed in the mellow light of a declining sun.
Hill beyond bill, clothed with the rich verdure of an
almost tropical clime, slopes of vineyards just ready for 10
the wine-press,* magnolias with their fragrant blossoms, air.

we

* Grapes are grown in such profusion in the Southern and Western of
States, that I have seen damaged bunches thrown to the pigs. the
Americans find it difficult to understand how highly this fruit is prized
in England. An American lady, when dining at Apsley House, ob- stre
served that the Duke of Wellington was cutting up a cluster of grapes the
into small bunches, and she wondered that this illustrious man should
give himself sucb unnecessary trouble. When the servant handed We
round the plate containing these, she took them all, and could not bull
account for the amused and even censuring looks of some of the other
guests, till she heard that it was expected that she should have helped sigu
herself to one bunch only of the hothouse treasure. its (
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and that queen of trees the beautiful ilanthus, the "tree
of heaven " as it is called; and everywhere foliage so
luxuriant that it looked as if autumn and decay could
never come. And in a hollow near us lay the huge city,
so full of life, its busy hum rising to the height where I
stood; and 200 feet below, the beautiful cemetery, where
its dead await the morning of the resurrection. Yet,
while contrasting the trees and atmosphere here with the
comparatively stunted, puny foliage 'of England, and the
chilly skies of a northern clime, I thought with Cowper
respecting my own dear, but far distant land-

''England, with all thy faults I love thee still-
My country !-

I would not yet exchanke thy sullen skies,
And fields without a flower, for warmer France
With all her vines, nor for Ausonia's groves,
Her golden fruitage, or her myrtle bowers."

The change in the climate was great from that in which
I had shivered a week before, with a thermometer at
330 in the sun; yet I did not find it oppressive here at
1050 in the shade, owing to the excessive dryness of the
air. The sallow complexions of the New Englanders
were also exchanged for the fat ruddy faces of the people
of Ohio, the "Buckeyes," as their neighbours designate
them. The town of Cincinnati, situated on- the navigable
stream of the Ohio, 1600 miles -from the sea, is one of
the most remarkable monum9nts of the progress of the
West. A second Glasgow in apperance, the houses
built substantially of red brick, six stories high-huge
sign-boards outside each floor denoting the occupation of
its oiwner or lessee-heavily-laden drays rumbling along
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the streets--quays at which steamboats of fairy archi-
tecture are ever lying-massive warehouses and- rich
stores-the side walks a perfect throng-of foot-passengers
-the roadways crowded with ligbt carriages, horsemen

with palmetto hats and high-peaked saddles, galloping
about on the magnificent horses of Kentucky-an air of
life, wealth, bustle, and progress-are some of the cha-
racteristies of a city .which stands upon ground where
sixty years ago an unarmed white man would have been
tomahawked as he stood. The human aspect is also
curious. Palmetto hats, light blouses, and white trow-
sers form the prevailing costume even of the clergy,
while Germans smoke chibouks and luxuriate in their
shirt-sleeves-soutberners, with the enervated look arising
from residence in a bot climate, làunge about the streets
-dark-browed Mexicans, in sombreras and high slashed
boots, dash about on small active horses with Mamelouk

bits-rovers and adventurers from California and the
Far West, with massive rings in their ears, swagger about
in a manner which shows their country and calling, and
females ricbly dressed are seen driving and walking about,
from the fair-complexioned Europeau to the negress or
mulatto. The windows of- the stores are arranged with
articles of gaudy attire and heavy jewellery, suited to the h
barbarie taste of many of their customers ; but inside I
was surprised to find the richest and most elegant manu- ar
factures of Paris and London. A bookseller's store, an M
aggregate of two or three of our largest, indicated that ti
the culture of the mind was not neglected. M

The number of carriages, invariably drawn by two fu
horses, astonished me. They were the "red horses" of as
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Kentucky and the jet black of Ohio, splendid, proud-
looking animals, looking as if they could never tire or
die. Except the " trotting baskets" and light waggons,
principally driven by "swells " or "Young Americans,"
all the vehicles were covered, to preserve their inmates
from the intense heat of the sun. In the evening hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of carriages are to be seen in the
cemetery and along the roads, some of the German
ladies driving in low dresses and short sleeves. As every-
body who has one hundred yards to go drives or rides,
rings are fastened to' all the side walks in the town to
tether the horses to. Many of the streets are planted
with the ilanthus-tree, and frequently one comes- upon
churches of tasteful architecture, with fretted spires
pointing to heaven.

I went upon the Ohio, lessened by long drought into
a narrow stream, in a most commodious high-pressure
steamboat, and deemed myself happy in returning un-
injured; for beautiful and fairy-like as these vessels are,
between their own explosive qualities and the "snags and
sawyers" of the rivers, their average existence is only
five years!

Cincinnati in 1800 was a wooden village of 750 in-
habitants ; it is now a substantially-built brick town, con-
taining 200,000 people, and thousands of fresh settlers
are added every year. There are nearly 50,000 Ger-
mans, and I believe 40,000 Irish, who distinctly keep up
their 'national characteristics. The Germans almost
monopolise the handicraft trades, where they find a fruit-
ful field for their genius and industry; the Irish are here,
as everywhere, hewers of wood and draw'ers of water;
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they can do nothing but dig, and seldom rise in the social
scale ; the Germans, as at home, are a thinking, scep-
tical, theorising people: in politics, Socialists-in religion,
Atheists. The Irish are still the willing and ignorant
tools of an ambitious and despotie priesthood. And in a,
land where no man is called to account for-his principles,
unless they proceed to physical development, these errors
grow and luxuriate. The Germans, in that part of the
town almost devoted to themselves, have succeeded in
practically abolishing the Sabbath, as they utterly ignore
that divine institution even as a day of rest, keeping their
stores open the whole day. The creeds which they pro-
fess are " Socialism" and "Universalism," and 'at stated
periods they assemble to hear political harangues, and
address invocations to universal deity. Skilled, educated,.
and intellectual, tbey are daily increasing in numbers,
wealth, and political importance, and constitute an in-

fluence of which the Americans themselves are afraid.

The Irish are a törbulent class, for ever appealing to
physical force, influencing the elections, and carrying out
their "clan feuds" and ".faction fights." The Germans,
finding it a land like their own, of corn and vineyards,
have named thé streets in their locality in Cincinnati after
their towns in the Old World, to which in idea one is fre-
quently carried back.

On Sunday, after passing through this continental
portion of the town, I found all was order and decorum
in the strictly American part, where the whole population
seemed to attend worship of one form or another. The
church which I attended was the most beautiful place of
worship I ever saw; it had neither the hallowed but com-



fortless antiquity of our village churches, nor the glare
and crush of our urban temples; it was of light Nor-
man architecture, and lighted by windows of rich stained

glass.. The pews were wide, the backs low, and the doors
and mouldings were of polished oak ; the cushions and
linings were of crimson damask, and light fans for real
use were hung in each pew. The pulpit and reading-
desk, both of carved oak and of a tulip shape, were placed
in front of the communion-rails, on a spacious platform
ascended by three steps-this, the steps, and the aisles of
the church were carpeted with beautiful Kidderminster
carpeting. The singing and chanting wereof a very
superior description, being managed, as also a very fine-
toned organ, by the young ladies and gentlemen of the
congregation. The ladies were more richly .ressed and
in brighter colours than the English, and many of themf
in their features and complexions bore evident traces of
African and Spanish blood. The gentlemen universally
wore the moustache and beard, and generally blue or
green frock-coats, the collars turned over with velvet.
The responses were repeated without the assistance of a
clerk, and the whole service was conducted with decorum
and effect.

The same favourable description may apply generally
to the churches of different denominations in the United
States ; coldness and discomfort are not considered as
incentives to devotion; and the houses of worship are ever
crowded with regular and decorous worshippers.

Cincinnati is the outpott of manufacturing civilization,
though'large, important,'but at present unfinished cities
are rapidly springing up several hundred miles farther to

G
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the west. It bas regular freight steamers to New Or-
leans, St. Louis, and other places on the Missouri and
Mississippi; to Wheeling and Pittsburgh, and thence by
railway to the great Atlantic cities, Philadelphi.a and
Baitimore, while it is connected with the Canadian lakes
by railway and canal to Cleveland. Till I thoroughly
understood that Cincinnati is the centre of a circle em-
bracing the populous towns of -the south, and. the in-
creasing populations of the lake countries and the western
territories, with their ever-growing demand for the fruits
of manufacturing industry, I could not understand the
utility of the vast establishments for the production of
household goods which arrest the attention of the visitor t
to the Queen City. There is a furniture establishment t
in Baker Street, London, which. employs perhaps eighty c
hands, and we are rather inclined to boast of it, but we
must keep silence when we hear of a factory as large as o
a Manchester cotton-mili, five stories high, where 260 t
hands are constantly employed in making chairs, tables,
and bedsteads.

At the factory of Mitchell and Rammelsberg common t
chairs are the principal manufacture, and are turned out sa
at the(rate of 2500 a week, worth from 1l. to 51. a dozen. 'st
Rocking-chairs, which are only made in perfection.in the
States, are fabricated here, also chests of drawers, of of
which 2000 are madë annually. Baby-rocking cribs, in foi
which the brains of the youth of America are early of
habituated to perpetual restlessness, are manufactured th<
here in surprising quantities. The workmen at this fac- ha
tory (most of whom are native Americans and Germans,

j the English and-Scotch being rejected on account of their sidu4
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intemperance) earn from 12 to 14 dollars a week. At
another factory 1000 bedsteads, worth from 1. to 51.
eacb, are completed every week. There are vast boot
and shoe factories, which would have shod our whole
Crimean army in a week, at one of which the owner pays
60,000 dollars or 12,0001. in wages annually!- It con-
sumes 5000 pounds weight of boot-nails per annum!
The -manufactories of locks and guns, tools, and carriages,
with countless other appliances of civilized life, are on a
sinilarly large scale. Their products are to be found
among the sugar plantations of the south, the diggers of
California, the settlers in Oregon, in the infant cities of
the far West, the tent of the hunter, and the shanty of
the emigrant ; in one word, wherever demand apd supply
can be placed in conjunction.

And while the demand is ever increasing as the tide
of emigration rolls westward, so the inventive brains of
the Americans are ever discovering some mechanical
means of abri ing manual labour, which seldom or ever
meets the dem nd. The saws, axes, and indeed ail cutting
tools made a respectable establishments in the States, are
said to be superior to ours. On going into a hardware
store at Hamilton in Upper Canada, I saw some English
spades and axes, and I suppose my face expressed some
of the admiration which my British pride led me to feel;
for the owner, taking up some spades and cutting-tools
of Gincinnati manufacture, said, "We can only sell these;
the others are bad workmanship, and won't stand two days'
bard work."

Articles of English manufacture are not seen in con-
siderable quantities in the wholesale stores, and even the

4
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import ofÏforeign wines bas been considerably diminished
by the increasingly successful culture of the gi-ape in
Ohio, 130,000 gallons of wine having been produced in
the course of the year. Wines resembling hock, claret,

'and champagne are made, and good judges speak very
highly of them.

Cincinnati is famous for its public libraries and reading-
rooms. The Young Men's Mercantile Library Associa-
tion bas a very handsomf suite of rooms opened as
libraries and reading-rooms, the number of books amount-
ing to 16,000, these, with upwards of 100 newspapers,
being well selected by a managing committee; none of
our English works of good repute being a-wanting. The
facility with which English books are reprinted in Ame-
rica, and the immense circulation which they attain in

consequence of their cheapness, greatly increases the
responsibility which rests upon our authors as to the
direction which they give, whether for good or evil, to the
intelligent and inquiring minds of the youth of America-
minds ceaselessly occupied, both in religion and politics,
in investigation and inquiry-in overturning old systems
before they have devised new ones.

I believe that the most important religious denomina-
tions in Cincinnati are the Episcopalian, the Baptist, and
the Wesleyan. The first is under the superintendence of
the learned and pious Bishop M'Ilvaine, whose apostolic
and untiring labours have greatly advanced the cause of
religion in the State of Ohio. There is a remarkable ab-
sence of sectarian spirit, and the ministers of all orthodox
denominations act in harmonious combination for the
general good.

I1



But after describing the beauty of ber streets, lier
astonishing progress, and the splendour of ber shops, I
must not close this chapter without stating that the Queen
City bears the less elegant name of Porkopolis ; that swine,
lean, gaunt, and vicious-looking, riot through her streets;
and that, on coming out of the most splendid stores, one
stumbles over these disgusting intruders. Cincinnati is
the city of pigs. As there is a railway system and a hotel
system, so there is also a pig system, by which this place
is marked out from any other. Huge quantities of these
useful animals are reared after harvest in the corn-fields
of Ohio, and on the beech-mast and acorns of its gigantic
forests. At a .particular time of year they arrive by
thousands-brought in droves and steamers to the number
of 500,000-to meet their doom, when it is said that the
Ohio runs red with blood ! There are huge slaughter-
houses behind the town, sometbing on the plan of the
abattoirs of Paris-large wooden buildings, with nume-
rous peus, from whence the pigs march in single file along
a narrow passage, to an apartment where each, on his
entrance, receives a blow with a hammer, which deprives
him ofeconsciousness, and in a short time, by means of
numerous hands, and a well-managed caldron system, lie
is cut up ready for pickling. The day on which a pig is
killed in England constitutes an era in the family history
of the year, and squeals of a terrific description announce
the event to the neighbourhood. There is not time or
opportunity for such a process at Porkopolis, and the first
notification which the inhabitants receive of the massacre
is the thousand barrels of pork on the quays,sready to be
conveyed to the Atlantic cities, for exportation ta the
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European markets. At one establishment 12,000 pigs he
are killed, pickled, and packed efery fall; and in the ha
whole neighbourhood, as I have heard in the cars, the pel
" hog crop" is as much a subject of discussion and specu- for
lation as the cotton crop of Alabana, the hop-picking of th(
Kent, or the harvest in England. of

Kentucky, the land, by reputation, of "red horses, bei
bowie-knives, and gouging" is only separated from Ohio we
by the river Ohio; and on a day when thethermometer gei
stood at 1030 in the shade I went to the town of Covington. vot
Marked, wide, and almost inestimable, is the difference a s
between the free state of Ohio and the slave-state of Ken- oth
tucky. They have the same soil, the same climate, and the
precisely the same natural advantages; yet the total ab- the
sence of progress, if not the appearance of retrogression safi
and decay,'the loungers in the streets, and the peculiar rec
appearance of the slaves, afford a contrast to the bustle on tha-
the opposite side of the river, which would strike the tali
most unobservant. I was credibly informed that property
of the same real value was worth 300 dollars in Ken-
tucky and 3000 in Ohio! Free emigrants and workmen litti
will not settle in Kentucky, where they would be brought miti
into contact with compulsory slave-labour; thus the de- trar
velopment of industry- is retarded, and the difference will whi<
become more apparent every year, till possibly some bein
great changes will be forced upon the legislature. Few is a
English people will forget the impression made upon them
by the first sight of a slave-a being created in the image *1
of God, yet the bonâ fide property of his fellow-man. i1 °t
The first I saw was an African female, the slave of a lady frequ

from Florida, with a complexion black as the law which ten
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held her in captivity. The subject of slavery is one which
has lately been brought so prominently before the British
people by Mrs. Beecher Stowe, that I shall be pardoned
for making a few remarks upon it. Powerfully written as
the book is, and much as I admire the benevolent intentions
of the writer, I am told that the effect of the volume bas
been prejudical, and this assertion is borne out by persons
well acquainted with the subject in- the free states. A
gentleman very eminent in his country, as having de-
voted himself from bis youth to the cause of abolition, as
a steadfast pursuer of one grand principle, together with
other persons, say that "'Uncle Tom's Cabin' had thrown
the cause back for many years !"* The excitement on
the subject still continues in England, though it found a
safety-valve in the Stafford House manifesto, and the
received impression, which no force of fact can alter, is,
that slave-owners are divided into but two classes-bru-
talised depraved "Legrees," or enthusiastic, visionary
"St. Clairs"-the former, of course, predominating.

Slavery, though under modifications which rendered it
little more than the apprenticeship of our day, was per-
mitted under the Mosaic dispensation ; but it is con-
trary to the whole tenor of Christianity ; and a system
which lowers man as an intellectual and responsible
being is no less niorally than politically wrong. That it
is a political mistake is plainly evidenced by the retarded

* It must be observed that I do not offer any opinion of my own
upon 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' or upon the estimation in which it is held
in the United States ; but in order to answer questions which have
frequently been put to me upon the subject, I have just given the sub-
stance of the remarks which have been made upon it by abolitionists in
the Northern States.
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development and apparent decay of the Southern States,
as compared with the ceaseless material progress of the
North and West. It cannot be doubted that in Ala- t
bama, Florida, and Louisiana, "Legrees" are to be found,
for cruelty is inherent in base natures ; we have "Legrees"
in our factories and coal-pits; but in England their most
terrible excesses are restrained by the strong arm of law,
which, when appealed to, extends its protection to the C

feeblest and most helpless. What then must such men t
become in the isolated cotton or sugar plantations of the t
South, distant from the restraints which public opinion v

exercises, and where the evidence of a slave is inadmissible a
in a court of justice? The full extent of the cruelties
practised will never be known, until revealed at the solemns
tribunal of the last day. But we dare not hope that such e
men are rare, though circunstances of self-interest com- c
bine to form a class of slave-owners of a higher grade. s
These are men who look upon their slaves as we do upon c
our cows and horses"-as mere animal property, of greater t
or less value according to the care which is taken of w

them. The slaves of these persons are well clothed, i

lodged, and fed; they are not overworked, and dancing, d
singing, and othe'r amusements, which increase health and A
cheerfulness, are actively promoted. But the system is h
one which has for its object the transformation of reason fr

into instinct-the lowering of 'a rational being into a ol
machine scarcely more intelligent in appearance than ne
Some of our own ingeniously-contrived steam-engines.

Religious teaching is withheld, reading is forbidden, and tr(
the instruction of a slave in it punished as a crime,lest be se
should learn that freedom is his birthright.
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A third and very large class of slave-owners is to be
found, who, having inherited their property in slaves, want
the means of judiciously emancipating them. The negroes
are not in a condition to receive freedom in the reckless
way in which some abolitionists propose to bestow it
upon them. They must be prepared for it by instruction
in the precepts of religion, by education, and by the "re-
ception of those principles of self-reliance, without which
they have not the moral perception requisite to enable
them to appreciate the blessings of freedom ; and this
very ignorance and obtuseness is one of the most telling
arguments against the system which produces it. The
want of this previous preparation has been frequently
shown, particularly in Kentucky, where whole bodies of
emancipated slaves, after a few days'experience of their new
condition, have entreated for a return to servitude. These
slave-owners of whom I now speak deeply deplore the cir-
cumstances under which they are placed, and, while wanting
the spirit of self-sacrifice, and the moral courage, which
would lead them, by manumitting their slaves, to enter
into a novel competition with slave-labour on other estates,
do their best to ameliorate the condition in which the
Africans are placed, encouragîng tbem, by the sale of
little articles'of their own manufacture, to purchase their
freedom, which is granted at a very reduced rate. I bad
opportunities of conversing with several of these freed
negroes, and they all expressed attachment to their late
owners, and spoke of the mildness with which they were
treated, saying that the great threat made use of was to
send them "down south."

The slaves in the northern. slave States are a thought-
G 3
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less, happy set, spending their evenings in dancing or v
singing to the banja; and 'Oh, carry me back to Old p
Virginny,' or 'Susannah, don't you cry for me,' may be er
heard on summer evenings rising from the maize and th
tobacco grounds of Kentucky. Yet, whether, naturally h
humane instincts may lead to merciful treatment of the th
slave, or the same result be accomplished by the rigorous ex
censorship of public opinion in the border States, apart ig
from the abstract question of slavery, that system is -ha
greatly to be reprobated which gives power without re- w
sponsibility, and permits the temporal, yes, the eternal w
well-being of another to depend upon the will and caprice m
of a man, when the victim of his injustice is deprived of gi

the power of appeal to an earthly tribunal. Instances of po
severe treatment on one side, and of kindness on the other,
cannot fairly be brought as arguments for or against the wit
system; it must be justified or condemned by the unde- ca
viating law of moral right as laid down in divine revela- thi
tion. Slavery existed in 1850 in 15 out of 31 States, pe
the number of slaves being 3,204,345, connected by sym- ists
pathy and blood with 433,643 coloured persons, nomi- no
nally free, but who occupy a social position of the lowest wh
grade. It is probable that this number will inerease, as Ju
it has bitherto done, in a geometrical ratio, which will whi

give 6,000,000, in 1875, of a people dangerous from num- posi
bers merely, but doubly, trebly so in their consciousness out
of oppression, and in the passions which may incite them It
to a terrible revenge. America boasts of freedom, and of syst
such a progress as the world bas áever seen before; but out
while -the tide of the Anglo-Saxon race rolls across her rag
continent, and while we contemplate with pleasure a and



vast nation governed by free institutions, and professing a
pure faith, a hand, faintly seen at present, but destined
ere long to force itself upon the attention of al], points to
the empires of a by-gone civilisation, and shows that they
had their periods in which to rise, flourish, and decay, and
that slavery was the main cause of that decay. The
exasperating reproaches addressed to the Americans, in
ignorance of the real difficulties of dealing with the case,
have done much harm in inciting that popular clamour
which hurries on reckless legislation.' The problem is one
which occupies the attention of thinking and Christian
men on both sides of the Atlantic, but still remains a
gigantic evil for pbilanthropists to mourn over, and for
politicians to'correct.

An unexceptional censure ought not to be pronounced
without a more complete knowledge of the subject than
can be gained from novels and newspapers ; still less ought
this censure to extend to America as a whole, for the
people of the Northern States are more ardent abolition-
ists than ourselves-more consistent, in fact, for they have
no white slaves, no oppressed factory children, the cry of
whose wrongs ascends daily into the ears of an avenging
Judge. Still, blame must attach to them for the way in
which they place the coloured people in an inferior social
position, a rigid system of exclusiveness shutting them
out from the usual places of amusement and education.
It must not be forgotten that England bequeathed this
system to her colonies, though she has nobly blotted it
out from those which still own her sway; that it is encou-

raged by the cotton lords of Preston and Manchester ;
and that the great measure of negro emancipation was
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carried, not by the violent declamation and ignorant rail-
uigs of men who sought popularity by exciting the pas-
sions of the multitude, but by the persevering exertions
and practical Christian philanthropy of Mr. Wilberforce
and his coadjutors. It is naturally to be expected that a
person writing a book on America would offer. some re-
marks upon this subject, and raise a voice, however feeble,
against so gigantic an evil. 'e conclusions which I have
stated in the foregoing pages re derived from a careful
comparison and study of facts - ich I have learned from
eminent speakers and writers both in favour of and against
the slave-system.



CHAPTER VIII.

The hickory stick - Chawing up ruins - A forest scene - A curious
questioner - Hard and soft shells - Dangers of a ferry - The west.
ern prairies -Nocturnal detention -The Wild West and the Father
of Rivers - Breakfast' in a shed - What is an alligator ?-Phy-
siognomy, and its uses - The ladies' parlour - A Chicago hotel, its
inmates and its horrors - A water-drinking people - The Prairie
City-- Progress of the West.

A BRIGHT September sun glittered upon the spires of
Cincinnati as I reluctantly bade it adieu, and set out in
the early morning by the cars to join my travelling com-
panions, meaning to make as long a détour as possible,'

or, as a "down-east" lady might say, to "make a pretty

considerable circumlocution." Fortunately I had met
with some friends, well acquainted with the country, who

offered to take me round a much larger circle than I had
contemplated; and with a feeling of excitement such as
I had not before experienced, we started for the Missis-
sippi and the western prairies en route to Detroit.

Bishop M'Ilvaine, anxious that a very valued friend of

his in England should possess something from Ohio, had
cut down a small sapling, which, when divested of its

branches and otherwise trimmed, made a very formidable-
looking bludgeon or cudgel, nearly four feet long. 'This

being too lengthy for my trunks was tied to my umbrella,

and on this day in the cars excited no -little curiosity,

several persons eyeing it, then me, as if wondering in
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what relation we stood to each other. Finally they took
it up, minutely examining it, and tapping it as if to see

whether anything were therein concealed. It caused me

mu<h amusemènt, and, from its size, some annoyance, till
at length, wishing to leave it in my room at a Toronto
hotel while I went for a visit of a few days, the waiter
brought it down to the door, asking me "if I wished to
take the cudgel?" After this I had it shortened, and it
travelled in my trunk to New York, where it was given
to a carver to be fashioned into a walking-stick; and, un-
less the tradesman played a Yankee trick, and substituted
another, it is now, after surviving many dangers by sea

aud land, in the possession of the gentleman for whom it
was intended.

Some amusing remarks were made upon England by
some of the "Buckeyes," as the inhabitants of Ohio are
called. On trying to persuade a lady to go with me to
St. Louis, I observed that it was only five hundred miles.
"IFive hundred miles !" she replied ; "why, you'd tumble
off your paltry island into the sea before you got so far !"
Another lady, who got into the cars at some distance
froin Cincinnati, cou d not understand the value which we
set upon ruins. " s uld chaw them up," she said,
"cmake roads or bridges of them, unless Barnum- trans-
ported them to his museum: we would never keep them
on our-own hook as you do." "You value them your-
selves," I answered; "any one would be 'lynched' who
removed a stone of Ticonderoga." It was an unfortu-
nate speech, for she archly replied, "Our only ruins are
British fortifications, and we go to see them because they
remind us that we whipped the nation which whips all the
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world." The Americans, however, though they may talk
so, would give anything if they c;ould appropriate a Kenil-
worth Castle, or a Melrose or a Tintern Abbey, with
its covering of ivy, and make it sustain some episode
of their history. But though they can make railways,
ivy is beyond them, and the purple heather disdains the
soil of the New World. A very amusing ticket was

given me on the Mad River line. It bore the com-
mand, "Stick this check in your -," the blank being

filled up with a little engraving of a hat; consequently
I saw all the gentlemen with smail pink embellishments to
the covering of their heads.

We passed through a large and very beautiful portion

of the State of Ohio: the soil, wherever cultivated, teem-
ing with crops, and elsewhere with a-vegetation no less
beautiful than luxuriant; a mixture of small weed prai-
ries, and forests of splendid timber. ,Extensive districts
of Ohio are still without inhabitants, yet its energetic

people have constructed within a period of five years half
as many miles of railroad as the whole of Great Britain
contains ; they are a "great people," they do "go a-head,"
these Yankees. The newly cleared soil is too rich for
wheat for many years ; it grows Indian'corn for thirty 4
in succession, without any manure. Its present popula-
tion is under three millions, and it is estimated that it
would support a population of ten millions, almost entirely
in agricultural pursuits. We were going a-head, and in,
a few hours arrived at Forest, the junction of the Clyde,
Mad River, and Indiana lines.

Away with all English ideas which may be conjured up
by the word junction-the labyrinth of iron rails, the
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smdffpoliceman at the points, the handsome station, and
elegant refreshment-rooms. Here was -a dense forest,
with merely a clearing round the rails, a.small shanty for
the man who cuts wood for the engine, and two sidings
for the trains coming in different directions. There was

1ët even a platform for passengers, who, to the number of
4wo or three hundred, were standing on the clearing,

resting against the stumps of trees. And yet for a few-
minutes every day the bustle of life pervades this lonely
spot, for bere meet travellers from east, west, and south ;
the careworn nierchant from the Atlantic cities, and the
hardy trapper from the western prairies. We here
changed cars for those of the Indianapolis Une, and, nearly
at the same time with three other trains, plunged into the
depths of the forest.

"You're from down east, I guess ?" said a sharp nasal
voice behind me.-This was a supposition first made in
the Portland cars, when I was at a loss to know what
distinguishing and palpable pèculiarity marked me as
a "down-easter." Better informed now, I replied,
" I am." " Going west ?"-" Yes,." " Travelling

alone ?"-" No." "Was you raised down east ?"-

"No, in the Old Country." "In the little old island,?
well, you are kinder glad to leave it, I guess? Are you
a widow ?"-" No." "Are you travelling on business ?"
-" No." " What business do you follow ?"-" None."

"Well, now, what are you travelling for ?"-" Health

and pleasure." "Well, now, I guess you're pretty con-
siderable rich. Coming to settle out west, I suppose ?"
-" No, I"'m going back at the end of the fall." "Well,
now, if that's not a pretty tough hickory-nut! I guess

FJil
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you Britishers are the queerest critturs as ever was
raised !" I considered myself quite fortunate to have
fallen in with such a querist, for the Americans are
usually too much taken up with their own business to
trouble themselves about yours, beyond such questions
as, "Are you bound west, stranger ?" or, "You 're from
down' east, I guess." "Why do you take me for a
down-easter ?" I asked once. "Because you speak like
one," was the reply ; the frequent supposition that I was
a New Englander being nearly as bad as being told that
I "had not the English accent at all." I was glad to be
taken for an American, as it gave me a better opportunity
of seeing things as they really are. An English person
going about staring and questioning, with a note-book in
his hand, is considered "fair game," and consequently is
"crammed" on all subjects; stories of petticoated table-
legs, and fabulous horrors of the bowie-knife, being
among the smallest of the absurdities swallowed.

Our party consisted of five persons besides myself, two
elderly gentlemen, the niece of one of them, and a young
married couple. They knew the governor of Indiana,
and a candidate for the proud position of Senator, also
our fellow travellers; and the conversation assumed a
political character; in fact, they held a long parliament,
for I think the discussion lasted for three hours.- Extra-
ordinary, and to me unintelligible names, were -bandied
backwards and forwards ; I heard of "Silver Grays," but
my companions were not discussing a breed of fowls; and
of "IlHard Shells," and "Soft Shells," but the merits
of eggs were not the topic. "Whigs and Democrats"
seemed to be analogous to our Radicals, and "Know-
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Nothings" to be a respectable and constitutional party.

Whatever minor differences my companions had, they all
seemed agreed in hating the "Nebraska men" (the-ad-

vocates of an extension of slavery), who one would have

thought, from the epithets applied to them, were a set of

thieves and cut-throats. A gentleman whose whole life

had been spent in opposition to the principles which they
are bringing forward was very violent, and the pretty
young lady, Mrs. Wood, equally so.

After stopping for two hours at a wayside shed, we set

out again at dark for La Fayette,* which we reached

at nine. These Western cars are crammed to over-
flowing, and, having to cross a wide stream in a ferry-

boat, the crush was so terrible, that I was nearl7"
knocked down ; but as American gentlemen freely use
their canes where a lady is in the case, I fared better
than some of my fellow-passengers, who had their coat-
tails torn and their toes barbarously crushed in the
crowd. The steam ferry-boat had no parapet, and the
weakest were pushed to the side; the centre was filled up
with baggage, carts, and horses; and vessels were moored
along the river, with the warps crossing each other, to
which we had to bow continually to avoid decapitation.
When we reached the wharf, quantities of people were
waiting to go to the other side; and directly the gang-
way-board was laid, there was a simultanepus rush of
two opposing currents, and, the insecure board slipping,

• From the frequent recurrence of the same names, the great distance
travelled over, the short hait we made at any place, and'the absence of
a railway guide, I hae been unable to give our route from Cincinnati
to Chicago with more than an approximation to correctness.
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they.were all precipitated into the water. Fortunately it
was ao-t deep, so they merely underwent its cooling influ-

ences, which 'they bore with àdmirable equanimity, only
one making a bitter complaint, that he had spoiled bis "go-
to-meetins." The farther west we went, the more dangerous
the neighbourhood became. At all the American stations
there are placards warning peuple to beware of pickpockets;
but from Indiana westward they bore the caution, "Beware
of pickpockets, swindlers, and luggage-thieves." At many
of the depôts there is a general rush for the last car, for the
same reason that there is a scramble for the stern cabins
in a steamer,-viz. the explosive qualities of the boilers.

We travelled the whole of that night, our fellow-
passengers becoming more extravagant in appearance at
every station, and morning found us on the prairies.
Cooper influences our youthful imaginations by telling
us of the prairies-Mayne Reid makes us long to cross
them ; botanists tell us of their flowers, sportsmen of
their buffaloes*-but witbout seeing them few people can
form a correct idea of what they are really like.

The sun rose over a monotonous plain covered with
grass, rank, high, and silky-looking, blown before the
breeze into long, shiny waves. The sky was blue above,
and the grass a brownish green beneath ;- wild pigeons
and turkeys flew over our heads; the horizontal line had
not a single inequality; all was hot, unsuggestive, silent,
and monotonous. This was the grass prairie.

A belt of low timber would bound the expanse, and on

* At the present time -no wild animals are to be found east of the
Mississippi; so effectually has civilization changed the character of the
ancient hunting-grounds of the Indians.
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the other side of it a green sea would open before us,
stretching as far as the eye could reach -stationary

billows of earth, covered with short green grass, which,
waving beneath the wind, completed the oceanic illusion.
This was the rolling prairie.

Again a belt of timber, and a flat surface covered with
flowers, brilliant even at this season of the year; though,
of the most gorgeous, nothing remained but the withered
stalks. The ground was enamelled with lilies, the heli-
anthus and cineraria flourished, and the deep-green leaves
and blue blossom-of the lupin contrasted with the prickly
stem and scarlet flower of the euphorbia. For what
purpose was "the wilderness imade so gay where for
years no eye sees it," but to show forth his goodness who
does what he will with bis own ? This was the weed
prairie, more fitly termed "the Garden of God."

These three kinds of prairie were continually alter-
nating with belts of timber and small lakes; but few
signs of population were apparent during that long day's
journey. We occasionally stopped for water at shanties
on the prairies, and took in two or three men; but this

vast expanse of fertile soil still must remain for many
years a field for the enterprise of the European races.

Towards evening we changed cars again, and took in
stores of refreshment for our night's journey, as little
could be procured along the route. What strange people
now crammed the cars ! Traders, merchants, hunters,
diggers, trappers, and adventurers from every land, most
of them armed to the teeth, and not without good reason;
for within the last few months, Indians, enraged at the
aggressions of the white men, have taken a terrible
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revenge upon western travellers. Some of their rifles
were of most costly workmanship, and were nursed with

paternal care by their possessofs. On the seat in front
of me were two " prairie-men," such as are described in
the 'Scalp-Hunters,' though of an inferior grade to St.
Vrain. Fine specimiens of men they were; tal, hand-

some, broad-chested,, and athletic, with aquiline noses,
piercing grey eyes, and brown curling hair aîid beards.
They wore leathern jackets, slashed and embroidered,
leather smallclothes, large boots with embroidered tops,
silver spurs, and caps of scarlet cloth, worked with some-
what tarnished gold thread, doubtless the gifts of some
fair ones enamoured of the handsome physiognomies and
reckless bearing of the hunters. Dulness fle-d from their
presence; they could tell stories, whistle melodies, and

sing comic songs without weariness or cessation: fortunate
were those near enough to be enlivened by their drolleries
during the tedium of a night detention. Each of them
wore a leathern belt-with two pistols stuck into it-gold î
earrings, and costly rings. Blithe, ·cheerful souls they
were, telling racy stories of Western life, chivalrous in
their manners, and free as the winds. i

There were Californians dressed for the diggings, with
leather pouches for the gold-dust ; Mormons on their way
to Utah; and restless spirits seeking for that excitement

and variety which they had sought for in vain in civilized
life! And conveying this motley assortment of human
beings, the cars dashed along, none of their inmates
heeding each other, or perhaps Him

' __who heeds and holds them aIl
In his large love and boundless thought."
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At eleven we carne to an abrupt pause upon the
prairie., After waiting quietly for some tine -without
seeing any vestiges -of a station, my friends got out to
inquire the cause of the detention, when we found that a
freight-train had broken down in front, and that we might
be détenus for some time, a mark for Indian bullets !
Refreshments were produced and clubbed together; the
"prairie-men " told stories ; the hunters looked to their
rifles, and polished their already respiendent chasing;
some Mexicans sang Spanish songs, a New Englander
'Yankee Doodle ;' some guessed, others calculated, till
at last all grew sleepy: the trappers exhausted their
stôries, the singers their songs, and a Mormon, who had
been setting forth the peculiar advantages of his creed,
the patience of his auditors - till at length sonorous
sounds, emitted by numerous nasal organs, proving in-
fectious, I fell asleep to dream confusedly of 'Yankee
Doodle,' pistols, and pickpockets.

In due time I awoke ; we were stopping still, and
there was a light on our right. "We're at Rock Island,
I suppose ?" I asked sleepily. A laugh from my friends
and the hunters followed the question ; after which thev
informed me in the most polite tones that we were where
we had been for the last five hours, namely stationary on
the prairie. The intense cold and heavy dew which
accompany an American dawn made me yet more amazed
at the characteristic patience with which the Americans
submit to an unavoidable necessity, however disagreeable.
It is true that there were complaints of cold, and heavy
sighs, but no blame was imputed to any one, and the
quiescence of my companions made me quite ashamed of
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My English impatience. In England we should have
had a perfect chorus of complaints, varied by "rowing"
the conductor, abuse of the company, and resolutions to
write to the Times, or bring up the subject of railway
mismanagement in the House of Commons. These people
sat quietly, ate, slept, and smoked, and were thankful
when the cars at last moved off to their destination.

On we flew to the West, the land of Wild Indians
and buffaloes, on thé narrow rims of metal with which

zthis "great people " is girdling the earth. Evening suc-
ceeded noon, and twilight to the blaze of a summer day;
the yellow sun sank cloudless behind the waves of the
rolling prairie, yet still we' hurried on, only stopping
our headlong course to take in wood and water at some
nameless stations. When the sun set, it set behind the
prairie waves. I was oblivious of any changes during
the night, and at rosy dawn an ocean of long green

grass encircled us round. Still on-belts of timber di-
versify the prospect-we rush into a thick wood, and,
emerging from it, arrive at Rock Island, an unfinished-
looking settlement, which might bear the name of-the
Desert City, situated at the confluence of the Rock River
and Mississippi. We stop at a little wharf, where waits i
a little steamer of uncouth construction; we step in, a
steam-whistle breaks the silence of that dewy dawn, and
at a very rapid rate we run between high wooded bluffs,
down a turbid stream, whirling in rapid eddies. We
steam for three miles, and land at a clearing contain-
ing the small settlement of Davenport. We had come
down the Mississippi, mightiest of rivers! half a mile
wide seventeen hundred miles from its mouth, and were 4

CHAP. VIII.
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in thefar West. Waggons with white tilts, thick-hided upo
oxen with heavy yokes, mettlesome steeds with higt givi
peaked saddles, picketed to stumps of trees, lashing away desi
the flies with their tails; emigrants on blue boxes, won- tom
dering if this were the El Dorado of their dreams; arms, ali

accoutrements, and baggage surrounded the house or Roc
shed where we were to breakfast. Most of our com- fro
panions were bound for Nebraska, Oregon, and Utah, cars
the most distant districts of which they would scarcely
reach with their slow-paced animals for four months; curi
exposed in the mean time to the attacks of the Sioux, wer
Comanches, and Blackfeet. tion

There, in a long wooden shed with blackened rafters ran
and an earthen floor, we breakfasted, at seven o'clock, on sag
johnny-cake, squirrels, buffalo-hump, dampers, and buck- the
wheat, tea and corn spirit, with a crowd of emigrants, Lak
hunters, and adventurers ; and soon after re-embarked to g
for Rock Island, our little steamer with -difficulty stem- to s
ming the mighty tide of the Father of Rivers. The horr
machinery, such as it was, was very visible, the boiler fore
patched in several places, and steam escaped in different of c
directions. I asked the captain if he were not in the pick
habit of "sitting upon the safety-valve," but he stoutly were
denied the charge. The vernacular of this neighbour- ever,
hood was rather startling to an -English ear. "Who's dolli
the alligator to hum?" asked a broad-shouldered Ken- chiel
tuckian of his neighbour, pointing to a frame shanty on coul<
the shore, which did not look to me like the abode of that Épite
amphibious and carnivorous creature. "Well, old alli- an o]
gator, what's the time o' day?" asked another man, that
bringing down a brawny paw, with a resounding thump, pock

1~I
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upon the Herculean shoulders of the first querist, thereby
giving me the information that in the West alligator is a
designation of the genus homo; in -fact, that it is cus-
tomary for a man to address his fellow-man as "old
alligator," instead of "old fellow." At eight we left
Rock Island, and, turning my unwilling steps eastward
from the land of adventure and romance, we entered the
cars for Chicago.

They were extremely crowded, and my friends, se-
curing me the only comfortable seat in one of them,
were obliged to go into the next, much to their indigna-
tion ; but protestations were of no use. The engine-bell
rang, a fearful rush followed, which resulted in-the pas-
sage down the centre: being filled with standing men;
the conductor-shouted "Go a-head," and we were off for
Lake Michigan in the "Lightning Express," warranted

to go sixty-seven miles an hour! I had found it necessary
to study physiognomy since leaving England, and was
horrified by the appearance of my next neighbour. His
forehead was low, bis deep-set and restless eyes significant
of cunmng, and I at once set him down as a swindler or
pickpocket. My convictions of the truth of my inferences
were so strong, that I removed my purse, in which, how-
ever, acting by advice, I never carried more than five
dollars, from my pocket, leaving in it only my handker-
chief and the checks for my baggage, knowing that I
could not possibly keep awake the whole morning. In
spite of my endeavours to the contrary, I soon sauk into
an oblivious state, from which I awoke to the consciousness
that my companion was withdrawing bis hand from my tI
pocket. My first impulse was to make an exclamation,

H .
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my second, which I carried into execution, to ascertain
my loss; which I found to be the very alarming one of
my baggage-checks; my whole property being thereby
placed at this vagabond's disposal, for I knew perfectly
well, that if I claimed my trunks without my checks, the
acute baggage-master would have set me down as a bold
swindler. The keen-eyed conductor was not in the car,
and, had he been there, the necessity for habitual sus-
picion, incidental to his position, would so far have
removed his original sentiments of generosity as to make
him turn a deaf ear to my request, and there was not one
of my fellow-travellers whose physiognomy would have
warranted me in appealing to him. So, recollecting that
my checks were marked Chicago, and seeing that the
thief's ticket bore the same name, I resolved to wait the
chapter of accidents, or the re-appearance of my friends.
I was scarcely able to decide whether this proof of the re-
liance to be placed upon physiognomy was not an adequate
compensation for'the annoyance I was experiencing, at the
probability of my hoarded treasures falling into the hands
of an adventurer.

During the morning we crossed some prairie-country,
and stopped at several stations, patches of successful cul-
tivation showi'g that there must be cultivators, though I
rarely saw their habitations. The cars still continued so
full that my friends could not join me, and I began to be
seriously anxious about the fate of my luggage. At
mid-day, spires and trees, and lofty blocks of building,
rising from a grass-prairie on one side, and from the blue
waters of Lake Michigan on the other, showed that we
were approaching Chicago. Along beaten tracks through

1 Im



the grass, waggons with white tilts drawn by oxen were
proceeding west, sometimes accompanied by armed horse-
men. .1

With a whoop like an Indian war-whoop the cars ran
into a shed-they stopped-the pickpocket got up-I got
up too-the baggage-master came to the door: "This
gentleman has the checks for my baggage," said I, point-
ing to the thief. Bewildered, he took them from his
waistcoat-pocket, gave them to the baggage-master, and
went hastily away. I had no inclination to cry "Stop
thief!" and had barely time to congratulate myself on
the fortunate impulse which had led me to say what I did,
when my friends appeared from the next car. They
were too highly amused with my recital to ,sympathise
at all with my feelings of annoyance, and one of them, a
gentleman filling a high situation in the East, laughed
heartily, saying, in a thoroughly American tone, "The
English ladies must be 'cute customers, if they can outwit
Yankee pickpockets."

Meaning to stay all night at Chicago, we drove to the
two best hotels, but, finding them full, were induced to
betake ourselves to an advertising house, the name of
which it is, unnecessary to give, though it will never be
effaced from my memory. The charge advertised was a
dollar a day, and for this every comfort and advantage
were promised.

The inn was a large brick building at the corner of a
street, with nothing very unprepossessing in its external
appearance. The wooden stairs were dirty enough, and,
on ascending them to the so-called "ladies' parlour," I
found a large, meanly-furnisbed apartinent, garnished with
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six spittoons, whicb, however, to my; disgust, did not
prevent ihe floor from receiving a large quantity of to-
bacco-juice.

There were two rifles, a pistol, and a powder-flask on
the table; two Irish emigrant women were seated on the
floor (which swarmed with black beetles and ants), un-
dressing a screaming child ; a woman evidently in a fever
was tossing restlessly on the sofa; two females in tarnished"
Bloomer habiliments were looking out of the window ; and
other extraordinary-looking human beings filled the room.
I asked for accommodation for the night, hoping that I
should find a room where I could sit quietly. A dirty
chambermaid took me to a room or dormitory containing
four beds. In one part of it three women were affec-
tionately arid assiduously nursing a sick child; ln another,
two were combing tangled black hair; upon which I
declared that I must have a room to myself.

The chambermaid then took me down a long, darkish
passage, and showed me a small room without a fire-

place, and only lighted by a pane of glass in the door ;
consequently, it was nearly dark. There was a small bed
with a dirLy buffalo-skin upon it; I took it up, and
swarms of living creatures fell out of it, and the floor was
literally alive with them. The sight of such a room
made me feel quite ill, and it was with the greatest reluct-
ance that I deposited my bonnet and shawl in it.

Outside the door were some medicine-bottles and other
suspicious signs of illness, and, after making some cautious
inquiries, we found that there was a case of typhus fever in
the house, also one of Asiatic cholera, and three of ague !
My friends were extremely shocked with the aspect of
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affairs. I believe that they were annoyed that I should
see such a specimen of an hotel in'their country, and they
decided, that, as I could not possibly remain there for the
night, I should go on to Detroit alone, as tbey were de-
tained at Chicago on business. Though I certainly
felt rather out of my element in this place, I was not
at all sorry for the. opportunity, thus accidentally given
me, of seeing something of American society in its lowest
grade.

We went down to dinner, and only the fact of not
having tasted food for many hours could have made
me touch it in such a room. We were in a long apart-
ment, with one table down the middle, with plates laid for
one hundred people. Every seat was occupied, these seats
being benches of somewhat uncouth workmanship. The
floor had recently been washed, and emitted a damp fetid
odour. At one side was a large fireplace, where, in spite
of the heat of the day, sundry manipulations were going
on, coming under the general name of cookery. At the
end of the room was a long leaden trough or sink, where
three greasy scullery-boys without shoes, were perpetually
engaged in washing plates, which they wiped upon their
aprons. The plates, however, were not washed, only
superficially rinsed. There were four brigand-looking
waiters with prodigious beards and moustachios.

There was no great variety at table. There were
eight boiled legs of mutton, nearly raw ; six antiquated
fowls, whose legs were of the consistence of guitar-strings;
baked pork with "onion fixings," the meat swimming in
grease ; and for vegetables, yans, corn-cobs, and squash.
A cup of stewed tea, sweetened with molasses, stood hy
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each plate, and no fermented liquor of any description
was consumed by the company. There were no carving-
knives, so each person hacked the joints with his own, and
some of those present carved them dexterously with
bowie-knives taken out of their belts. Neither were there (I

salt-spoons, so everybody dipped his greasy knife into the
little pewter pot containing salt. Dinner began, and after
satisfying my own hunger with the least objectionable
dish, namely "pork with onion fixings," I had leisure to
look round me.

Every quarter of the globe had contributed to swell
that motley array, even China. Motives of interest or
adventure had drawn them all together to this extraor-
dinary outpost of civilisation, and soon would disperse
them among lands where civilisation is unknown.

As far as I could judge, we were the only representa-
tives of England. There were Scots, for Scots are always
to be found where there is any hope of honest gain-there
were Irish emigrants, speaking with a rich brogue-French
traders from St. Louis-Mexicans fron Santa Fé-Cali-
fornians fitting out, and Californians coming home with
fortunes made-keen-eyed speculators from New Eng-
land-packmen from Canada-"Prairie-men," trappers,

n ers and adventurers, of all descriptions. Many of
these wore bowie-knives or pistols ,in their belts. The
costumes were very varied and picturesque. Two
Bloomers in very poor green habiliments sat opposite to
mè, and did not appear to attract any attention, though
Bloomerism is happily defunct in the States.

There had been three duels at Chicago in the morning,
and one of the duellists, a swarthy, dark-browed villain,
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sat next but one to me. -The quarrel originated in a
ganbling-house, and this Mexican's opponent was mor-
tally wounded, and there he sat, with the guilt of human
blood upon his hands, describing to his vis-ài-vis the way
in which he had taken aim at his adversary, and no one
seemed to think anything about it. From what I heard,
I fear duelling must have become very common in the
West, and no wonder, from the number of lawless spirits

who congregate -where they can be comparatively un-
fettered.

The second course consisted exclusively of pumpkin-
pies; but when the waiters changed the plates, their way
of cleaning the knives and forks was so peculiarly disgusting,
that I did not attempt to eat anything. But I must re-
mark that in this motley assembly theree- wàs nothing of
coarseness, and not a word of bad langgage-indeed, no-
thing which could offend the most fastidious ears. I must
in this respect bear very favourable testimony to the
Americans; for, in the course of my somewhat extensive
travels in the United States, and mixing as I did very
frequently with the lower classes, I never heard any of
that language which so frequently offends the ear in
England.*

I suppose that there is no country in the world where
the presence of a lady is such a restraint upon manners
and conversation. A female, whatever her age or rank •

may be, is invariably treated with deferential respect;
and if this deference may occasionally trespass upon the

* I must not be misunderstood here. Profane language is only too
notoriously common in the States, bit'custom, which in America is
frequently stronger than law, totally prohibits its use before ladies.
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limits of absurdity, or if the.extinct chivalry of the past t
ages of Europe meets with a partial revival upon the d
shores of America, this extreme is vastly preferable to the d
brusquerie, if not incivility, which ladies, as I have heard,
too often meet with in England. -a

The apparently temperate habits in the United States a
form another very pleasing feature to dwell upon. It is t
to be feared that there is a considerable amount of - a
drunkenness among the English, Irish, and Germans, who r
form a large portion of the A mérican population; but the p
temperate, tea-drinking, water-drinking habits of the
native Americans are most remarkable. In fact, I only t
saw one .intoxicated person in the States, and he was a w
Scotch fiddler. ' At thé hotels, even when sitting down to a
dinner- in a room with four hundred persons, I never on to
any occasion saw more than two bottles of wine on' the in
table, and I know from experience that in many private th
dwelling-houses there is no fermented liquor at all. In q
the West, more especially at the rude hotels where I di
stopped, I never saw wine, beer, or spirits upon the a
table; and the spectacle gratified me exceedingly, of lis
seeing fierce-looking, armed, and bearded men, drinking of
frequently in the day of that cup " which cheers, but not tr
inebriates." Water is a beverage which J never enjoyed mi
in purity and perfection before I visited America. It is wA
provided in abundance in the cars, the hotels, the waiting- to
rooms, the steamers, and even the stores, in crystal til
jugs or stone filters, and it is always iced. This may to
be either the result or the'cause of the temperance of the.uu
people.

Ancient history tells us of a people who used to in- ho)i
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toxicate their slaves, and, while they were in that condition,
display them to their sons, to disgust them early with the
degrading vice of drunkenness.

The emigrants who have left our shores, more parlticu-
larly the Irish, have voluntarily enacted the part formerly
assigned to the slaves of the Spartans. Certain it is that
their intemperance, with the evils of which the Americans
are only too well acquainted, has produiced a beneficial
result, by causing a strong re-action in favour of tem-
perance principles.

The national oath of the English, which lias earned for
them abroad a horrible sobriquet, and the execrations
which belong to the French, Italian, and Spanish nations,
are unfortunately but too well known, because they are
too often heard. Indeed, I have scarcely ever travelled
in England by coach or railway-I have seldom driven
through a crowded street, or ridden on horseback through
quiet agrieultural villages-without hearing language in
direct defiance of the third comrnmandment. Profanity
and drunkenness are among the crying sins of the Eng-
lish lower orders. Much has been said upon the subject
of swearing in the -,United States. i can only say that,
travelling in them as I have travelled in England, and
mixing.with people of a much lower class than I ever
was thrown among in England-mixing with these people
too on terms of perfect equality-I never heard an oath
till after I crossed the Canadian frontier. With regard
to both these things, of course I only speak of what fell
under my own observation.

After dinner, being only too glad to escape from a
house where pestilence was rife, we went out into Chicago.
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It is a wonderful place, and tells more forcibly of the ni
astonishing energy and progress of the Americans than ei
anything I saw. Forty years ago the whole ground on
which the town stands could have been bought for si:* ca
hundred dollars ; now, a person would give ten thousand It
for the site of a single store. It is built on a level bi
prairie, only slightly elevated above the lake surface. It sti
lies on both sides of the Chicago river, about a mile above w<
its entrance 'into Lake Michigan. By the construction sti
of piers, a large artificial harbour has been made at the wl
mouth of this river. ha

The city has sprung up rapidly, and is supplied with ar
all the accessories of a high state of civilisation. Chicago, sig
in everything that contributes to real use and comfort, will re
compare favourably with any city in the world. In 1830 ev
it was a mere trading-post, situated in the theatre of the frE
Black Hawk war. In 1850 its population was only 28,000
people; it has now not less than 60,000.* It had not a h
mile of railway in 1850; now fourteen fines radiate from rai
it, bringing to it the trade of an area of country equalling
150,000 square miles. One hundred heavy trains arrive th
and depart from it daily. It has a commerce commen-
surate with its magnitude. It employs about 70,000 lit
tons of shipping, nearly one-half being steamers and pro- ev<
pellers. The lumber-trade, which is chiefly carried on fltt
with Buffalo, is becoming very profitable. The exports res
of Chicago, to the East, of bread-stuffs for the past year, TE
exceeded 13,000,000 bushels; and a city which, in 1840, thi

we* By the last census, taken in June, 1855, the population of Chicago
was given at 87,000 souls, thus showing the extraordinary increase of
27,000 within a year.
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numbered only 4000 inhabitants, is now one of the largest
exporting grain-markets in the world.

Chicago is connected with the western rivers by a sloop
canal- one of the most magnificent works ever undertaken.
It is also.connected with the Mississippi at several points
by railroad. It is regularly laid out with wide airy
streets, much more cleanly than those of Cincinnati. The
wooden houses are fast giving place to lofty substantial
structures of brick, or a stone similar in appearance to
white marble, and are often six stories high. These
houses, as in all business streets in the American cities,
are disfigured, up to the third story, by large glaring
sign-boards containing the names and occupations of their
residents. The side walks are of wood, and, wher-
ever they are made 'of this unsubstantial material, one
frequently finds oneself stepping into a hole, or upon
tli.end of a board which tilts up under one's feet. The
hôuses are always let in flats, so that there are gene-

rally three stores one above another. These stores are
very handsome, those of the outfitters particularly so,
though the quantity of goods displayed in the streets gives
them rather a barbaric appearance. The side walks are
literaljy encumbered with bales of scarlet flannel, and
every other article of an emigrant's outfit. At the out-
fitters' stores you can buy anything, from a cart-nail to a
revolver; from a suit of oilskin to a paper of needles.
The streets present an extraordinary spectacle. Every-
thing reminds that one is standing on the very verge of
western civilisation.

The roads are crowded to an inconvenient extent with
carriages of curious construction, waggons, carts, and men



on horseback, and the side-walks with eager foot-pas-
sengers. By the side of a carriage drawn by two or
three handsone horses, a creaking waggon with a white
tilt, drawn by four heavy oxen, may be seen-Mexicans
and hunters dash down the crowded streets at full gallop
on mettlesome steeds, with bits so powerful as to throw
their horses on their haunches when they meet with any
obstacle. They ride animals that look too proud to
touch the earth, on high-peakèd saddles, with pistols in
the holsters, short stirrups, and long, cruel-looking
Spanish spurs. They wear scarlet caps or palmetto bats,
and high jack-boots. Knives are stuck into their belts,
apd light rifles are slung behind them. These pic-
turesque beings-the bullock-waggons setting out for the
Far West-the medley of different nations and costumes
in the streets-make the city a spectacle of great interest.

The deep hollow roar of the locomotive, and the shrill
scream from the steamboat, are beard here all day; a
continuous stream of life ever bustles through the city,
and, standing as it does on the very verge of western
civilisation, Chicago is a vast emporium of the trade of
the districts east and west of the Mississippi.

At an office in one of the streets Mr. C took my
ticket for Toronto by railway, steamer, railway, and
steamer, only paying eight dollars and a half, or about
thirty-four shillings, for a journey of seven hundred

W\e re urned to tea at the hotel, and found our viands
and co panions just the same as at dinner. It is impos-
sible give an idea of the "western men" to any one

h lias not seen one at least as a specimen. They are
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the men before whom the Indians melt away as grass
before the scythe. They shoot them down ou the smallest
provocation, and speak of "head of Indian," as we do in
England of head of game. Their bearing is bold, reck-
less, and independent in the extreme ; they are as ready
to fight a foe as to wait upon women and children with
tender assiduity; their very appearance says to you,
"Stranger, I belong to the greatest, most enlightened,
and most progressive nation on earth; I may be the
President or a millionaire next year; I don't care a straw
for you or any one else."

Illinois is a State which bas sprung up, as if by magi1 ,
to be one of the most fruitful in the West. It was settled
by men from the New England States-men who carried
with them those characteristics which have made the New
Englander's career one of active enterprise, and successful
progress, wherever he bas been. Not many years ago
the name of Illinois was nearly unknown, and on her
soil the hardy settler battled with the forest-trees for
space in which to sow bis first crops. Her roads were
merely rude and often impassable tracks through forest
or prairie; now she has in operation and course of con-
struction two thousand and seventy miles of those iron
sinews of commercial progress-railroads, running like a
network over the State.

At seven o'clock, with a feeling of great relief, rmingled
with thankfulness at baving escaped untouched by the
terrible pestilence which had ravaged Chicago, I left the
hotel, more appropriately termed a "caravanserai," and
my friends placed me in the "Lightning -Express," war-
ranted to go sixty-seven miles an hour.
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Unless it may be St. Louis, I fancy that Chicago
is more worth a visit than any other of the western
cities. Even one day at it was worth a voyage across
the Atlantic, and a land-journey of eighteen hundred

miles. 4
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CHAPTER IX.

A vexatious incident - John Bull enraged - Woman's rights -Alli-
gators become hosses - A popular host - Military display - Amirth-provoking gun - Grave reminiscences - Attractions of the
fair -Past and present - A floating palace - Black companions-
A black baby -Externals of Buffalo - The flag of England.

THE night-cars are always crowded both in Canada and
the States, becausepeople in business are anxious to save
a day if they have any expedition to make, and, as many
of the cars are fitted up with seats of a most comfortable
kind for night-travelling, a person accustomed to them
can sleep in them as well as on a sofa. After leaving
Chicago, they seemed about to rush with a whoop into
the moonlit waters of Lake Michigan, and in reality it
was not much better. For four miles we ran along a
plank-road supported only on piles. There was a single
track, and the carriages projecting over the whole, there
was no bridge to be seen, and we really seemed to be
going along on the water. These insecure railways are
not uncommon in the States; the dangers of the one on
the Hudson river have been experienced by many tra-
vellers to their cost.

We ran three hundred miles through central Michigan
in ten hours, including stoppages. We dashed through
woods, across prairies, andovèr bridges without parapets,
at a uniform rate of progress. A boy making con-

tM



AN UNGALLANT ENGLISHMAN.

tinual peregrinations with iced water alleviated the thirst
of the passengers, for the night was intensely hot, and I
managed to sleep very comfortably till awoke by the
intense cold of dawn. During the evening an incident
most vexatious to me occurred.

The cars were very full, and were not able to seat all
the passengers. Consequently, according to the usages
of American etiquette, the gentlemen vacated the seats
in favour of the ladies, who took possession of them in a
very ungracious manner as I thought. The gentlemen
stood in the passage down the centre. At last all but
one had given up their seats, and while stopping at a
station another lady entered.

"A seat for a lady," said the conductor, when he saw
the crowded state of the car. The one gentleman did not
stir. "A seat for a lady," repeated the man in a more
imperious tone. Still no movement on the part of the
gentleman appealed to. "A seat for a lady ; don't you
see there's a lady wanting one ?" now vociferated several
voices at once, but *ithout producing any effect. "Get
up for this lady," said one bolder than the rest, giving
the stranger a sharp admonition on the shoulder. He
pulled his travelling cap over bis eyes, and doggedly
refused to stir. There was now a regular hubbub in
the car; American blood was .up, and several gentlemen
tried to induce the offender to move.

"l I'man Englishmain, and I tell ou I won't be brow-
beat by you beastly Yankees. I've paid for my seat, and
I mean to keep it,>' savagely shouted the offender, thus
verifying my worst suspicions.

"I thought so !-I knew it !-A regular John Bull

160 Clur. IX.
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trick! just like them!" were some of the observations
made, and very mild they were, considering the aggra-
vated circumstances.

Two men took the culprit by his shoulders, and the
others, pressing behind, impelled hiin to the door, amid
a chorus of groans and hisses, disposing of him finally
by placing him in the emigrant-car, installing the lady in
the vacated seat. I could almost fancy that the shade of
the departed Judge Lynch stood by with an approving
smile.

I was so thoroughly ashamed of my countryman, and
so afraid of my nationality being discovered, that, if
any one spoke to me, I adopted every Americanism
which I could think of in reply. The country within
fifty miles of Detroit is a pretty alternation of
prairie, wood, corn-fields, peach and apple orchards.
The maize is the staple of the country; you see it in
the fields; you have corn-cobs for breakfast; corn-
cobs, mush, and hominy for dinner; johnny-cake for
tea; and the very bread contains a- third part of Indian
meal!

I thought the little I saw of Michigan very fertile and
pretty. It is another of the newly constituted States, and
was known until recently under the name of the "Mi-
chigan Territory." This State is a peninsula between
the Huron and Michigan Lakes, and borders in one part-
closely on Canada. It bas a salubrious climate and a
fertile soil, and is rapidly becoming a very productive
State. Of late years the influx of emigrants of a
better class bas been very great. The State bas great



capabilities for saw and flour mills; the Grand Rapid;
alone have a fall of fifteen feet in a mile, and afford im-
mense water-power.

In Michigan, human beings have ceased to be "alli-
gators," they are "hosses." Thus one man says to an-
other, "How do you do, old hoss ?" or, "What's the
time o' day, old hoss ?" When I reached Detroit I was
amused when a conductor said to me, "One o' them'ere
hosses will take your trunks," pointing as he spoke to a
group of porters.

On arriving at Detroit I met for the first time with
tokens of British enterprise and energy, and of the grow-
ing importance of Canada West. Several persons in the
cars were going to New York, and they took the ferry at
Detroit, and went down to Niagara Bridge by the Ca-
nada Great Western Railway, as the most expeditious
route. I drove through the very pleasant streets of
Detroit to the National Hotel, where I was to join the
Walrences. Having indulged the hope of rejoining my
former travelling companions here, I was greatly disap-
pointed at finding a note from them, containing the intel-
ligence that they had been summoned by telegraph to
Toronto, to a sick relative. They requested me to join
them there, and hoped I should find no difficulty on the
journey!

It was the time of thé State fair, and every room in
the inn was occupied; but Mr. Benjamin, the very
popular host of the National, on hearing my circum-
stances, would on no account suffer me to seek another
abode, and requested a gentleman to give up bis room to
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me, which with true American politeness he instantly did.
I cannot speak too highly of the National Hotel, or of its
deservedly popular landlord. I found that I could not
leave Detroit before the next night, and at most hotels a
lady alone would have been very uncomfortably placed.
Breakfast was over, but, as soon as I retired to my room,
the waiter appeared with an abundant repast, for which
no additional charge was made. I sat in my room the
whole day, and Mr. Benjamin came twice to my door to
know if I wanted anything. He introduced me to a
widow lady, whose room I afterwards shared; and when
I went down at night to the steamer, he sent one of his
clerks with me, to sae me any trouble about my luggage.
He also gave me a note to an hotel-keeper at Buffalo,
requesting him to pay me every attention, in case I
should be detained for a night on the road. The hotel
was a perfect pattern of cleanliness, elegance, and com-
fort; and the waiters, about fifty of whom were Dutch,
attended scrupulously to every wish, actual or supposed,
of the guests. If these pages should ever meet Mr.
Benjamin's eye, it may be a slight gratification to him to
know that his kindness to a stranger has been both re-
membered and appreciated.

I had some letters of introduction to residents at De-
troit, and here, as in all other places which I visited, I
had but to sow them to reap a rich harvest of kindness
and hospitality. I spent two days most agreeably at
Detroit, in a very refined and intellectual circle, perfectly
free from those mannerisms which I had expected to find
in a place so distant from the coast. The concurrent
testimony of many impartial persons goes to prove that
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in every American town highly polished and intellectual
society is to be met with.

My bed-room window at the National otel looked into
one of the widest and most bustling streets oT Detroit.
It was the day of the State fair, consequently I saw the
town under a very favourable aspect. The contents of
several special trains, and hundreds of waggons, crowded
the streets, the " waggons" frequently drawn by very
handsome horsesý The private carriages were of a supe-
rior class to any I had previously seen in the States; the
harness was handsome and richly plated, and elegantly
dressed ladies filled the interiors. But in amusing con-
trast, the coachmen all looked like wild Irishmen enlisted
for the occasion, and drove in a standing posture. Young
farmers, many of .them dressed in the extren e of the
fashion of Young America, were dashing about in their
light waggons, driving tandem or span; heavily laden
drays were proceeding at a.slower speed; and all this
traffie was carried on under the shade of fme trees.

Military bands playing 'The Star-spangled Banner,'
and 'Hail Columbia,' were constantly passing and re-
passing, and the whole population seemed on the qui vive.
Squadrons of cavalry continually passed my window, the
men in gorgeous uniforms, with high waving plumes.
Their horses were very handsome, but were not at all
"willing to display themselves byp walking slowly, or in
rank, and - the riders would seem to have been se-
lected for their corpulence, probably under the supposi-
tion that the ,veight of'1both men and horses would tell in
a charge.

The air 'iHail Columbia' is a very fine one, and
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doubtless thrills American hearts, as ours are thrilled by
the National Anthem. Two regiments of foot followed
the cavalry, one with peaceful-looking green and white

plumes, the other with horsetails dyed scarlet. The
privates had a more independent air than our own regu-
lars, and were principally the sons of respectable citizens.
They appeared to have been well drilled, and were
superior in appearance to our militia; but it must be
remembered that the militia of America constitutes the
real military force of the country, and is paid and cared
for accordingly; the regular army only amounting to
ten thousand men.

A gun of the artillery followed, and the spectacle made
me laugh immoderately, though I had no one with whom
to share my amusement. It was a new-looking gun of
shining brass, perfectly innocent of the taste of gun-
powder, and mounted on a carriage suspiciously like a
timber-truck, which had once been painted. Six very
respectable-looking artillerymen were clustering upon
this vehicle, but they had to hold hard, for it jolted un-
mercifully. It was drawn by four horses of different
colours and sizes, and they appeared animated by the
principle of mutual repulsion. One of these was ridden
by a soldier, seated on a saddle placed so far upon the
horse's neck, that it gave him the appearance of elinging
to the mane. The harness was shabby and travel-soiled,
and the traces were of rope, which seemed to require
continual "{lxing," to judge from the frequency with
which tbe rider jumped off to adjust them. The artillery-
men were also continually stopping the vehicle, to re-
arrange the limber of the gun.
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While I was instituting an invidious comparison.between

this gun and our well-appointed; well-horsed, well-manned
artillery at Woolwich, the thought suddenly flashed. across
my mind that the militia forces of America .beat us at
Lexington, Saratoga, and Ticonderoga. "A change
came o'er the spirit of my dream,"-from the ridiculous
to the sublime was but a step ; and the grotesque gun-
carriage was instantly invested with sublimity.

Various attractions were presented at the fair. There
were horse-races and trotting-natches; a trotting bull
warranted to beat the fastest horse in Michigan; and
bands of music. Phineas Taylor Barnum presented the
spectacle of his very superior menagerie ; in one place a
wizard offered to show the smallness of the difference
between meum and tuum; the Siamese Twins in another t

displayed their monstrous and inseparable union; and
voc4sts were awaiting the commands of the lovers of -

song.
There was a large piece of ground devoted to an agri-

cultural exhibition; and here, as at home, Cochin China
fowls were "the observed of all observers," and realised
fabulous prices. In a long range of booths, devoted, to
the products of manufaeturing industry, some of the cost-

,liest productions of the looms of Europe were exhibited . t

for sale. There were peep-shows, and swings, and merry-
go-rounds, and hobby-hor.ses, and, with so many induce-
ments offered, it will not be supposed that holiday people
were wanting.

Suddenly, while the diversions were at their height, d
and in the midst of the intense heat,- a deluge burst over
Detroit, like, the breakiiig of a waterspout, in a few mi- P
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nutes' turning the streets into rivers, deep enough in
many places to cover the fetlocks of the horses. It
rained as it only rains in a hot climate, and the storm
was accompanied by thunder and lightning. Waggons
and carriages hurried furiously along; stages intended
to carry twelve persons at six cents were conveying
twenty through the flood at a dollar each; and ladies
drenched to the skin, with white dresses and silk stock-
ings the colour of mud, were hurrying along over the
slippery side walks. An infantry regiment of militia took
to their beels and ran off at full pelt,-and a large body
of heavy cavalry dashed by in a perfect hurricane of
moustaches, draggled plumes, cross-bands, gigantic white

gloves, and clattering sabres, clearing the streets effec-
tually.

A hundred years ago Detroit was a little French village
of wooden bouses, a mere post for carrying on the fur-
trade with the Indians. Some of these bouses still re-
main, dingy, many-windowed, many-.gabled buildings, gf
antique construction. Canoes laden with peltry were
perhaps the only ci'aft wbicb disturbed the waters of the
Detroit river.

The old times are changed, and a thriving commercial
town of 40,000 inhabitants stands on the site of the
French trading-post. Handsome quays and extensive
whaifs now lne the stores of the Detroit river, and to
look at the throng-of magnificent steamers and small sail-
ing-vessels lying along them, sometimes two or three
deep, onewould suppose oneself at an English seaport.
The streets, which contain very handsome stores, are
planted with trees, and are alive with business; and hotels,
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banks, and offices appear in every direction. Altogether pr
Detroit is a very pleasing place, and, from its position, of
bids fair to be a very important one. A

I had to leave the friends whose acquaintance and sc
kindness rendered Detroit so agreeable to me, in the to
middle of a very interesting conversation. Before ten Pl
at night I found myself on an apparently interminable of
wharf, creeping between cart-wheels and over balés of hi
wool to the Mayflower steamer, which was just leaving br
for Buffalo. roo

Passing through the hall of the Mayfower, which was Ev
rather a confused and dimly-lighted scene, I went up to ste
the saloon by a very handsome staircase with elaborate cat
bronze balustrades. My bewildered eyes surveyed a fairy li
scene, an eastern palace, a vision of the Arabian Nights. we
I could not have believed that such magnificence existed Th
in a ship; it impressed me much more than anything I flo
have seen in the palaces of England. of

The Mayflower was a steam-ship of 2200 tons burthen, vel
ber length 336 feet, and her extreme breadth 60. She Th
was of 1000 horse-power, with 81-inch cylinders, and a tabi
stroke of 12 feet. I speak of her in the past tense, be- DrE
cause she has since been totally cast away in a storm on was
Lake Erie. This lake bears a very bad character, and wat
persons are warned not to venture upon it at so stormy aeigt
season of the year as September, but, had the weather eacl
been very rough, I should not have regretted my voyage inte
in so splendid a steamer.

The saloon was 300 feet long; it had an arched roof see
and Gothic cornice, with a moulding below of gilded wes1
grapes and vine-leaves. It was 10 feet high, and the UpOI
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projections of the ceiling, the mouldings, and the panels
of the doors of the state-rooms were all richly gilded.
About the middle there was an enclosure for the engine,
scarcely obstructing the view. This enclosure was Gothie,
to match the roof, and at each end had a window of
plate-glass, 6 feet square, through which the mechanism
of the engine could be seen. The engine itself, being a
high-pressure one, and consequently without the incum-
brances of condenser and air-pump, occupied much less
room than one of ours in a ship of the same tonnage.
Every stationary part of the machinery was of polished
steel, or bronze, with elaborate castings ; a crank indi-
cator and a clock faced each other, and the whole was
lighted by two large coloured lamps. These windows
were a favourite lounge of the curious and scientific.
The carpet was of rich velvet pile, in groups of brilliant
flowers, anddotted over with ehairs, sofas, and tête-à-tétes
of carved walnut-wood, cushioned with the richest green
velvet: the tables were of marble with gilded pedestals.
There was -a very handsome piano, and both it and the
tables supported massive vases of beautiful Sèvres or
Dresden china, filled with exotic flowers. On one table
was a richly-chased silver tray, with a silver ewer of iced
water upon it. . The saloon was brilliantly lighted by
eight chandeliers with dependent glass lustres; and at
each end two mirrors, the height of the room, prolonged
interminably the magnificent scene.

In such an apartment one would naturally expect to
see elegantly-dressed gentlemen and ladies; but no-
western men, in palmetto bats' and great boots, lounged
upon the superb sofas, and negroes and negresses chat-
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tered and promenaded. Porcelain spittoons in consider- a str
able numbers garnished the floor, and their office was by neve
no means a sinecure one, even in the saloon exclusively nvin
devoted to ladies. Sh

1 saw only one person whom I liked to speak to, among for t
my three hundred fellowý-voyagers. This was a tali, the s
pale, and very ladylike person in dep mourning, with We
a perfectly uninterested look, and such deep lines of as t

sorrow on ber face, that I saw at a glance that the saw
world -iad no power to interest or please her. She sat Ica
on the same sofa with me, and was helplessly puzzling looki
over the route from Buffalo to Albany with a gruf, un- Be
couth son, who seemed by no means disposed to aid her some,
in ber difficulties. As I was able to give ber the in- this a
formation she wanted, we entered into conversation for the si
two hours. She soon told me her history, merely an a be
ordinary one, of love, bereavement, and sorrow. .She femal,
had been a widow for a year, and she said that ber deso- who
lation was so great that ber sole wish was to die. Her These
sons were taking her a tour, in the hope of raising her so ag
spirits, but she said she was just moved about and dressed me til
like a doll, that she had not one ray of comfort, and that them.
all sbrunk from ber hopeless and repining grief. She Th
asked me to tell ber if any widow of my acquaintance to whi
bad been able to bear ber loss with resignation; and liberty
when I told ber of some instances among my own rela- that I
tions, she burst into tears and said, "I am ever arraign- to find
ing the wisdom of God, and how can I hope for bis con- very fir
solations ?" The task of a comforter is ever a bard one, and be
and in ber instance it was particularly so, to point to the had be
"Balm of Gilead," as revealed in sacred Scripture; for
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a stranger to show her in all kindness that comfort could
never be experienced while, as she herself owned, she was
living in the neglect of every duty both to God and man.

She seemed roused for the moment, and, thanked me
for the sympathy which I most sincerely felt, hoping at
the same time to renew the conversation in the mornin.
We had a stormy night, from which she suffered so much
as to be unable to leave her berth the next day, and I
saw nothing further of her beyond a brief glimpse wbich
I caught of her at Buffalo, as she was carried ashore,
looking more despairing even than the nigbt before.

Below this saloon is the ladies' cabin, also very hand-
some, but disfigured by numerous spittoons, and beneath
this again is a small cabin with berths two deep round
the sides ; and in this abode, as the ship was full, I took
a berth for the night with a southern lady, her two
female slaves, four negresses, and a mulatto woman,
who had just purchased their freedom in Tennessee.
These blacks were really lady-like and intelligent, and
so agreeable and naïve that, although they chattered to
me till two in the morning, I was not the least tired of
them.

They wanted me to bring them ail home to England,
to which they have been taught to look as to a land of
liberty and happiness; and it was with much difficulty
that I made them understand that I should not be able
to find employment for them., I asked one of them, a
very fine-looking mulatto, how long she had been married,
and ber age. She replied that she was thirty-four, and
had been married twenty-one years!
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Their black faces and woolly hair contrasted most
ludicrously with the white pillow-case. After sleeping
for a time, I was awoke by a dissonance of sounds-
groaning, straining, creaking, and the crash of waves and
roar of winds. I dressed with difficulty, and, crawling to
the window, beheld a cloudless sky, a thin, blue, stormy-
looking mist, and waves higher than I had ever seen those
on the ocean; indeed, Lake Erie was one sheet of raging,
furious billows, which dashed about our leviathan but top-
heavy steamer as if she had been a plaything.

I saw two schooners scudding with only their foresails
set, and shortly after a vessel making signals of distress,
having lost her masts, bulwarks, and boats in the gale.
We were enabled to render her very seasonable assist-
ance. I was not now surprised at the caution given by
the stewardess the previous night, namely, that the less
I undressed the better, in case of an accident.

While the gale lasted, being too much inured to rough
weather to feel alarmed, I amused myself with watching
the different effects produced by it, on the feelings of
different persons. The Southern lady was frantic with
terror. First she requested me, itn no very gentle tones,
to call the stewardess. I-1ç to the abode of Liat fune-
tionary, ánd- foundher lying on the floor sea-sick; her
beautiful auburn hair tangled and dishevelled. "Oh!
madam, bow could you sleep?" she said; "we've had
such an awful night! I've neer been so ill before."

I returned from my useless errand, and the lady then
co nrnanded me to go instantly to the captain and ask him
to cone. "He's attending to the ship," Iurged. "Go,
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then, if you've any pity, and ask him if we shall be lost."
" There's no danger, as far as I can judge ; the engines
work regularly, and the ship obeys her helm." The May-

fiower gave a heavier roll than usual. "Oh my God!
Oh Heaven !" shrieked the unhappy lady; "forgive me !
Mercy! mercy !" A lull followed, in which she called
to one of her slaves for a glass of water; but the poor
creature was too ill to move, and, seeing that her mistress
was about to grow angry, I went up to the saloon for it.
On my way to the table I nearly tumbled over a pros-
trate man, whom I had noticed the night before as con-
spicuous for his audacious and hardy bearing. "I guess
we 're going to Davy Jones," he said; "I've been saying
my prayers all night-ittle good, I guess. I've been a
sinner too long. I've seen many a "-a groan followed.
I looked at the reckless speaker. le was lying on the
floor, with his hat and shoes off, and his rifle beside him.
His face was ghastly, but, I verily believe, more from the
effects of sea-sickness than fear. He begged mne, in
feeble tones, to get him some brandy; but I could not
find anybody to give it to him, and went down with the
water.

The two slaves were as frighteued as pple almost
stupified by sickness could be; but when I asked one of
the freed negresses if she were alarmed, she said, "Me
no fear; if me die, me go to Jesus Christ; if me live,
me serve him here-better to die !"

It has been said that "poverty, sickness, all the ills of
life, are Paradise to what we fear of death "-that "it is
not that life is sweet, but that death is bitter." He're
the poet and the philosopher might have learned a lesson.

.4
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This poor, untutored negress probably knew nothing more
"than her Bible true ;" but she had that knowledge of a a
future state which reason, unassisted by the light of reve- o
lation, could never have learned ; she knew yet more-she
knew God as revealed in Christ, and in that knowledge,
under its highest and truest name of Faith, she feared a
not the summons which would call her into the presence t
of the Judge of all. The infidel may hug his heartless a
creed, which, by ignoring alike futurity and the Divine
government, makes an aimless cbaos of the past, and a il
gloomy obscurity of the future; but, in the "hour of i
death and in the day of judgment," the boldest atheist in f
existence would thankfully exchange his failing theories
for the poorAfrican's simple creed. s

Providence, which has not endowed the negro with in- a
tellectual poi 4ers of the highest order, has given him an a
amount of heart and enthusiasm to which we are strangers. t
He is warm and ardent in his attachments, fierce in his t
resentfulness, terrible in his revenge. The black troops of it
our West Indian colonies, when let loose, fight with more st
fury and bloodtbirstiness than those of any white race. w
This temperament is carried into religion, and nowbere a
on earth does our Lord find a more- loving and zealous w
disciple than in the converted and Christianized negro. in
It is indeed true that, in America only,.-more than three
million free-born Africans wear the chains of servitude; bi
but it is no less true that in many instances the Gospel sl
bas penetrated the shades of their Egyptian darkness,
giving them

"A clear escape from tyrannizing lust,
A full immunity from penal woe." bl



A BLACK BABY.

Many persons who have crossed the Atlantic without
annoyance are discomposed by the short chopping surges
of these inland seas, and the poor negresses suffered
dreadfully from sea-sickness.

As the stewardess was upstairs, and too ill herself to
attend upon any one, I did what J could for them, getting
them pillows, camphor, &c., only too happy that J was in
a condition to be useful. One of them, a young married
woman with a baby of three months old, was alarmingly
ill, and. as the poor infant was in danger of being seriously
injured by the rolling of the sbip,.I took it on my lap
for an hour till the gale moderated, thereby gaining the
lasting, kindly remembrance of its poor mother. J an
sure, that a white infant would have screamed in a most
appalling way, for, as I had never taken a baby in my
arms before, I held it in a very awkward manner; but

the poor little black thing, wearied with ifs struggles on
the floor, lay very passively, every now and then turning
its little monkey-face up to mine, with a look of under-

standing and confidence which quite conciliated my good
will. It was so awfully ugly, so much like a black ape,
and so little like the young of the human species, that I
was obliged while I held it to avert my eyes from it, lest
in a sudden fit offoolish prejudice and disgust I should
let it fall. Meanwhile, the Southern lady was very ill,

but not too ill, I am sorry to say, to box the ears of ber

slaves.
The gale moderated about nine in the morning, leaving

a very rough, foamy sea, which reflected in a peculiarly
dazzling and- disagreeable way the cloudless and piercing

blue of the sky.- The saloon looked as magnificent as by

Cair. IX.
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candle-light, with the sunshine streaming through a
running window of stained glass.

Dinner on a plentiful scale was served at one, but out
of 300 passengers only about 30 were able to avail them-
selves of it. Large glass tubs of vanilla cream-ice were
served. The voyage was peculiarly uninteresting, as we
were out of sight of land nearly the whole day; my friend
the widow did not appear, and, when I attempted to write,
the inkstand rolled off the table. It was just sunset when
we reached Buffalo, and moored at a wharf crowded with
large steamers receiving and discharging cargo. Owing
to the gale, we were two hours too late for the Niagara
cars, and I slept at the Western Hotel, where I received
every attention.

Buffalo is one of the best samples of American progress.

It is a regularly laid-out and substantially built city of

65,000 inhabitants. It is still in the vigour of youth,
for the present town only dates from 1813. It stands

at the foot of Lake Erie, at the opening of the Hudson
canal, where the commerce of the great chain of inland

lakes is condensed. It is very "going ahead;" its in-

habitants are ever changing; its population is coinposed
of all nations, with a very large proportion of Germans,
French, and Irish. But their national characteristics,
though not lost, are seen through a medium of pure Ame-
ricanism. They all rush about-the lethargic German
keeps pace with the energetic Yankee; and the Irish-

man, no longer in rags, "guesses" and "spekilates"
in the brogue of Erin. Western travellers pass through
Buffalo; tourists.bound for Canada pass through Buffalo ;
the traffic of lakes, canals, and several lines of rail centres

I
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at Buffalo; so engines scream, and steamers puff, all day
long. It bas a great shipbuilding trade, and to all ap-
pearance is one of the most progressive and go-ahead
cities in the Union.

I left Buffalo on a clear, frosty morning, by a fine
which ran between lumber-yards * on a prodigious scale
and the bard white beach of Lake Erie. Soon after
leaving the city, the lake becomes narrow and rapid, and
finally hurries along with fearful velocity. I knew tbat I
was looking at the commencement of the rapids of Niagara,
but the cars ran into some clearings, and presently stopped
at a very bustling station, wbere a very officious man
shouted, "Niagara Falls Station !" The name grated
unpleasantly upon my ears. A man appeared at the door
of the car in which I was the only passenger-" You for
Lewiston, quick, this way !" and hurried me into a stage
of uncouth construction, drawn by four horses. We
jolted along the very worst road I ever travelled 'on-
corduroy was Elysium to it. No level was observed ; it

seemed to be a mere track along waste land, running
through holes, over hillocks and stumps of trees. We
were one bour and three-quarters in going a short seven
miles. If I bad been better acquainted with the neigh-
bourbood, I might, as I only found out when it was too

late, bave crossed the bridge at Niagara Falls, spent three
hours in sight of Niagara, proceeding to Queenston in time
for the steamer by the Canada cars!

On our way to Lewiston we met forty of these four-
borse stages. I caught a distant view of the falls, and a '

* Lumber is sawn timber.
I



nearer one of the yet incomplete suspension bridge, which,
when finished, will be one of the greatest triumphs of
engineering art.

Beyond this the scenery is very beautiful. The road
runs among forest trees of luxuriant growth, and peach
and apple orchards, upon the American bank of the
Niagara river. This bank is a cliff 300 feet high, and
from the edge of the road you may throw a stone into the
boiling torrent below; yet the only parapet is a rotten
fence, in many places completely destroyed. When vou
begin to descend the steep hill to Lewiston the drive is
absolutely frightful. The cunbrous vehicle creaks, jolts,
and swings, and, in spite of friction-breaks and other
appliances, gradually acquires an impetus which sends it
at full speed down the tremendous hill, and round the
sharp corner, to the hotel at Lewiston. While I was
waiting there watching the stages, and buying peaches,
of which I got six for a penny, a stage came at full speed
down the hill, with only two men on the driving-seat.
The back straps had evidently given way, and the whole
mchine had a tendency to jump forward, when, in coming
down the steepest part of the declivity, it got a jolt, and
in the most ridiculous way turned "topsy-turvy," the
roof coming down upon the horses' backs. The men were
thrown off unhurt, but the poor animals were very much
cut and bruised.

I crossed Lake Ontario to Toronto in the Peerless, a
very smart, safe, iron steamer, with the saloon and chief
weight below. The fittings of this beautiful lit‡le vessel
are in perfect taste. We stopped for two hours at the
wharf at Niagara, a town on the British*side, protected
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once by a now disused and dismantled fort. The cars at
length came up, two hours after their time, and the
excuse given for the delay was, that they had run over a
cow!

In grim contrast to the disnantled English Fort Mas-
sassaqua, Fort Niagara stands on the A merican side, and
is a place of considerable strength. There I saw sentinels
in grey uniforms, and the flag of the stars and stripes.

Captain D of the Peerless brought his beautiful little
vessel from the Clyde in 6000 pieces, and is jutly proud
of ber. I sat next him at dinner, and found that we
knew some of the same people in Scotland. Gaeic was a
further introduction; and though so many thousand miles
away, for a mpment I felt myself at horne iwhen we
spoke of the majestie Cuchullins and the heathery braes
of Balquidder. In the Peerless every eone took wine or
liqueurs. There was no bill of fare, but a long list of
wines and spirits was placed by each plate. , Instead of
being disturbed in the middle of dinner by a poke on
the shoulder, and the demand, "Dinner ticket, or fifty
cents," I was allowed to remain as long as I pleased,
and at the conclusion of the voyage a géntlemanly High-
land purser asked me for my passage and dinner money
together.

We passed a number of brigs and schooners under full
sail, their canvass remarkable for its whiteness; their
bulls also were snowy white. They looked as though
"they were drifting with the dead, to shores where all was
dumb."

Late in the evening we entered the harbour of Toronto,
which is a very capacious one, and is protected by a
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natural mole of sand some miles in extent. Though this
breakwater has some houses and a few trees, it is the
picture of dreary desolation.

The city of Toronto, the stronghold of Canadian learn-
ing and loyalty, presents an imposing appearance, as seen
from the water. It stands on ground sloping upwards
from the lake, and nianufactories, colleges, asylums, church
spires, and public buildings, the whole faced by a hand-
some Une of quays, present themselves at once to the
eye.

A soft and familiar sound came off from the shore; it
was the well-known note of the British bugle, and the flag
whose silken folds were rising and falling on the breeze
was the meteor flag of England. Long may it brave
"the battle and the breeze"! English uniforms were
glancing among the crowd on the quay, English faces sur-
rounded me, English voices rang in my ears ; the négligé
costumes which met my eyes were in the best style of
England. A thrill of pleasure went through my heart
on finding, more than 4000 miles from home, the charac-
teristics of my own loved land. -

But I must add that there were unpleasant cha.
racteristics peculiarly English also. I could never have
landed, the confusion was so great, had not Captain D÷-
assisted me. One porter ran off with one trunk, another
with another, while three were fighting for the possession
of my valise, till silenced by the cane-of a custom-house
officer. Then there was a clamorous demand for
"6wharfage," and the hackman charged half a dollar for
taking me a quarter of a mile. Ail this somewhat damped
my ecstacies, and contrasted unfavourably with the orderly
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and easy way in which I landed on the shore of the United
States.

At Russell's Hotel I rejoined Mr. and Mrs. Walrence,
who said "they would have been extremely surprised if
a lady in their country had met with the slightest diffi-
culty or annoyance" in travelling-alone for 700 miles!

My ecstacies were still further toned down when I woke
the next morning with my neck, hands, and face stinging
and swollen from the bites of innumerable mosquitoes.



CHAPTER X.

The Place of Council-Its progress and its people -English hearts -
"Sebastopol is taken " -Squibs and crackers - A ship on her
beam-ends - Selfishness - A mongrel city - A Scot - Constancy
rewarded - Monetary difficulties'- Detention on a bridge - A
Canadian homestead - Life in the clearings - The bush on fira-
A word on farming - The "bee " and its produce - Eccentricities of
Mr. Haldimands -A ride on a.troop-horse - Scotch patriotism -
An English church - The servant nuisance -Richard Cobden.

THE people of Toronto informed4me, immediately on my
arrival in their city, that "Toronto is the most English
place tO be met with out of England." At first I was at
a loss to understand their meaning. Wooden bouses,
long streets crossing each other at right angles, and
wooden side-walks, looked very un-English to my eye.
But when I had been for a few days at Toronto, and had
become accustomed to the necessarily-un6nished appear-
ance of a town which bas only enjoyed sixty years of
existence, I fully agreed with the laudatory remarks
passed upon it. The wooden bouses have altogether dis-
appeared from the principal streets, and have been replaced
by substantial erections of brick and stone. The churches
are numerous, and of tasteful architecture. The public
egifices are well situated and very handsome. King
Street, the principal thoroughfare, is two miles in length,
and the side-walks are lined with handsome shops. The
outskirts of Toronto abound in villa residences, standing
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in gardens or shrubberies. The people do not run "hurry
skurry" along the streets, but there are no idlers to be
observed. Hirsute eccentricities have also disappeared;
the beard is rarely seen, and the moustache is not considered
a necessary ornament. The faded careworn look of the
American ladies has given place to the bright complexion,
the dimpled smile, and the active elastic tread, so peculiarly
English. Indeed, in walking along the streets, there is
nothing to tell that one is not in England ; and if anything
were needed to complete the illusion, those sure tokens of
British civilisation, a jail and a lunatic asylum, are not
wanting.

Toronto possesses'in a remarkable degree the appear-
ances of stability and progress. No town on the Western
Continent has progressed more rapidly; certainly none
more surely. I conversed with an old gentleman who
'remembered its site when it was covered with a forest,

,when the smoke of Indian wigwams ascended through
the trees, and when wild fowl crowded the waters of the
harbour. The place then bore the name of Toronto-the
Place of Council. The name was changed by the first

_-settlèrs to Little York, but in 1814 its euphonious name
of Toronto was again bestowed upon it. Its population in
1801 was 336; it is now nearly 50,000.

Toronto is not the fungus growtb, staring and wooden,
of a temporary necessity ; it is the result of persevering
industry, well-applied capital, and healthy and progressive
commercial prosperity. Various railroads are in course
of contrretion, which will make it the exporting market
for the increasing produce of the interior; and as the
migratory Canadian Legislatiire is now stationary at
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Toronto4or four 'years, its future progress will probably
be more. rapid than its past. Its wharfs are always
crowded with freight and passenger steamers, by which
it communicates two or three times a day with the great
cities of the United States, and Quebec and Montreal.
It is the seat of Canadian learning, and, besides excel-
lent schools, possesses a university, and several theo-
logical and general seminaries. The society is said to be
highly superior. I give willing testimony in favour of this
assertion, from the little which I saw of it, but an attack
of ague prevented me from presenting my letters of intro-
duction. It is a very musical place, and at Toronto Jenny
Lind gave the only concerts with which she honoured
Canada. A large number of the inhabitants are Scotch,
which may account for the admirable way in which the
Sabbath is observed.

If I was pleased to find that the streets, the stores, the
accent, the manners were English, I was rejoiced to see
that from the highest to the lowest the hearts of the
people were English also. I was at Toronto when the
false despatch was received announcing the capture of
Sebastopol and «:the Russian army. I was spending the
evening at the house of a friend, when a gentleman ran
in to say that the church bells were ringing for a greàt
victory! It was but the work of a few minutes for us to

jump into a hack, and drive at full speed to the office of
the Globe newspaper, where the report was apparently
confirmed. A great crowd in a state of eager excitement
besieged the doors, and presently a man mounted on a
lamp-post read the words, "Sebastopol is taken! .Th'
Russianjfleet burnt ! Eighteen thousand killed and wounded.



PATRIOTIC ENTHUSIASM.

Loss of the Allies, two thousand five hundred." - This
news had been telegraphed from Boston, and surely the
trembling tongue of steel had never before told such a
bloody tale. One shout of "Hurrah for Old England "
burst .from the crowd, and hearty English cheers were
given, which were caught up and repeated down the
,rowded streets of Toronto. The shout thrilled through

my heart; it told that the flag of England waved over
the loyal, true-hearted, and brave; it told of attachment
to the constitution and the throne ; it told that in our
times of difficulty and danger "St. George and merry
England " would prove a gathering cry even on the pros-
perous shores of Lake Ontario. Greater enthusiasm
could not have been exhibited on the receipt of this
false but glorious news in any city at home. The bells,
which a few days before had tolled for the catastrophe of
the Arctic, now pealed forth in triumph for the victory of
the Alma. Toronto knew no rest on that night. Those
who rejoiced over a victory gained over the northern
despot were those who had successfully resisted the
despotism of a band of rebels. The streets were almost
impassable from the crowds who thronged them. Hand-
rockets exploded almost into people's eyes-serpents and
squibs were hissing and cracking over the pavements-
and people were rushing in all directions for fuel for the
different bonfires. The largest of these was opposite the

St. Lawrence Hall. It was a monster one of tar-barrels,
and lighted up the whole street, paling the sickly flame
of the gas-lamps. There was a large and accumulating
crowd round it, shouting, "Hurrah for Old England!
Down with the Rooshians! Three cheers for the Queen !
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and the like. Sky-rockets were blazing high in air,
men were rushing about firing muskets, thé small swivels

of the steamers at the wharfs were firing incessantly, and

carts with combustibles were going at full speed along
the streets,.each fresh arrival being hailed with enthu-

siastie cheering. There were firemen, too, in their pic-
turesque dresses, whohad turned out at the first sound of

the bells, and their services were soon put in requisition,
for enthusiasm produced recklessness, and two or three

shingle-roofs were set on fire by the descent of rockets

upon them. This display of attachm t to England was
not confined to the loyal and aristocrati city of Toronto,;
at Hamilton, a thriving commercial pla , of suspected
American tendencies, the town-council was assembled at
the time the despatch was received, and instantly voted a
sum for an illumination.

From my praise of Toronto I must except the hotels,
which are of a very inferior class. They are a poor imi-

tation of those in the States. Russell's Hotel, at which
I stayed for eight days, was a disagreeable contrast to
the National Hotel at Detroit, and another of some pre-
tensions, the North American, was said to be even more
comfortless. The bedrooms at sell's swarmed with
mosquitoes; and the waiters, w were runaway slaves,
were inattentive and uncivil.

After staying some little time with my friends at
Toronto, -I went to pay a visit to -some friends at Ha-
milton. The afternoon was very windy and stormy. The
lake looked very unpromising from the wharf; the islard
protected the harbour, but beyond this the waves were
breaking with fury. Several persons who came down,
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STORM O* THE LAKE.

intending to take their passage for Hamilton, were de-
terred by the threatening aspect of the weather, but, not
having heard anything against the character of Lake
Ontario, I had sufficient confidence in it to persevere in
my intention. I said to the captain, "I suppose it won't
be rough ?" to which he replied that he could not flatter
me by saying so, adding that he had never seen so many
persons sick as in the morning. Dinner was served
immediately on our leaving the harbour, but the number
of those who sat down, at first about thirty, soon dimi-
nished to five, the others having rushed in a most mys-
terious manner to state-rooms or windows. For my own
part, I cannot say that the allowed excellence of the -
cuisine tempted me to make a very substantial neal, and
I was glad of an excuse for retiring to -a state-room,
which I shared with a lady who had just taken leave of
ber three children. This cabin was very prettily arranged,
but the movements of things were rather erratic, and my
valise gave most disagreeable manifestations of spiritual
agency. -

The ship was making little way, and rolling and pitch-
ing fearfully, and, knowing how very top-heavy she was,
I did not at all like the glimpses of raging water which
I with difficulty obtained through the cabin windows. To
understand what followed it will be necessary for the
reader to recollect that the saloon and state-rooms in this
vessel formed an erection or deck-house about eight feet
high upon the deck, and that the part of the saloon
where most of the passengers were. congregated, as well
as the state-room where I was sitting, were within a few
feet of the bow of the ship, and consequently exposed to
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THE SHIP ON HER BEAM-ENDS.

the fury of the waves. I had sat in my state-room for
half an hour, feeling very apathetic, and wishing myself

anywhere but where I was, when something struck the
ship, and the wretched fabric fell over on her, side.
Another and another-then silence for a second, broken
only by the crash and roar of winds and waters. The
inner door burst open, letting in an inundation of water.

My companion jumped up, shrieking, "Oh, my children!
we're lost-we're lost !" and crawled, pale and trembling,
into the saloon. The vessel was lying on her side, there-
fore locomotion was most difficult; but sea-sick people
were emerging from their state-rooms, shrieking, some
that they were lost-others for their children-others for
mercy; while a group of gentlemen, less noisy, but not
less frightened, and drenched to the skin, were standing
together, with. pale and ashy faces. "What is the
matter ?" inquired my companion, taking bold of one of
these men. "Say your prayers, for we are going down,"
was the brutal reply. For the first and only time during
my American travels I was really petrified with fear.
Suddenly a wave struck the hapless vessel, and with a
stunning crash broke through the thin woodwork of ,the
side of the saloon. I caught hold of a life-buoy which
was near me-a gentleman clutched it froin me, for fright
makes some men selfish-and, breathless, I was thrown
down into the gurgling water. I learned then how quickly
thoughts can pass through the mind, for in those few
seconds I thought less of the anticipated death-struggle
amid the boiling surges of the lake, 'and of the quiet
sleep beneath itsegloomy waters, than of the unsatisfactory
manner in which those at- home would glean the terrible
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tidings from the accident columns of a newspaper. Another
minute, and I was swept through the open door into a
state-room-another one of suspense, and the ship righted
as if by a superhuman effort. There seemed a respite-
there was a silence, broken only by the roar of winds and
waves, and with the respite came hope. Shortly after, the
master of the ship appeared, with his hat off, and com-
plétely drenched. "Thank God, we're safe !" he said,
and returned to is duty. We had all supposed that we
had struck on a rock or wreck. I never knew the precise
nature of our danger beyond this, that tfie vessel had
been thrown on her beam-ends in a squall, and that, the
wind immediately veering round, the fury of the waves
had been spent upon her.

Many of the passengers now wished the captain to
return, but he said that he should incur greater danger in
an attempt to make the harbour of Toronto than by pro-
ceeding.down the open lake. For some time nothing was
to be seen but a dense fog, a storm of sleet which quite
darkened the air, and raging waves, on which we mounted
sometimes, while at others we were buried between them.
In another hour the gale had completely subsided, and,
after we had changed our drenched-habiliments, no token
remained of. the previous storm but the drowned and dis-
mantled appearance of the saloon, and the resolution on
my own mind never to trust myself again on one of these
fearful lakes. I was amused to observe that those people
who had displayed the greatest symptoms of fear during

_____the storm were the first to protest that, "as for them,
they never thought there was any danger." The after-
noon, though cold, was extremely beautiful, but, owing to
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the storm in the early part of our voyage, we did not O

reach Hamilton till nightfall, or three hours after our F

appointed time.
I do not like these inland lakes, or tideless fresh-water

seas, as they may more appropriately be termed. I know th

Lake Ontario well; I have crossed it twice, and have th
been up and down it f&e times. I have sojourned upon l

its shores, and have seen them under the hot light of an al
autumn sun, and underneath a mantle of wintry snow;T
but there is to me something peculiarly oppressive about ar

this vast expanse of water. If the lake is rough, there li
are no harbours ôf refuge in which to take shelter-if m
calm, the waters, though blue, pure, and clear, look ho

-'ýjAnotonous and dead. The very ships look lonely M
thing ; their hulls and sails are white, and some of them ne

hag been known in time of cholera to drift over the lake se

froM day to day, with none to guide the helm. The
shores, too, are flat and uninteresting; my eyes wearied sp
of following that interminable boundary of trees stretching he

away to the distant horizon. ch
Yet Lake Ontario affords great advantages to both o

Canada axld the United States. The former has the large of
towns of Hamilton, Toronto, and Kingston on its shores, ge

with the exporting places of Oakville, Credit, and Co- th

bourg. The important towns of Oswego and Rochester,
with smaller ones too numerous to name, are on the se

American side. This lake is five hundred miles round,,sa

and, owing to its very great depth, never freezes, except st

just along the shores. ýAn immense trade is carried on ev(

upon it, bot in steaéex and sailing vessels. A ship- fo
canal connects Lake iOitario with Lake Erie, -thereby raç



overcoming the obstacle to navigation produced^ by the
Falls of Niagara.t.- This stupendous work is called the
Welland Canal..

At Hamilton I received a most cordial welcome from
the friends whom I went to visit, and saw something of
the surrounding country. It is, I think, the most bust-
ling place in Canada. It is a very juvenile- city, yet
already has a population of twenty-five thousand people.
The stores and hotels are handsome, and the streets
are brilliantly lighted with gas. Hamilton has a pecu-
liarly unfinished appearance. Indications of progress
meet one on every side-there are houses being built, and
houses being pulled down to make room for larger and
more spbstantial ones-streets are being extended, and
new ones are being staked out, and every external feature
seems to be acquiring fresh and rapid development.
People hurry about as if their lives depended on their
speed. "I guess " and "I calculate " are frequently
heard,. together with "Well posted up," and "A long
chalk ;" and locomotives and steamers whistle all day
long. HamiIton-a a fery Americanised place. I heard
of " grievantes,'independence, and apnexation," and, alto-

gether, should have supposed it to be on the other side of
the boundary-line.

It is situated on a little lake, called Burlington Bay,
separated from Lake Ontario by a narrow strip of
sandy shingle. This bas been cut through, and, as two
steamers leave the pier at Hamilton at the -same hour
every morning, there is a daily and very exciting race
for the first entrance' into the narrow passage. This
racing is sometimes productive of very serious collisions.
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192 THE CAMERA OBSCURA. Ciu. X.

The town is built upon very low and aguish ground,
at the foot of a peculiar and -steep eminence, which the
inhabitants dignify with the name of the Mountain. I o
ascended this mountain, which might better be called t
a molehill, by a flight of a hundred and thirty steps.
The view from the top was very magnificent, but, as an
elevated building offered us one still more extensive, we a
ascended to the roof by six flights of steps, to see a
camera obscura which was ostentatiously advertised. A t
very good camera obscura might have been worth so
long an ascent in a house redolent of spirits and onions; g
but after we had reached the top, with a great expen- g
diture of toil and breath, a ragged, shoeless little boy o
very pompously opened the door of a small wooden
erection, and introduced us to four panes of coloured y
glass, through which we viewed the town of Hamilton, w
under the different aspects of spring, summer, autuïmn, - o
and winter! u

Dundurn Castle, a handsome, castellated, baronial-
looking building, the residence of the present Premier, ec
Sir Allan M'Nab, is near Hamilton, and it has besides Pl
some very handsome stone villa residences. There I saw, r
for the first and only time in the New World, beautifully pr
kept grass lawns, with flower-beds in the English style.
One very fine morning, when the maple-leaves were tinted wh
with the first scarlet of the fall, my friends took me to of
see Ancaster and Dundas; the former, an old place, thE
very like some of our grey, quiet Lancashire villages- at
the latter a good type of the rapid development and en- wa
terprising spirit which are making Canada West to rival At
the States in rapidity of progress. There were bridges ený



ANCASTER AND DUNDAS.

in course of construction-railway embankments swarm-
ing with labourers-macadamised roads succeeding those
of corduroy and plank--snake-fences giving place to
those of posts and rails, and stone walls-and saw and
grist mills were springing up wherever a "water privi-
lege " could be found. Laden waggons proceeded heavily
along the roads, and the encouraging announcements of
" Cash for wheat," and "Cash for wool," were frequently
to be seen. The views were very fine as we skirted the
Mountain, but Canadian scenery is monotonous and rather
gloomy ; though the glorious tints of the American fall

give the leaves of some of the trees the appearance rather
of tropical flowers than of foliage.

Ancaster is an old place, outstripped by towns of ten
years' existence, as it bas ne;ther a port nor a river. There
was an agricultural show, and monster pumpkins and
overgrown cabbages were displayed to admiring crowds,
under the shadow of a prodigious union jack.

Dundas, a near neighbour of Ancaster, has completely
eclipsed it. This appears to be one of the busiest little
places in Canada West. It is a collection of woollen-
niills, grist-mills, and iron-foundries; and though, in my
preformed notions of political -economy, I had supposed
manufactures suited exclusively to' an old country, in
which capital and labour are alike redundant, the aspect
of this place was most thriving. In one of the flour-mills
the machinery seemed as perfect as in the biscuit factory
at Portsmouth-by some ingenious mechanism the flour
was cooled, barrelled, and branded with great celerity.
At an iron-foundry I was surprised to find that steam-
engines and flour-mil machinery could not be manufac-
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194 SCOTCH PERSEVERANCE. CHAP. X.

tured fast enough to meet the demand. In this neigh-
bourhood I heard rather an interesting anecdote of what
steady perseverance can do, in the history of a Scot fron
the shores of the Forth.

This young man was a pauper boy, and was appren-
ticed to the master of an iron-foundry in Scotland, but
ran away before the expiration of is apprenticeship, and,
entering a ship at Glasgow, worked his passage across to
Quebec. Here he gained employment for some months
as a porter, and, having saved a little money, went up to
the neighbourhood of Lake Simcoe, where lie became a
day labourer. Here he fell in love with bis master's
daughter, who returned bis affection, but her father scorn-
fully rejected the humble Scotchman's suit. Love but
added an incentive to ambition; and obtaining work in a
neighbouring township, he increased bis income by teach-
ing reading, writing, and arithmetic in the evenings. He
lived penuriously, denied himself even necessaries, and
carefully treasured his hoarded savings. Late one even-
ing, clothed almost in rags, he sought the house of his
lady-love, and told ber that within two years he would
come to claim ber band of ber father, with a waggon and
pair of horses.

Still i bis ragged clothing, for it does not appear that
he had ,ny other, he trudged to Toronto, and sought em-
ployment, his accumulated savings sewn up in the lining
of his waistcoat. He went about from person to person,
but could not obtain employment, and bis waggon and
horses receded further and further in the dim perspective.
One day, while walking along at the unfinished end of
King Street West, he saw something glittering in the

i
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SCOTCH PERSEVERANCE.

mud, and, on taking it up, found it to be the steel snap of

a pocket-book. This pocket-book contained notes to the
amount of one bundred and fifty dollars; and the next

day a reward of five-and-twenty was offered to the finder
of them. The Scotcbmanc waited on the owner, who was
a tool manufacturer, and, declining the reward, asked
only for work, for "leave to toil," as Burns bas expressed
it. This was granted him; and in less than four months
he became a clerk in the establishment. His salary was
gradually raised-in the evenings he obtained employment
in writing for a lawyer, and his savings, judiciously ma-
naged, increased to such an extent, that at the end of
eighteen months he purchased a thriving farm in- the
neighbourbood of London, and, as there was water-power
upon it, he built a grist-mill. His industry still continued
successful, and just before the two years expired he drove
in a light waggon, with two hardy Canadian horses, to
the dwelling'of bis former master, to claim lis daughter's
hand; though, be it remembered, he had never held any
communication with her since he parted from her in rags
two years before. At first they did not recognise the
vagrant, ragged Scotch labourer, in the well-dressed
driver and possessor of the "knowiug-looking" equipage.
His altered circumstances removed al] difficulty on the
father's part-the maiden had been constant-and soon
afterwards they were married. He still continued to

prosper, and add land to laud; and three years after his
marriage sent twenty pounds to his former master in
Scotland, as a compensation for the loss of his services.
Strange to say, the son of that very master is now em-
ployed in the mill of the runaway apprentice. Such
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MONETARY DIFFICULTIES.

instances as this, while they afford encouragement to
honest industry, show at the same time the great capa-
bilities of Canada West.

At Hamilton, where the stores are excellent, I made
several purchases, but I was extremely puzzled with the
Canadian currency. The States money is very con-
venient. I soon understood dollars, cents, and dimes; but
in the colonies I never knew what my money was worth.
In Prince Edward Island the sovereign is worth thirty
shillings; in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia twenty-
five ; while in Canada, at the time of my visit, it was
worth twenty-four and fourpence. There your shilling is
fifteenpence, or a quarter-dollar; while your quarter-
dollar is a shilling. Your sixpence is sevenpence-half-

penny, or a "York shilling;" while your penny is a
copper " of indeterminate value apparently. Compa-

ratively speaking, very little metallic money is in circula-
tion. You receive bills marked five shillings, when, to
your surprise, you can only change them for four metallic
shillings. Altogether in Canada I had to rely upon
people's honesty, or probably on their ignorance of my
ignorance ; for any attempts at explanation only made
"confusion worse confounded," and I seldom compre-
hended anything of a higher grade than a "York shilling."
From my stupidity about the currency, and my frequent
query, "How many dollars or cents is it ?" together with
my offering dirty crumpled pieces of paper bearing such
names as Troy, Palmyra, and Geneva, which were in
fact notes of American banks which might have suspended
payment, I was constantly taken, not for an ignoramus
from the "Old Country," but for a "genuine Down-
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Easter." Canadian credit is excellent ; but the bankingsystem of the States is on a very insecure footing;
some bank or other "breaks" every day, and lists of

the defaulters are posted up in the steamboats and

hotels.
Within a few days after my resolution never again to

trust myself on Lake Ontario, I sailed down it, on a very
heautiful morning, to Toronto. The royal mail steamer
Arabian raced with us for the narrow entrance to the
canal which connects Burlington Bay with the main lake,

and both captains "piled on " to their utmost ability, but
the Arabian passed us in triumph. The morning was
so very fine, that I half forgot my dislike to Lake Ontario.

On the land side there, was a succession of slightly
elevated promontories, covered wifh forests abounding in
recent clearings, their- sombre colouring being relieved
by the brilliant blue of the lake. , I saw, for the only time,
that beautiful phenomenon called the "water-mirage," by
which trees, ships, and bouses are placed in the most
extraordinary and sometimes inverted positions. Yet
still these endless promontories stretched away, till their
distant outlines were lost in the soft blue haze of the
Indian summer. Yet there was an oppressiveness about
the tideless water and pestilential shore, and the white-
hulled ships looked like deserted punished things, whose
doom for ages was to be ceaseless sailing over these
gloomy waters.

At Toronto my kind friend Mr. Forrest met me. ile
and his wife had invited me some months before to visit
them in their distant home in the Canadian bush ; there-
fore I was not a little surprised at the equipage which
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198 DETENTION AT A BRIDGE. CHAP. X.

awaited me at the hotel, as I had expected to jolt for
twenty-two miles, over corduroy roads, in a lumber-
waggon. It was' the most dashing vehicle which I saw
in Canada. It was a most unbush-lihe, sporting-looking,
high, mail phaëton, mounted by four steps; it had three
seats, a hood in front, and a rack for luggage behirid. It
would hold eight persons. The body and wheels were
painted bright scarlet and black; and it was drawn by a
pair of very showy-looking horses, about sixteen "hands"
high, with elegant and well-blacked brness. Mr.
Forrest looked more like a sporting English squire than
an emigrant.

We drove out of Toronto by the Lake shore road, and
I could scarcely believe we were not by the sea, for a
heavy surf was rolling and ciashing upôn the beach, and
no land was in sight on the opposite side. After some
time we came to a stream, with a most clumsy swing
bridge, which was open for the passage of two huge rafts
laden with flour. This proceeding had already occupied
mnore than an hour, as we were informed by some unfor-
tunate détenus. We waited for half an hour while the
raftmen dawdled about it, but the rafts could not get
through the surf, so they were obliged to desist. I now
reasonably supposed that they would have shut the bridge
as fast as possible, as about twenty vehicles, with nume-
rous foot-passengers, were waiting on either side; but no,
they moved it for a little distance, then smoked a bit, then
moved it a few inches and smoked again, and so on for
another half-hiour, while we were exposed to a pitiless
north-east wind. They evidently enjoyed our discomfiture,
and were trying howmuch of annoyance we would bear



EMIGRANT MANNERS.

patiently. Fiery tempers have to be curbed in Canada

West, for the same spirit which at home leads men not to

" touch their bats" to' thoie above them in station, here
would vent itself.in open insolence and arrogance, if one

requested them to be a little quicker in their motions.

The fabric would hardly come together at all, and then
only three joists appeared without anything to cover them.
This the men seemed to consider un fMit accompli, and
sat down to smoke. At length, when it semed impossible
to bear a longer detention with any semblance of patience,

they covered these joists with some planks, over which our
horses, used to pick their way, passed in safety, not, how-
ever, witliout overturnin'g one of the boards, and leaving
a most dangerous gap. This was a favourable specimen
of a Canadian bridge.

The manners of the emigrants who settle in Canada are
far from prepossessing. Wherever I heard torrents of
slang and abuse of England; wherevern I noticed bru-

tality of manner, unaccompanied by respect to ladiés, I
always found upon inquiry that the delinquent had
newly arrived from the old country. Some time before
I visited America, I saw a letter from a young man who
had emigrated, containing these words: "Here I haven't
to bow and 'cringqe to gentlemen of the aristocracy-that
is, to a man who has a better coat on than myself." I was
not prepared to findthis feeling so very prevalent among
the lower classes in our own possessions. The children
are an improvement on their parents, and develop loyal
and constitutional sentiments. The Irish are the noisiest
of the enemies of England, and carry with them to
Canada the most inveterate enmity to "Sassenach" rule.
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CANADIAN SCENERY.

The term "slang-whangers" must have been invented for
these.

After some miles of very bad road, which once had
been corduroy, we got upon a plank-road, upon which the
draught is nearly as light as upon a railroad. When
these roads are good, the driving upon them is very easy;
when they are out of repair it is just the reverse. We
came to an Indian village of clap-board houses, built
some years ago by Government for some families of the
Six Nations who resided here with their chief ; but they
disliked the advances of the white man, and their rem-
nants have removed farther to the west. We drove
for many miles through woods of the American oak, little
more than brushwood, but gorgeous in all shades of
colouring, from the scarlet of the geranium to deep
crimson and Tyrian purple. Oh! our poor faded tints
of autumn, about which we write sentimental poetry!
Turning sharply round a bank of moss, and descending a
lotig hill, we entered the bush. There all my dreams of
Canadian scenery were more than realised. Trees grew

-in every variety of th'e picturesque. The forest was
dark and oppressively still, and such a deadly chill came
on, that I drèw my cloak closer around me. A fragrant
but beavy smell arose, and Mr. Forrest said that we were
going down into a cedar swamp, where there was a
chill even in the hottest weather. It was very beautiful.
Emerging from this, we came upon a little whitewashed

. English church, standing upon a steep knoll, with its
little spire rising through the trees; and leaving this
behind, we turned off upon a road through very wild
country. The ground had once been cleared, but no use
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A CANADIAN HOMESTEAD. i

had been made of it, and it was covered with charred

stumps about two feet high.: Beyond this appeared an

interminable bush. Mr. Forrest told me that his bouse
was near, and, from the appearance of the country, I

expected to come upon a log cabin ; but we turned into
a field, and drove under some very fine apple-trees to a
house the very perfection of elegance and comfort. It
looked as if a pretty vila from Norwood or Hampstead
had been transported to this Canadian clearing. The
dwelling was a substantially built brick one-storied bouse,
with a deep green verandah surrounding it, as a protection
from the snow in winter and the heat in summer. A pple-
trees, laden with richly-coloured fruit, were planted rouid,
and sumach-trees, in all the glorious colouring of the fall,
were opposite the front door. The very bouse seemed to
smile a welcome ; and seldom have I met a more cordial
one than I received from Mrs. Forrest, the kindly and
graceful hostess, who met me at the door, ber pretty

simple dress of pink and white muslin contrasting
strangely with the cbarred stumps which were in- sight,
and the long lines of gloomy bush which stood out dark
and sharp against the evening Sky.

"Will you go into the drawing-room?" asked Mrs.
Forrest. I was surprised, for I bad not associated a

drawing-room with emigrant life in Canada; but I
followed ber along a pretty entrance-lobby, floored with

polished oak, into a lofty room, furnished with all the

elegances and luxuries of the mansion of an affluent
Englishmau at home, a beautiful piano not being wanting.It was in this bouse, containing every comfort, and wel-
comed with the kindest hospitality, that I received my
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INDEPENDENT WORKMEN.

first impressions of "life iii'the clearings." My hosts
wére only recovering from the -fatigues of a "thrashing-
bee " of the- day before, and, while we were playing at
bagatelle, one of the gentlemen assistants came to the door,
and asked if the "Boss " were at home. A lady told me
that, when she first came out, a servant asked her "lHow
the boss liked his shirts done ? " As Mrs. Moodie had
not then enlightened the world on the subject of settlers'
slang, the lady did not understand her, and asked what
she mleant by the "boss,"-to which she replied, "Why,
lawk, missus, your hubby, to be sure."

I spent some time with these kind and most agreeable
friends, and returned to them after a visit to the Falls.of
Niagara. My sojourn with them is among my sunniest
memories of Canada. Though my expectations were in
one sense entirely disappointed on awaking to the plea-
sant consciousness of reposing on the softest of feathers, I
did not feel romance enough to wish myself on -a buffalo
robe on the floor of a log-cabin. Nearly every day I
saw some operation of Canadian farming, with its diffi-
culties and pleasures. Among the former is that of
obtaining men to do the work. The wages given are
five shillings per diem, and in many cases "rations"
besides. While I was at Mr. Forrest's, two mer were
sinking a well, and one coolly took up his tools and
walked away because only half a pound of butter had
been allowed for breakfast. Mr. F rrest possesses sixty
acres of land, fifteen of which are still in bush. The
barns are very large and substantial, more so than at-.
home ; for no produce can be left out of doors in the
winter. There were two hundred and fifty bushels of
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CHAr. X. SCRAMBLE THROUGIH THE BUSH.

wheat, the produce of a " thrashing bee," and various
other edibles. Oxen, huge and powerful, do all the-
draught-work on this farm, and their stable looked the
very perfection of comfort. Round the house "snake-
fences'" had given place to those of post and rail; but a
few hun 4 ed yards away was the uncleared bush. The
land thus railed round had been cleared for some years;
the grass is good, and the stumps few in number. Leav-
iug this, we came to the stubble of last year, where the
stumps were more numerous, and then to the land only
cleared in the spring, covered thickly with charred
stumps, the soil rich and black, and wheat springing up
'n all directions. Beyond this there was nothing but
bus . A scramble through a bush, though very interest-
ing in its way, produces disagreeable consequences.

When the excitement of the novelty was over, and I
returned to the house, I contemplated with very woeful
feelings the inroad which had been made upon my ward-
robe-the garments torn in all directions beyond any
possibility of repair, and the shoes reduced to the con-
sistency of soaked brown -pa-pèr with wading through a
bog. It was a serious consideration to me, who at that
time was travelling through the West with a very
small and very wayworn portmanteau, with Glasgow,
Torquay, Boston, Rock Island, and I know not what
besides upo'it. The bush, however, for the time being,
was very enjoyable, in spite of numerous bruises and
scratches. Huge pines raised their heads to heaven,
others lay prostrate and rotting away, probably thrown
down in some tornado. In the distance numbers of
trees were lying on the ground, and men were cutting
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204 THE BUSH ON FIRE. C.rA. X.

off their branches and burning them in heaps, which
slowly smouldered away, and sent up clouds of curling
blue smoke, which diffused itself as a thin blue veil over
the dark pines.

This bush is in dangerous proximity to Mr. Forrest's
house. The fire ran through it in the spring, and many
of the trees, which are still standing, are blackened by its
effects. One night in April, after a prolonged drought,

just as the household were retiring to rest, Mr. Forrest
looked out of the window, and saw a light in the bush
scarcely bigger or brighter than a glow-worm. Pre-
sently it rushed up a tall pine, entwining its fiery arms
round the very highest branches. The fire burned on
for a fortnight; they knew it must burn till rain came,
and Mr. Forrest and his man never left it day or night,
all their food being carried to the bush. One night,
during a breeze, it made a sudden rush towards the
house. In a twinkling they got out the oxen and plough,

and, some of the neighbours coming to their assistance,
they ploughed up so much soil between the fire and the
stubble round the house, that it stopped; but not before
Mr. Forrest's straw hat was burnt, and the bair of the oxen
singed. Mrs. Forrestyeanwhile, though trembling for
her husband's safety as occupied in ,wetting blankets,
and carrying them to the roof of the house, for the dry
shingles would have been ignited by a spark. On our
return, it was necessary to climb over some "suake " or
zigzag fences about six feet high. These are fences
peculiar to new countries, and though very cheap, re-

quiring neither tools nor nails, have a pe2uliarly untidy
appearance. It is not thought wise to buy a farm which



A WORD ON FARMING.

lias not enough bush or growing timber for both rails and
firewood.

In clearing, of which I saw all the processes, the first
is to eut down the trees, in which difficult operation axes
of British manufacture are rendered useless after a few
hours' work. The trees are eut about two feet above
the root, and often bring others down with them in their
fall. Sometimes these trees are split up at the time into
rails or firewood; sometimes dragged to the saw-mills to
be made into lumber ; but are often piled into heaps and
burnt-a necessary but prodigal waste of wood, to which
I never became reconciled. When the wood has been
cleared off, wheat is sown among the stumps, and then

grass, which appears only to last about four years. Fire
is put on the tops of these unsightly stumps to burn
them down as much as possible, and when it is supposed,
after two or three years, that the roots have rotted in the
ground, several oxen are attached by a chain to each,

and pull it out. Generally this is done by means of a
"Ggi bee." I must explain this term, as it refers

.. i, neither to the industrious insect nor the imperial bee of
Napoleon. The- very name reminds me of early rising,
heathy activity, nierriment, and a well-spread board.

A "bee " is a necessity arising from the great scarcity
of l»our in the New World. When a person wishes to
thfa Ihis- corn, he gives notgce to eight or ten of his

neighbours, and a day-is appointed on which they are to
meet -at his house.-For two or three days before, grand
culinary preparations are made by the hostess, and on
the preceding evening- a table is loaded with provisions.
The morning comes, and eight or teh stalwart Saxons
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206 CANADIAN "BEES." CHAP. X.

make their appearance, and work bard till noon, while
the lady.of the bouse is engaged in botter work before
the fire, in the preparation of hot meat, puddings, and
pies; for well she knows that the good humour of ber
guests depends on the quantity and quality of ber viands.
They come in to dinner, black (from the dust of a pecu-
liar Canadian weed), hot, tired, hungry, and thirsty.
They eat as no other people eat, and set all our notions
of the separability of different viands at defiance. At the
end of the day they have a very substantial supper, with
plenty of whisky, and, if everything bas been satisfactory,
the convivial proceedings are prolonged till past midnight.
The giver of a "bee " is bound to attend the "bees " of
all bis neighbours. A "thrashing bee" is considered
a very "slow affair " by the younger portion of the
community. There are "quilting bees," where the
thick quilts, so necessary in Canada, are fabricated.;
" apple bees," where this fruit is sliced and strung for
the winter; "shelling bees," where peas in busbels are
shelled and barrelled; and "logging bees," where the
decayed stumps in the clearings are rooted up by oxen.
At the quilting, apple, and shelling bees there are
numbers of the fair sex, and games, dancing, and merry-
making are invariably kept up till the morning.

In the winter, as in the eastern colonies, all outdoor
employments are stopped, and dancing and evening
parties of different kinds are continually given. The
whole country is like one vast road, and the fine, cold,
aurora-lighted nights are cheery with the lively sound of
the sleigh-bells, as merry parties, enveloped in furs, drive
briskly over the crisp surface of the snow.



LIFE IN THE CLEARINGS.

The way of life at Mr. Forrest's was peculiarly agree-

able. The breakfast-hour was nominally seven, and
afterwards Mr. Forrest- went out to bis farm. The one
Irish servant, who never seemed happy with lier shoes on,
was capable of little else than boiling potatoes, so all the
preparations for dinner devolved upon Mrs. Forrest, who
till she came to Canada had never attempted anything
in the culinary line. I used to accompany ber into the
kitchen, and learned bow to solve the problem which
puzzled an English king, viz. "How apples get into a
dumpling." We dined at the medieval hour of twelve,
and everything was of home raising. Fresh meat is a
rarity; but a calf bad been killed, and furnisbed dinners
for seven days, and the most marvellous thing was, that
each day it was dressed in a different manner, Mrs. For-
rest's skill in this respect rivalling that of Alexis Soyer.
A home-fed pig, one of eleven slaughtered on one fell
day, produced the excellent ham; the squash and potatoes
were from the garden ; and the bread and beer were from
home-grown wheat and hops. After dinner Mr. Forrest
and I used to take lengthy rides, along wild roads, on
horses of extraordinary capabilities, and in the evening
we used to have bagatelle and reading aloud. Such was
life in the clearings. On one or two evenings some very
agreeable neighbours came in; and in addition to baga-
telle we bad puzzles, conundrums, and conjuring tricks.
One of these "neighbours" was a young married lady,
the prettiest person I bad seen in America. She was a
French Canadian, and added to the graces of person and
manner for which they are famed a cleverness and
sprigbtliness peculiarly her own. I was very much
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pleased with the friendly, agreeable society of the neigh-
bourhood. " There are a great many gentlemen residing
there, with fixed incomes, who have adopted Canada as

their home because of the comforts which they can enjoy in
an untaxed country, and one in which it is not necessary
to keep up appearances. For instance, a gentleman does
not lose caste by grooming bis own horse, or driving bis
own produce to market in a lumber-waggon; and a lady
is not less a lady, though she may wear a dress and
bonnet of a fashion three years old.

I was surprised one morning by the phenomenon of
some morning-callers-yes, morning-callers in a Canadian
clearing. I sighed to think that such a pest and accom-
paniment of civilisation should have crossed tbe Atlantic.
The "callers " of that morning, the Haldimands, amused
me very much. They give themselves great airs-Canada
with them is a "wretched bole ;" the society is composed

of " boors."' In a few minutes they had asked me who I
vas-where I came from-what I was doing there-how
I got to know my friends.-and if I bad come to live with

them. Mr. Haldimands, finding I came from England,
askéd me if I knew a certain beautiful young lady, and

recounted bis flirtations with ber. Dukes, earls, and
viscounts flowed from bis nimble tongue-" When I was

hunting with Lord this," or "When I was waltzing with

Lady that." lis regrets were after the Opera and

Almack's, and bis heigbt of felicity seemed to be driving

a four-in-hand drag. After expatiating to me in the

most vociferous manner on the delights of titled society,

be turned to Mrs. Forrest and said, "After the society in

which we used to move, you may imagine how distasteful
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MORNING CATIS.

all this is to us "-barely a civil speech, I thought. This
eccentric individual was taking a lady, whom he consi-
dered a person of consequence, a drive in a carriage,
when a man driving a lumber-waggon kept crossing the
road in front of him, hindering bis progress. Mr. Haldi-
mands gradually got into a towering passion, which re-
sulted in bis springing out, throwing the reins to the lady,
and rushing furiously at the teamster with his fists squared,
shouting in a -perfect scream, "Flesh and blood can't bear
this. One of us must die !" The man whipped up bis
horses and made off, and Mr. Haldimands tried in vain
to hush up a story which made him appear so superla-
tively ridiculous.

We actually paid some norning visits, and I thought
the society very agreeable and free from gossip. One of
our visits was paid to the family of one of the oldest
-settlers in Canada. His place was the very perfection of
beauty; it was built in a park formed out of a civilised
wood, the grounds extending to the verge of a precipice,
looking from which I saw the river, sometimes glittering
in the sunshine, sometimes foaming along in a wood-

just realising Mrs. Moodie's charming.description of the
Otonabee. Far below, the water glittered like diamond
sparks among the dark woods; pines had fallen into and
across it, in the way in which trees only fall in America,
and no two trees were of the same tint; the wild vine
hung over the precipice, and smothered the trees with its
clusters and tendrils; and hurriedly in some places,
gently in others, the cold rivulet flowed down to the lake,
-no bold speculator having as yet dared to turn the
water privilege to account.
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AN AMUSING RIDE.

My first ride was an amusing one, for various reasons.
My riding-habit was left at Toronto, but this seemed not
to be a difficulty. Mrs. Forrest's fashionable habit and
white gauntlet-gloves fitted me beautifully; and the diffi-
culty about a bat was at once overcome by sending to an
obliging neighbour, who politely sent a very stylish-looking
plumed riding-hat. There was a side-saddle and a most
elegant bridle; indeed, the whole equipment would not
have disgraced Rotten Row. But, the horse! My cou-
rage had to be "screwed to the sticking point " before Icould mount him. He was a very fine animal-a mag-
nificent coal-black charger sixteen hands high, with a
most determined will of his own, not broken for the saddle.
Mr. Forrest rode a splendid bay, whicb seldom went over
six consecutive yards of ground without performing some
erratic movement. My horse's paces were, a tremendous
trot, breaking sometimes into a furious gallop, in both
which he acted in a perfectly independent manner, any
attempts of mine to control him with my whole strength
and weight being alike useless. We came to the top of
a precipice overlooking the river, where his gyrations
were so fearful that I turned him into the bush. It ap-

peared to me a ride of imminent dangers and hair-breadth
escapes. By this beauteous river we came to a place
where rain and flood had worn the precipice into a steep
declivity, shelving towards another precipice, and my
horse, accustomed to it, took me down where an English
donkey would scarcely have ventured. Beauty might be
written upon everything in this dell. I never saw a fairer
com'pound of rock, wood, and water. Above ýwas flat and

comparatively uninteresting country; then these preci-
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pices, with trees growing out wherever they could find a
footing, arrayed in all the gorgeous colouring of the Ame -
rican fall. At the foot of these was a narrow, bright-
green savannah, with fine trees growing upon it, as though
planted by some one anxious to produce a park-like effect.
Above this, the dell contracted to the width of Dovedale,
and through it all, the river, sometimes a foaming, brawl-
ing stream, at others fringed with flowers, and quiescent
in deep, clear pools, pours down to the lake. After gal-
loping upon this savannah we plunged into the river,
and, after our horses liad broken through a plank-bridge
at the great risk of their legs, we rode for many miles
through bush and clearing, down sandy tracks and
scratching thickets, to the pebbly beach of Lake Ontario.

The contrast between the horses and their equipments,
and the country we rode through, was somewhat singular.
The former were suitable for Hyde Park; the latter was
mere bush-riding - climbing down precipices, fording
rapid rivers, scrambling through fences and over timber,
flundering in mud, going through the bush with hands
before us to push the branches from our faces, and, finally,
watering our horses in the blue, deep waters of Lake
Ontario-yet I never enjoyed a ride along the green
lanes of England so much as this one in the wild scenery
of Canada.

The Sundays that I spent at Mr. Forrest's were very
enjoyable, though the heat of the first was nearly insup-
portable, and the cold of the last like that of an English
Christmas -in bygone years. There are multitudes of
Presbyterians in Western Canada, who worship in their
pure and simple faith with as much fervency and sincerity
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as did their covenanting forefathers in the days of the
persecuting Dundee ; and the quaint old Psalms, to which
they are so much attached, sung to the strange old tunes,
sound to them as sweet among the backwoods of Canada
as in the peaceful villages of the Lowlands, or in the
remote Highland glens, where I have often listened to
their slow and plaintive strains borne upon the mountain
breezes. "Are ye frae the braes' of Gleneffar ?" said an
old Scotchwoman to me; "were ye at our kirk o' Sab-
bath last, ye would na' ken the difference."

The Irishman declaims against the land he has for-
saken-the Englishman too often suffers the remembrance
of his poverty to sever the tie which binds him to the land
of his birth-but where shall we find the Scotchman in
whose breast love of his country is not a prominent feel-
ing ? Whether it be the light-haired Saxon from the
South, or the dark-haired, sallow-visaged Celt from the
Higblands, driven forth by the gaunt hand of famine, all
look back to Scotland as to "their country "-the mention
of its name kindles animation in the dim eye of age, and
causes the bounding heart of youth to leap with enthu-
siasm. It may be that the Scotch emigrant's only remem-
brance is of the cold but on the lone hill-side, where
years wore away in poverty and hunger, but to him it
s the dearest spot of earth. It may be that he has

attained a competence in Canada, and that its fertile
soil produces crops which the heathery braes of Scotland
would never yield-no matter, it is yet his home !-it is
the land where bis fatheris sleep-it is the land of his
birth; his dreams are of the "mountain and the flood "-

of lonely lochs and mountain-girded firths; and when the



. AN ENGLISH CHURCH.

purple, light on a summer evening streams over the
forest, he fancies that the same beams are falling on
Morven and the Cuchullins, and that the soft sound per-
vading the air is the echo of the shepherd's pipe. To the
latest hour of bis life he cherishes the idea of returning
to some homestead by a tumbling burnie. He never can
bring himself to utter to bis mountain land, from the
depths of bis heart, the melancholy words, "Che til na
tùille."*

The Episcopal church was only two miles from us,
but we were most mercilessly jolted over a plank-road,
where many of the planks bad made a descent into a sea
of mud, on the depth of which I did not attempt tô spe-
culate. Even in beautiful England I never saw a prettier
sight than the assembling of the congregation. The
church is built upon a very steep little knoll, the base
of which is nearly encircled by a river. Close to it is a
long shed, in which the horses are tethered during ser-

vice, and littl belligerent sounds, such as screaming and
kicking, occaionally find their way into church. The
building is light and pretty inside, very simple, but in
excellent taste ; and though there is no organ, the singing
and chanting, conducted by the younger portion of the
congregation, is on a par with some of the best in our
town churches at home. There were no persons poorly
clad, and all looked happy, sturdy, and independent.
The bright scarlet leaves of the oak and maple pressed
against the windows, giving them in the sunlight some-
thing of the appearance of stained glass; the rippling of

* "We return no more."
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THE SERVANT NUJSANCE.

the river was heard helow, and round us, far, far away,
stretched the forest. Itere, where the great Manitou
was once worshipped, a purer faith now reigns, and
the allegiance of the people is 'more firmly established
by "- the sound of the church-going bells" than by the
bayonets of our troops. These heaven-pointing spires
are links between Canada and England; they remind
the emigrant of the ivy-mantled church in which he was
first taught to bend bis knees to lis Creator, and of the
hallowed dust around its walls, where the sacred ashes of
bis fathers sleep.

There is great attachment to England among those
who are protected by her laws, and live under the shadow
of her standard of freedom. In many instances, no re-
membrances of wrongs received, of injeiries sustained, of
hopeless poverty and ill-requited toil, can sever that
holiest, most sacred of ties, which binds, until bis latest
breath, the heart of the exile to bis native land.

The great annoyance of which people complain in this
pleasant land is the difficulty of obtaining domestic ser-
vants, and the extraordinary specimens of humanity who
go out in this capacity. It is difficult to obtain any, and
those that are procured are solely Irish Roman Catholics,
who think it a great hardship to wear shoes, and speak of
their master as the "boss." At one bouse where I visited,
thé servant or "help," after condescending to bring in the
dinner, took a book from the chiffonier, and sat down on
the sofa to read it. On being remonstrated with for her
conduct, she replied that she "would not remain an hour
in a bouse where those she helped had an objection to a
young lady's improving her mind !" At an botel at To-
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VISIT TO TORONTO.

ronto, one chanibermaid, pointing to another, said, "That
young lady will show you your room." I left Mr. For-

rest's even for three days 'with great regret, and after
a nine miles drive on a very wet morning, and a water
transit of two hours, found myself at Toronto, where as
usual on the wharf I was greeted by the clamorous de-
mand for "wharfage." I found the Walrences and
other agreeable acquaintances at Russell's hotel, but was
surprised with what I thought rather a want of discrimi-
nation on the part of all; I was showing a valuable
collection of autographs, beginning with Cromwell, and
containing, in addition to those of several deceased and
living royal personages, valuable letters of Scott, Byron,
Wellington, Russell, Palmerston, Wilberforce,-Dickens,
&c. The shades of kings, statesmen, and poets, might
almost have been incited to appear, when the signature
of Richard Cobden was preferred before all.

4t
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REASONS FOR SEEING NIAGARA. CaA?. XI.

CHAPTER XI.

I've seen nothing " - A disappointment - Incongruities - Hotel
gaieties and "doing Niagara" - Irish drosky-drivers - "The Hell
of Waters" - Beauties of Niagara - The picnic party - The White
Canoe-A cold shower-bath-" The Thunder of Waters"-A magie
word- 1- "The Whirlpool" - Story of "Bloody Run"-Yankee opi-
nions of English ladies - A metamorphosis - The nigger guide - A
terrible situation - Termination Rock - Impressions of Niagara -
Juvenile precocity - A midnight journey - Street adventures in
Hamilton.

"HAVE yOU seen the. Falls ?"-" No.' "Then you 've

seen nothing of America." I might have seen Trenton
Falls, Gennessee Falls, the Falls of Montmorenci and
Lorette ; but I had seen nothing if I had not seen the
Falls (par excellence) of Niagara. There were divers
reasons why my friends in the States were anxious that
I should see Niagara. One was, as Iwas frequently
told, that ail I had seen, even to the "Prayer Eyes,"
would go for nothing on my return; for in England,
Amèrica was supposed to be a vast tract of country con-
taining one town-New York; and one astonishing na-
tural phenomenon, called Niagara. "See New York,
Quebec, and Niagara," was the direction 1 received
when I started upon my travels. I never could make
out how, but somehow or other, from my earliest in-
fancy, I had been familiar with the name of Niagara,
and, from the numerous pictures I had seen of it, I could,

suppose, have sketched a very accurate likeness of the
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CROSSING LAKE ONTARIO.

Horse-shoe FaIl. Since I landed at Portland, I had
continually met with people who went into ccstatic rap-
tures with Niagara; and after passing witiin sight of its
spray, and within hearing of its roar-after seeing it the

> great centre of attraction to all persons of every class-
my desire to see it for myself became absorbing. Nu-
merous difficulties Lad arisen, and· at one time I had
reluctantly given up all hope of seeing it, wlien Mr.
and Mrs. Walrence kindly said, that, if I would go
with them, they would return to the east by way of
Niagara.

Between the anticipation of this event, and the din
of the rejoicings for the "capture of Sebastopol," I
slept very little on the night before leaving ToronÎo, and
was by no means sorry when the cold grey of dawn
quenched the light of tar-barrels and gas-lamps. I
crossed Lake Ontario in the iron steamer Peerless; the
lake was rough as usual, and, after a promenade of two
hours on the spra -drenched deck, I retired to the cabin,
and spent some time in dreamily wondering whether
Niagara itself ould compensate for the disconforts of
tie journey thither. Captain D gravely informed
me that there were "a good many cases" below, and I
never saw people so deplorably sea-sick as in tihis steamer.
An Indian officer who had crossed the Line seventeen times
was sea-sick for the first timne on Lake Ontario. The
short, cross, chopping seas affect most people. -The only
persons in the saloon who were not discomposed by them
were two tall school-girls, who seemed to have innumer-
able whispered confidences and secrets to confide to each
other.
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218 FALLS OF NIAGARA. CHAP. XI.

We touched the wharf at Niagara, a town on the.British
side of the Niagara river-'cars for Buffalo, all aboard,"
-- and just crossing a platform, we entered the Canada
cars,and on the top of some frightful precipices, and
round some terrifie curves, we were whirled to the Clifton
House at Niagara. I left the cars, and walked down
the slope to the verge of the cliff; I forgot my friends,
who had called me to the hotel to lunch-I forgot every-
thing-for I was looking at the Falls of Niagara.

"No more than this!-what seem'd it now
By that far floöd to stand ?

A thousand streams of lovelier flow
Bathe my own mountain land,

And thence o'er waste and ocean track
Their wild sweet voices call'd me back.

They call'd me back to many a glade,
My childhood's haunt of play,

Where brightly 'mid the birchen shade
Their waters glanced away : -

They call'd me with their thousánd waves
Back to my fathers' hills and graves."

The feelings which Mrs. Hemans had attributed to
Bi-uce at the source of the Nile, were mine 'as I took my
first view of &iagara. The Horse-shoe Fall at some
distance to my right was partially hidden, but directly in
front of me were the American and Crescent Falls. The
former' is perfectly straight, and looked like a gigantic
mill-weir. This resemblance is further heightened by an
enormous wooden many-windowed fabrie, said to be the
largest paper-mill in the United States. A whole collec-
tion of mills disfigures this romantic spot, which has
received the name of Manchester, and bids fair to become
a thriving manufacturing town! Even on the British

m



CLIFTON IIOUSE HOTEL.

side, where one would have hoped for a better state of
things, there is a greaï fungus growth of museums,
curiosity-shops, taverns, and Pagodas with shining tin
cupolas. Not far from wher 4 I stood, the members of
a picnic party were flirting ýand laughing hilariously,
throwing chicken-bones and peach-stones over the cliff,
drinking champagne and soda-water. Just as I had
succeeded in attaining the proper degree of mental ab-
straction with which it is necessary to contemplate Ñýia-
gara, a·ragged drosky-driver came up, "Yer honour,
may be ye 're in want of a carriage ? I'Il take ye the
whole round-Goat Island, Whirlpool, and Deil's Hole-
for the matter of four dollars." Niagara made a matter
of "a round," dollars, and cents, was too much for my
equanimity; and in the hope of losing my feelings of dis-
appointment, I went into the Clifton Ilouse, enduring
a whole volley of requests from the half-tipsy drosky-
drivers who thronged the doorway.

This celebrated hotel, which is kept on the American
plan, is a huge white block of building, with three green
verandahs round it, and can accommodate about four
hundred people. In the summer season it is the abode
of almost unparalleled gaiety. Here congregate tourists,
merchants, lawyers, officers, senators, wealthy southerners,
and sallow down-easters, all flying alike from business
and heat. Here meet all ranks, those of the highest cha-
racter, and those who have no character to lose ; those
who by some fortunate accident have become possessed of
a few dollars, and those whose mine of wéalth liés in the
gambling-house-all for the time being on terims of per-
fect equality. Balls, in doors and out of doors, nightly
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," DOING NIAGARiA." C

succeed to parties and pienies ; tie moç novel of which
are those in the beautiful garden in front of the hotel.
This garden has spacious lawns lighted by lamps; and
here, as in the ' Midsummer Night's Dream,' the visitors
dance on summer evenings to the strains of invisible
music. But at the time of my second visit to the Falls
aill the gaiety was over; the men of business had returned
to the cities, the southerners had fled to their sunny
homes-part of the bouse was shut up, and in the great
dining-room, with tables for three hundred, we sat down
to lunch with about twenty-five persons, most of them
Americans and Germans of the most repulsive descrip-
tion. After this meal, eaten in the "five minutes all
aboard" style, we started on a sight-seeing expedition.
Instead of being allowed to sit quietly on Table Rock,
gazing upon the cataract, the visitor, yielding to the de-
nands of a supposed necessity, is dragged a weary
round-he must see the Falls froin the front, from above,
and from below; lie must go behind them, and be
drencbed by them ; he must descend spiral staircases at
the risk of his limbs, and cross ferries at that of his life :
he must visit Bloody Run, the Burning Springs, and
Indian curiosity-sbops, which have nothing to do with
them at ail; and wben the poor wretch is thoroughly
bewildered and wearied by "doing Niacrara," lie is
allowed to steal quietly off to what lie really came to
see-the mighty Horse-shoe Fali, with all its accompani-
ments of majesty, sublimity, and terror.

Round the door of the Clifton House were about twenty
ragged, vociferous drosky-drivers, of most demoralised
appearance, all clamorous for "a fare." "We want to

v
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SUSPENSION-BRIDGE.

go to Goat Island; how much is it ?" "Five dollars."
"l'Il take you- for four dollars and a half." "No, sir,
he's a cheat and a blackguard; l'Il take you for four."
"l'Il take you as chcap as any one," shouts a man in rags ;
"l'Il take you for three." " Very well." "l'Il take you
as cheap as lie; he's drunk, and his carriage isn't fit for a
lady to step into," shouted the man who at first asked five
dollars. After this they conmenced a regular mélée, when
blows were given and received, and frequent allusions were
made to "the bones of St. Patrick." At last our friend
in rags succeeded in driving up to the door, and we found
his carriagereally unfit for ladies, as the stuffing in most
places was quite bare, and the step and splash-boards
were only kept in their places by pieces of rope. The
shouting and squabbling were accompanied by Niagara,
whose deep awful thundering bass drowns all other
sounds.

We drove for two miles along the preciice bank of the
Niagara river: this precipice is 250 feet high; , without a
parapet, and the green, deep flood rages below. At the
Suspension Bridge they demanded'a toll of sixty cents,
and contemptuously refused two five-dollar notes offerèd
them by Mr. Walrence, saying they were only waste-5
paper. This extraordinary bridge, over which a train of
cars weiglhing 440 tôns lias recently passed, has a span
of 800 feet, and a double roadway, the upper one
being used by the railway. The floor of the bridge is
230 feet above the river, and the depth of the river
inmediately under it is 250 feet! The view from it is
magnificent; to the left the furious river, confined in a
narrow space, rushes in rapids to the Whirlpool; and
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BEAUTIES OF NIAGARA.

to the right the Horse-shoe Fall pours its torrent of
waters into the dark and ever invisible abyss. When
we reached the American side we had to declare to
a custom-house officer that we were no smugglers;
and then by an awful road, partly covered with stumps,
and partly full of holes, over the one, and through the
other, our balf-tipsy driver jolted us, till we wished our-
selves a thousand miles from Niagara Falls. "There

now, faith, and wasn't I nearly done for myself ?" he
exclaimed, as a jolt threw him from his seat, nearly over
the dash-board.

We passed tlirough the town bearingr the names of
Niagara Falls and Manchester, an agglomeration of tea-

gardens, curiosity-shops, and monster hotels, with domes
of sbining tin. We drove down a steep hill, and crossed
a very insecure-looking wooden bridge to a small wooded
island, where a man with a strong nasal twang=demanded
a toll of twenty-five cents, and anon we crossed a long
bridge over the lesser rapids.

The cloudy morning had given place to a glorious day,
abounding in varieties of light and shade ; a slight shower
had fallen, and the sparkling rain-drops hung from every
leafand twig; a rainbow spanned the Niagara river, and
the leaves wore the glorious scarlet and crinson tints of
the Anj&ican autumn. Sun and sky were propitious; it
was the season and the day in which to see Niagara.
Quarrelsome drosky drivers, incongruous mills, and the
thousand trumperies of the place, were all forgotten in
the perfect beauty of the scene-in the full, the joyous
realisation of my ideas of Niagara. Beauty and terror
here formed a perfect combination. Around islets covered
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BEAUTIES OF iNAGARA.
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with fair foliage of trees and vines, and carpeted with
moss untrodden by the foot of man, the waters, in wild
turmoil, rage and foam: rushing on recklessly beneath
the trembling bridge on which we stood to their doomed
fall. This place is called "The Hell of Waters," and
has been the scene of more than one terrible tragedy.

This bridge took us to Iris Island, so named from the
rainbows which perpetually hover round its base. Every-
thing of terrestrial beauty may be found in Iris Island.
It stands amid the eternal din of the waters, a barrier
between the Canadian and American Falls. It is not
more than sixty-two acres in extent, yet it has groves of
huge forest trees, and secluded roads underneath them in
the deepest shade, far apparently from the busy ,world,
yet thousands from every part of the globe yearly tread
its walks of beauty. We stopped at the top of a dizzy
pathway, and, leaving the Walrences to purchase some
curiosities, I descended it, crossed a trembling foot-
bridge, and stood alone on Luna Island, between the
Crescent and American Faâlls. This beauteous and richly-
embowered little spot, which is said to tremble, and looks
as if any wave might sweep it away, has a view of match-
less magnificence. From it can be seen the whole expansé
of the American rapids, rolling and struggling down,
chafing the sunny islets, as if jealous of their beauty.
The Canadian Fall was on my left; away in front
stretched the scarlet woods ; the incongruities of the place
were out of sight; and at my feet the broad sheet of the
American Fall tumbled down in terrible majesty. The
violence of the rapids cannot be imagined by one who bas
not seen their resistless force. The turbulent waters are
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224 A TRAGIC STOPY. C1Ar. XI.

flung upwards, as if infuriated against the sky. The
rocks, whose jagged points are seen among them, fling off
the hurried and foamy waves, as if with supernatural
strength. Nearer and nearer they come to the Fall, be-
coming every instant more agitated; they seem to recoil

as they approach its verge; a momentary calm follows,
and then, like all their predecessors, they go down the
abyss together. There is something very exciting in this
view; one cannot help investing Niagara with feelings of
human agony and apprehension; one feels a new sensation,
sonething neither terror, wonder, nor admiration, as one
looks at the phenomena which it displays. I have been
surprised to see how a visit to the Falls galvanises the
most matter-of-fact person into a brief exercise of the
imaginative powers.

As the sound of the muffled dru-m too often accom-

panies the trumpet, so the beauty of Luna Island nust
ever remain associated in my mind with a terrible catas-
trophe which recently occurred there. Niagara was at its

gayest, and the sunmer at its hottest, when a joyous
party went to spend the day on Luna Island. It consisted
of a Mr. and Mrs. De Forest, their beautifirl child
"INettie," a young man of great talent and promise,
.Mr. Addington, and a few other persons. It was a fair

cvening in June, when moonlight was struggling for
ascendancy with the declining beams of the setting sun.
The elders of the party, being tired, repaired to the seats
on Iris Island to rest, Mr. De Forest calling to Nettie,
"Come here, my child; don't go near the water." " Never

Pi -mind-let ber alone-I'l watch ber," said Mr. Addington,

for the child was very beautiful and a great favourite,



SAN INDIAN LEGEND.

and the youthful members of the party started for Luna
Island. Nettie pulled 'Addington's coat in ber glee.
"Ah! you rogue, you're caught," said lie, catching hold
of her; "shall I throw you in ?" She sprang forward
from his arms, one step too far, and fell into the roaring
rapid. "Oh, mercy! save-she's gone !" the young man
cried, and sprang into the water. He caugbt hold of
Nettie, and, by one -or two vigorous strokes, aided by an
eddy, was brought close to the Island; one instant more,
and bis terrified companions would have been able to lay
hold of him; but no-the hour of both was come ; the
waves of the rapid hurried them past; one piercing cry
came from Mr. Addington's lips, "For Jesus' sake, O save
our souls !" and, locked in each other's aris, both were
carried over the fatal Falls. The dashing torrent rolled
onward, unheeding that bitter despairing cry of human
agony, and the bodies of these two, hurried into eterrity in
the bloom of youth, were not found for sone days. Mrs.
De Forest did not long-survive the fate of lier child.

The guide related to me another story in which, my
readers may be interested, as it is one of the poetical
legends of the Indians. It took place in years now long
gone by, when the Indians worshipped the Great Spirit
where they beheld such a inanifestation of his power.
Here, where the presence of Deity made the forest ring,
and the ground tremble, the Indians offered a living
sacrifice once a year, to be conveyed by the water spirit
to the unknown gulf. Annually, in the month of
August, the sachem gave the word, and fruits and flowers
were stowed in a white canoe, to be paddled by the fairest
inaiden among the tribes.'

L3
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The tribe thought itself highly honoured when its turn

came to float the blooming offering to the shrine of the
Great Spirit, and still more honoured was the maid who

was a fitting sacrifice.
Oronto, the proudest chief of the Senecas, bad an onily

child named Lena. This chief was a noted and dreaded
warrior; over many a bloody fight bis single eagle plume
liad waved, and ever in battle lie left the red track of bis
hatchet and tomahawk. Years rolled by, and every one
sent its summer offering to the thunder god of the
then unexplored Niagara. Oronto danced at many a
feast which followed the sacrificial gift, which his'tribe
had rejoicingly given in their turn. He felt not for
the fathers whose children were thus taken from their

wigwams, and committed to the grave of the roaring
waters. Calma, his wife, had fallen by a foeman's
arrow, and in the blood of his enemies he had terribly
avenged his bereavement. Fifteen years had passed since
then, and the infant which Calma left had matured into a
beautiful maiden. The day of sacrifice came; it was the
year of the Senecas, and Lena was acknowledged to
be the fairest maiden of the tribe. The moonlit hour
has cone, the rejoicing dance goes on; Oronto bas,
without a tear, parted from his child, to meet ber in
the happy hunting-grounds where the Great Spirit
reigns.- The yell of triumph rises from the assembled
Indians. The white canoe, loosed by the sachems,
has shot from the bank, but ere it bas sped from the
shore another dancing craft bas gone forth upon the
whirlingwater. and Loth have set out on a voyage to
eternity.



CAVE OF THE WINDS.

The first bears the offering, Lena, seated amidst fruits
and flowers; the second contains Oronto, the proud chief
of the Senecas. Both seem to pause on the verge of the
descent, then together rise on the whirling rapids. One
mingled look of apprehension and affection is exchanged,
and, while the woods ring with the yells of the savages,
Oronto and~Lena plunge into the abyss in their whitë
canoes.

This wild legcend was told me by the guide in full
view of the cataract, and seemed so real and life-like that
I was somewhat startled by being accosted thus, by a
voice speaking in a sharp nasal down-east twang: "Well,
stranger, I guess that's the finest water-power you've
ever set eyes on." My thoughts were likewise recalled
to the fact that it was necessary to put on an oilskin dress,
and scramble down a very dilapidated staircase to the
Cave of the Winds, in order to "do" Niagara in the
"regulation manner." This scave is partly behind the
American Fall, and is the abode of' howling winds and
ceaseless eddies of spray. It is an extreinely good
shower-bath, but the day was rather too cold to make
that luxury enjoyable. I went down another steep path,
and, after crossing a shaky foot-bridge over part of the
Grand Rapids, ascended Prospect Tower, a stone erection
45 feet high, built on the very verge of the Horse-shoe
Fall. It is said that people feel involuntary suicidal
intentions while standing on the balcony round this tower.
I did not experience them nyself, possibly because my

* I have given both these anecdotes, as nearly as possible, in the
bombastic language in which they were related to me by the guide.
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228 "TIIE THUNDER OF WATERS." CHAP. XI.

only companion was the half-tipsy Irish drosky-driver.
The view from this tower is awful: the edifice has been
twice swel)t away,-and. probably no strength of masonry
could permanently endure the wear of the rushing water
at its base.

Down come those beauteous billows, as if eager for
their terrible leap. Along the ledge over which they
fall they are still for one moment in a sheet of clear,
brilliant green ; another, and down they fall like cataracts
of driven snow, chasing each other, till, roaring and hiss-
ing, they reach the abyss, sending up a column of spray
100 feet in lieight. NQ existing words can describe it,
no painter can give the remotest idea of it-; it is the voice
of the Great Creator, its name signifying, in the beau-
tiful language of the Iroquois, "The Thunder of Waters."
Looking from this tower, above you see the Grand
Rapids, one dizzy sheet of leaping foamy billows, and
below youlook, ifyou can, into the very caldron itself,
and see how the bright-green waves are lost in foam and
mist ; and behind you look to shore, and shudder to think
how the frail bridge by which you came in another mo-
ment may be washed away. I felt as I came down the
trembling staircase that one wish of my life had been
gratified in seeing Niagara.

Some graves were recently discovered in- Iris Island,
with skeletons in a 'sitting posture inside them, probably
the remains of those aboriginal races who here in their
ignorance worshipped the Great Spirit, within the sound
of his alinighty voice. We paused on the bridge, and
looked once more at the islets in the rapids, and stopped
on Bath Island, lovely in itself, but desecrated by the
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presence of a remarkably hirsute American, who keeps a
toll-house, with the words "Ice-creams" and "Indian
Curiosities' painted in large letters upon ft. Again
another bridge, by which we crossed to the main land; and
while overwhelmed at once by the beauty and the sublimity
of the scene, all at once the idea struck me that the
Yankee who called Niagara " an almighty fine water pri-
vilege" was tolerably correct in his definition, for the
water is led off in several directions for the use of large
saw and paper mills.

We made several purchases at an Indian curiosity-
shop, where we paid for the articles about six times their
value, and meanwhile our driver took the opportunity of
getting "summat warm," which very nearly-resulted in
our getting something cold, for twice, in driving -over a
stunp, ha all but upset us into ponds. Crossing the
suspension-bridge we arrived at the V R. custom-house,
where a tiresome detention usually occurs; but a few
words spoken in Gaelic to the Scotch officer produced
a magical effect, which might have been the same
had we possessed anything contraband. A drive of
three miles brought us to the whirlpool. The giant
cliffs, which rise to the height of nearly 300 feet, wall in
the waters and confine their impetuous rush, so that their
force raises them in the middle, and hurls them up some
feet in the air. Their fury is resistless, and the bodies of
those wlio are carried over the falis are whirled round
here in a horrible dance, frequently till decomposition
takes place. There is nothing to excite admiration about
the whirlpool; the impression which it leaves on the mind

is highly unpleasing.
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Another disagreeable necessity was to visit-à dark, deep
chasm in the bank, a very gloomy spot. This demon-

titled cavity bas never felt the influence of a ray of light.
A massive éliff rises above it, and a narrow ýtream, bear-
ing the horrible name of Bloody Run, poûrs over this
cliff into .the chasm. To most minds there is a strange
fascination about the terrible and mysterious, and, in
spite of warning looks and beseeching gestures on the

part of Mr. Walrence, who feared the effect of the story
on the weak nerves of his wife, I sat dôwn by the chasm
ard asked the origin of the name Bloody Run. I will
confess that, as Il looked down into the yawning hole,
imagination lent an added horror to the tale, which was
bad enough in itself.

In 1759, wbile the French, who bad in their pay the'
Seneca Indians, hovered round the British, a large supply
of provisions was forwarded from Fort Niagara to Fort
Schlosser by the latter, under the escort of a hundred
regulars. The savage chief <f the Senecas, anxious to
obtain the promised reward foriscalps, formed-an ambus-
cade of chosen warriors, several hundred in number. The
Devil's Hole was the spot chose-:-it seemed made on
purpose for the bloody project. It was a bot, sultry day
in August, and the British, scattered and sauntered on
their toilsome way, till, overcome by fatigue or curiosity,
they sat down near the rmargin of the precipice. A
fearful yell arose, accompanied by a volley of bullets,
and the Indians, breaking from their cover, under the
combined influences of ferocity and "fire-water," rushed
upon their unhappy victims before they had time to stand
to their arms, and tomahawked them on the spot. Wag-
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gons, horses, soldiers, and drivers were then hurled over
the precipice, and the little stream ran into the Niagara
river a torrent purple with human gore. Only two
escaped to tell the terrible tale. Some years ago,
bones, arins, and broken wheels were found among

the rocks, mementos of the barbarity which bas given
the little streamlet the terror-inspiring name of Bloody
Run.

After depositing our purchases at the Clifton House,
where the waiter warned us to put them under lock and
key, I hoped that sight-seeing was over, and that at last
I should be able to gaze upon what I had really come to
visit-the Falls of Niagara. But no; I was to be vic-
timised still further ; I must "go behind the great sheet."
MIr. and Mrs. Walrence woult fnot go; they said their
heads would not stand it, but that, as an Englishwonan,
go I must. In America the capabilities of English ladies
are very much overrated. It is supposed that they go
out in all weathers, invariably walk ten miles a day, and
leap five-barred fences on horseback. Yielding to "the
inexorable law of a stern necessity," I went to the Rock
House, and a very pleasing girl produced a suit of oiled
calico. I took off my cloak, bonnet, and dress. "Oh,"
she said, "you rnust change everything, it 's so very wet."

As, to save time, I kept demurring to taking off various
articles of apparel, I always received the same reply, and
finally abandoned~ myself to a complete change of attire.
I looked in the mirror, and beheld as complete a tatter-
demallion as one could see begging upon an IriSh high-
way, though there was nothing about the dress which the

most lively imagination could have tortured into the
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picturesque. The externals of this strange equipment
consisted of an oiled calico hood, a garment like a
carter's frock, a pair of blue worsted stockings, and a

pair of India-rubber shoes much too large for me. My b
appearance was so comic as to excite the laughter

of my grave friends, and I had to reflect that number of d
persons had gone out in the same attire beforé I could t
make up my mind to run the gauntlet of the loiterers p
round the door. Here a negro guide of most repulsive
appearance awaited me, and I waded through a perfect n
sea of mud to the shaft by which people go under Table
Rock. My friends were evidently ashamed of my appear-
ance, but they met me here to wîsh me a safe return, and,
following the guide, i dived down a spiral staircase, very
dark and very much out of repair.

Leaving this staircase, I followed the guide along a
narrow path covered with fragments of shale, with Table
Rock above and the deep abyss below. A cold, damp t
wind blew against me, succeeded by a sharp pelting rain,
and the path became more slippery and difficult. Still I
was not near the sheet of water, and felt not the sligbtest
dizziness. I speedily arrived at the difficult point of my

reprogress: heavy gusts almost blew me away; showers of
spray nearly blinded me; I was quite deafened and half-

ardrowned ; I wished to retreat, and essayed to use my
voice to stop the progress of my guide. I raised it toç a
scream, but it was lost in the thunder of the cataract.
The negro saw my incertitude and extended his hand. I
shuddered even th'ere as I took liold of it,'not quite free

axfrom the juvenile idea that "the black comes off." He
wi
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seemed at that moment to wcar the aspect of a black imp
leading me to destruction.

The path is a narrow, slippery ledge of rock. I am
blinded with spray, the darkening sheet of water is before
me. Shal I go on ? The spray beats against my face,
driven by the contending gusts of wind which rush into
the eyes, nostrils, and mouth, and almost prevent my
progress; the narrowing ledge is not more than a foot
wide, and the boiling gulf is seventy feet below. Yet
thousands have pursued this way before, so why should
not I? I grasp tighter hold of the guide's hand, and pro-
ceed step by step holding down ny head. The water
beats against ine, the path narrows, and will only holdi my
two feet abreast. I ask the guide to stop, but my voice
is drowned by the "lThunder-of Waters." He guesses
what, I would say, and shrieks in my ear, "It's worse
going back." i make a desperate attempt: four steps
more and I am at the end of the ledge ; my breath is
taken away, and I can only just stand against the gusts
of wind which are driving the water against me. The
gulf is but a few inches from me, and, gasping for breath,
and drenched to the skin, I become conscious that I have
reached Termination Rock.

Once arrived at this place, the clouds of driving spray
are a little thinner, and, though it is- still very difficult
either to see or breathe, the magnificence of the temple,
which is here formed by the natural bend of the cataract
and the backward shelve of the precipice, makes a lasting
impression on the mind. The -temple seems a fit and
awful shrine for Him who "rides on the wings of mighty
winds," and, completely shut out from man's puny works,

1 -
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GOING BEHIND THE SHEET.

I

the mind rises naturally in adoring -contemplation to Him
whose voice is heard in the "thunder of waters." The
path was so very narrow that I had to shuffe backwards
for a few feet, and then, drenched, shivering, and breath-
less, my goloshes full of water and slipping off at every
step, J fought my way through the blinding clouds of,
spray, and, climbing up the darkened staircase, again
stood on 'lable Rock, with water dripping from my hair
and garments. It is usual for those persons who
survive the expedition to take hot brandy^ and water
after changing their dresses; and it was probably from
neglectincg this precaution that I took such a severe
chill as afterwards produced the ague. On the whole,
this achievement is pleasanter in the remembrance than
in the act. There is nothing whatever to boast of in
having accomplished it, and nothing to regret in
leaving it undone. I knew the danger and disagreeable-
ness of the exploit before I went, and, had I known
that "going behind the sheet'" was synonymous with

"going to Termination Rock," I should never have gone.
No person who has not a very strong head ougyht to
go at all, and it is by every one far better omitted, as
the remaining portion of Table Rock may fall at any
moment, for which reason some of the most respectable
guides decline to take visitors underneath it. I believe
that no amateur ever thinks of going a second time.
After all, the front view is the only one for Niagara-
going behind the sheet is like going behind a picture-
frame.

After this we went to the top of a tower, where I had a
very good bird's-eye view of the Falls, the Rapids, and the

CHA. 1.I
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IMPRESSIONS OF NIAGARA.

general aspect of the country, and then, refusing to be
victimised by burning 'springs, museums, prisoned eagles,
and mangy buffaloes,J Ileft the Walrences, who were
tired, to go to the hotel, and walked down to the ferry,
and, scrambling out to the rock farthest in the water and
nearest to the cataract, I sat down completely' undis-
turbed in view of the mighty fall. I was not distracted
by parasitic guides or sandwich-eating visitors; the vile
museums, pagodas, and tea-gardens were out of sight:
the sublimity of the Falls far exceeded my expectations,
and I appreciated them the more perhaps from having
been disappointed with the first view. As I sat watching
them, a complete oblivion of everything but the falls
themselves stole over me. A person may be very learned
in statistics-he may tell you that the falls are 160 feet
high-that their whole width is nearly four-fifths of a
mile-that, according to estimate, ninety million tons of
water pass over them every hour-that they are the outlet
of several bodies of water covering one hundred and fifty
tiousand square miles ; but unless he has seen Niagara,
he cannot form the faintest conception of it. It was so
very like what I had expected, and yet so totally different.
I sat there watching that sea-green curve against the
sky till sunset, and then the crimson rays just fell upon
the column of spray above the Canadian Fall, turning it
a most beautiful rose-colour. The sun set; a young
moon arose, and brilliant stars shone through the light
veil of mist, and in the darkness the cataract looked like
drifted snow. J rose at length, perfectly unconscious that
I had been watching the Falls for nearly four hours, and
that my clothes were saturated with the damp and mist.
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AMERICAN PRECOCITY.

It would be out of place to enter upon the numerous

geological speculations which have arisen upon the struc-
ture and recession of Niagara. It seens as if the faint
light which science bas shed upon the abyss of bygone
ages were but to show that its depths must remain for
ever unlighted by human reason and research.

There was such -an air of gloom about the Clifton
House that we sat in the balcony till the cold became
intense ; and as it was too dark to see anything but a
white object in front, I could not help regretting the
waste (as it seems) of this wonderful display going on,
when no eyes can feast upon its sublimity. In the saloon
there was a little fair-haired boy of seven years old, with
the intellectual faculties largely developed-indeed, so
much so as to be painfully suggestive of water on the
brain. His father called him into the middle of the

roon, and lie repeated a long oration of Daniel Webster's
without once halting for a word, giving to it the action
and emphasis of the orator. This was a fair specimen of
the frequent undue development of the minds of American
children.

SAt Niagara I finally took leave of the Walrences,
as I had many visits to pay, and near midnighit left
for Hamilton, under the es-cort of a very kind, but
very Grandisonian Scotch gentleman.I was intensely
tired and sleepy, and it was a very cheerless thing to
leave a warm room at midnight for~an omnibus-drive of
two miles along a bad, unlighted road. There did
not appear to be any waiting-roon at the bustling
station at the suspension bridge, for, alas! the hollow
scream of the locomotive is heard even above the
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A MIDNIGHT JOURNEY.

thunder of Niagara. I slept in the cars for an hour
before we started, and never woke till the conductor
demanded payment of ny fare in no very gentle tones.
We reached Hamilton shortly after two in the morn-
ing, in the midst of a high wind and pouring rain; and
in company with a dozen very dirty emigrants.--we
entered a lumber waggon with a canvas top, dra n by
one miserable horse. The curtains very imperfectly kept
out the rain, and we were in continual fear of an upset.
At last the vehicle went down on one side, and all the
Irish emigrants tumbled over each other and us, with a
profusion of "Ochs," "murders," andI "spalpeens." The
driver composedly shouted to us to alight; the hole was
only deep enough to sink the vehicle to the axletree.
We got out into a very capacious lake of mud, and in
again, in very ill humour. At last the horse fell down
in a hole, and my Scotch friend and I got out and walked
in the rain for some distance to a very comfortable hotel,
the City Arms. Tle sun had scarcely warmed the world
into waking life before I was startled from my sleep by
the cry, "Six o'clock ; all aboard for the 'bus at half-past,
them as goes by the Passport and Highlander :" but it
was half-past, and I had barely time to dress before the
disagreeable shout of "All aboard !" echoed through
the house, and I hurried down stairs into an omnibus,
which held twenty-two persons inside, commodiously
seated in arm-chairs. I went down Lake Ontario in the
highlander; Mr. Forrest met nie on the wharf, and in a
few hours I was again warmly welcomed at bis hospitable
bouse.

My relics of my visit to Niagara' consisted of a few
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Indian curiosities, and a printed certificate'filled up with

my name,* stating that I had walked for 230 feet behind
the great fall, which statement, J was assured by an

American fellow-traveller, was " a sell right entirely, an
ahnighty all-fired big flai."

*"Niagara Falls, C. W.: Register Office, Table Rock.-This is to
certify, that Miss - - - has passed behinrd the Great Falling Sheet
of Water to Termination Rock, being 230 feet behind the Great Horse-
shoe Fall.-Given under my hand this 13th day of , 1854.-
TrIo3Is BARNETT



LEAVING TORONTO.

CHAPTER XII.

A scene at starting- That dear little Harry- The old lady and the
race- Running the Rapids-An aside -Snow and discomfort-
A new country - An extemporised ball - Adventure with a madman
- Shooting the cataract - First appearance of Montreal - Its cha-
racteristics-Quebec in a fog -''Muffins "- Quebec gaieties - The
pestilence - Restlessness - St. Louis and St. Roch - The shady
side -Dark dens - External characteristics - Lord Elgin - Mis-
taking a.senator.

THE Arabian, by which I left Toronto, was inferior to

any American steamer I had travelled in. It was
crowded with both saloon and steerage passengers, bound

for Cobourg, Port Hope, and Montreal. It was very
bustling and dirty, and the carpet was plentifully sprin-
kled with tobacco-juice. The captain was very much
flustered with his unusually large living cargo, but he
was a good-hearted man, and very careful, having, to use

bis, own phrase, "climbed in at the hawse-holes, and

worked bis way aft, instead of creeping in at the cabin

window with his gloves on." The stewards were dirty,
and the stewardess too smart to attend to the comforts of

the passengers.
As passengers, crates, and boxes poured in at both the

fore and aft entrances, I went out on the little slip of

deck to look at the prevalent confusion, having previously
ascertained that ail my effects were secure. The scene

was a very amusing one, for, acting out the maxim that
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SCENE AT STARTING.

"time is money," comparatively few of the passengers
came down to the wharf more than five minutes before
the hour of sailing. People, among whom were a
number of " unprotected females," and juveniles who
would not move on, were entangled among trucks and carts
discharging cargo-hacks, horses, crates, and barrels.
These passengers, who would find it difficult to elbow their
way unencumbered, find it next to impossible when their
hands are burdened with uncut books, baskets of provender,
and diminutive carpet-bags. Horses back carts against
helpless females, barrels roll upon people's toes, news-
paper hawkers puff their wares, bonbon venders push their
plaster of Paris abominations almost at people's eyes, yet,
strange to say, it is very seldom that any accident occurs.
Family groups invariably are separated, and distracted
mammas are running after children whom everybody wishes
out of the way, giving utterance to hopes that they are
not on shore. Then the obedient papa is sent on shore
to look after "that dear little Harry,"- who is probably
all the time in the ladies' saloon on some child-fancier's
lap eating bonbons. The board is drawn in-the moor-
ings are cast off-tbe wheels revolve-the bell rings-tie
engine squeals, and away speeds the steamer down the
calm 'raters of Lake Ontario. Little children and in-
quisitive young ladies are knocked down or blackened' in
coiling the hawser, by "hands" who, being nothing but
hands, evidently cannot say, "I beg your pardon, miss."
There were children, who always will go where they
ought not to go, running against people, and taking hold
of their clothes with sticky, smeared hands, asking com-
mercial gentlemen to spin their tops, and corpulent ladies
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to play at bide and seek. I saw one stern-visaged gentle-
man tormented in this way till he looked ready to give
the cbild its "final quietus."* There were angry people
who had lost their portnanteaus, and were ransacking
the state-rooms in quest of them, and indolent people who
lay on the sofas reading novels and chewing tobacco.
Some gentleman, taking no heed of a printed notice,
goes to the ladies' cabin to see if his wife is safe on
board, and Wgeets with a rebuff from the stewardess, who
tells him that "gentlemen are not admitted," and, know-
ing that the sense, or, as he would say, the nonsense of
the community is against him, he beats a reluctant re-
treat. Everybody seems to have lost somebody or some-
thing, but in an hour or two the ladies are deep in novels,
the gentlemen in the morning papers, the children have
quarrelled tbemselves to sleep, and the captain bas gone
to smoke by the funnel.

I sat on the slip of deck with a lady from Lake Supe-
rior, niece of the accomplished poetess Mrs. Hemans,
and she tried to arouse me into admiration of the shore
of Lake Ontario; but I confess that I was too much
occupied with a race which we were running with the
American steamer Maple-leaf, to look at the flat,

gloomy, forest-fringed coast. There is an inherent love
of the excitement of a race in all human beings-even
old ladies are not exempt from it, if we may believe a

story which I beard on the Mississippi. An old lady was

* American juveniles are, generally speaking, completely destitute
of that agreeable shyness which prevents English and Scotch children
from annoying strangers.
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going down the river for the first time, and expressed to
the captain her earnest hope that there would be no
racing. Presently another boat neared them, and half
the passengers urged the captain to "pile on." The old
lady shrieked and protested, but to no purpose; the
skipper "piled on ;" and as the race was a very long
and doubtful one, she soon became excited. The rival
boat shot ahead; the old 'lady gave a side of bacon, her
sole possession, to feed the boiler fires-the boat was left
behind-she clapped her hands-it ran ahead again, and,
frantic, she seated herself upon the safety-valve ! It was
again doubtful, but, lo! the antagonist boat was snaqged,
and the lady gave a yell of perfect delight when she saw
it discomfited, and a hundred human beings struggling
in the water. Our race, however, was destitute of excite-
ment, for the Maple-leaf was a much better sailer than
ourselves.

Dinner constituted an important event in the day, and
was despatched very voraciously, though some things were
raw, others overdone, and all greasy. But the three hun-
dred people who sat down to dinner were, as some one
observed, three hundred reasons against eating anything.
I had to endure a severe attack of ague, and about nine
o'clock the stewardess gave up her room to me, and, as
she faithfully promised to call me half an hour before
we changed the boats, I slept very soundly. At five
she came in-" Get up, miss, we 're at Guananoque;
you 've ônly five minutes to dress." I did dress in five
minutes, and, leaving' my Watch, with some very valu-
able lockets, under my pillow, hastened across a narrow
plank, half blinded by snow, into the clean, light, hand-

I.
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some steamer New Era. I did not allow myself to fall
asleep in the very comfortable state-room which was
provided for me by the friend with whom I was travel-
ling, but hurried upstairs with the first grey of the chilly
wintry dawn of the morning of the 18th of October.
The saloon-windows were dimmed with snow, so I went
out on deck and braved the driving wind and snow on
that inhospitable morning, for we were in the Lake of the
Thousand Islands. Travellers have written and spoken
so much of the beauty of this celebrated piece of water,
that I expected to be disappointed ; but, au contraire, I
am almost inclined to write a rhapsody myself.

For three hours we were sailing among these beautiful
irregularly-formed islands. There are 1692 of them,
and they vary in size from mere rocks to several acres
in extent. Some of them are perfect paradises of beauty.
They form a complete labyrinth, through which the pilot
finds his way, guided by numerous beacons. Sometimes
it appeared as if there were no egress, and as if we were
running straight upon a rock, and the water is every-
where so deep, that from the deck of the steamer people
can pull the leaves from the trees. A hundred varieties
of trees and shrubs grow out of the grey lichen-covered
-rocks-it seems barbarous that the paddles of a steamer
should disturb their delicate shadows.. If I found this
lake so beautiful on a day in the middle of October, when
the bright autumn tints had changed into a russet brown,
and when a chill north-east wind was blowing about the
withered leaves, and the snow against the ship-and when,
more than al], I was only just recovering from ague-
what would it be on a bright summer-day, when the blue
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SNOW-STORM. CHAP.-XII.

of heaven would be reflected in the clear waters of the St.
Lawrence!

By nine a furious snow-storm rendered all objects in-
distinct, and the fog bad tbickened to such an extent
that we could not see five feet ahead, so we came to an-
chor for an bour. A very excellent breakfast was de-
spatched during this time, and&at ten we steamed off
again, steering by compass on a river barely a mile wide!
The New Era was a boat of a remarkably light draught
of water. The saloon, or deck-house, came to within
fifteen feet of the bow, and on tbe hurricane-deck above
there was a tower containing a double wheel, with which
the ship is steered by chains one hundred feet long.
There is a look-out place in front of this tower, generally
occupied by the pilot, a handsome, ruffian-looking French
voyageur, with earrings in bis ears. Captain Chrysler,
whose caution, urbanity, and kindness render him de-
servedly popular, seldom leaves this post of observation,

and personally pays very great attention to his ship ; for
the river St. Lawrence bas as bad a reputation for destroy-
ing the vessels which navigate it as the Mississippi.

The snow was now several inches deep on deck, and,
melting near the deck-house, trickled under the doors
into the saloon. The moisture inside, also, condensed
upon the ceiling, and produced a constant shower-bath
for the whole day. Sofas and carpets were alike wet,
everybody sat in golosbes-the ladies in cloaks, the gen-
tlemen in oilskins ; the smell of the latter, and of so many
wet woollen clothes, in an apartment heated by stove-beat,
being almost unbearable. At twelve the fog and snow
cleared away, and revealed to view the mighty Sf. Law-

I.
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CAr. XII. CANADIAN REBELLION. 245

rence-a rapid stream whirling along in small eddies
between slightly elevated banks dotted with white home-
steads. We passed a gigantie raft, with five log shanties-
upon it, near Prescott. These rafts go slowly and safely
down the St. Lawrence and the Ottawa, till they come to
La Chine, where frequent catastrophes happen, if one
may judge from the timber which strews the rocks. A
gentleman read from a newspaper these terrible statistics,
"horrible if true,"-" Forty-four murders and' seven
hundred murderous assaults have been committed at New
York within thelast six months." (Sensation.) We stopped
at Prescott, one of the oldest towns in Canada, and shortly
afterwards passed tire blackened ruins of a windmill, and
some bouses held by a band of American "sympathisers"
during the rebellion in 1838, but from which they were
dislodged by the cannon of the royal troops. Five hun-
dred American sympathisers, with several pieces of can-
non, under cover of darkness, on a lovely night in May,
landed at this place. Soon after, they were attacked by
a party of English regulars and militiainen, who drove
them into a windmill and two strong stone houses, which
they loopholed, and defended themselves with a pertinacity
which one would have called heroism, had it been in a
better cause. They finally surrendered, and were carried
prisoners to Kingston, where six of them were banged.
Their leader, a, military adventurer, a Pole of the name
of Von Schoultz, was the first to be executed. He fought
with a skill and bravery worthy of the nation from hence
he sprung, and died without complaint, excelpt of those
who had enticed him to fight for a godless cause, under

t m i
the name of liberty.
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Brighter days have since dawned upon Canada, and at
this time the most discontented can scarcely find the sha-
dow of a grievance to lay hold of.

As an instance of the way in which the utilitarian
essentials of a high state of civilisation are diffused
throughout Canada, I may mention that when we ar-
rived at Cornwall I was able to telegraph to' Kingston for
my lost watch, and received a satisfactory answer in half
an hour.

After sailing down this mighty river at a rapid rate for
some hours, we ran the Galouse Rapids. Running the
rapids is a favourite, and, I must add, a charming diver-
sion of adventurous travellers. There is just that slight
sense of danger which lends a zest to novelty, and it is
furnished byFthe facts that some timid persons land before
coming to the rapids, and that many vessels have come to
an untimely end in descending them. There is a fa-
vourite story of General Amherst, who during the war
was sent down by the river to attack Montreal, with three
hundred and fifty men, and the first intimation which the
inhabitants received of the intended surprise was through
the bodies of the ill-fated detachment, clothed in the well-
known scarlet, floating by their city, the victims of the
ignorance or treachery of the pilot.

One of the great pleasures which I promised myself
in my visit to Canada was from running these rapids, and
I was not disappointed. At the Galouse, the river ex-
pands into a wide shallow stream, containing beautiful
islands, among which the water rushes furiously, being
broken into large waves, boiling, foaming, and whirling
round. The steamer neared the rapids-half ber steam
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was shut off-six men appeared at the wheel-we glided
noiselessly along in snooth, green, deep water-the
furious waves were before us-the steamer gave one per-
ceptible downward plunge-the spray dasled over the
bows-and at a speed of twenty-five miles an hour we
hurried down the turbulent bill of waters, running so
near the islands often that escape seemed 1opeless-then
guided safely away by the skill of the pilot.

The next rapid was the Longue Sault, above a mile in
length. The St. Lawrence is here divided into two
channels. The one we took is called the Lost Passage;
the Indian pilot who knew it died, and it has only been
recovered within the last five years. It is a very fine
rapid, the-islands being extremely picturesque. We went
down it at dizzy speed, with all our steam on. J sup-
pose that soon after this we entered the Lower Province,
for the aspect of things totally changed. The villages
bore French names; there were high wooden crosses by
the. water-side; the bouses were many-gabled and inany-
windowed, with tiers of balconies; and the setting sun
flashed upon Romish churches with spires of- glittering
tin. Everything was marked by stagnation and retro-
gression: the people are habitans, the clergy curés.

We ran. the Cedars, a magnificent rapid, superior in
beauty to the Grand Rapids at Niagara, and afterwards
those of the Côteau du Lac and the Split Rock, but were
obliged to anchor at La Chine, as its celebrated cataract
can only be shot by daylight. It was cold and dark, and
nearly all the passengers left La Chine by the cars for
Montreal, to avoid what some people consider the perilous
descent of this rapid. As both means of reaching Mont-
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real were probably equally safe, I decided on remaining
on board, having secured a state-room. My companions
in the saloon were the captain's wife and a lady who
seemed decidedly flighty, and totally occupied in waiting

upon a poodle Lipdog. After the captain left, the stokers
and pokers, and stewards and cooks, exteinporised a ball,
with the assistance of a blind Scotch fiddler, and invited
numerous. lassies, who appeared as if by magie from a
wharf to which we were moored. I cannot say that they
tripped it "on the light fantastic toe," for brogues and
highlows stumped heavily on the floor; but what was
wanting in elegance was amply compensated for by merri-
ment and vivacity. The conversation was rather of a
polyglot character, being carried on in French, Gaelic,

and English.
Throughout the night I was occupied in incessant

attempts to keep up vital warmth, and when thesteward
called me at five o'clock, I found that J had been sleeping
with the window open, and that the water in the jug was
frozen. Wintry-looking stars were twinkling through a
frosty fog; the wet hawsers were frozen stiff on deck ; six
came, the hour of starting, but still there were no signs
of moving. Railroads have not yet taught punctuality to
the Canadians, but better things are in store for them.
Cold to the very bone, I walked up and down the saloon
to warm myself. The floor was wet, and covered with
saturated rugs ; there were no fires in the stoves, and my
only resource was to lean against the engine-enclosure,
and warm my frozen bands on the hot wood. I was
joined by a very old gentleman, who, amid many com-
plaints, informed me that he had had an attack of



apoplexy during the night, and some one, finding him
insensible, had opened the jugular vein. His lank white
hair flowed over his shoulders, and bis neckcloth and
shirt-front were smeared with blood. He said he had
cut bis wife's throat, and that ber ghost was after him.
"There, there!" lie said, pointing to a corner. I looked
at bis eyes, and -saw at once that I was in the company
of a madman. He then said that he was king of the island
of Montreal, and that he had murdered bis wife because
she was going to betray him to the Queen of England.
He was now, he declared, going down to make a public
entrance into Montreal. After this avowal I treated
him with thq respect due to bis fancied rank, till I could
call the stewards without exciting bis suspicions. They
said that he was a confirmed lunatic, and bad several
times attempted to lay violent bands upon himself. They
thoûght he must have escaped from bis keeper at Brock-
villê, and, with true madman's cunning, he bad secreted
himself in the steamer. They kept him under strict
surveillance till we arrived at Montreal, and frustrated
an attempt which he made to throw himself into the.rapid
as we were descending it.

At seyen we unmoored froin the pier at La Chine, and
steamed over the calm waters of the Lac St. Louis, under
the care of a Canadian voyageur, who acted as a sub-
ordinate. to an Indian pilot, who is said to be the only
person acquainted with the passage, and whom the boats
are obliged under penalty to take. The lake narrows at
La Chine, and becomes again the St. Lawrence, which pre-
sents a most extraordinary appearance, being a bill of shal.1

M3
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low rushing water about a mile wide, chafing a few islands
which look ready to be carried away by it. The large
river Ottawa joins the St. Lawrence a short distance from

this, and mingles its'turbid waters with that mighty flood.
The river became more and more rapid till we entered
what might be termed a sea of large, cross,leaping waves,
and raging waters, enough to engulf a small boat. The
idea of descending it in a steamer was an extraordinary
one. It is said that from the shore a vessel looks as if it
were hurrying to certain destruction. Still we hurry on,
with eight men at the wheel-roéks appear like snags in
the middle of the stream-we dash straight down upon
roc4k islets, strewn with the wrecks of rafts; but a turn
of the wheel, and we rush by them in safety at a speed
('tis said) of thirty miles an hour, till a ragged ledge of
rock stretches across the whirling stream. Still on we go--
louder roars the flood-steeper appears the descent
earth, sky, and water seem mingled together. I involun-
tarily took hold of the rail-the madman attempted to
jump over-theflighty lady screamed and embraced more
closely ber poodle-dog; we reached * the ledge - one
narrow space free from rocks appeared-down with one

plunge went the bow into a turmoil of foam-and we
had "shot the cataract " of La Chine.

The exploit is one of the most agreeable which the
traveller can perform, and the thick morning mist added
to the apparent danger. We steamed for four or five
miles farther down the river, when suddenly the great
curtain of mist was rolled up as by an invisible hand, and
the scene which it revealed was Montreal.



I never saw a city which looked so magnificent from
the water. It covers a very large extent of ground, which

gently slopes upwards from the lake-like river, and is
backed by the Mountain, a precipitous bill, 700 feet in
height. It is decidedly foreign in appearance, even from
a distance. When the fog cleared away it revealed this
mountain, with the forest which covers it, all scarlet and
purple; the blue waters of the river hurried joyously
along; the Green and Belleisle mountains wore the rosy
tints of dawn; the distances were bathed in a purple

glow ; and the tin roofs, lofty spires, and cupolas of Mont-
real flashed back the beams of the rising sun.

A lofty Gothic edifice, something from a distance like
Westminster Abbey, and bandsome public buildings, with
a superb wharf a mile long, of hewn stone, present -a
very imposing appearance from the water. We landed
from the first lock of a ship-canal, and I immediately drove
to the residence of the Bishop of Montreal, a house near
the mountain, in a very elevated situation, and command-
ing a magnificent view. From the Bishop and his family
I received the greatest kindness, and have very agreeable
recollections of Montreal.

It was a most curious and startling change from the
wooden erections, wide streets, and the impress of novelty
which pervaded everything I had seen in the New World,
to the old stone edifices, lofty houses, narrow streets, and
tin roofs of the city of Montreal. There are iron window-
shutters, convents with grated windows and long dead
walls; there are narrow thoroughfares, crowded with
strangely-dressed habitans, and long processions of priests.

CuTAr. XII. MONTREAL.
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Then the French origin of the town contrasts everywhere
with the English occupation of it. There are streets-the
Rue St. Genevi'eve, the Rue St. Antoine, and the Rue
St. François Xavier; there are ancient customs and feudal
privileges ; Jesuit'seminaries, and convents of the Sours
Gris and the Sulpicians ; priests in long black dresses;
native carters in coats with hoods, woollen nightcaps, and
coloured sashes; and barristers pleading in the French

language. Then there are Manchester goods, in stores
kept by bustling Yankees; soldiers lounge about in the
scarlet and rifle uniforms of England; Presbyterian
tunes sound from plain bald churches; the institutions
are drawn alike from Paris and Westminster; and the
public vehicles partake of the fashions of Lisbon and Long
Acre. You hear " Place aux dames" on one sidè of the
street, and "g'lang " on the other ; and the United States
have contributed their hotel system and their slang.

Montreal is an extraordinary place. It is alive with
business and enterprising traders, with soldiers, carters,
and equipages. Through the kindness of the Bishop, I
saw everything of any interest in the town. The first
thing which attracted my attention was the magnificent
view from the windows of the See-house, over the wide
St. Lawrence and the green mountains of Vermont;
the next, an immense pair of elaborately-worked bronze
gates, at a, villa opposite, large enough for a royal resi-
dence. The side-walks in the outskirts of the town
were still of the villanous wood, but in the streets they
were very'substantial, and, like the massive stone bouses,
look as if they had lasted for two hundred years, and
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might last for a thousand more. We visited, among
other things, some schools-one, the Normal School, an
extremely interesting one, where it is intended to train
teachers, on Church-of-England principles. I was very
much surprised and pleased with the amount of solid
information and high attainments of the children, as evi-
denced by their composition, and answers to the Bishop of
Montreal's very difficult ,questions. They looked sallow
and emaciated, and, contrary to what I have observed
in England, the girls seemed the most intelligent. The
Bishop bas also established a library, where, for the small
sum of four shillings a year, people can regale themselves
upon a variety of works, from the volumes of Alison, not
more ponderous in appearance than matter, to the news-
paper literature of the day.

The furriers' shops are by no means to be overlooked.
There were sleigh-robes of buffalo, bear, fox, wolf, and
racoon, varying in price from six to thirty guineas; and
coats, leggings, gloves, and caps, rendered necessary by the
severity of a winter in which the thermometer often stands
at thirty degrees below zero. People vie with each other
in the costliness of their furs and sleigh equipments; a
complete set sornetimes costifng as much as a hundred
guineas.

I went into the Romish cathedral, which is the largest
Gothie building in the New World. It was intended to
be very imposing-it bas succeeded in being very extra-

vagant; and if the architects intended that their work
should live in the admiration of succeeding generations,
like York Minster, Cologne, or Rouen, they have.signally
failed.

s?:



Internally, the effect of its vast size is totally destroyed by
pews and galleries which accommodate ten thousand people.
There are some very large and very hideous paintings in
it, in a very inferior style of sign-painting. The ceiling
is painted bright blue, and the high altar was one mass of
gaudy tinsel decoration. In one corner there was a
picture of babies being devoured by pigs, and trampled
upon by horses, and underneath it was a box for offerings,
with "This is the fate of the children of China" upon it.
I y it was a wooden box, hung with faded pink calico,
containing small wooden representations, in the Noah's-
ark.style, of dogs, horses, and pigs, and a tall man hold-
ing up a little dog by its hind legs. This peep-show (for
I.can call it nothing else) was at the same time so inex-
plicable and so ludicrous, that, to avoid shocking the
feelings of a devout-looking woman who was praying near
it by an "éclat de rire," we hurried from the church.

I met with many sincere and devout Romanists among
the upper classes in Canada; I know that there are
thousands among the simple habitans; and though, in a
thoughtless moment, the fooleries and puerilities of their
churches may excite a smile, it is a matter for the deepest
regret that so many of our fellow-subjects should be the
dupes of a despotic priesthood, and of a religion which
cannot save.

Close to the cathedral is the convent of the Grey
Sisters, who, with the most untiring zal and kindness,

fulfil the vocations of the Sisters of Charity. There are
several -other convents, some of them very strict ; and
their high walls and grated windows give Montreal a very
Continental appearance. On a lady remarking to a
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sister in one of-these, tliat the view from the windows was

very beautiful, she replied, with a suppressed sigh, that

she had never seen it. There are some very fine public

buildings and banks ; but as I am not writing a guide-
book, I·will not dilate upon their merits.

We walked round Le Champ de Mars, formerly the
great resort of the Montreal young la,dies, and along

the Rue Notre Dame, to the market-place, which is said
to be the second finest in the world, and, with its band-

somefaçade and bright tin dome, forms one of the most
prominent objects from the water. As those disgusting
disfigurements of our English streets; butchers' shops,

are not to be seen in the Canadian towns, nor, I believe

I may say, in those in the States, there is an enormous
display of meat in the Montreal market, of an appearance

by no means tempting. The scene outside was extremely
picturesque; there were bundreds of carts with shaggy,
patient little horses in rows, with very miscellaneous

tents-cabbages and butter jostling pork and hides.
You may see here hundreds of habitans, who look as if

they ought to have lived a century ago-shaggy men in
fur caps and loose blue frieze coats with hoods, and with
bright sashes of coloured wool round their waists;
women also, with bard features and bronzed conplexions,
in large straw bats, high white caps, and noisy sabots.

On all sides a jargon of Irish, English, and French is to

be heard, the latter generally the broadest patois.

We went into the Council Chamber, the richly cushioned

seats of which looked more fitted for sleep than deli-

beration; and I caugh t a glimpse of the ex-mayor, whose

timidi'y during a time of popular ferment occasioned a
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great loss of human life. That popular Italian orator,
"Father Gavazzi," was engaged in denouncing the super-
stitions and impositions of Rome; and on a mob evincing
symptoms of turbulence, this mayor gave the order to fire
to the troops who were drawn up in the streets. Scarcely
bad the words passed bis lips, wlien by one volley seven-
teen peaceful citizens (if I recollect rightly), coming out
of the Unitarian chapel, were laid low.

Montreal is a turbulent place. It is not very many
years since a mob assembled and burned down the Par-
liament House, for whicli exercise of the popular will the
city is disqualified from being the seat of government. I
saw something of Montreal society, which seemed to me
to be quite on a par with that in our English provincial
towns.I left this ancient city at seven o'clock on a very.dark,
foggy evening for Quebec, the boats between the two
cities running by night, in order that the merchants, by a

happy combination of travelling with sleep, may not lose
that time which to them is money. This mode of pro-
ceeding is very annoying to tourists, who thereby lose the
far-famed beauties of the St. Lawrence. It is very ob-
noxious likewise to timid travellers, of whom there are a
large number both male and female: for collisions and
striking.on rocks or shoals are accidents of such frequent
occurrence, that, out of eight stèamers which began the
season, two only concluded it, two being disabled during
my visit to Quebec.

Scarcely had we left the wharf at Montreal when we
came into collision with a brig, and hooked ber anchor
into our woodwork, which event caused a chorus of
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screams from some ladies whose voices were rather
stronger than their nerves, and its remedy a great deal
of bad language in French, German, and English, from
the crews of both vessels. After this we ran down to
Quebec at the rate of seventeen miles an hour, and the
contretemps did not prevent even those who had s'creamed
the loudest from partaking of a most substantial supper,
which was served at eight o'clock in the lowest story of
the ship. The John Munn was a very fine boat, not at
all the worse for having sunk in the river in the summer.

I considered Quebec quite the goal of my journey, for
books, tongues, and poetry alike celebrate its beauty.
Indeed, there seems to be only one opinion about it.
From the lavish praise bestowed upon it by the eloquent
and gifted author of 'Hochelaga' down to the homely
encorniums pronounced by bluff sea captains, there seems
a unanimity of admiration which is rarel'y met with.
Even commercial travellers, absorbed in intricate calcu-
lations of dollars and cents, have been known to look up
from their books to give it an enthusiastic expression of
approval. I expected to be more pleased with it than
with anything I had seen or was to see, and was insensate
enough to rise at five o'clock and proceed into the saloon,
when of course .it was too dark for another hour to see

anything. Daylight came, and from my corner by the
fire I asked the stewardess when we should be in sight of
Quebec ? She replied that we were close to it. I went
to the window, expecting that a vision of beauty would
burst upon my eyes. AIl that f saw might be sumnied
up in very few words-a few sticks placed vertically,
which might be masts, and some tin spires looming through
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a very yellow, opaque medium. 'This was my first view
of Quebec; happily, on my last the elements did full

justice to its beauty. -Other objects developed them-
selves as we steamed down to the wharf. There were
huge rafts, some three or four acres in extent, which,
having survived the perils which bad beset them on their

journey from the forests of the Ottawa, were now moored
along the base of the lofty cliffs which, under the name
of the Heights of Abraham, have a world-wide celebrity.
There were huge, square-sided, bluff-bowed, low-masted
ships, lying at anchor in interminable lines, and little,
dirty, vicious-looking steam-tugs twirling in and out
among them; and there were grim-looking muzzles of
guns protruding through embrasures, and peripatetic fur

caps and bayonets behind parapets of very solid masonry.
Above all, shadowing al], and steeping all was the

thickest fog ever seen beyond the sound of Bow-bells. It

lay thick and heavy on Point Diamond, dimming the

lustre of the bayonets of the sentinels as they paced the

lofty bastions, and looked down into the abyss of fog
below. It lay yet beavier on the rapid St. Lawrence,

and dripped from the spars and rigging of ships. It hung
over and enveloped the town, where, combined with

smoke, it formed a yellow canopy; and damp and chill it

penetrated the flag of England, weighing it down in

beavy folds, as though ominous of impending calamity.
Slowly winding our tortuous way among multitudinous

ships, all vamped in drizzling mist, we were warped to

the wharf, which was covered with a mixture of mud and

coal-dust, permeated by the universal fog. Here vehicles
of a most extraordinary nature awaited us, and, to my
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great surprise, they were all open. They were called
calashes, and looked something like very high gigs with
hoods and C springs. Where the dash-board was not,
there was a little seat or perch for the driver, who with
a foot on each shaft looked in a very precarious posiLion.
These conveyances have the most absurd appearance;
there are, however, a few closed vehicles, both at Montreal
and Quebec, which I believe are not to be found in the
civilized world elsewhere, except in a few back streets of
Lisbon. These consist of a square box on two wheels.
This box bas a top, back, and front, but where the sides
ought to be there are curtains of deer-hide, which are a

very imperfect protection frorn wind and rain. The
driver sits on the roof, and the conveyance has a constant
tendency backwards, which is partially counteracted by a
band under the horse's body, but only partially, and the
inexperienced denizen of the box fancies himself in a state
of constant jeopardy.

In an open calash I drove to Russell's Hotel, along
streets steeper, narrower, and dirtier than any I had ever
seen. Arrived within two hundred yards of the hotel,
we were set down in the mud. On alighting, a gentle-
man who had been my fellow-traveller politely offered to
guide me, and soon after addressed me by name. "Who
can you possibly be ?" I asked - so completely had a

beard metamorphosed an acquaintance of five years'
standing.

Once 'within the hotel, I had, the greatest difficulty
in finding my way about. It is composed of three of
the oldest bouses in Quebec, and bas no end of long
passages, dark winding staircases, and queer little rooms.

Cair. XII. 25-9
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It is haunted to a fearful extent by rats; and direful priv
stories, "horrible, if true," were related in the'parlour lady
of persónal mutilations sustained by visitors. My room her,
was by no means in-the oldest 'part of the house, yet I mar
used -to hear nightly sorties made in- a very systematic occa
manner by these quadruped intruders. ~ The waiters at at a
Russell's are complained of for their incivility, but we quet
thought them most profuse both in their civility and agre
attentions. Nevertheless, with all its disagreeables, Rus- soni
sell's is the best hotel in Quebec ; and, as a number of T
the members of the Legislative Assembly live there bec.
while Parliament meets in that city, it is very lively and sleig
amusing. unde

When my English friends Mr. and Mrs. Alderson "rm
arrived, we saw a good deal of the town; but it has been shoe
so often described, that I may as well pass~on to other whic
subjéetsg. it
aubcts The glowing descriptions given of it by the with
author* of 'Hochelaga' must be familiar to many of ny ladie
readers. They leave nothing to be desired, except the simp
genial glow of enthusiasm and kindliness of heart which coun
threw a couleur de rose over everything he saw. dom

There are some notions which must be unlearned in T

Canada, or temporarily laid aside. At the beginning of and,
winter, which i the gay season in this Paris of the New more
World, every unmarried gentleman, who chooses to do so, beau
selects a young lady to be his"comnpanion in the numerous are i

amusements of the time. It does not seein that any. - blue

thing more is needed than the consent of the maiden, who, move
when she acquiesces in the arrangeinent, is called a quisi
"mufi,"-for the mammas were "muffins" themselves mann
in 'their day, and cannot refuse their daughters the same fectly
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privilege. The gentleman is privileged to take the young
lady about in his sleigh, to ride with her, to walk with
her, to dance with her a whole evening without any re-
mark, to escort her to parties, and be ber attendant on all
occasions. When the spring arrives, the arrangement is
at an end, and I did not hear that an engagement is fre-
quently the result, or that the saie couple enter into tbis
agreement for two successive winters. Probably the rea-
son may be, that they see too much of each other.

This practice is almost universal at Montreal and Que-
bec. On the fine, frosty, moonlight nights, when the
sleigh-bells ring merrily and the crisp snow crackiles
under the horse's feet, the gentlemen call to take their
"muffins" to meetings of the sleighing-clubs, or to snow-
shoe picnics, or to champagne-suppers on the ice, from
which they do not return till two in the morning ; yet,
with all this apparent freedom of manner, the Canadian
ladies are perfectly modest,. feminine, and ladylike ; tlieir
simplicity of manners is great, and probably there is no
country in the world where there is a larger amount of
domestic felicity. 4

The beauty of the young ladies of Canada is celebrated,
and, though on going into a large party one may not see
more than two or three who are strikingly or regularly
beautiful, the tout ensemble is most attractive ; the eyes
are invariably large and iustrous, dark and pensive, or
blue and sparkling with vivacity. Their manners and
movements are unaffected and elegant; they dress in ex-
quisite taste; €ànd with a grace peculiarly their own, their
manners have a fascination and witchery which is per-
fectly irresistible. They generally receive their education
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at the convents, and go into society at a very early age,
very frequently before they have seen sixteen summers,
and after this time the whirl of amusement precludes
them from giving much time to literary employments.

They are by no means deeply read, and few of them play
anything more than modern dance music. They dance
beautifully, and so great is their passion for this amuse-
ment, 1*obably derived from their French ancestors, that
married ladies frequently attend the same dancing classes
with their children, in order -to keep themselves in con-
stant practice.

At the time of my visit to Quebec there were large
parties every night, most of which were honoured with
the presence of Lord Elgin and. bis suite. One of bis
aides-de-camp was Lord Bury, Lord Albemarle's son, who,
on a tour through North America, became enamoured of
Quebec. Lord Elgin's secretary was Mr. Oliphant, the
talented author of the 'Russian Shores of the Black Sea,'
who had also yielded to the fascinations of this northern
capital. And no wonder! for there is not a friendlier
place in the whole world. I went armed with but two t
letters of introduction, and received hospitality and kind-
ness for which I can never be sufficiently grateful.

The cholera, which in America assumes nearly the t
fatality and rapidity of the plague, had during the sum-
mer ravaged Quebec. It had entered and desolated
happy homes, and, not confining itself to the abodes of the h
poor and miserable, bad attacked the rich, the gifted,
and the beautiful. For long the Destroying Angel b
hovered over the devoted city-neither age nor infancy c
was spared, and numbers were daily hurried from the
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vigour of living manhood into the silence and oblivion of
the grave. Vigorous people, walking along the .streets,
were suddeuly seized with shiverings and cramp, and
sank down on the pavement to rise no more, sometimes
actually expiring on the cold, hard stones. Pleasure
was forgotten, business was' partially suspended; all who
could, fled; the gloom upon the souls of the inhabitants
was heavietI than the brown cloud which was supposed
to brood over the city; and the steamers which conveyed
those who fled from the terrible pestilence arrived at
Toronto freighted with the living and the dead. Among
the terror-stricken, the dying, and the dead, the ministers
of religion pursued their holy calling, undaunted by
the terrible sights which met them everywhere - the
clergy of the different denominations vied with each
other in their kindness and devotedness. The priests
of RomÈ theû gained a double influence. Armed with
what appeared in the eyes of the people supernatural
powers, they knew no rest either by night or day; they
held the cross before many a darkening eye, and spoke
to the bereaved, in the plenitude of their anguish, of a
world where sorrow and separation are alike unknown.
The heavy clang of tolling bells was hourly heard, as
the pestilence-stricken were carried to their last homes.
Medical skill availed nothing; the "pestilence which
walketh in darkness " was only removed by Him in whose
hand are the issues of life and death.

Quebec had been free from disease for about six weeks
before I visited it; the victims of the pestilence were
cold in their untimely graves; the' sun of prosperity
smiled upon the fortress-city, and its light-hearted inha-
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bitants had just begun their nightly round of pleasure
and gaiety. The viceroyalty of Lord Elgin was drawing
rapidly to a close, and two parties, given every week at
Government House, afforded an example which the good
people of Quebec were not slow to follow. There were
musical parties, conversaziones, and pienics to the Chau-
dière and Lorette; and people who were dancing till four
or five o'clock in the morning were vigorous enough after
ten for a gallop to Montnorenci.

The absolute restlessness of the city astonished me
very much. The morning seemed to begin, with fashion-
able people, with a desultory breakfast at nine o'clock, after
which some received callers, others paid visits, or walked
into the town to make trifling purchases at the stores;
while not a few of the young ladies promenaded-St. Louis
Street or the ramparts, where they were generally joined
by the officers. Several'- officers said to me that no
quarters in. the world were so delightful as those at
Quebec. A scarlet coat finds gréat/ favour with the fair
sex at Quebec-civilians, however great their mental
qualifications, are decidedly in the background; and I
was amused to see young ensigns, with budding mous-
taches, who had just joined their regiments, preferred
before men of high literary attainments. With balls, and
moose-hunting, and sleigh-driving, and "tarboggining,"

and, last but not least, "muffins," the time passes rapidly
by to them. A gentleman, who had.just arrived from
England, declared that "Quebec was a horrid place, not
fit to live in." A few days after he met the same indi-
vidual to whom he had made this uncomplimentary
oot

obevtoadcnie ohmta etogtQee
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"the most delightful place in the whole world; for, do

you know," he said, "JI have got a muffin."
With the afternoon numerous riding parties are

formed, for you cannot go three miles out of Quebec

without coming to something beautiful; and calls of a

more formal nature are paid ; a military band performs on

Durham Terrace or the Garden, which then assume the

appearance of most fashionable promenades. The even-
ing is spent in the ball-room, or at small social dancing
parties, or during the winter, before ten, at night, in the
galleries of the House of Assembly; and the morning is well

advanced before the world of Quebec is hushed in sleep.
Society is contained in very small limits at Quebec.

Its élite are grouped round the ramparts and in the
suburb of St. Louis. The city until recently has occu-
pied a very isolated position, and has depended upon

itself for society. It is therefore sociable, friendly, and
hospitable; and though there is gossip-for where is it
not to be found ?-I never knew any in which there was
so little of ill-nature. The little world in the upper part
of the city is probably the most brilliant to be found
anywhere in so small a compass. But there is a world
below, another nation, seldom mentioned in the aristo-
cratic quarter of St. Louis, where vice, crime, poverty,

and misery jostle each other, as pleasure and politics do

in the upper town. This is the suburb of St. Roch, in

whose tall dark bouses and fetid alleys those are to be

found whose birthrigbt is toil, who spen'd life in supplying

the necessities of to-day, wbile indulging in gloomy ap-

prehensions for to-morrow-who -bave not one comfort in
the past to cling to, or one hope for the future to cheer.

N
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St. Roci is as crowded as the upper town, but with a
very different population-the poor, the degraded, and
the vicious. Here fever destroys its tens, and cholera its
hundreds. Here people stab each other, and think
little of it. Here are narrow alleys, with high, black-
looking, stone houses, with broken windows pasted over
with paper in the lower stories, and stuffed with rags in
the upper-gradations of wretchedness which I have
observed in the Cowgate ar'd West Port at Edinburgh.
Here are shoeless women, who quiet their children with
ardent spirits, and brutal men, who would kill both wives
and children if they dared. Here are dust-heaps in
which pigs with long snouts are ever routing-here are
lean curs, wrangling with each other for leaner bones-
here are ditches and puddles, and heaps of oyster- c
shells, and broken crockery, and cabbage-stalks, and
fragments of hats and shoes. Here are torn notices
on the walls offering rewards for the apprehension of gw9
thieves and murderers, painfully suggestive of dark deeds. a
A little further are lumber-yards and wharfs, and mud e
and sawdust, and dealers in old nails and rags and
bones, and rotten posts and rails, and attempts at grass. a
Here are old barrel-hoops, and patches of old sails, and h
dead bushes and dead dogs, and old saucepans, and little in
plots of ground where cabbages and pumpkins drag on o
a pining existence. And then there is the river Charles, p
no longer clear and bright, as when trees and hills and pr
flowers were mirrored on its surface, but foul, turbid, and yi(
polluted, with ship-yards and steam-engines and cranes we
and windlasses on its margin; and-here Quebec ends.

From the rich, the fashionable, and the pleasure-seek- seE
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ing suburb of St. Louis few venture down into the quarter
of St. Roch, save those who, at the risk of drawing in
pestilence with every breath, mindful of their duty to God
and man, enter those hideous dwellings, ministering to
minds and bodies alike diseased. My first visit to St.
Roch was on a Sunday afternoon. I had attended our
own simple and beautiful service in the morning, and
had seen the celebration of vespers in the Romish cathe-
dral in the afternoon. Each church was thronged with
well-dressed persons. It was a glorious day. The fashion-
able promenades were all crowded ; gay uniforms and
brilliant parasols thronged the ramparts ; horsemen were
cantering along St, Louis Street ; priestly processions
passed to and from the different churches; numbers of
calashes containing pleasure-parties were dashing about ;
picnic parties were returning from Montmorenci and Lake
Charles; groups of vivacious talkers, speaking in the lan-
guage of France, were at every street-corner ; Quebec had
all the appearance, so painful to an English or Scottish
eye, of a Continental sabbath.

Mr. and Mrs. Alderson and myself left this gay scene,
and the constant toll of Romish bells, for St. Roch. They
had lived peacefully in a rural part of Devonshire, and
more recently in one of the prettiest and most thriving
of the American cities ; and when they first breathed the
polluted air, they were desirous to return from what
promised to be so peculiarly unpleasant, but kindly
yielded to my desire to see something of the shady as
well as the sunny side of Quebec.

No Sabbath-day with its hallowed accompaniments
seemed to have dawned upon the inhabitants of St. Roch.

N 2
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We saw women with tangled hair standing in the streets, the
and men with pallid countenances and bloodshot ýeyes

regwere reeling about, or sitting with their heads resting on tha
their hands, looking out from windows stuffed with rags.

hov
There were children too, children in nothing but the

th
name and stature-infancy without innocence, learning to .

chrn
take God's name in vain with its first lisping accents,

sWE
)reparing for a maturity of suffering and shame. I

fo r
looked at these hideous houses, and hideous men and

1 and
women too, and at their still more~ repulsive progeny, .nd

with sallow faces, dwarfed forms, and countenances pre- to i
to t

cocious in the intelligence of villany; and contrasted
them with the blue-eyed, rosy--cheeked infants of my St.iEnglish home, who chase butterflies and weave May gar-

saw
lands, and gather cowslips and buttercups ; or the sallow lar
children of a Highland shantie, who devour instruction in

in t
mud-floored buts, and con their tasks on the heathery ha

hav,
sides of hills.

seer
Yet, when you breathe the poisoned air, laden with

rate
everything noxious to health, and have the physical and bet
moral senses alike met with everything that can disgust The
and offend, it ceases to be a matter of wonder that the

emp
fair tender plant of beautiful childhood refuses to grow

My
in such a vitiated atmosphere. Here ail distinctions

pest
between good and evil are speedily lost, if they were ever we
known; and men, women, and children become unnatural city,
in vice, in irreligion, in manners and appearance. Such arti<
spots as these act like cankers, yearly spreading further sere
and further their vitiating influences, preparing for al the
those fearful retributions in the shape of fever and pesti-

Scade
lence whicb continually come down. Yet, lamentable as thin

thi
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the state of -such a population is, considered merely with
regard to this world, it becomes fearful when we recollect
that the wheels of Time are ceaselessly rolling on, bearingf
how few, alas! to heaven-what myriads to bell ; and
that, when "this trembling consciousness of being, which
clings enamoured to its anguish," not because life is
sweet, but because death is bitter, is over, there remains,
for those who have known nothing on earth but misery
and vice, "a' fearful looking for of judgment and fiery
indignation," when they that have done evil "shall rise
to the resurrection of damnation."

It was not that the miserable degraded appearance of
St. Roch was anything new to me; unfortunately- the
same state of things exists in a far greater degree in our
large towns at home; what did surprise me was, to find it
in the New World, and that such a gigantic evil should
have required only two hundred years for its growth. It
seemed to me also that at Quebec the gulf which sepa-
rates the two worlds is greater- even than that which lies
between Belgravia and Bethnal Green or St. Giles's. U,
The people who live in the lower town are principally
employed on the wharfs, and in the lumber trade. But
my readers will not thank me for detaining-them in a
pestiferous atmosphere, among such unpleasing scenes;
we will therefore ascend into the High-street of the
city, respilen çnt with gorgeous mercers' stores, and
articles bof luury of every description. This street and
several others were at this period impassable for carriages,

the roadways being tunnelled, and heaped, and barri-
caded; which curious and highly disagreeable state of
things was stated to arise frôm the laying down of water-
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pipes. At night, when fires were lighted in the narrow
streets, and groups of rougbly dressed Frenchmen were
standing round them, Quebec presented the appearance
of the Faubourg St. Antoine after a revolution.

Quebec is a most picturesque city externally and inter-
nally. From the citadel, which stands on a rock more
than three hundred feet high, down to the crowded water-
side, bustling with merchants, porters, and lumbermen,
all is novel and original. Massive fortifications, with guns
grinning from the embrasures, form a very prominent
feature; a broad glacis looks peaceful in its greenness;
ramparts line the Plains of Abraham ; guards and sentries
appear in all directions ; nightfall brings with it the
challenge-" Who goes there ?9' and narrow gateways
form inconvenient entrances to streets so steep that I
wondered how mortal horses could ever toil up them.
The streets are ever thronged with vehicles, particularly
with rude carts drawn by rough horses, driven by French
peasants, who move stolidly along, indifferent to the con-
tinual cry "Place aux dames." The stores generally,
have French designations above them, the shopmen often

speak very imperfect English ; the names of the streets
are French; Romish churches and1 convents abound, and
Sisters of Charity, unwearied in their benevolence, are to
be seen visiting the afflicted.

Notices and cautions are posted up both in French and
English; the light vivacious tones of the French Cana-
dians are everywhere heard, and from the pillar sacred to
the memory of Wolfe upon the Plains of Abraham, down
to the red-coated sentry who challenges you upon the
ramparts, everything tells of a conquered province, and
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of the time, not so very far distant either, when the lilies.
of France occupied the place from which the flags of Eng-
land now so proudly waves.

I spent a few days at Russell's Hotel, which was very
fuil, in spite of the rats. In Canadian hotels people are
very sociable, and, as many during the season make Rus-
sell's their abode, the conversation was tolerably general
at dinner. Many of the members of parliament lived
there, and they used to tell very rady and amusing stories
against each other. I heard one which was considered
a proof of the truth of the saying, that "the tailor makes
the gentleman." A gentleman called on a Mr. M ,

who had been appointed to a place in the government,
and in due time he went to return the visit. -Meeting an
Irishman in the street, he asked, "Where does Mr.
'Smith' live ?"-"It's no use your going there." "I
want to know where he lives, do you know ?"-"Faith, J
do; but it's no use your going there." Mr. M--,
now getting angry, said, "I don't ask you for your
advice, I simply want to know where Mr. 'Smith' lives."

-" Well, spalpeen, he lives down that court; but I tell
ye it's no use your going there, for I've just been there
myself, and he's got a man." It is said that the discom-
fited senator returned home and bought a new hat!

Passing out by the citadel, the Plains of Abraham,
now a race-course, are entered upon; the battle-field
being denoted by a simple monument bearing the inscrip-
tion "Here died Wolfe nictorious." Beyond this, three

-miles from the city, is Spencer-Wood, the residence of
the Governor-General. It is beautifully situated, though
the bouse is not spacious, and is rather old-fashioned.
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The ball-roo>m, however, built by Lord Elgin, isa beau-
tiful room, very large, adnirably proportioned, and
chastely decorated. Here a kind of vice-regal court is
held; and during the latter months of Lord Elgin's
tenure of office, Spencer-Wood was the scene of a con-
tinued round of gaiety and hospitality. Lord Elgin was
considered extremely popular; the Reciprocity Treaty,
supposed to confer great benefits on the country, was

passed during bis administration, and the resources of
Canada were prodigiously developed, and its revenue
greatly increased. Of bis popularity at Quebec there
could be no question. He was attached to the Canadians,
with whom he mixed with the greatest kindness and
affability. Far from bis presence being considered a re-
straint at an évening party, the entrance of the Governor
and bis suite was always the signal for increased animation
and liveliness.

The stiffness which was said to pervade in former times
the parties at Spencer-Wood was entirely removed by
him; and in a«dition to large balls and dinner-parties, at
the time I was at Quebec he gave evening parties to
eighty or a hundred persons twice a-week, when the
greatest sociability prevailed; and in addition to dancing,
which was kept up on these occasions till two or three in
the morning, games such as French blindman's-buff were
introduced, to the great delight of both old and young.
The pleasure with which this innovation was received by
the lively and mirth-loving Canadians showed the differ-
ence in character between themselves and the American
ladies. I was afterwards at a party at New York, where
a gentleman who harbeen at Spencer-Wood attempted

M



to introduce one of these games, but it was receivéd with
gravity, and proved a signal failure. Lord Elgin cer-
tainly attained that end which is too frequently lost sight
of in society-making people enjoy themselves. Per-
sonally, I may speak with much gratitude of his kindness
during a short but very severe illness with which I was
attacked while at Spencer-Wood. Glittering epaulettes,
scarlet uniforms, and muslin dresses whirled before my
dizzy eyes-I lost for a moment the power to articulate-
a deathly chill came over îpe-I shivered, staggered, and
would have fallen had I not been sup.ported. I was
carried upstairs, feeling sure that the terrible pestilence
which I had so carefully avoided had at length seized me.
The medical man arrived at two in the morning, and
ordered, the remedies which were usually employed at
Quebec, a complete envelope of mustard plasters, a pro-
fusion of blankets, and as much ice as I could possibly
eat. The physician told me that cholera had again
appeared in St. Roch, where 1, strangely enough, had
been on two successive afternoons. So great was the
panic caused by the cholera, that, wherever ït was neces-
sary to account for my disappearance, L hElgin did
so by saying that I was attacked with ague. he means
used were blessed by a kind Providence to the removal
of the malady, and in two or three days I was able to go
about again, though I suflered severely for several sub-
sequent weeks.
' From Spencer-Wood I went to the house of the Hon.

John 1I1oss, from whom and from Mrs. Ross I-received
the greatest kindness-kindniess which should make my
recollections of Quebec lastingly agreeable. Mr. Ross's

N3
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public situation as President of the Legislative Council
gave me an opportunity of seeing many persons whose
acquaintance I should not have made under other circum-
stances; and as parties were given every evening but one
while I was at Quebec, to which I was invited with my
hosts, I saw as much of its society as under ordinary cir-
cumstances I should have seen in a year. No position is
pleasante& than that of an English stranger in Canada,
with good introductions.

I received much kindness also from Dr. Mountain, the
venerable Protestant Bishop of Quebec. He is well
known as having, when Bishop of Montreal, under-
taken an adventurous journey to the Red River settle-
ments, for the -purposes of ordination and confirmation.
He performed the journey in an open canoe managed

by French voyageurs and Indians. They went up the
Ottawa, then by wild lakes and rivers into Lake Huron,
through the labyrinth of islands in the Georgian Bay,
and by the Sault Sainte Marie into Lake Superior, then
an almost untraversed sheet of deep, dreary water.
Thence they went up the Rainy River, and by almost
unknown streams and lakes to their journey's end. They

tents, and were tormented by venomous insects. At the
Mission settlements on the Red River the Bishop was
received with great delight by the Christianized Indians,
who, in neat clothing and with books in their hands,
assembled at the little church. The number of persons
confirmed was 846, and there were likewise two ordina-
tions. The stày of the Bishop at the Red River was only
three weeks, and he accomplished his enterprising journey
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of two thousand miles in six weeks. He is one of the
most unostentatious persons possible; it was not until he'
présented me with a volume containing an account of his
visitation that I was aware that he was the prelate with
the account of whose zeal and Christian devotedness I had
long been familiar. He is now an aged man, and his
countenance tells of the "love. which looks kindly, and
the wisdom which looks soberly, on all things."
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CHAPTER XIII.
The House of Commons - Canadian gallantry - The constitution -

Mr. Hincks -The ex-rebel - Parties and leaders-A street-row -

Repeated disappointments - The "habitans" - Their houses and
their virtùes-A stationary people-Progress and its effects-
Montmorenci - The natural staircase - The Indian summer -

Lorette - The old people - Beauties of Quebec - The John
Munn - Fear and its consequences - A gloomy journey.

ONE of the sights of Quebec-to me decidedly the most
interesting one-was the House of Assembly. The Legis-
lature were burned out of their house at Montreal, and
more recently out of a very handsome one at Quebec-it
is to be hoped this august body will be more fortunate at
Toronto, the present place of meeting. The temporary
place of sitting at Quebec seemed to me perfectly adapted
for the purposes of hearing, seeing, and speaking.

It is a spacious apartment, with deep galleries, which
hold about five hundred, round it, which were to Quebec
what the Opera and the club-houses are to London. In
fact, these galleries were crow'ded every night; and cer-
tainly, when I was there, fully one half of their occupants
were ladies, who could see and be seen. The presence of
ladies may have an effect in preventing the use of very
intemperter language ; and though it is maliciously said
that some of, the younger members speak more for the
galleries than the bouse, and though some gallant indi-
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vidual may occasionally step up stairs to restore a truant
handkerchief or boa to the fair owner, the distractions
caused by their presence are very inconsiderable, and the
arrangements for their comfort are a great reflection
upon the miserable latticed hole to which lady listeners
are condemned in the English House of Commons. I must
remark, also, that the bouse was well warmed and ven-
tilated, without the aid of alternating siroccos and north
winds. The Speaker's chair, on a dais and covered with
a canopy, was facing us, in which reclined the Speaker in
his robes. In front of him was'a table, at which sat two
black-robed clerks, and on which a huge mace reposed;
and behind him was the reporters' gallery, where the
gentlemen of the press seemed to be most comfortably
accommodated. There was a large open space in front
of this table, extending to the bar, at which were seated
the messengers of the house, and the Sergeant-at-arms'
with his sword. On either side of this open space were
four rows of handsome desks, arid morocco seats, to ac-
commodate two members each, who sat as most amiable
Gemini. The floor was richly carpeted, and the desks
covered with crimson cloth, and, with the well-managed
flood of light, the room was very complete.

The Canadian Constitution is as nearly a transcript of
our own as anything colonial can be. The Governor
can do no wrong-he must have a responsible cabinet
taken from the members of the Legislature-his adminis-
tration must have a working majority, as in England-and
he must bow to public opinion by changing his advisers,
when the representatives of the peoplé lose confidence in
the Government. The Legislative Council represents
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our House, of Peers, and the Legislative Assembly, or
4 'rovincial Parliament, our House of Commons. The
Upper House is appointed by the Crown, under the advice
of the ministry of the day ; but as a clamour bas been
raised against it as yielding too readily to the demands
of the Lower House, a measure bas been brought in, for-
making its members elective for à term of years. If this
change were carried, coupled with others on which it
would not interest the English reader to dwell, it would

bring about an approximation of the Canadian Constitu-
tion to tbat of the United States.

On one night on which I had the pleasure of.attending
the House, the subject under discussion was the Romish
holidays, as connected with certain mercantile transac-
tions. It sounds dry enough, but, as the debate was
turned into an extremely interesting religious discussion,
it was well worth hearing, and the crowded galleries re-
mained in a state> of quiescence.

Mr. Hincks, the late Premier, was speaking when we
went in. He is by-no means eloquent, but very pointed
in bis observations, and there is an amount of logical
sequence in his speaking which is worthy of imitation
elsewhere. He is a remarkable man, and will probably
play a prominent part in the future political bistory of
Canada.* He is the son of a Presbyterian ininister at
Cork, and emigrated to Toronto in 1832. During Lord
Durham's administration he became editor of the Ex-

* This prognostication is not likely to be realised, as the late Sir
W. Molesworth has appointed Mr. Hincks to the governorship of Bar-
badoes. If the new governor possesses principle as well as talent, this
acinowledgment of colonial merit is a step in the right direction.
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aminer newspaper,'and entered the Parliament of the
United Provinces in 1841. He afterwards filled the
important position of Inspector-General of Finances, and
finally became Prime Minister. His administration was,
however, overturned early in 1854, and sundry grave
charges were brought against him. He spoke in favour
of the abolition of the privileges conceded to Romish
holidays, and was followed by several French Canadians,
two of them of thè Rouge party, who spoke against the
measure, one of them so eloquently as to remind me of
the historical days of the Girondists.

-Mr. Lyon Mackenzie, who led the rebellion which was
so happily checked at Toronto, and narrowly escaped
condign punishment, followed, and diverged from the
question of promissory notes to the Russian war and
other subjects; and when loud cries of "Question, ques-
tion, order, order 1" arose, he tore up bis notes, and.sat
down abruptly in a most theatrical manner, amid bursts
of laughter from both floor and galleries; for he appears
to be the privileged buffoon of the House.

The appearance of the House is rather imposing; the
members bebave with extraordinary decorum; and to
people accustomed to the 'noises and unseemly inter-
ruptions which characterise the British House of Com-
mons, the silence and order of the Canadian House are very
agreeable.* The members seemed to give full attention

* Injustice to the Canadian Parliament, I must insert the following
extract from the ' Toronto Globe,' from which it will appear that there
are very disgraceful exceptions to this ordinarily decorous conduct :-

"IMr. Mackenzie attempted to speak, and held the flcbor for two or three
minutes, although his voice was inaudible from the kicking of desks,
caterwaulings, and snatches of songs from various parts of the house."
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to the debate ; very few were writing, and none were
reading anything except Parliamentary papers, and no,
speaker was interrupted except on one occasion. There

was extremely little walking about; but I observed one
gentleman, a notorious exquisite, cross the floor several
times, apparently witlh no other object than that of
displaying bis fine person in bowing profoundly to the
Speaker. The gentlemanly appearance of the menibers,
taken altogether, did not escape my notice.

Sir Allan M'Nab, the present Premier, is the head
of a coalition ministry ; fortunately, it is not necessary
to offer any remarks upon its olicy; and Canada, follow-
ing the example of the mothe country, submits quietly
to a coalition. The opposition, hich is formed of the
Liberal party, is seated opposite fhe Government, fronted
by Mr. Lyon Mackenzie, who gives a wavering adher-
ence to every party in succession, and is often indig-
nantly disavowed by ail. The Liberals of Upper
Canada are ably led by Mr. George Brown, who excels
in a highly lucid, powerful, and perspicuous course of
reasoning,-which cannot fail to produce an effect.

Then there is the Rouge party, led by the member for
Montreal, which is principally composed of very versatile
and enthusiastic Frenchm of rather indefinite opinions
and aims, professing a creed which appears a curious
compound of Republicaism and Rationalism. The word
Latitudinarianism-defines it best. There are 130 mem-
bers, divided into numerous "ists" and "ites." Most of
the members for Lower Canada are French, and, conse-
quently, the Romish party is a very powerful bne in th
House. Taken as a whole, the members re loyal, an
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have proved their attachment to England by a vote of
20,0001. for the Patriotic Fund.

I think that all who are in the' habit of reading the
debates will allow that -the speaking in the House will
bear comparison with that in our House of Commons;
and if some of the younger members in attempting the
sublime occasionally attain the ridiculous, and mistake
extravagance of expression for greatness of thouglit, these
are faults which time and criticism will remedy. Canada
is a great and prosperous country, and its Legislative
Assembly is very creditable to so young a community.
Bribery, corruption, and place-hunting are alleged against
this body; but as these vices are largely developed in
England, it would be bad taste to remark upon them,
particularly as the most ardent correctors of abuses now
reluctantly allow that they are inseparable from popular
assemblies. It is needless to speak of the Upper House,
which, as has been sarcastically remarked of our House
of Peers, is merely.a " High Court of Registry "-it re-
mains to be seen-whether aft elective chamber would pos-
sess greater vitality and independence.

The Speaker of the Legislative Assembly is a French-
man, and French and English are used indiscriminately
in debate. Parliamentary notices and papers are also
printed in both languages.

It was a cold, gloomy October morning, a cold eastt
wind rustled the russet leaves, and a heasvy, dry fog
enveloped Point Diamond, when I left the bustle of
Quebec for a quiet drive to Montmorenci in a light
waggon with a very' spirited little horse, a young lady
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acting as charioteer. The little animal was very im-
petuous, and rattled down the steep, crowded streetsof-
Quebec at a pace whieh threatened to entangle our wheels
with those of numerous carts driven by apathetic habitans,
who were perfectly indifferent to the admonitions "Prenez
garde'' and " Place aux dames," delivered in beseeching
tones. We passed down a steep street, and ýthrouah
Palace-gate, into the district of St. Roch, teeming with
Irish and dirt, for I fear'it is a fact that, wherever you
have the first, you invariably have the last. Beyond this
there was a space covered with mud and sawdust, where
two habitans were furiously quarrelling. OnÇ-sprang
upon the other like a hyena, knocked him down, and-then
attempted to bite and strangle him, amid the applausé-of
numerous spectators.

Leaving Quebec behind, we drove for seven miles along
a road in sight of the lesser branch of the St. Lawrence,
which has on the other side the green and fertile island of
Orleans. The houses along this road are so numerous as
to present the appearance of a village the whole way.
Frenchmen who arrive here in summer can scarcely be-
lieve that they are not in their own sunny land; the-
external characteristics of the country are so exactly
similar. These dwellings are large, whitewashed, and
inany-windowed, and are always surrounded with bal-
conies. The doors are reached by flights of steps, in order
that they may be above the level of the snow in winter.
The rooms are clean, but large and desolate-looking, and
are generally ornamented with caricatures of the Virgin
and uncouth representations of miracles. The women

2>
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dress in the French style, and wear la e straw bats out of

f- doors, which were the source of co tant disappointments

s to me, for I always expected to e a young, if not a
pretty, face under a broad brim, d these females were

1 remarkably ill-favoured; theif complexions hardened,
wrinkled, and bronzed, from t e effects of hard toil, and

h the extremes of heat and cold. I heard the hum of
spinning-wheels from manyj>f the bouses, for these in-
dustrious women spin their liousehoTd linen, and the gray

s homespun in which the men are clothed. The furniture

e is antique, and màde of oak, and looks as if it had
been handed downi ýrom generation th generation. The

n men, largely aâsifd by the females, cultivate small

plots of ground, and totally disregard ail m ern i
provemënts. These French towns and village inprove
but little. Popery, that great antidote to soc'Ia pro-

gress, is the creed universally professed, and generally
the only building of any pretensions is a large Romish

s church with two lofqtspires of polished tin. Education
is not much prized; the desires -of the simple habitans
are limited to the attainment of a competence for life,

e, and this their rudely-tilled farms supply them with.
Few emigrants make this part of Canada even a tem-
porary resting-place; the severity of the climate, the lan-

-M guage, the religion, and the laws, are all against them;

r hence, though a professor of a purer faith may well
. blush to confess it, the vices which emigrants bring with

them are unlknown. These peasants are among the most
harmless people under the sun; they are moral, sober,.
and contented, and zealous in the observances of their
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erroneous creed. Their children divide the land, and, as
each prefers a piece of soil adjoining the road or river,
strips of soil may occasionally be seen only a few yards
in width. They strive after happiness rather than ad-
vancement, and who shall say that they are unsuccessful
in their aim ? As their fathers lived, so they live ; each
generation has the simplicity and superstition of the pre-
ceding one. In the autumn they gather in their scanty
harvest, and in the long winter they spin and dance round

semble in crowds in their churches, dressed in the style
of a hundred years since. Their wants and wishes are
few, their manners are courteous and unsuspicious, they
hold their faith with a blind and implicit credulity, and
on summer evenings sing the songs of France as tþeir
fathers sang them in bygone days on the smiling banks of
he frushing Rhone.

The road along which the dwellings of these small
farmers lie is macadamised, and occasionally a cross
stands by the roadside, at which devotees may be seen to
prostrate themselves. There is a quiet, lethargic, old-
world air about the country, contrasting strangely with
the bustling, hurrying, restless progress of Upper Canada.
Though the condition of the habitans is extremely un-
profitable to themselveê, it affords a short rest to the
thinking and observin'g facùlties of the stranger, over-
strained as they are with taking in and contenplating the
railroad progress of things in the New World.

While we admire and wonder at the vast material

progress of Western Canada and the North-western
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States of the Union, considerations fraught with alarm
will force themselves upon us. We think that great
progress is being made in England, but, without having
travelled in America, it is scarcely possible to believe
what the Anglo-Saxon race is performing upon a new soil.
In America we do not.meet with factory operatives, seam-
stresses, or clerks overworked and underpaid, toiling their
lives away in order to keep body and soul together; but
we have' people of all classes who could obtain conpe-
tence and often affluence by moderate exertions, working
harder than slaves-sacrificing home enjoyments, pleasure,
and health itself to the one desire of thé acquisition of
wealth. Daring speculatiöns fail; the struggle in un-
natural comnpetition with men of large capital, or dis-
honourable dealings, wears out at last the overtasked
frame-life is spent in a whirl-death summons them,
and finds them unprepared. Everybody who has any
settled business is overworked. Voices of men crying for
reluaation are heard from every quarter, yet 'one dare to
pause in this race, which they so madly run, in which
happiness and mental and bodily health are among the
least .'ftÎ1eir considerations. Al are spurred on by the
real or imaginary necessities of their position, driven along
their headlong course by avarice, ambition, or eager com-

petition.
The Falls of Montinorenci, which we reached after a

drive of eight miles, are beautiful in the extreme, and,
as the day was too cold for picnic parties, we had them

all to ourselves. There is io great body of water, but
the river takes an unbrokén leap of 280 feet from a black
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narrow gorge. The scathed black cliffs descend in one
sweep to the St. Lawrence, in fine contrast to the snowy
whiteness of the fall. Montmorenci gave me greater
sensations of pleasure than Niagara. There are no
mills, museums, guides, or curiosity-shops. Whatever
there is of beauty bears the fair impress of its Creator's
hand; and if these Falls are beautiful on a late October
day, when a chill east wind was howling through leafiess
trees looming through a cold, grey fog, what must they
be in the burst of spring or the. glowing luxuriance of
summer ?

We ,drove back for some distance, and entered a small
cabaret, where some women were diligently engaged ln
spinning, and some men were superintending with intense
interest the preparation of some soupe maigre. Their
patois was scarcely intelligible, and a boy whom we took as
our guid€ spoke no English. After encountering some
high fences and swampy ground, we came to a narrow
rocky pathway in a wood, with bright green, moss-
covered trees, stones, and earth. On descending a rocky
bank we came to the "natural staircase," where the
rapid Montmorenci forces its way through a bed of lime-
stone, the broken but extremely regular appearance of
the layers being very much like wide steps. The scene
at this place is wildly beautiful. The river, frequently

only a few feet in width, sometimes foams furiously along
between precipices covered with trees, and bearing the
marks of years of attrition ; then buries itself in dark
gulfs, or rests quiescent for a moment in- still black pools,
before it reaches its final leap.
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The day before I left Quebec I went to the romantic>-

falls of Lorette, about thirteen miles from the city. lIt
was a beauteous day. I should have called it oppress-
ively warm, but that the air was fanned by a cool west
wind. The Indian summer had come at last; "the Saga-
mores of the tribes had lighted their council-fires" on the
western prairies. What would we not give for such a
season! It is the rekindling of summer, but without its
heat-it is autumn in its glories, but without its gloom.
The air is soft like the breath of May; everything is
veiled in a soft pure haze, and the sky is of a faint and
misty blue.

A mysterious fascination seemed to bind us to St.

Roch, for, we kept missing our way and getting into
"streams as black as Styx." But at length the city of
Quebec, with its green glacis and frowning battlements,
was left behind, and we drove through flat - cgntry

abounding in old stone dwelling-houses, old farms, and
large fields of stubble. We neared the blue hills, and
put up our horses in the Indian village of Lorette. Beau-
tiful Lorette! I must not describe, for I cannot, how its
river escapes from under the romantic bridge in a broad
sheet of milk-white foam, and then, contracted between
sullen barriers of rock, seeks the deep shade of the pine-
clad precipices, and hastens to lose itself there. It is
perfection, and beauty, and peace ; and the rocky walks
upon its forest-covered crags might be in Switzerland.

Being deserted by the gentlemen of the party, my fair
young.companion and I found our way to Lorette, which
is a large village built by government for the Indians ;
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but by intermarrying with the French they have lost
nearly all their distinctive characteristics, and the next -
generation will not even speak the Indian language. Here,
as in very village in Lower Canada, there is a large
Romish church, ornamented with gaudy paintings. We
visited some of the squaws, who wear the Indian dress,
and we made a few purchases. We were afterwards
beset by Indian boys with bows and arrows of clumsy
construction; but they took excellent aim, incited by
the reward of coppers which we offered to thein. It is
grievous to see the remnants of an ancient race in such a
degraded state; the more so as I believe that there is no
intellectual inferiority as an obstacle to their improve-
ment. I saw some drawings by an Indian youth which
evinced considerable talent; one in particular, a likeness
of Lord Elgin, was admirably executed.

I have understood that there is scarcely' a greater
difference between these half-breeds and the warlike
tribes of Central America, than between them and the
Christian Indians of the Red River settlements. There
are about fourteen thousand Indians in Canada, few of
them in a state of great poverty, for they possess annui-
ties arising from the sale of their lands. They have no
incentives to exertion, and spend their time in shooting,
fishing, and drinking spirits in taverns, where they speedily
acquire the vices of the white men without their habits of
industry and enterprise. They have no idols, and seldom
enter into hostile opposition to Christianity, readily ex-
changing the worship of the Great Spirit for its tenets, as
far as convenient. It is very difficult, however, to arouse

'V



them to a sense of sin, or to any idea of the importance
of the world to come; but at the same time, in no part
of the world have missionary labours been more blessed
than at the Red River settlements. Great changes have
passed before their eyes. Year, as it succeed' year,
sees them driven farther west, as their hunting-grounds
are absorbed by the insatiate white races. The twang
of the Indian bow, and the sharp report of the Indian
rifle, are exchanged for the clink of the lumberer's
axe and the "g'lang" of the sturdy settler. The
corn waves in luxuriant crops over land once covered
with the forest haunts of the moose, and the waters
of the lakes over which the red man paddled in his
bark canoe are now ploughed by crowded steamers.
Where the bark dwellings of his fathers stood, the
locomotive darts away on its iron road, and the help-
less Indian looks on aghast at the power and resources of
the pale-faced invaders of his soil.

The boat by which I was to leave Quebec was to sail
on the afternoon of the day on which I visited Lorette,
but was, detained till the evening by the postmaster-
general, when a heavy fog came on, which prevented its
departure till the next morning. The small-pox had
broken out in the city, and rumours of cholera had
reached and alarmed the gay inhabitants of St. Louis.
I never saw terror so unrestrainedly developed as
among some ladies on hearing of the return of the
pestilence. One of them went into hysterics, and be-
came so seriou'sly ill that it was considered necessary
for her to leave Quebec the same evening. In con-
sequence of the delay of the boat, it was on a Sunday

CHAP. XIII.
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morning that I bade adieu to Quebec. I had never
travelled on a Sunday before, and should not have
done so on this occasion had it not been a matter of
necessity. I am happy to state that no boats run on the
St. Lawrence on the Sabbath, and the enforced sailing
of the Johrn Munn caused a great deal of grumbling
among the stewards and crew. The streets were
thronged with people going to early mass, and to a
special service held to avert the heavy judgments which
it was feared were impending over the city. The boat
was full, and many persons who were flying from the
cholera had slept on board.

I took a regretful farewell of my friends, and with
them of beautiful Quebec. I had met with much of
kindness and -hospitality, but still I must confess that
the excessive gaiety and bustle of the city exercise a
depressing influence. People appear absorbed by the
fleeting pleasures of the hour ; the attractions of this
life seem to overbalance the importance of the life to
come ; and among the poor there is a large amount of sin
and sorrow-too many who enter the world without 'a
blessing, and depart from it without a hope. The bright
sun of the Indian summer poured down its flood of light
upon the castled ep, and a faint blue mist was diffused
over the scen of beauty. Long undalating lines showed
where the bl.ue hills rose above the green island of
Orleans, and slept in the haze of that gorgeous season.
Not a breath of wind stirred the heavy folds"of the flag
of England on the citadel, or ruffled the sleeping St.
Lawrence, or the shadows of the countless ships on its

surface; and the chimes of the bells of the Romish
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churches floated gently over the water. Such a morning
I have seldom seen, and Quebec lay basking in beauty.
Surely that morning's sun shone upon no fairer city !
The genial rays of that autumn sun were typical of the
warm kind hearts I was leaving behind, who had wel-
comed a stranger to their hospitable homes ; and, as- the
bell rang, and the paddles revolved in the still deeý
water, a feeling of sorrow came over my heart when I
reflected that the friendly voices might never again sound
in my ear, and that the sunshine which was then glitter-
ing upon the fortress-city might, to my eyes, glitter upon
it no more.

The John Munn was a very handsome boat, fitted
up with that prodigality which I have elsewhere de-
scribed as characteristic of the American steamers;
but in the course of investigation I came upon the
steerage, or that part of the middle floor which is de-
voted to the poorer class of emigrants, of whom five
hundred had landed at Quebec only the day before.
The spectacle here was' extremely annoying, for men,
women, and children were crowded to>gether in an ill-
ventilated space, with kettles, saucepans, blankets, bed-
ding, and large blue boxes. There was a bar for the
sale of spirits, which, I fear, was very much frequented,
for towards night there were sounds of swearing, fight-
ing, and scuffling, proceeding from this objectionable
locality.

A day-boat was such a rare occurrence that some of
the citizens of Quebec took the journey merely to make
acquaintance with the beauties of their own river. We
passed the Heights of Abraham, and Wolfe's Cove,
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famous in history; wooded slopes and beautiful villas;
the Chaudière river, and its pine-hung banks; but I
was so il] that eveiî te beauty of the St. Lawrence
could not detain me in the saloon, and I went down
into the ladies' cabin, where I spent the rest of the
day on a sofa wrapped in blankets. A good many

- of the ladies came down stairs to avoid some quad-
rilles which a French Canadian lady was playing, and
a friend of mine, Colonel P , having told some
one that I had had the cholerga, there was a good
deal of mysterious buzzing in consequence, of which I
onlyheard a few observations, such as-" How very im-
prudent!" "How very wrong to come into a public

ý"conveyance!" "Just as we were trying to leave it
behind toe!" But I was too ill to be amused, even
when one lady went so far -as to remove the .blanket
to look at my face. There was a very pale and
.nervous-looking young lady lying on a sofa opposite,
staring fixedly at me. Suddenly she got up, and
asked me if i were very ill ? I replied that I had
been so. -"She 's had the cholera, poor thing!" the
stewardess unfortunately observed. "The cholera !"
she said, with an affrighted look; and, hastily putting on
her bonnet, vanished from the cabin, and never came
down again. She had left Quebec because of the cholera,
having previously made inquiries as to whether any one
had died of it in the John Munn; and now, being
brought, as she fancied, into contact with it, lier imagina-
tion was so strongly affected that she was soon taken
seriously ill, and brandy and laudanum were in requi-
sition. So great was the fear of contagion, that, though



A GLOOMY JOURNEY.

the boat was so full that many people liad to sleep on
sofas, no one would share a state-room with me.

We were delayed by fog, and did not reach Montreai
till one in the morning. I found Montreal as warm and
damp as it had been cold and bracing on my first visit;
but the air was not warmer than the welcome which I
received. Kind and tenpting was the invitation to pro-
long my stay at the See House; enticing was the prospect
offered me of a visit to a seignei ie on the Ottawa; and
it was with very great reluctance that, after a sojourn of
only one day, I left this abodé of refinement and hospi-
tality, and the valued friends who had received me with
so much kindness, for a tedious journey to New York.
I left the See Ilouse at five o'clock on the last day of
October' so ill that I could scarcely speak or stand. It
was pitch-dark, and the rain was pouring in torrents.
The high wind blew out the lamp which was held at the
door; an unpropitious commencement of a journey.
Something was wrong with the hairness; the uncouth
vehicle was nearly upset backwards ; the steain ferry-
boat was the height .of gloom, heated to a stifling ex-
tent, and full of people with oil-skin -coats and dripping
umbrellas. We crossed the rushing St. Lawrence just
as the yellow gas-lights of Montreal were struggling
with the pale, murky dawn of an autumn morning,
and reached the cars on the other -side before it was
light enough to see objects distinctly. Here the ser-
vant who had been kindly 'sent with me left me, and
the few hours which were to elapse before I should join
my friends seemed to present insurmountable difficulties.
The people ini the cars were French, the names of the
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stations were French, and "Prenez-garde de la locomo-
tire!" denoted the crossings. IIow the laissez-faire habits
of the habitans must be outraged by the clatter of a
steam-engine passing their dwellings at a speed of thirty-
five miles an hour! Yet these very habitans were talking
in the most unconcerned manner in French about a rail-
way accident in Upper Canada, by which forty-eight per-
sons were killed! After a journey of two hours I reached
Rouse's Point, and, entering a handsome steamer on Lake
Champlain, took leave of the British dominions.

Before re-entering the territory of the stars and stripes,
I will offer a few concluding remarks on Canada.

9 'Ill
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CIIAPTER XIV.

Concluding remarks on Canada - Territory -Climate - Capabilities -
Railways and canals- Advpntýfage for emigrants - Notices of
emigration - Government - The franchise - Revenue - Popula-
tion- Religion - Education - The press - Literature - Observa-
tions in conclusion.

TuE iFDcreasing interest which attaches to this noble cofony
fully justifies me in devoting a chapter to a fuller account
of its state and capabilitiès than bas yet been given here.

Canada extends frôm Gaspe, on the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, to Lake Superior. Its shores are washed by the
lakes Huron, Er4, ànd Ontario, and by the river St.
Lawrence as far aËi Vhe 45th parallel of latitude ; from
thence the Tiver flowsithrough the centre of the province
to the sea.s Canada ii, bounded on? the west and south by
the Great·Lakes and the United States ; to the east by
New Brunswick andt4e ocean; and to the north by the-
Hudson's Bay territory, thouC its limits in this direction
are by no means accurately fined. Canada is but a
small portion of the vast tract of country known under
the name of British Amierica, the area of which is a ninth
part of the globe, and is considerably larger than that of
the United States, being 2,630,163,200 acres.

Canada contains 17,939,000 occupied acres of land,
only 7,300,Q00 of whiàh are cultivated; and about
137,000,000 acres are :still unoccupied. Nearly the
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whole of this vast territory .was -originally covered with
forests, and from the more distant districts timber stili
forms a niost profitable article of export ;. but wlerever
the land is cleared it is found to be fertile in an uncom-
mon degree. It is very deficient in coal, but in the
neighbourhood of Lake Superior minerai treasures-of
great valu'e have been discovered to abound.

Very erroneous ideas prevail in England on the subject
of the Canadian climate. By many persons it is sUp-
posed that the country is foi' eier "locked in regions
of thick-ribbed ice," and that skating and sleigbing are
favou rite summer diversions of the inhabitants. Yet, on
the contrary, Lower Canada, or that part of the country
nearest to the mouth of the St. Lawrenc"e , bas a summer
nearly equalling in heat those of tropical climates. Its
winter is long and severe, frequently lasting m the
beginning of December until April; but, if the ther-
mometer stands at 35° below zero in January, it marks
90° in the shade in June. In the nèighbourhood of
Quebec the cold is not much exceeded by that within the
polar circle, but the dxfness of the air is so great tbat it
is now strongly recommended for those of coúsumptive
tendencies. I have seen a wonderful effect produced in
the early stages of pulmonary disorders by a removal from
the damp, variable climate of Europe to the dry, bracing
atmosphereof Lower Canada. Spring irsearcely known;
the transition from winter to summer is very rapid; but
the autumn or fall is a long and very delightful season.
It is not necessary to dwell further upon the Lower
Canadian climate, as, owing to circumstances here4fter
to be explained, few emigrants in any class lf life--y

I
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make the Lower-Province more than a temporary resting-
place.

From the eastern coast to the western boundary the
variations in clinate are very considerable. The penin-
sula of Canada West enjoys a climate as mild as that of
the state of New- 'ork. The mean temperature, taken
from ten years' observation, was44°, and the thermometer
rarely falls lower than 110 below zero, while the heat in
summer is not oppressive. The peach and vine mature
their fruit in the neighbourhood of Lake Ontario, and
tobacco is very successfully cultivated on the peninsula
between Lake Erie and Lake Huron. It seems that
Upper Canada, free from the extremes of heat and cold,
is intended to receive a European population. Emigrants

require to become acclimatised, which they generally are
by an attack of ague, more or less severe; but the country
is extraordinrarily healthy; with the exception of occa-
sional visitations of cholera, epidemic diseases are un-
known, and the climate is very favourable to the duration
of human life.

-The capabilities of Canada are only now beginning to
be appreciated. It has been principally known for its
vast exports of timber, but these constitute a very small
part of its wealth. Both by soil and climate Upper
Canada is calculated to afford a vast and annually-
inergasing field for agricultural and pastoral purruits.

Wheat, barley, potatoes, tu nips, maize, hops, and
tobacco, can all be grown in perfecti4n Canada already
exports large quantities of wheat and flour of a very
superior description; and it is stated that in no country of
the world is there so much wheat grown, in proportion to

o 3
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the popuTation and the area under cultivation, as in tliat
part of the country west of Kingston. The grain-growing
district is almost without limit, extending as it does along
the St. Lawrence, Lake Erie, and Lake Ontario, to
Windsor, with a vast expanse of country to the north
and west. The hops, which are an article of recent cul-
tivation, are of very superior quality, and have hitherto

ýbeen perfectly free from blight.
VYast as are the capabilitfés of Canada for agricultural

pursuits, she alto offers great facilities for the employ-
ment of capital in mnanufacturing industry, though it is
questionable whether- it is desirable to divert labour into
these channels in a young country where it is dear and
scarce. The streams which intersect the land afford an
unlimited and very economical sourde of power, and have
already been used to a considerable extent. Lower
Canada and the shores of the Ottawa afford enormous
supplies of white pine, anJT the districts about Lake Supe-
rior contain apparently inexhaustible quantities o'f ore, t
which yields a very large percentage of copper. We 1
have thus in Canada about 1400 miles of territory, per-
haps the most fertile and productive ever brought under i
the bands of the cultivator; and as though Providence I
had especially marked out this portion of the New World r
as a field for the enterprise of the Europeai races, its f
natural facilities for transit and communication are nearly e
unequalled. 'The Upper Lakes,.the St. Lawrence, the o
Ottawa, and the Saguenay, besides many rivers oflesser t
note, are so many natural highways for the conveyance ti
of produce 'of every description from the most distant a
parts of the interior to the Atlantic Ocean. Without
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these natural facilities Canada could never have pro-
gressed to the extraordinary extent which she has already
done.

Great as these adventitious advantages are, they have
been further increased by British energy and enterprise.
By means of ship-canals, formed to avoid the obstructions
to navigation ýcaused by the rapids of the St. Lawrence,
Niagara, and the Sault Sainte Marie, small vessels can
load at Liverpool and discharge their cargoes on the most
distant shores of Lake Superior. On the Welland canal
alone, which connects Lake Erie with Lake Ontario, the
tolls taken in 1853 amounted, to more than 65,0001. In:
the same year 19,631 passengers and 1,075,218 tons of
shipping passed through it: the traffic on the other canals
is in like proportion, and is monthly on the increase. But
an extensive railway system, to facilitate direct commu-
nication with the Atlantic at all seasons of the year, is
paving the way for a. further and rapid development of
the resources of Canada, and for a vast increase in her
material prosperity. Already the Great Western Com-
pany has fo-med a line from 'Winds'or, opposite Detroit,
U. S., to Toronto, passing through the important towns of
Hamilton, London, and Woodstock: a branch also con-
nects Toronto with Lake Simcoe, opening up the- very
fertile tract of land in that direction. Another rasilway
extends from Fort Erie, ôpposite Buffalo, to Goderich
on Lake Huron, a distance of 158 miles. A portion of
the-Grand Trunk Railway has recently been opened, and
trains now regularly run between Quebec and Montreal,
a distance of 186 miles. When thiä magnificent railway

is completed it will connect the cities of Quebec, Mont-
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real, and Toronto, where, joining the Great Western
sebeme, the whole .of Upper and Lower Canada will be
connected with the great lakes and the western States of
the neighbouring republic. The main line will cross the
St. Lawrence at Montreal by a tubular bridge two miles
in length. The Grand Trunk Railway will have its
eastern terminus at Portland, in the State of Maine, be-
tween which city and Liverpool there will be regiilar
weekly communication. This railway is, however, em-
barrassed by.certain financial difficulties, which may re-
tard for a time the completion of the gigantic undertaking.

Another railway connects the important city of Ottawa
with Prescott, on the river St. Lawrence, and has its ter-
minus opposite to the Ogdensburgh station of the Boston
railway. Besides these there are numerous branches,
completed or in course of construction, which will open up
the industry of the whole of the interior. Some of these
lines, particularly the Great Western, have a large traffic
already, and promise to be very successful speculations.

The facilities for communication, and for the transit of

produce, are among the most important of the advantages
which Canada holds out to emigrants, but there are others
which must not be overlooked. The healthiness of the
climate has been already remarked upon, but it is an im-

portant consideration, as the -bracing atmosphere and free-
dom from diseases allow to the hardy adventurer the free
exercise of his vigour and strength.

Communication with England is becoming increasingly
regular. During the summer months screw-steamers and
sailing vessels ply between Liverpool and Quebec, from
whence there is cheap and easy. water communication
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with the districts bordering on the great lakes. From
Quebec tO Windsor,-a distance of nearly 1000 miles, pas-
sengers are conveyed for the sum of 31s., and4have the
advantage of baving their baggage under tieir eyes
during the whole journey. The demand for labour in
ail parts of Canada West is great and increasing. The
wages of farm-servants are 41. per month with board:
day-labourers earn from 4s. to 5s. per diem, and in bar-
vest 10s., without board. The wages of carpenters and
other skilled workmen vary according to their abilities;
but they range between 7s. and 12s. 6d. per diem, taking
these as the highest and lowest prices.

The cost of living is considerably below that in this
country; for crockery, cutlery, &c., 50 per cent. advance
on home retail prices is paid, and for clothing 50 to 75
per cent. addition on old country prices, if' the articles
are not of Canadian manufacture. The cost of a com-
fortable log-house with two floors, 16 feet by 24, is about
181.; but it must be borne in mind that very little ex-
penditure is needed on the part of the settler; his house
and barns are generally built by himself, with the assist-
ance of his neighbours; and a man with the slightest
ingenuity or powers of imitation can also fabricate at a
most trifling expense the few articles of bousehold furni-
ture needed at first. I have been in several log-houses
where the bedsteads, tables, and chairs were ail the work
of the settlers themselves, at a cost probably of a few
shillings'; and though the workmanship was rough,*yet
the articles answer perfectly well for ail practical pur-
poses. Persons of sober, industrious habits, going out as
workmen to Canada, speedily acquire comfort and inde-
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pendence. I have seen setlrs who went out within the
last eight years as day-labourers, now the owners of sub-
stantial homesteads, with the requisite quantity of farm-
ing-stock.

Canada West is also a mostdesirable locality for per-
sons of intelligence who are possessed of a small capital.
Along the great lakes and in the interior there are large
tracts of land yet unoccupied. The price of wild land
varies from 10s. to 10l. per acre, according to the locality.
Cleared farms, with good buildings, in the best townships,
are worth from 10l. to 151. an acre : these prices refer to
the lands belonging to the Canada Land Company; the
crown lands seli at prices varying from 4s. to 7s. 6d. per
acre, but the localities of these lands are not so desirable
in most instances. The price of clearing wild lands is
about 4L. 5s. per acre, but in many locations, particularly
near- the rilways, the sale of the timber covers the ex-

penses of clearing. As has been previously observed, the
soil and cliinate of Upper Canada are favourable to a
great variety of crops. Wheat, however, is probably the
most certain and profitable, and, witb respect to cereals
and other crops, the produce of the land per acre is not
less than in England. In addition to tobacco, flax and
hemp are occupying the attention of the settlers; and às
an annually increasing amount of capital is employed in
factories, these last are likely to prove very profitable.

In addition to the capabilities of the soil, Lake Huron
and the Georgian Bay present extensive resources in the
way of fish, and their borders are peculiarly desirable
locations for the emigrant population of the west of Ire-
land and the west Highlands of Scotland.
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With such verye'great advantages, it is not surprising

that the tide of emigration should set increasingly

towards this part of the British dominions. The following
is a statement of the number of persons who landed at
Quebec during the last five years. The emigration re-

turns for 1855 will probably show a very considerable
increase

18.50............... 32,292
18-51.... .......... 41,076
1852................39,176
1853............ 36,699
1854-................ 53,183

It may be believed that the greater number of these
persons are now enjoying'a plenty, many an affluence,
which their utmost ,exertions could not have obtained for

them at home. Wherever a farmstead, surrounded by
its well-cleared acres, is seen, it is more than probable
that the occupant is also the owner. The value of land
increases so rapidly, that persons who originally bought

their land in its wild state for 4s..per acre, have made
handsome fortunes by disposing of it. In Canada, the
farmer holds a steady and certain position; if he saves
money, a hundred opportunities wilL.occur for him to make

a profitable investment; but if, as is more.frequently the
case, he is not rich as far as money is concerned, he has

all the comforts and luxuries which it could procure.
His land is ever increasing in valué; and in the very
worst seasons, or under accidental circumstances of an

unfavourable nature, he cannever know real poverty,
which is a deficiency in the necessaries of life.

But in Canada, as in the Old World, people who wish
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to attain competence or wealth must toil hard for it. In
Canada, with all its capabilities and advantages, there is
no royal road to riches-no Midas touch to turn every-
thing into gold. The primal curse still holds good,
"though softened into mercy ;" and those who emigrate,
expecting to work less hard for 5s. a day than at home
for Is. 6d.,- will be miserably disappointed, for, where
high wages are given, hard work is required; those must
also be disappointed who expect to live in style fromoff
the produce of a small Canadian farm, and those wbose

imaginary dignity revolts from plough, and spade, and
hoe, and those who invest borrowed capital in farming
operations. The fields of the slothful in Canada bring
forth thorns and thistles, as his fields brought them forth
in England. Idleness is absolute ruin, and drunkenness
carries with it worse evils than at home, for the practice of
it entails a social ostracism, as well as total ruin, upon the
emigrant and his family. The saie conditions of success
are required as in England-honesty, sobriety, and in-
dustry; with these, assisted by all the advantages which
Canada possesses, there is no man who need despair of

acquiring independence and affluence, although there is
always enough of difficulty to moderate the extravagance
of exaggerated expectations.

The Government of Canada demands a few remarks.
Within the last few years the position of this colony, 'with
respect to England, has been greatly changed, by mea-
sures which'have received the sanction of the Imperial
Parliament. In 1847 the Imperial Government aban-
doned all control, over the Canadian tariff, and the colonial
legislature now exercises supreme power over customs

'I
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duties, and all matters of general and local taxation.
This was a very important step, and gave a vast impulse
to the prosperity of Canada. The colony now bas all the
advantages-free from a few of the inconveniences-of
being an independent country. England- retains the right
of nominating the Governor-General, and the Queen has
the power, rarely if ever exercised, of putting a veto upon
certain of the acts of the colonial legislature. England
conducts all matters of war and diplomacy, and provides
a regular military establishmient for the defence of
Canada; and though she is neither required to espouse
our quarrels, or bear any portion of our burdens, we
should be compelled to espouse hers in any question
relating to her honour or integrity, at a lavish expenditure
of blood and treasure. . It appears that the present rela-
tions in which Canada stands to England are greatly to
her advantage, and there is happily 'no desire "on her part
to sever them.

The Governor-General is appointed by the Crown,
generally for a term of five years, but is paid by the pro-
vince; he acts as viceroy, and his assent to the measures
of the Legisiature is required, in order to render them
valid. His executive council, composed of the ministers
of the day, is analogous to our English Cabinet. The
governor, like our own Sovereign, must bow to the will of
a majority in the Legislature, and dismiss his ministers
when they lose the confidence of that body. The "second
estate" is the Legislative Council. The governor, with
the advice of his ministry, appoints the members of this
body. They are chosen for life, and théir number is un-
restricted. At present there are about forty members.
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The functions of this council are very similar to those of
our House of Peers, and consist, to a great extent, in
registering the decrees of the Lower House.

The "third estate" is denominated the House of As-
sembly, and consists of 130 me1ñbers, 65 for each pro-
vince.* The qualification for the franchise bas been
placed tolerably high, and no doubt wisely, as, in the
absence of a better guarantee for the right use of it, a
property qualification, however trifling in amount, has a
tendency to elevate the tone of electioneering, and to
enhance the value which is attached to a vote. The
qualification for electors is a 50l. freehold, or an annual
rent of 71. 10s. Contrary to the practice in the States,
where large numbers of the more respectable portion of
the community abstain from voting, in Canada the votes
are nearly all recorded at every election, and the fact that
the franchise is within the reach of every sober man gives
an added stimulus to industry.

The attempt to establish British -constitutional govern-
ment on the soil of the New World is an interesting
experiment, and bas yet to be tested. There are various
disturbing elements in Canada, of wbich we have little
experience in England; the principal one being the diffi-

culty of legislating between what, in spite of the union,
are two distinct nations, of different races and religions.
The impossibility of reconciling the rival, and frequently
adverse claims, of the Upper and Lower Provinces, bas

* The members of the Legislative Council and the House of Assem-
bly receive six dollars (24s. sterling) a day for their attendance. The
members of the Executive Council are paid at the rate of 12601. per
annurm.
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become a very embarrassing question.' The strong
social restraints, and the generally high tone of public
feeling in England, which exercise a powerful control
over the minister of the day, do not at present exist
in Canada; neither has the public mind that nice per-
ception of moral truth which might be desired. The
population. of Upper Canada, more especially, has been
gathered from many parts of the earth, and is com-
posed of men, generally speaking, without education,
whose sole aim is the acquisition of wealth, and, who
are not cemented by any common ties of nationality.
Under these circumstances, and bearing in mind the
immense political machinery which the Papacycan set to
work in Canada, the transfer of British institutions to the
coloiy must at present remain a matter of problematical
success. It is admitted that the failure of representative
institutions arises from the unworthiness of constituencies;
and if the efforts which are made by means of education
to elevate the character of the next generation of'electors
should prbve fruitless, it is-probable that, with the inde-
pendence of the colony, American institutions, with their
objectionable features, would follow. At present the
great difficulties to be surmounted lie in the undue power
possessed by thé French Roman Catholie population, and
the Romanist influences brought to bear successfully on
the Government.

There is in Canada no direct taxation for national pur-.
poses, except a mere trifle for the support of tbe pro-
vincial lunatic asylums, and for some other public buildings.
The provincial revenue is derived from customs duties,
public works, crown lands, excise, and b'ank impost. The
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customs duties last year came to 1,100,0001, the revenue
from -public works to 123,0001., from lands about the same

sum,~from excise about40,000l., and from the tax on the

current notes of the banks 30,0001. Every county, town-
ship, town, or incorporated village, elects its own council;

and all local objects are provided for by direct taxation
through these bodies. In these municipalities the levying
of the local taxes is vested, and tbey administer the monies
collected for roadà, bridges, schools, and improvements,
and the local administration of public justice.

According to the census tak3n in 1851, the population
of Upper Canada was 952.000 souls, being an increase
since 1842 of 465,945. That of Lower Canada amounted
to 890,000, making a total of 1,842,000; but if to this we
add the number of persons who have immigrated within
the last four years, we have a population of 2,012,134.

Of the population.of Lower Canada, 669,000 are of
French origin. These people speak the French language,
and profess the Romish faith. The land is divided into
seigneu jý; there are feudal customs and antiquated
privileges, and the laws are baed upon the model of
those of old France. 'The progress of Lower Canada is
very tardy. The French have neyer made good colonists,
and the Romish religion acts as a drag upon social and
national progress. The 7tabitans of the Lower Province,
though moral and amiable, are not ambitious, and hold
their ancient customs with'a tenacity which opposes itself
to their advancement. The various changes in the tariff
made by the Imperial Government affected Lower Canada
very seriously. On comparing the rate of increase in the
population of the two provinces in the same period of

.1



twelve years, we find that for Upper Canada it was 130
pex cent., for Lower Canada only 34 per cent. The
dispà-rity between the population and the wealth of the
two provinces is annually on the increase.

The, progressof Upper Canada is'something perfectly
astonishing, and bids fair to rival, if not exceed, that of
her gigantic neighbour. Her communication between the
Lake district and the•Atlantic is practically more econo-
mical, taking the whole of the year, and, as British emi-
gration bas tended chiefly to the Upper Province, the
population is of a more homogeneous character than that'
of the States. The climate also is more favourable than
that of Lower Canada. These circumstances, combined
with the inherent energy of the Anglo-Saxon races which
have principally colonised it, account m great measure
for the vast increase in the material prosperity of the
Upper Province as compared with the Lower.

In 1830 the population of Upper Canada was 210,437
souls; in 1842, 486,055; and in 1851 it had reached
952,004. Its population is now supposed to exceed that
of Lower Canada by 300,000 souls. It increased in nine
years about 100 per cent. In addition to the large num-
ber of emigrants who have arrived by way of Quebec, it
has received a considerable accession of population from
the United States; 7000 persons crossed the frontier in
1854. The increase of its wealth is far more than com-
mensurate with that of its population. The first returns
of the assessable property of Upper Canada were taken
in 1825, and its amoLnt was estimated at 1,854,9651.
In 1845 it was estiihated at 6,393,6301.; but in seven
years after this, in 1852, it presents the astonishing
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amount of 37,695,9311.! The wheat crop of Upper
Canada in 1841 was 3,221,991 bushels, and in 1851 it
was 12,692,852 ; but the present year, 1855, will show a
startling and almost incredible increase. In addition to
fhe wealth gainel in the cultivation of the soil, the settlers
are seizing upon the vast water-power which the country
affords, and are turning it to the most profitable pur-
poses. Saw-mills, grist-mills, and woollen-mills start up
in every direction, in addition to tool and machinery fac-
tories, iron-foundries, asheries, and tanneries.

Towns are everywhere springing up as if by magic
along the new lines of railway and canal, and the very
villages of Upper Canada are connected by the electric
telegraph. The value of land- is everywhere increasing
as new lines of communication are formed. The town of
London, in Upper Canada, presents a very remarkable
instance-of rapid growth. It is surrounded by a very
rich agricultural district, and-the Great Western Railway
passes through it. Seven years ago this place was a
miserable-looking village of between two and three thou-
sand inhabitants; now it is a flourishing town, alive with
business, and lias a population of 13,000 souls. The
increase in the value of property in its vicinity will appear
almost incredible to English readers, but it is stated on
the best authority: a building-site sold in September,
1855, for 150L. per foot, which teni years ago could
have been bougbt for that price per acre, and ten years
earlier for as many pence.

In Upper Canada tliere appears to be at the present
time very little of that state of society which is marked
by hard struggles and lawless excesses. In every part

CriI. XIV.
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of my travels west of Toronto I found a high degree of
social comfort, security to life and property, the means
for education and religious worchip, and all the acces-
sories of a high state of civilization, which are advantages
brought into every locality almost simultaneously with
the clearing of the land. Yet it is very apparent, even
to the casual visitor, that the progress of Canada West
has only just begun. No limits can be assigned to its
future prosperity, and, as its capabilities become more
known, increasing numbers of stout hearts and strong
arms will be attracted towards it.

The immense resources of the soil under cultivation
have not yet been developed; the settlers are prodigal of
land, and a great portion of the occupied territory, destined
to bear the most luxuriant crops, is still in bush. The
magnificent districts adjoining Lake Huron, the Georgian
Bay, and Lake Simcoe, are only just being brought into
notice; and of the fertile valley of the Ottawa, which it is
estimated would support a population of nine millions, very
little is knoÀn. Every circumstance that can be brought
forward co bines to show that Upper Canada is destined
to become a great, a wealthy, and a prosperous country..

The census gives some interesting tables relating to
the origins of the inhabitants of Canada. I wish that I
had space to present my readers with the whole, instead
of with this brief extract

Canadians, French origin ........ 69.5,000
Canadians, English origin............651,000
England and Wales ............ 93,000
Scotland.................... 90,000
Ireland-................. ... 27,000
United States......,..........5,000 -
Germany............ ...... 10,000

4
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Beside. these there are 8000 coloured persons and
14,000 Indians in Canada, and emigrants from every
crvilised countryiïf the world.

As far as regards the Cliurch of England, Canada is
divided into three dioceses-Toronto, Montreal, and
Quebec-with a prospect of the creation of a fourth,
that of Kingston.- The clergy, whose duties are very
arduous and ill-requited, have been paid by the Society
for Propagating the Gospel, and out of the proceeds of
the clergy reserves. The Society has, in great measure,
withdrawn its support, and recent legislative enactments
have a tendency to place the Church of England in
Canada, to some extent, on the voluntary system. The
inhabitants of Canada are fully able to support any form
of worship to which they may choose to attach themselves.
Trinity College, at Toronto, is in close connexion with the
Church of England.

The Roman Catholics have enormous endowments,
including a great part of the island of Montreal, and
several valuable seigneuries. Very large sums are also
received by tbem from those who enter the convents, and
for baptisms, burials, and masses for the dead. The
enslaving, enervating, and retardincg effects of Roman
Catholicism are nowhere better seen than in Lower
Canada, where the priests exercise despotic authority. t
They have numerous and wealthy conventual establish-
ments, both at Quebec and Montreal, and several Jesuit
and other seminaries. The Irish emigrants constitute the
great body of Romanists in Upper Canada; in the Lower
Province there are more than 746,000 adherents to this
faith.



The Presbyterians are a very respectableý influential,

and important body in Canada, bound firmly together by
their uniformity of worship and- doctrine. Though an

Episcopaliaii form of church government and a form of

worship are as obnoxious to them as at home, their oppo-
sition seldom amounts to hostility. Generally speaking,

they are very friendly in their intercourse with the zealous

and hard-working clergy of the Church of England; and,
indeed, the comparative absence of sectarian feering, and

the way in which the ministers of all denominations act
in harmonious combination for the general good, is one of

the most pleasing features connected with religwn in

Canada.
In Upper Canada there are 1559 churches, for 952,000

adherents, being one place of worship for every 612 in-

habitants. Of these bouses of worship, 226 belong to the

Church of England, 135 to the Roman Catholics, 148 to

the Presbyterians, and 471 to the Methodists. In Lower

Canada there are 610 churches, for 890,261 adherents,

746,000 of whom are Roman Catholics. There is therefore
in the Lower Province one place of vorship for every

1459 inhabitants. These religious statistics furnish addi-

tional proof of the progress of Upper Canada. The

numbers adhering to the five most important denomina-

tions are as follows, in round numbers:-

Roman Catholics.. ...... 914,000
Episcopalians.......... .. 268,000
Presbyterians.......... 237,000
Methodists . .:.... 183,000

Baptists .............. 49,000

Beside these there are more than 20 sects, some of them
P
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holding the most extravagant and fanatical tenets. In
the Lower Province there are 45,000 persons belonging
to the Church of England, 33,000 are Presbyterians, and
746,000 are Roman Catholics. With this vast number
of Romanists in Canada, it is not surprising that under
the present system of representation, which gives an equal
number of representatives to each province, irrespective
of population, the Roman Catholics should exercise a
very powerful influence on the colonial Pailiament. This
influence is greatly to be deplored, not less socially and
politically than religiously. Popery paralyses those coun-
tries under ifs dominion; and the stationary condition of
Lower Canada is mainly to be attributed to the successful
efforts of the priests to keep up that system of ignorance
and terrorism, without which their power could not con-
tinue to exist.

More importance is attached generally to education in
Upper Canada than might have been supposed from the
extreme deficiencies of the first settlers. A national
system of education, on a most liberal scale, bas been
organised by the Legislature, which presents in unfavour-
able contrast the feeble and isolated efforts màde for this
object by private benevolence in England. Acting on
the principle that the first duty of government is to provide
for the education of its subjects, a uniform and universal
educational system has been put into force in Canada.

This system of public instruction is founded on the
co-operation of the Executive Government with the local
municipalities. The members of these corporations are
elected by the freeholders and householders. The system,
therefore, is strictly popular and national, as the people
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voluntarily tax themselves for its support, and, through
their electe.d trustees, manage the schools themselves. It
is probable that the working of this plan may exercise a
beneficial influence on the minds of the people, in training
them to thought for their offspring, as regards their best
interests. No compulsion whatever is exercised by the
Legislature over the proceedings of thie local municipali-
ties; it merely offers a pecuniary~grant, on the condition
of locals exertion. The children of every class of the
population have equal access to these sehools, and there
is ýno compulsion .upon the religious faith of any. Re-
ligious minorities in school municipalities have the alter-
native of separate schools, and attach considerable im-
portance to this provision. Although what we should
term religious instruction is not a part of the common
school system, it is gratifying to know that both the
Bible and Testament are read in a very large majority
of these schools, and that the number where they are
used is annually on the increase. There are in Upper
Canada 3127 common schools, about 1800 of which are
free, or partially free. The total amount available for
school purposes in 1853 amounted to 199,6741., a magni-
ficent sum, considering tEIe youth and comparatively thin
population of the country. The total number of pupils
in the same year was 194,136. But though this number
appears large, the painful fact must also be stated, that
there were 79,000 children destitute of the blessings of
education of any kind. The whole number of teachers at
the same period was 3539, of whom 885 were Methodists,
850 were Presbyterians, 629 were Episcopaliars, 351 were
Roman Catholies, and 194 belonged to the Baptist per-
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suasion. The inspection of schools, which is severe and
systematic, is conducted by local superintendents ap-
pointed by the different municipalities. There is a Board
of Public Instruction in each county for the examination
and licensing of teachers; the standard of their qualifi-
cations is fixed -by provincial authorit'y. At the head of
the whole are a Council of Public Instruction and a Chief
Commissioner of Schools, both appointed by the Crown.
There are several colleges, very much on the system of
thé Scotch Universities, including Trinity College at
Toronto, in connection with the Church of England, and
Knox's College, a Presbyterian theological seminary.
There are also medical colleges, both in Upper and Lower
Canada, and a chair of agriculture bas been established
in University College, Toronto. From these statements it
will be seen that, from the ample prôvision made, a good
education can be obtained at a very small cost. There
are in Lower Canada upwards of 1100 schools.

Every town, and I believe I may with truth write every
village, bas its daily and weekly.papers, advocating all o
shades of political opinion. The press in Canada is the Sc
medium through which the people receive, first by tele-
graphie despatch, and later in full, every item of English a
intelligence brought by the bi-weekly mails. Taking the w
n spapers as a whole, they are far more gentlemanly in re
their tone than those of the neighbouring republic, and ex
pe.rhaps are not more abusive and personal than some of . ve
our English provincial papers. There is, however, very th
great room for improvement, and no doubt, as the national aI
palate becomes improved by education, the morsels pre- log
sented to it will be more choice. Quebec, Montreal, and ye



Toronto have each of them several daily papers, but, as
far as I am aware, no paper openly professes republican
or annexationist views, and some of the journals advocate
in the strongest manner an attachment to British institu-
tions. The prices of these papers vary from a penny to
threepence each, and a workman would as soon think
of depriving himself of his breakfast as of his morning

journal. It is stated that thousands of the subscribers to
the newspapers are so illiterate as to depend upon tleir
children for a knowle'lge of their contents. At present
few people, comparatively speaking, are more than half
educated. The knowledge of this fact lowers the tone of
the press, and circumscribes both authors and speakers,
as any allusions to history or general literature would be
very imperfectly, if at all, understood.

The merchants and lawyers of Canada have, if of
British extraction, generally received a sound and use-
ful education, whicb, together with the admirable way in
which they keep pace with the politics and literature
of Europe, enables them to pass very creditably in any
society. There are very good book-stores in Canada,
particularly at Toronto, where the best English works
are to'be purchased for little more than half the price
which is paid for them at home, and these are largely
read by the educated Canadians, who· frequently possess
excellent libraries. Cheap American novels, often of a
very objectionable tendency, are largely circulated among
the lower classes; but to provide them with literature of
a better character, large libraries have been formed by
local efforts, assisted by government.grants. Canada as
yet possesses no literature of her own, and the literary
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ruan is surrounded by difficulties. Independently of the
heavy task of addressing himself to uneducated minds,
unable to appreciate depth of thought and beauty of
language, it is not likely that, where the absorbing passion
is the acquisition of wealth, much encouragement would
be given to the struggles of native talent.

Canada, young as she is, has made great progress in
the mechanical arts, and some of ber machinery and pro-
ductions make a very credilable show at the Paris Ex-
hibition ;.but it must be borne in mind that this is' due
to the government, rather than to the enterprise of private
exhibitors.

'Faken altogether, there is perhaps no country in the
world so prosperous or so favoured as Canada, after
giving full weight to the disadvantages which she pos-
sesses, in a large Roman Catholic population, an unsettled
state of society, and a mixed and imperfectly educated
people. It is the freest land under the sun, acknowledg-
ing neither a despotic sovereign nor a tyrant populace;
life and property are alike secure-liberty has not yet
degenerated into - lawlessness-the constitution combines
the advantages of the monarchical andzrepublican forms
of government-the -Legislative Assembly, to a great
extent, represents the people-religious toleration is
enjoyed iii the fullest degree-taxation and debt, which
cripple the energies and excite thedisaffection of.older
cormnunities, are unfelt-the slave flying from bondage
in the south knows no sense of liberty ôr security till he
finds both on the banks of the St. Lawrence, under the
shadow of the British flag. Free from the curse of
slavery, Canada has started untrammelled in the race



of nations, and ber progress already bids fair to outstrip
in rapidity that of her older and gigantic neighbour.

Labour is what she requires, and as if to meet that

requirement, circumstances have directed the attention of

emigrants towards her-the young, the enterprising, and
the vigorous, are daily leaving the wasted shores of-Scot-
land and Jreland for ber fertile soil, where the laws of

England shall still- protect them, and ber flag shall still
wave over them. Large numbers of persons are now

leaving the north-east of Scotland for Canada, and these
are among the most valuable of the emigrants who seek
her shores. They carry with them the highi moral sense,

o the integrity, and the loyalty which characterise them at

home; and in many cases more than this-the religious
principle, and the " godliness which bas promise of the
life which now is, and of that which is to come."

Taken as a whole, the inhabitants of both provinces are
attached toEngland and England's rule ; they receive the
news of our reverses with sorrow, and our victories create

a burst of enthusiasm from the-shores of the St. Lawrence
to those of Lake Superior. As might be expected, the
Anglo-French alliance is extremely popular : -to show the
sympathy of Canada, the Legislature made the munificent
grant of 20,0001. to be 'divided between the Patriotie
Funds of both nations, and every *township and village
bas contributed to swell a further sum of 30,0001. to be

applied to the saine object. The. imperial garrisons in
Canada have recently been considerably diminished, and
with perfect safety ; the efforts of agitators to produce
disaffection have signally failed ; and it is stated by those
best acquainted with the temper of the people, that
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Canada will not become a separate country, except by
England's voluntary act.

At present every obstacle to her further development
seems to be removed-her constitution bas been re-
modelle.d within the last few years on an enlarged and
liberal basis-her religious endowments have just been
placed on a permanent footing-all the points likely
to cause a rupture with the United States have been
amicably settled-and important commercial advantages
have been obtained: the 'sun of prosperity shines upon
ber from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the distant shores
of the Ottawa and the Western Lakes. She requires only
for the future the blessing of God, so freely accorded
to the nations which honour Him, to make ber great and
powerful. The future of nations, as of individuals, is
mercifully veiled in mystery ; we can trace the rise and
progress of empires, but we know not the time when they
shall droop and decay-when the wealthy and populous
cities of the Present shall be numbered with the Nineveh
and Babylon of the Past. It may be that in future years
our mighty nation shall go the way of all that have been
before it ; but whether the wise decrees of Providence
doom it to flourish or decline, we can still look with
confident hope to this noble colony in the New World,
believing that on ber enlightened and happy shores, under
the influence of beneficent institutions and of a scriptural

t

faith, the Anglo-Saxon race .may renew the vigour of its
youth, and realise in time to corne the brightest hopes which
have ever been formed of England in the New World

4~~



PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

CHAPTER XV.

Preliminary remarks on re-entering the States - Americanisms - A
little slang - Liquoring up - Eccentricities in dress - A 'cute
chap down east - Conversation on eating- A Kentucky gal - Lake
Champlain - Delaval's - A noisy serenade - Albany - Beauties of
the Hudson - The Empire City.

IT has been truly observed that a reliable book on the
United States yet remains to be written. The writer of
such a volume must neither be a tourist nor a temporary
resident. He must spend years in the different States,
nicely estimating the different characteristies of each, as
well as the broadly-marked shades of difference between
East, West, and South. He must trace the effect of
Republican principles upon the various races which form
this vast cornmunity ; and, while analysing the prosperity
of the country, he must carefully distinguish between the
real, the fictitious, and the speculative. In England we
speak of America as "Brother Jonathan " in the singular
number, without any fraternal feeling however, and con-
sider it as one nation, possessing uniform distinguishing
characteristics. I saw less difference between Edinburgh
and Boston, than between Boston and Chicago; the dark-
haired Celts of the west of Scotland, and the stirring
artisans of our manufacturing cities, have more in
common than the descendants of the Puritans in New
England, and the reckless, lawless inhabitants of the
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newly-settled territories west of the Mississippi. It must
not be forgotten that the thirty-two States of which the
Union is composed, may be considered in some degree
as separate countries, each possessing its governor and
assembly, and framing, to a considerable extent, its own
laws. Beyond the voice which each State possesses in
the Congress and Senate at Washington, there is appa-
rently little to bind this vast community together.; there
is no national form of religion, or state endowed church;
Unitarianism may be the prevailing faith in one State,
Presbyterianism in another, and Universalism in a third;
while between the Northern and Southern States there is
as wide a difference as between England and Russia-a
difference stamped on the very soil itself, and which, in the

opinion of some, threatens a disseverance of the Union.
Other causes also produce highly distinctive features in

the inhabitants. In the long-settled districts bordering

upon the Atlantic, ail the accompaniments and appliances
of civilisation' may be met with, and a comparatively
stationary, refined, and intellectual condition of society.
Travel for forty hours to the- westward, and everything is
in a transition state : there are rough roads and unfinished
railroads ; foundations of cities laid in soil scarcely cleared
from the forest; splendid hotels within sound of the
hunter's rifle and the lumberer's axe; while the elements
of society are more chaotic than the features of the
country. Every year a tide of emigration rolls westward;
not from Europe only, but from the crowded eastern
cities, forming a tangled web of races, manners, and reli-
gions which the basty observer cannot attempt to dis-
entangle. Yet there are many external features of
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uniformity which the traveller cannot fail to lay hold of,
and which go under the general name of Americanisms.
These are peculiarities of dress, manners, and phrase-
ology, and, to some extent, of opinion, and may be partly '
produced by the locomotive life which the "American
leads, and the way in which all classes are brought into
contact in travelling. These peeuliarities are not to be

found among the higliest or the highly-educated classes,
but they force themselves upon the tourist to a remark-
able, and frequently to a repulsive, extent; and it is
safer for him to narrate facts and comment upon exter-
nals, though in doing so he presents a, very partial and
superficial view of the people, than to present his readers
with general inferences drawn from partial premises, or
with conclusions based upon imperfect, anid often erro-
neous, data.

An entire revolution had been effected in my way of
looking at things since I landed on the shores of the New
World. I had ceased to look for vestiges of the past, or
for relics of ancient magnificence, and, in place of these, I
now contemplated vast resources in a state of progressive
and almost feverish development, and, having become
accustomed to a general absence of the picturesque, had
learned to look at the practical and the utilitarian with a
high degree of interest and pleasure. The change from
the lethargy and feudalism of Lower Canada and the
gaiety of Quebec, to the activity of the New England
population, was very startling. It was not less so from
the reposeful manners and gentlemanly appearance of the
English Canadians, and the vivacity and politeness of the
French, to Yankee dress, twang, and peculiarities.
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These appeared, as the Americans say, in "full blast,"
during the few hours which 1 spent o:Lake Champlain.
There were about a hundred passengers, including a
sprinkling of the fair sex. The amusements were stqry-
telling, whittling, and smoking. Fully half the stori
told began with, " There was a 'cute 'coon down east,"
and the burden of nearly all was some clever act of
cheating, "sucking a greenhorn," as the phrase is. There
were occasional anecdotes of " bustings-up" on the
southern rivers, " making tracks " from importunate cre-
ditors, of practical jokes, and glaring impositions. There
was a great deal of "liquoring-up" going on the whole
time. The best story-teller was repeatedly called upon to
"liquor some," whicb was accordingly doue by copious
draughts of "gin-sling," but at last he declared be was a
"gone 'coon, fairly stumped," by which he meant to

1 express that he was tired and could do no more. This
assertion was met by encouragements to "pile on," upon
which the individual declared that he " could n't get bis
steam up, he was tired some." This word some is syno-
nymous in its use with our word rather, or its Yankee

equivalent " kinder." On this occasion some one applied
it to the boat, which he declared was " almighty dirty,
and shaky some "-a great libel, by the way. The dress
of these individuals somewhat amused me. The prevail-
ing costumes of the gentlemen were straw bats, black
dress coats remarkably shiny, tight pantaloons, and
pumps. These were worn by the sallow narrators of the
tales of successful roguery. There were a very few
hardy western men, habited in scarlet flannel shirts, and
trowsers tucked into bigh boots, their garments supported
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by stout leathern belts, with dependent bowie-knives;
these told "yarns" of adventures, and dangers from
Indians, something in the style of Colonel Crockett.

- The ladies wore their satin or kid shoes of various
colours, of which the mud had made woeful havoc. The
stories, which called forth the applause of the company in
exact proportion to the barefaced roguery and utter

e want of principle displayed in each, would not have been

e worth listening to, had it not been from the extraordinary
vernacular in which they were clothed, and the racy and

e emphatic manner of the narrators. Some of these voted

e three legs of their chairs superfluous, and balanced them-

o selves on the fourth ; while others hooked their feet on the

s top of the windows, and balanced themselves on the back

a legs of their chairs, in a position strongly suggestive of

o hangincg by the heels. One of the stories which excited
is the most amusement reads very tamely divested of the

n slang and manner of the story-teller.

is A "'cute chap down east" had a "2-50 " black mare

o- (one which could perform a mile in two minutes fifty
ee seconds), and, being about to " make tracks," he sold her

d to a gentleman for 350 dollars. In the night he stole her,
ty, cut her-tail, painted her legs white, gave her a " blaze"

ss on her face, sold her for 100 dollars, and decamped, send-
il- ing a note to the first purchaser acquainting him with

ck ,the particulars of the transaction. "'Cute chap that ;"

nd " A wide-awake feller;" "That coon had cut his eye-

he teeth;" "A sinart sell that;" were the commènts made

ew on this roguish transaction, all the sympathy of the

nd listeners being on the side of the rogue.
ed The stories related by Barnum of the tricks and im-
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positions practised by himself and others are a fair

sample, so far as roguery goes, of those which are to be
heard in hotels, steamboats, and cars. I have heard men
openly boast, before a miscellaneous company, of acts of
dishonesty which in England would have procured trans-
portation for them. Mammon is the idol which the people
worship ; the one desire is the acquisition of money ; the
most nefarious trickery and bold dishonesty are invested
with a spurious dignity if they act as aids to the attain-
ment of this object. Children. from their earliest years
imbibe the idea that sin is sin-only whenfound out.

The breakfast bell rang, and a general rush took place,
eand was left alone with two young ladies who had just

become acquainted, and were resolutely bent upon finding
out each other's likes and dislikes, with the intention of
vowing an eternal friendship. A gentleman who looked
as if he had come out of a ball-room-came up, and with a
profusion of bows addressed them, or the prettiest of them,
thus:-." Miss, it's féeding time, I guess; what will you
eat?" "You're very pp-lite; what's the ticket?"
"Chicken and corn-fixings, and pork with onion-fixings."
"Wel, I'm hungry some; l'Il bave some pig and fix-
ings." The swain retired, and brought a profusion of

, C viands, which elicited the remark, "Well, I guess that's
substantial, anyhow." The young ladies' appetites seemed
to be very good, for I heard the observation, "Well, you
eat considerahle; you're in full blast, I guess." "Guess I
am: its all-fired cold, and 'l have been an everlastin
long time off My feed." A long rundertoned conversa-
tion followed this interchange of civilities, when I heard
the lady say in rather elevated tones, "You're trying to



LAKE CTAMPLAIN.

rile me some; you're piling it on a trifle too high."
" Well, I did want to put up your dander. Do tell now.
where was you raised?" "l In Kentucky." "I could
have guessed that; whenever I sees a splenderiferous gal,

a kinder gentle goer, and high stepper, I says to myself,

That gal's f-om old Kentuck, and no mistake."
This couple carried on a long conversation in the same

style of graceful badinage; but I have given enough

of it.
Lake Champlain is extremely pretty, though it is on

rather too large a scale to please an English eye, being

about 150 miles long. The shores are gentlê slopes,
wooded and cultivated, with the Green Mountains of

Vermont in the baekground. There was not a ripple

on the water, and the morning was so warm and showery,

that I could have believed it to be an April day had not

the leafless trees told another tale. Whatever the boasted

beauties of Lake Champlain were, they veiled themselves

from English eyes in a thick fog, through which we

steamed at half-speed, with a dismal fog-bell incessantly

tolling.
I landed at Burlington, a thriving modern town,

prettily situated below some wooded hills, on a bay,

the margin of which is pure white sand. Here, as at

nearly every town, great and small, in the United States,

there was an excellent bote]. No people have such
confidence' in the future as the Americans. You fre-

quently find a splendid hotel surrounded by a few clap-

board bouses, and may feel inclined to smile at 'the in-

congruity. The builder looks into futurity, and sees

that in two years a thriving city will need hotel accom-
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modation; and seldom is he wrong. The American is a
gregarious animal; and it is not impossible that an hotel,
with a table-d'hôte, may act as a magnet. Here I joined
Mr. and Mrs.' Alderson, and travelled with them to
Albany, through Vermont and New York. The country
was hilly, and more suited for sheep-farming than for
corn. Water-privileges were abundant in the shape of
picturesque torrents, and numerous mills turned their
capabilities to profitable account. Our companions were
rather of a low description, many of them Germans, and
desperate tobacco-chewers. The whole floor of the car
was covered with streams of tobacco-juice, apple-cores,
grape-skins, and chestnut-husks.

We crossed the Hudson River, and spent the night at
Delaval's, at Albany. The great peculiarity of this most
comfortable hotel is, that the fifty waiters are Irish girls,
neatly and simply dressed. They are under a coloured
manager, and their civility and alacrity made me wonder
that the highly-paid services of male waiters were not
more frequently dispensed with. The railway ran along
the street in which the hotel is situated. From my bed-
room window I looked down into the funnel of a locomo-
tive, and all night long was serenaded with screams,
ringing of bells, and cries of "All aboard" and "Go
ahead.'

Albany, the capital of the State of New York, is one
of the prettiest towns in the Union. The slope on which
it is built faces the Hudsonrand is crowned by a large

lt state-house, the place of meeting for the legislature of the
Empire State. The Americans repudiate the "central-
ization" principle, and for wisé reasons, of which the



Irish form a considerable number, they almost invariably
locate the government of each state, not at the most
important or populous town, but at some inconsiderable
place, where the learned legislators are not in danger of
having their embarrassments increased by deliberating
under the coercion of a turbulent urban population.
Albany has several public buildings, and a number of
conspicuous churches, and is a very thriving place. The
traffic on the river between it and New York is enor-
mous. There is a perpetual stream of small vessels
up and down. The Empire City receives its daily
supplies of vegetables, meat, butter, and eggs from its
neighbourhood. The Erie -and Champlain canals here
meet the Hudson, and through the former the pro-
duce of the teeming West pours to the Atlantic. The
traffic is carried on in small sailing sloops and steamers.
Sometimes a little screw-vessel of fifteen or twenty tons
may be seen to hurry, puffing and panting, up to a
large vessel and drag it down to the sea; but gene-
rally one paddle-tug takes six vessels down, four being
towed behind and one or two lashed on either side. As
both steamers and sloops are painted white, and the
sails are perfectly dazzling in their purity, and twenty,
thirty, and forty of these flotillas may be seen in the
course of a morning, the Hudson river presents a very
animated and unique appearance. It is said that every-
body loses a portnanteau at Albany: I was more for-
tunate, and left it without having experienced the slightest
annoyance.

On the other side of the ferry a very undignified
scramble takes place for the seats on the right side of the
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cars, as the scenery for 130 miles is perfectly magnificent.
"Go ahead " rapidly succeeded "All aboard," and we
whizzed along this most extraordinary line of railway, so~
prolific in accidents that, when people leave New York by
it, their friends frequently request them to notify their
safe arrival at their destination. It runs along the very
verge of the river, below a steep cliff, but often is sup-
ported just above the surface of the water upon a wooden
platform. Guide-books inform us that the trains which
run on this lne, and the steamers which ply on the Hud-
son, are equally unsafe, the former from collisions and
"upsets," the latter from ".bustings-up;" but most
people prefer the boats, fron the, advantage of seeing
both sides of the river. -

The sun of a November morning had just risen as I
left Albany, and in a short time beamed upon swelling
hills, green savanahs, and waving woods fringing the
margin of the Hudson. At Coxsackie the river expands
into a small lake, and the majestic Catsgill Mountains
rise abruptly from the western side. The scenery among
these mountains is very grand and varied. Its silence

j and rugged sublimity recall the Old World: it has rocky
pinnacles and desert passes, inaccessible eminences and
yawning chasms. The world might grow populous at~the
feet of the Catsgills, but it would leave them untouched
and unprofaned in their stern n ajesty. From this point
for a hundred miles the eyes of the traveller are perfectly
steeped in beauty, which, gathering and increasing, culmi-
nates at West Point, a lofty eminence jutting upon a
lake apparently without any outlet. The spurs of moun-

tain ranges which meet here project in precipices from
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five to fifteen hundred feet .in height; trees find a place

for their roots in every rift among the rocks; festoons of

clematis and wild-vine bang in graceful drapery from
base to suinmit, and the dark mountain shadows loom

over the lake-like expanse below. The hand wearies of
writing of the lovelitiess of this river. I saw it on a

perfect day. The Indian summer lingered, as though un-
willing that the chilly blasts of winter should blight the
loveliness of this beauteous scene. The gloom of autumn
was not there, but its glories were on every leaf and twig.

The bright scarlet of the maple vied- with the brilliant

berries of the rowan, and from among the tendrils of the

creepers, which were wavinrg in the sighs of the west wind,

peeped forth the deep crimson of the sumach. There were

very few signs of cultivation; the banks of the Hudson

are barren in all but beiuty. The river is a succession

of small wild lakes, connected by narrow reaches, bound

for ever between abrupt precipices. There are lakes

more beauteous than Loch Katrine, softer in their fea-

tures than Loch Achray, though like both, or like the

waters which glitter beneath the blue sky of Italy.

Along their margins the woods hung in scarlet and gold-

high above towered the purple peaks-the blue waters

flashed back the rays of a sun shining from an unclouded

sky-the air was warm like June-and I think the sun-

beams of that day scarcely shone upon a fairer scene.

At mid-day the Highlands of Hud-on were left behind-

the mountains melted into hills-the river expanded into

a noble stream about a mile in width-the scarkt woods,
the silvery lakes, and the majestic Catsgills faded away

in the distance; and with a whoop, and a roar, and
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a clatter, the cars entered into, and proceeded at slack-
ened speed down, a long street called Tenth Avenue,
among carts, children, and pigs.

True enough, we were in New York, the western re-
ceptacle not only of the traveller anïd the energetic
merchant, but of the destitute, the friendless, the vaga-

bond, and in short of all the outpourings of Europe,
who here form a conglomerate mass of evil, making
America responsible for their vices and their crimes.
Yet the usual signs of approach to an enormous city
were awanting-dwarfed trees, market-gardens, cockney
arbours, in which citizens smoke their pipes in the even-
ing, and imagine themselves in Arcadia, rows of small
houses, and a murky canopy of smoke. We had steamed
down Tenth Avenue for two or three miles, when we
came to a standstill where several streets met. The
train was taken to pieces, and to each car four horses or
mules were attached, which took us for some distance
into the very heart of the town, racing apparently with
omnibuses and carriages, till at last we were deposited in
Chambers Street, not in a station, or even under cover,
be it observed. My baggage, or "plunder " as it is
termed, had been previously disposed of, but, while
waiting with my head disagreeably near to a iorse's nose,

I saw people making distracted attempts, and ,futile
ones as it appeared, to preserve their effects fron the
clutches of numerous porters, many of them probably
thieves. To judge from appearances, many people would
mourn the loss of their portmanteaus that night.

New York deserves the name applied to Washington,
"the city of magnificent distances." I drove in a hack

I
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for three miles to my destination, along crowded, hand
some streets, but I þelieve that I only traversed a third
part of the city.

It possesses the features of many different lands, but
it bas characteristics peculiarly its own; and as with its
suburbs it may almost bear the name of the "million-
peopled city," and as its growing influence and importance
have earned it the name of the Empire City, I need not
apologise for dwelling at some length upon it in the suc-
ceeding chapter.
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Position of New York - Externals of the city - Conveyances - Mal-
administration - The stores - The hotels - Curiosities of the
hospital - Ragged schools - The bad book - Monster schools -
Amusements and oyster saloons - Monstrosities - A restaurant -
Dwelling-houses - Equipages - Palaces - Dress - Figures - Man-
ners - Education - Domestic habits - The ladies - The gentlemen
- Society - Receptions - Anti-English feeling - Autographs -
The ''lBuckram Englishman."

NEW YORK, from its position, population, influence, and
commerce, is worthy to be considered the metropolis of
the New World. The situation of it is very advan-
tageous. It is built upon Manhattan Island, which is
about tbirteen miles in length by two in breadth. It bas
the narrowest portion of Long Island Sound, called East
River, on its east side ; the Hudson, called the North
River, environs it in another direction; while these two
are connected by a narrow strait, principally artificial,
denominated the Haarlem River. This insular position
of the city is by no means intelligible to -the stranger,
but it is obvious from the top of any elevàted building.
The dense part of New York already covers a large
portion of the island; and as it daily extends northward,
the whole extent of insulated ground is divided into lots,
and mapped out into streets.

tilt But, not content with covering the island, which, when
Hendrick Hudson first discovered it, abounded with red

I
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men, who fished along its banks and guided their bark
canoes over the surrounding waters, New York, under
the names of Brooklyn, Williamsburgh, and four or five
others, has spread itself on Long Isand, Staten Island,
and the banks of the Hudson. Brooklyn, on Long Island,
which occupies the same position with regard to New
York that Lambeth and Southwark do to London, con-
tains a population of 100,000 souls. Brooklyn, Williams-
burgh, Hoboken, and Jersey City are the residences of a
very large portion of the merchants of New York, who
have deserted tlte old or Dutch part of the town, which
is consequently merely an aggregate of offices. Floating
platforms, moved by steam, with space in the middle
part for twelve or fourteen earriages and horses, and
luxurious covered apartments, heated with steam-pipes
on either side, ply to and fro every five minutes at
the small charge of one halfpenny a passenger, and the
time occupied in crossing the ferries is often less than
that of the detention on Westminster Bridge. Besides
these large places, Staten Island and Long Island are
covered with villa residences. Including these towns,
which are in reality part of this vast city, New York
contains a population of very nearly a million! Broad-
way, which is one of the most remarkable streets in the
world, beiiig at once the Corso, Toledo, Regent Street,
and Princes Street of New York, runs along the centre
of the city, and is crossed at right angles by innumerable
streets, which run down to the water at each side. It
would appear as if the inventive genius of the people had
been exhausted, for, after borrowing designations for their

streets from every part of the world, among which some



of the old Dutch names figure most refreshingly, they

have adopted the novel plan of numbering them. Thus

there are ten "Avenues,"' which run from north to south,
and these are crossed by streets numbered First Street,

Second Street, and so on. I believe that the skeletons

of one hundred and fifty numbered streets are in ex-

istence. The southern part of the town still contains a

few of the old Dutch houses, and there are some sub-

stantial red-brick villas in the vicinity, inhabited .by the

descendants of the old Dutch families, who are remark-

ably exclusive in their habits.

New York is decidedly a very handsome city. The

wooden houses have nearly all disappeared, together

with those of an antiquated or incongruous appearance;

and the new streets are very regularly and substantially

built of brown stone or dark brick. The brick building

in New York is remarkably beautiful. The windows are

large, and of plate-glass, and the whole external finish of

the houses is in a splendid but chaste style, never to be

met with in street-architecture in England. As the

houses in the city are almost universally heated by air

warmed by a subterranean stove, very few chimneys are

required, and these are seldom visible above the stone

parapets which conceal the roofs. Anthracite coal is

almost universally usédj so there is an absence of that

murky, yellow canopy which disfigures English towns.

The atmosphere is remarkably dry, so that even white

marble edifices, of which there are several in the town,

suffer but little from the effects of climate.

Broadway.is well paved, and many of the numbered

streets are not to be complained of in this respect,
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but a great part of the city is indescribably dirty, though
it is stated that the expense of cleaning it exceeds 250,000
dollars per annum. Its immense length necessitates an
enormous number of conveyances; and in order to obviate
the obstruction to traffic which would have been caused
by providing omnibus accommodation equal to the de-
mand, the authorities have consented to a most alarming
inroad upon several of the principal streets. The stranger
sees with surprise that double lines of rails are laid along
the roadways'; and while driving quietly in a carriage,
he hears the sound of a warning bell, and presently a
railway-car, holding thirty persons, and drawn by two or
four horses, comes thundering down the street. These %
rail-cars run 9every few minutes, and the fares are very
low. For very sufficient reasons, Broadway is not thus
encroached upon ; and a journey from one end to the
other of this marvellous street is a work of time and diffi-
culty. Pack the traffic of the Strand and Cheapside into
Oxford Street, and still you will not have an, idéa of the
crush in Broadway. There are streams of scarlet and
yellow omnibuses racing in the more open parts, and lock-
ing each other's wheels in the narrower-there are helpless
females deposited in the middle of a sea of slippery mud,
condemned to run a gauntlet between cart-wheels and
horses' hoofs-there are loaded stages hastening to and
from the huge hotels-carts and waggons laden with
merchandise-and "Young Americans" driving fast-
trotting horses, edging in and out among the crowd-
wheels are locked, horses tumble down, and persons
pressed for time are distracted. Occasionally, the wliole
traffic of the street comes to a dead-lock, in consequence



of some obstruction or crowd, there being no policeman

at hand with bis incessant command, "Move on !"
The hackney-carriages of New York are very hand-

some, and, being drawn by two horses, have the appear-

ance of private equipages ; but woe to the stranger who

trusts to the inviting announcement that the fare is a

dollar within a certain circle. Bad as London cabmen

are, one would welcome the sight of one of them. The

New York hackmen are licensed plunderers, against

whose extortions there is neither remedy nor appeal. They
are generally Irish, and cheat people- with unblushing

audacity. 1The omnibus or stage accommodation is

plentiful and excellent. A person soon becomes accus-

tomed to, and enjoys, the occasional excilement of locked
wheels or a race, and these vehicles are roomy and clean.

They are sixteen inches wider than our own omnibuses,
and carry a number of passengers certainly within their
capabilities, and the fares are fixed and very low, 6- cents

for any distance. They have windows to the sides and

front, and the spaces between are painted with very tole-
rably-executed landscapes. There is'no conductor; the
driver opens and closes the door with a strap, and the

money is handed to him through a little hole in the roof.

The lady passengers invariably give the money to a gentle-
inan for this purpose, and no rule of etiquette is more
rigidly enforced than for him to obey the request to do so,
generally consisting in a haughty wave ofthe hand. The
thousand acts of attention which gentlemen, by rigid usage,

are compelled to tender to ladies, are received by them
without the slightest acknowledgment, either by word or

gesture. To so great an extent is this nonchalance carried

I
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on the part of the females, that two or tliree newspapers
have seriously taken up the subject, and advise the gentle-
men to withdraw from the performance of such unrequited
attentions.

Strangers frequently doubt whether New York pos-,
sesses a police; the doubt is very justifiable, for these

guardians of the public peace are seldom forthcoming
when they are wanted. They are accessible to bribes,
and will investigate into crime when liberally rewarded;
but probably in no city in the civilised world is life so
fearfully insecure. The practice of carrying concealed
arms, in the shape of stilettoes for attack, and swordsticks
for defence, if illegal, is perfectly common; desperate
reprobates, called "Rowdies," infest the lower part of tht-
town; and terrible outrages and murderous assaults are
matters of such nightly occurrence as to be thought
hardly worthy of notice, even in those prints which
minister to man's depraved taste for the horrible.*

No language can be too strongly expressive of censure
ipon the disgraceful condition of New York. The evil
may be distinctly traced to the wretched system of politics
which prevails at the election of the municipal officers,
who are oftep literally chosen from the lowest of the
people, and are venal and corrupt in the highest degree.

* The state of New York has improved. Mr. Fernando Wood, who -

was elected Mayor in November, 1854, has issued stringent regulations
for the maintenance of order. A better police-force has been~organised,
and many of the notorious "Rowdies" and other bad characters have
been shut up on Blackwell's Island. His, teniure of bffice has just
expired, and it is much to be feared that the mob, which exercises an
undue influence upon the municipal elections, has not chosen a suc-
cessor who will interfere with its privileges.
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During my visit to New York a candidate for one of
these offices stabbed a policeman, who died of the wound.
If I miglit judge from the tone of the public prints, and
from conversations on the subject, public feeling was not
much outraged by the act itself, but it was a convenient
stalking-horse for the other side, and the policeman's
funeral procession,. which went down Broadway, was
nearly a mile in length.

The principal stores are situated' in Broadway; and
although they attempt very little in the way of window
display, the interiors are spacious, and arranged with the
greatest taste. An American store is generally a very
extensive apartment, handsomely decorated, the roof fre-
quently supported on marble pillars. The owner or clerk
is seen seated by bis goods, absorbed in the morning
paper-probably balancing himself on one leg of his chair,
with a spittoon by his side. He deigns to answer your
inquiries, but, in place of the pertinacious perseverance
witli which an English shopman displays his wares, it
seems a matter of perfect indifference to the American
whether you purchase or no. The drapers' and mercers'
shops, which go by the name of "dry goods" stores, are
filled with the costliest productions of the world. The
silks from the looms of France are to be seen side by side
with the productions of Persia and India, and all at an
advance offully two-thirds on English prices. The "fancy
goods" stores are among the most attractive lounges of the
city. Here Paris figures to such an extent, that it was
said at the time when difficulties with France were appre-
hended , in consequence of the' Soulé affair, that "Louis
Napoleon might as well fire ca'nnon-balls into the Palais

1
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Royal as declare war with America." Some of the
bronzes in these stores. are of exquisite workmanship, and
costly china from Sèv'res and Dresden feasts the eyes of
the lovers of beauty in this branch of art.

The American ladies wear very costly jewellery, but I
was perfectly amazed at the prices of some of the articles
displayed. I saw a diamond bracelet containing one
brilliant of prodigious size and lustre. The price was
25,000 dollars, or 50001. On inquiring who would pur-
chase such a thing, the clerk replied, "I guess some
southerner will buy it for his wife."

One of the sights with which the New York people
astonish English visitors is Stewart's dry-goods store in
Broadway, an immense square building of white marble,
six stories high, with a frontage of 300 feet. The business
done in it is stated to be above 1,500,0001. per annum.
There are 400 people employed at this establishment,
which has even a telegraph office on the premises, where
a clerk is for ,ever flashing dollars and cents along the
trembling wires. There were lace collars 40 guineas each,
and flounces of Valenciennes lace, half a yard deep, at
120 guineas a flounce. The damasks and brocades for
curtains and chairs were at almost fabulous prices. Few
gentlemen, the clerk observed, give less than 31. per yard-
for these articles. The most costly are purchased by the
hotels. I saw some brocade embroidered in gold to the
thickness of half an inch, some of which had been supplied
to the St. Nicholas Hotel at ai. per yard! There were
stockings from a penny to a guinea a pair, and carpet-
ings from 1s. 8d. to 22s. a yard. Besides six stories
above ground, there were large light rooms under the
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building, and under Broadway itself, echoing with the
roll of its 1.0,000 vehicles.

The hotels aee among the sights of New York. The
principal are the Astor House (which has a world-wide
reputation), the Metropolitan, and the St. Nicholas, all in
Broadway. Prescott House and Irving House also afford
accommodation on a very large scale. The entrances to
these hotels invariably attract the eye of the stranger.
Groups of extraordinary-looking human beings are always
lounging on the ddor-steps, smoking, whittling, and read-
ing newspapers. There are southerners sighing for their
sunny homes, smoking Havana cigars; western men,with
that dashing free-and-easy air which renders them unmis-
takeable; Englishmen, shrouded in exclusiveness, who
look on all their neighbours as so many barbarian intruders
on their privacy ; and people of all nations, whom business
has drawn to the American metropolis.

The Metropolitan Hotel is the most imposing in ap-
pearance. It is a block of building with a frontage of
300 feet, and is six stories high. I believe that it can
accommodate 1300 people. The St. Nicholas is the most
superb in its decorations; it is a magnificent building of
white marble, and can accommodate 1000 visitors. Every-
thing in this edifice is on a style of princely magnificence.
The grand entrance opens iiîto à very fine hall with a
marble floor, and this is surrounded with settees covered
with the skins of wild animals. The parlours are gor-
geous in.the extrene, and there are two superb dining-
rooms to contain 600 people each. The curtains and
sofa-covers in some of the parlours cost 51. per yard, and,
as has been previously named, one room is furnished

I
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with gold brocade purchased at 91. per yard. About
100 married couples reside permanently at the St. Ni-
cholas; it does not, however, bear the very best repu-
tation, as it is said to be the resort of a large number of
professed gamblers. Large as these hotels are, they are
nothing to a monster establishment at Cape May, -a

fashionable summer resort in New Jersey. The capa-
cities of this building, the Mount Vernon Hotel, though
stated on the best authority, can scarcely be credited-
it is said to make up 3000 beds!

Owing to -the high rates of house-rent and the diffi-
culty of procuring servants, together with the exorbitant
wages which they require, many married couples, and
even families, reside permanently at the hotels. Living
constantly in public, without opportunity for holding
family intercourse, and being without either home cares
or home pleasures, nomade, restless, pleasure-seeking
habits areinduced, which have led strangers to charge
the Americns with being destitute of home life. That
such is the case ta some extent is not to be denied ; but
this want is by no means generally observed. I have met
with family circles in the New World as united and
affectionate as those in the Old, not only in country
districts, but inthe metropolis itself; and in New Eng-
land there is probably as much of what may be termed
patriarchal life as anywhere in Europe.

Thé public. charities of New York are on a gigantic
scale. The New York Hospital, a fine stone building
with some large trees in front, situated in Broadway,
was one which pleased me as much as any. Two of the
physicians kindly took me over the -whole building, and
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explained all the arrangements. I believe that the hos-
pital contains 650 beds, and it is generally full, being °
not only the receptacle for the numerous eaccident cases
which are of daily occurrence in New York, but for

those of a large district besides, which are conveniently
brought in by railroad. We first went into the recent-
accident room, where the' unhappy beings who were re-
cently hurt or operated upon were lying. Some of them
were the most piteous objects I ever witnessèd, and the
medical men, under the impression that I was deeply
interested in surgery, took pains to exhibit all the horrors.
There were a good many of the usual classes of accidents,
-broen limbs and mangled frames. There was one
poor little boy of twelve years old, whose arms had been
torn to pieces-by machinery; one of them had been am-
putated on the previous day, and, while the medical men
displayed the stunp, they remarked that, the other must
be taken off on the next day. The poor boy groaned
with a more than childish expression of agony on bis pale
features, probably at the thought of the life of helplessness
before him. A young Irishman. had been crushed by a
railway car, and one of bis legs~had been amputated a
few hours previously. As the surgeon altered the band-
ages he was laughing and joking, and had been singing
ever since the operation- a remarkable instance of Paddy's
unfailing lightheartedness,

But, besides these ordinary accidents, there were some
very characteristic of New York and of a New Yoik
election. In one ward there were several men who ·had
been stabbed the night before, two of whom were mortally
wounded. There were two men, scarcely retaining the
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appearance of human beings,' who had been fearfully
burned and injured by the explosion of an infernal machine.
All trace of human features had departed ; it seemed
hardly credible that such blackened, distorted, .and
mangled frames could contain human souls. There were
others who had received musket-shot wounds during the
election, and numbers of broken heads, and wounds from
knives. It was sad to know that so much of the suffering
to be seen in that hospital was the result.of furious re-

ligious animosities, and of the unrestrained lawlessness of
human violence.

There was one man who had been so nearly crushed to
pieces, t-bat it seemed marvellous that the mangled frame
could still retain its vitality. One leg was broken in three
places, and' the flesh torn off from the knee to the foot;
both arms and several ribs were also broken. We went
into one of the female wards, where sixteen broken legs
were being successfully treated, and I could not but ad-
mire a very simple contrivance which remedies the con-
traction which often succeeds broken limbs, and produces
permanent lameness. Two long straps of plaister were

glued from above the knee fo the ankle, and were then
fixed to a wooden bar, with a screw and handle, so thaf
the tension could be regulated at pleasure. The medical
men, in remarking upon this, observed that in England
we were very slow to adopt any American improvements
in surgery or medicine.

There were many things in this hospital which might

be imitated in England with great'advantage to the pa-

tients. Each ward was clean, sweet, and airy; and the
Q 3



system of heating and ventilation is very superior. The
heating and ventilating apparatus, instead of sending forth
alternate blasts of hot and cold air, keeps up a uniform
and easily regulated temperature. A draught of cold air
is continually forced tkrough a large apparatus of steam-
pipes, and, as it bécomes vitiated in the rooms above,
passes out through ventilators placed just below the
ceiling. Our next visit was to the laundry, where two
men, three women, and, last but not least, a steam-engine
of 45-horse power, were perpetually engaged in washing
the soiled linen of the hospital. The large and rapidly-
noving cylinder which churns the linen is a common part
of a steam laundry, but the wringing machine is one of
the most beautiful practical applications of a principle in
natural philosophy that I ever saw. It consists'of a large
perforated cylinder, open at the top, with a case in the
centre. This cylinder performs from 400 to 700 revo-
lutions in a minute, and, by the power of the centrifugal
force thus produced, the linen is impelled so violently
against the sides, that the moisture is forced tbrough the
perforations, when the linen is left nearly dry.

Strange as it may appear to those who associate Ame-
rica with plenty and comfôrt, there is a very large class
of persons at New York living in a state of squalid and
abject poverty; and in order that the children ,belonging
to it may receive some education, it has been found neces-

sary by the benevolent to supplement the common school
system with ragged or industrial schools. In order ndt
to wound the pride of parents who are not too proud to
receive a gratuitous education for their offspring, these
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establishments are not called Ragged Schools, but "Boys'
Meetings," and "Girls' Meetings." I visited two of
these, the first in Tompkin Square. There were about
100 children in the school, and nearly all of them were
Irish Roman Catholics. They receive a good elementary
education, and answered the questions addressed to theni
with correctness and alacrity. The Bible, of course, is not
read, but the pupils learn a Scripture catechism, and para-

phrased versions of Scripture incidents. One day, during
the absence of the teacher, one of the pupils was looking
into an English Bible, and another addressed ber with the
words, "You wicked girl, you know the priest says that
you are never to open that bad book1; will never walk
with you again." The child, on going home, told ber
mother, and she said that she did not think it could be

suci a bad book, as the ladies who were so kind to them
read it. The child said that it was a beautiful book, and

persuaded her mother to borrow a Bible from a neigh-
bour; she read it, and became a Protestant. These,

children earn their clothing by a certain number of good
marks, but most of them were shoeless. Each child is
obliged to take a bath on the establishment once a-week.

Their answers in geography and history were extremely

good. In the afternoon the eldèr girls are employed in

tailoring and dressmaking, and receive so much work that
this branch of the school is self-supporting.

I visited another industrial school, in a very bad part

of the town, adjoining the Bowery, where the parents ire
of the very worst description, and their offspring are

vicious and unmanageable. I think that I never saw vice
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and crime so legibly stamped upon the countenances of
children as upon those in this school. The teachers find
it extremely difficult to preserve discipline at all; ,and the
pilfering habits of the pupils are almost incorrigible.
They each receive a pint of excellent soup 'and an un-
limited quantity of bread for dinner; but they are dis-
contented and unthankful.

The common school system will be enlarged upon in a
succeeding chapter; but I cannot forbear noticing one school
which I visited. It was a lofty, four-storied building of
red brick, with considerable architectural pretensions. It
was faced with brown stone, and. had a very handsome
entrance-hall and staircase. The people of New York
vie with each other in their hospitality to strangers, and
in showing them the objects of interest within their city
in the very best manner ; and it was under the auspices
of Dr. Wells, one of the commissioners of education, that
I saw this admirable school, or rather educational institu-
tion. On inquiring the reason of the extraordii#ry height
of the balustrades, I was told that sone weeks preyiously,
as the boys were hurriedly leaving school, forty of them
bad been pushed over the staircase, out of which nûmber
nearly the whole were killed!

In the girls' room ab'out 900 girls between the ages of
eight and eighteen were assembled. They were the
children of persons in every class in the city except the
very.wealthiest and the poorest. All these girls were well
dressed, some of them tasteful, others ?antastic, in their
appearance. There was a great deal of beauty among
the elder pupils ; [1only regretted that the bright bloom
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which many possessed should be so evanescent. The rich
luxuriant hair, often of a beautiful auburn hue, was a
peculiarity which could not be overlooked. There were
about ten female teachers, the principal of whom played
some lively airs upon the piano, during which time the
pupils narched steadily in from var-ious class-rooms, and
took their seats at handsome mahogany desks, which
accommodated ýwo each. No expense had been spared
in the fittings of the apartment; the commissioners of
education are evidently of opinion that the young do not
acquire knowledge the more speedily from being placed
on comfortless benches, without any means of resting their
-weak and tired frames.

Each desk contained a drawer or cupboard; and to
encourage those habits of order and self-reliance to which
so much weight is attached in the States, each pupil is
made responsible for the preservation and security of her
books and all implements of education. The business of
the day commenced by the whole number of girls reverently
repeating the Lord's Prayer, which, in addressing God as
"Our Father," proclaims the common bond of brother-
hood which unites the whole human race. The sound of
900 youthful voices solemnly addressing their Creator
was very beautiful and impressive. A chapter fron the
Bible, read aloud by the teacher, followed, and a hymn
beautifully sung, when the'pupils filed off as before to the
sound of music. We next went to the elementary room,
appropriated to infants, who are not sent to the higher
school till their proficiency aeaches the standard re-

quired.
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The infant system does not appear to differ materially
from ours, except that it is of a more intellectual nature.
In this room 1300 children joined in singing a hymn. In
the boys' rooms about 1000 boys were receiving instrue-
tion under about 12 specimens of " Young America." The
restless, the almost fearful energy of the teachers surprised
me, and the alacrity of the boys in answering questions.
In the algebra-roon questions involving the most difficult
calculation on the part of the pupils were answered some-
times even before the teacher had worked them out him-
self.

Altogether, I was delighted with this school and with
the earnestness displayed by both teachers and pupils. I
was not so well pleased with the manners of the instructors,
particularly in the boys' school. There was a boastful-
ness, an exaggeration, and a pedantry, which are by no
means necessary accompaniments of superior attainments.
The pupils have a disrespectful, familiar, and independent
air, though I understood that the punishments are more
severe than are generally approved of in English schools.
The course of instruction is very complete. History is
especially attended to, with its bearing upon modern
politics. The teachers receive from 801. to 300l. a year,
and very high attainments are required. Besides the
common and industrial schools, there are means of educa-
tion provided for the juvenile portion of the, very large
foreign population of New York, principally German.
There are several schools held under the basements of
the churches, without any paid teachers. The ladies
of New York, to their honour be it said, undertake,
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unassisted, the education of these children, a certain
number being attached to every school. Each of these
ladies takes some hours of a day, and youth and beauty
may be seen perseveringly engaged in this arduous but
useful task.

The spirit of practicl benevolence which appears to
permeate New York society is one of its most pleasing
features. It is not only that the wealthy contribute large
sums of money to charitable objects,. but they personally
superintend their right distribution. No class is left
untouched by their benevolent efforts; wherever suffering
and poverty are found, the hand of Christianity or phi-
lanthropy is stretched out to relieve them. The gulf
which in most cities separates the rich from the poor bas
been to some extent lessened in New York; for numbers
of ladies and gentlemen of educatio'n and affluence visit
among the poor and vicious, seeking to raise them to a
better position.

If there are schools, emigrant hospitals, orphan asy-
lums, and nursing institutions, to mark the good sense and
philanthropy of the .people of New York, so their love of
amusement and recreation is strongly evidenced by the
numerous places where both may be procured. There is
perhaps as much pleasure-seeking as in Paris; the search
after amusement is characterised by the same restless
energy which marks the pursuit after wealth ; and if the
Americans have little time for enjoying themselves, they
are resolved that the opportunities for doing so shall be
neither distant nor few. Thus, Broalway and its neigh-
bourhood contain more places of amusement than perhaps
any district of equal size in the world. These present
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variety sufficiert to embrace the tastes of the very hetero-
geneous population of New York.

There are three large theatres; an opera-house of
gigantie proportions, which is annually graced by the
highest vocal. talent of Europe; Wood's minstrels, and
Christy's minstrels, where blacks perform in unexception-
able style to unwearied audiences; and comic operas.
There are alfresco entertainments, masquerades, concerts,
restaurants, and oyster saloons. Besides all these, and
many more, New York contained in 1853 the amazing
number of 5980 taverns. The number of places where
amusement is combined with intellectual improvement is
small, wheu compared with other cities of the same
population. There are however some very magnificent
reading-rooms and libraries.

The amount of oysters eaten in New York surprised
me, altbough there was an idea at the time of my visit
that they produced the cholera, which rather checked any
extraordinary excesses in this curious fish. In the busi-
ness streets of New York the eyes are greeted continually
with the words "Oyster Saloon," painted in large letters
on the basement story. If the stranger's curiosity is
sufficient to induce him to dive down a flight of steps into
a subterranean abode, at the first glance rather suggestive
of robbery, one favourite amusement of the people may be
seen in perfection. There is a counter at one side, where
two or three persons, frequently blacks, are busily engaged
in opening oysters for their customers, who swallow them
with astonishing relish and rapidity. In a room beyond,
brightly lighted by gas, family groups are to be seen,
seated at round tables, and larger parties of friends,
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enjoying basins of stewed oysters; while from some
mysterious recess the process of cookery makes itself
distinctly audible. Some of these saloons are highly
respectable, while many are just the reverse. But the
consumption of oysters is by no means confined to the
saloons; in private families an oyster supper is frequently
a nightly occurrence ; tle oysters are dressed in the par-
lour by an ingenious and not inelegant apparatus. So
great is the passion for this luxury, that the consumption
of it during the season is estimated at 35001. a-day.

There are several restaurants in the city, on the model
of those in the Palais Royal. The most superb of these,
but not by any means the most respectable, is Taylor's,

in Broadway. It combines Eastern magnificence with
Parisian taste, and strangers are always expected to visit
it. It is a room about 100 ft. in length, by 22 in
height; the roof and cornices richly carved and gilded,
the walls ornamented by superb mirrors, separated by
white marble. The floor is of marble, and a row of fluted
and polished marble pillars runs down each side. It is a
perfect blaze of decoration. There is an alcove at one
end of the apartment, filled with orange-trees, and the
air is kept refreshingly cool by a crystal fountain. Any
meal can be obtained here at any hour. On the day on
Which I visited it, the one'huiidred marble tables which it
contains were nearly all occupied ; a double row of
equipages lined the street at the door; and two or three
hundred people, many of them without bonnets and
fantastically'dressed, were regaling themselves upon* ices
and other elegancies' in au atmosphere redolent with the
perfume of orange-flowers, and musical with the sound of
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trickling water, and the melody of imusical snuff-boxes.
There was a complete maze of fresco, mirrors, carving,
gilding, and marble. A dinner can be procured here at
any hóur of day or night, from one shilling and sixpence .
up to half-a-guinea, and other-meals in like proportion.d
As we merely went to see the restaurant, we ordered ices, t
which were served from large reservoirs, shining like t
polished silver. These were paid for at the time, and we p
received tickets in return, which were taken by the door- p
keeper on coming out. It might be supposed that b
Republican simplicity- would scorn so inuch external si
display ; but the places of public entertainment vie in n
their splendour with the palaces of kings.

It was almost impossible for a stranger to leave New Y
York without visiting the American museum, the property ta
of Phineas Taylor Barnwn. The history of this very a
remarkable mîan is now well known, even in'England, a
where the publication of his 'Autobiography' bas been a h<
nine days' 'wonder. It is said that 60,000 copies were b
sold at New York in one day, so successful lias he been pC
in keeping hinself for ever before the public eye. It is m
painful to see'how far a man whose life has been spent in ha
total ýdisregard of the principles of truth and integrity d(
should have earned for himself popularity and fame. TI
His museum is situated in Broadway, near to the City th
Hall-, and is a gaudy building, denoted by huge paintings, el
multitudes of flags, and a very noisy band. The museum el
contains many objects of real interest, particularly to the en
naturalist and geologist, intermingled with a great deal arE
that is spurious and contemptible. -But this museum is arE
by no means the attraction to this ''Palace of Humbug." rot
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There is a collection of horrors or monstrosities attacbed,
which appears to fascinate the vulgar gaze. The principal
objects of attraction at this tine were, a dog with two
legs, a cow with four horns, and a cailf with six legs-
disgusting specimens of deformity, which ouglit to have
been destroyed, rather than preserved to gratify a morbid
taste for the horrible and erratic in nature. But while
persons of the highest station and education in England
patronised an artful and miserable dwarf, cleverly exhi-
bited by a showman totally destitute of principle, it is not
surprising that the American people should delight in 'et
more hideous exhibitions, under the saine auspices.

The magnificence of the private dwellings of New
York must not escape mention, though I am com)elled
to withhold many details that would be interesting, from
a fear of "violating the rigts of hospitality." .The squares,
and many of the numbered streets, contain very superb
houses of a most pleasing uniformity of style. They are
built either of brown stone, or of dark red brick, durably
pointed, and faced with stone. This style of brick
masonry is extremely tasteful and beautiful. Every bouse
bas an entrance-porch with windows of stained glass, and
double doors'; the outer one being only closed at night.
The upper part of the inner door is made of stainedNglass;
the door-bandles and bell-pulls are made of highly-polished
electro-plate ; and a handsome flight of stone steps, with
elegant bronze balustrades, leads up to the porch. The
entrance-halls are seldomlarge, but the staircases, which
are of stone, are invariably very handsome. These houses
are six stories high, and usually contain three reception-
rooms; a dining-room, small,-and not striking in appear-
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ance in any way, as dinner-parties are seldom givýen in
New York; a small, elegantly-furnished drawing-room,
used as a family sitting-roon, and for the reception of
morning visitors; and a magnificent reception-room,
furnished in the height of taste and elegance, for dancing,
music, and evening parties.

In London the bedrooms are generally inconvenient
and uncomfortable, being sacrificed to the'reception-
rooms ; in New York this is not the case. The-bedrooms
are large, lofty, and airy; and are furnished with all the
appurtenances which modern uxury bas been able to
devise. The profusion of marble gives a very handsome
and chaste appearance to these apartments. There are.
bath-rooms generally on three floors, and hot and cold
water are laid on in every story. The bouses are warmed
by air beated from a furnace at the basement; and
though in addition open fires are sometimes adopted, they
are made of anthracite coal, which emits no smoke, and
bas rather the appearance of heated metal than of fuel.
Ornamental articles of Parisian taste and Italian work-
mansbip abound in these bouses; and the mouldings,
cornices, and woodwork, are all beàutifully executed.
The doorways and windows are very frequently of an
arched form, which contributes to the tasteful appearance
of the bouses. Every species of gaudy decoration is
strictly avoided; the paint is generally white, with gilt'
mouldings; and ,tIe lofty rooms are either painted in
panels, or hung with paper of a very simple pattern.

The curtains and chair-covers are always of very rich
damask, frequently worth from two to three guineas a.
yard ; but the richness of this, and of the gold embro
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dery, is toned down by the dark hue of the walnut-wood
furniture. The carpets of the reception-rooms are gene-
rally of rich Kidderminster, or velvet pile; an air of
elegance and cleanliness pervades these superb dwellings;
they look the lieight of comfort. It must be remembered
that the foregoing is not a description of a dwelling here
and there, but of fifty or sixty streets, or of 4000 or
5000 houses, those inhabited by merchants of average
incomes, storekeepers not of the wealthiest class, and
lawyers. The number of servants kept in suchi mansions
as these would sound disproportionately small to an
English ear. Two or three female servants only arei
required. Breakfast is very early, frequently at seven,

seldom later than eight. The families of merchants in
business in the lower part of the city oftendine at one,
and the gentlemen return to a combination of dinner with
tea at six. It does not appear that at home luxury in
eating is inueli sfadied. It is not customary, even among

some of the wealthier inhabitants of New York, to indulge
in sumptuous equipages. "Hacks," with respectable-look-
ing drivers and pairs of horses, fill the place of private
carriages, and look equally well. Coachmen require high
wages, and carriages are frequently injured by collision
with omnibuses; these are among the reasons given for
the very general use of hired vehicles.

The private equipages to be seen in New York, though
roomy and comfortable, are not elegant. They are
almost invariably closed, with glass sides and front, and
are constructed with a view to keep out the intense heat

of the summer sun. The coachmen are generally blacks,
and the horses are stout animals, with cropped tails. The



majority have broken knees, owing to the great slipperi-
ness of the pavements.

Altogether, the occupants of stages are the most secure

of the numerous travellers down Broadway. The driver,

on his lofty box, lias more control over his horses, and, in

case of collision, the weight of bis vehicle gives hin an

advantage; and there is a general inclination, on the part
of the conductors of carriages, to give these swiftly-
moving vehicles "ample room and verge enough." While
threading the way through the intricate labyrinth of-
waggons, stages, falling horses, and locked wbeels, it is
highly unpleasant for the denizens of private carriages to
find the end of a pole through the back of the equipage,

or to be addressed by the coachman, "Massa, dat big-

-waggon is pulling off my wheel."
Having given a brief description of the style of the ordi-

nary dwellings of the affluent, I will just glance at those of

the very wealthy, of wlich there are several in Fifth Ave-

nue, and some of the squares, surpassing anything I had
hitherto witnessed in royal or ducal palaces at home.

The externals of some of these mansions in Fifth Avenue

are like Apsley House, and Stafford House, St. James's;

being substantially built of brown stone. At one house
which I visited in -- street, about the largest private
residence in the city, and one which is considered to
combine the greatest splendour with the greatest taste,
we entered a spacious marble hall, leading to a circular
stone staircase of great width, the balustrades being
figures elaborately cast in bronze. iAbove this staircase

was a lofty dome, decorated with paintings in fresco of
eastern scenes. There were niches in the walls, some
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containing Italian statuary, and others-small jets of water
pouring over artificial moss.

There were six or eight magnificent reception-rooms,
furnished in various styles-the Mediæval, the Eliza-
bethan, the Italian, the Persian, the modern English, &c.
There were fountains of fairy workmanship, pictures fron
the old masters, statues from Italy, "chefs-d'ouvre" of

art; porcelain from China and Sèvres; damasks, cloth of
gold, and bijoux from the East; Gobelin tapestry, tables
of malachite and agate, and "knick-knacks" of every
description. In the Mediæval and Elizabethan apart-

inents, it did not appear to me that any anachronisms ha«
been committed with respect to the furniture and decora-
tions. The light was subdued by passing through win-

dows of rich stained glass. I saw one table the value of

which might be about 2000 guineas. The ground was

black marble, with a wreath of flowers inlaid with very

costly gems upon it. There were flowers or bunches of

fruit, of turquoise, carbuncles, rubies, topazes, and eme-

ralds,.while the leaves were of malachite, cornelian, or J

agate. The effect produced by tbis lavish employment of

wealth was not very good. The bedrooms were scarcely

less magnificently furnished than the reception-rooms;
with chairs formed of stag-horns, tables inlaid with

agates, and hangings of Damascus cashmere, ricbly em-

bossed with gold. There was nothing gaudy, profuse, or

prominent in the decorations or furniture; everything

had evidently been selected and arranged by a person of

very refined taste. Among the very beautiful works of

art was a collection of cameos, including some of Cellini's

from the antique, which were really entrancing to look upon.



Another mansion, which N. P. Willis justly describes
as "a fairy palace of taste and art," though not so exten-
sive, was equally beautiful, and possessed a large winter-
garden. This was approached by passing through a
succession of very beautiful rooms, the walls of which
were hung with paintings which would have delighted a
connoisseur. It was a glass building with a higihdome;
a fine fountain was playing in the centre, and round its
marble basin were- orange, palm, and myrtle trees, with
others from the tropics, some of them of considerable
growth. Every part of the floor that was not of polished
white marble was thickly carpeted with small green ferns.
The gleam of white marble statues, fron among the
clumps of orange-trees and other shrubs, was particularly
pretty;. indeed, the wliole had a fairy-like appearance
about it. Such mansions as these were rather at variance
with my ideas of republican simplicity ; they contained
apartments which would have thrown into the shade the
finest rooms in Windsor Castle or Buckingham Palace.
It is not the custom for Americans to leave large for-
tunes to their children ; their wealth is spent in great
measure in surrounding tbemselves with the beautiful
and the elegant in their splendid mansions; and it is pro-
bable that the adornments which have been collected with
so much expense and trouble will be dispersed at the
death of their present possessors.

I have often been asked, "lHow do the Americanladies
dress ? Have they nice figures ? Do they wear much

ornament ? . What are their manners like? Are they
highly educated ? Are they domestic ?" I will answer
these questions as far as I am capable -of doing so.
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In bygone times, the "good old times" of America
perhaps, large patterns, brilliant colours, exaggerated
fashions, and redundant ornament, were all adopted by
the American ladies; and without just regard to the
severity of their climate, they patronised thin dresses,
and yet thinner shoes; both being, as has been since dis-
covered, very prolific sources of il health. Frequent
intercourse .with Europe, and the gradual progress of
good taste, have altered this absurd style, and America,
like England, is now content to submit to the dictation
of Paris in all matters of fashion. But though Paris
might dictate, it was found that American milliners had
stubborn wills of their own, so Parisian modistes were
imported along with Parisian silks, ribands, and gloves.
No dressmaker is now considered orthodox who cannot
show a prefix of Madame, and the rage for foreign mate-
rials and workmanship of every kind is as ludicrous as in
England.

Although the deception practised is very blameable,
there is some comfort in knowing that large nuirbers of
tle caps, bonnets, mantles, and other articles of dress,
which are marked ostentatiously with the name of some
Rue in Paris, have never incurred the risks of an Atlantic
voyage. But however unworthy a devotion to fashion
may be, it is very certain that the ladies of New York
dress beautifully, and in very'good taste. Although it is
rather repugnant to one's feelings to behold costly silks
and rich brocades sweeping the pavements of Broadway,
with more effect than is produced by the dustmen, it is
very certain that more beautiful tozlettes are to be seen in
this celebrated thoroughfare, in one afternoon, than in
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Hyde Park in a week. As it is impossible to display
the productions of the millinery art in a close carriage in
a crowd, Broadway is the fashionable promenade; and
the lightest French bonnets, the handsomest mantles, and
the richest flounced silk dresses, with jupons, ribands, and
laces to correspond, are there to be seen in the afternoon.
Evening attire is very much the same as in England,
only that richer materials are worn by the young. The
harmony of colours appears to be a subject studied to
some purpose, and the style of dress is generally adapted
to the height, complexion, and figure of the wearer.

The figures of the American ladies in youth are very
sylph-like and elegant; and this appearance is obtained
without the use of those artificial constraints so justly to
be condemned. They are almost too slight for beauty,
though this does not signify while they retain the luxu-
riant wavy hair, brilliant complexion, elastic step, and
gracefulness of very early youth. But unfortunately a
girl of twenty is too apt to look faded and haggard; and
a woman who with us would be in her bloom at thirty,
looks passée, wrinkled, and old. It is then that the
sylph-like form assumes an unpleasant angularity, sug-
gestive of weariness and care. It is remarkable, however,
that ladies of recent English extraction, under exactly
the same circumstances, retain their good looks into
middle life, and advaneing years, produce embonpoint,
instead of angularity. I was very agreeably surprised
with the beauty of the young ladies of New York; there
is something peculiarly graceful and fascinating in their
personal appearance.

To judge from the costly articles of jewellery displayed
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in the stores, I should bave supposed that there was agreat rage for ornament; but from the reply I oncereceived from a jeweller, on asking him who would pur-
chase.a five- thousand-guinea diamond bracelet, "J guess
some Southerner wilÏ buy it for bis wife," I believe that 11,;most of these articles find their way to the South and
West, where a less-cultivated taste may be supposed to
prevail. I saw very little jewellery worn, and that was lrgenerally of a valuable but plain description. The young
ladies appear to have adopted the maxim, "Bead wben
unadorned is adorned the most." They study variety inornament- rather than profusion. "What are their man-
ners like ?" is a difficult question to answer. That there
is a great difference between the manners of English and
American ladies may be inferred from some remarks made
to me by the most superior woman whom I met in America
and one who had been in English society in London.
In naming a lady with whom she was acquainted, andone who could scarcely be expected to be deficient inaffection towards herself, she said, "Her manners were
perfectly ladylike, but she seemed to talk merely because
conversation was a conventional requirement of society,
and I cannot believe. that she had any heart." Sheadded, " I did not blame ber for this; it was merely theresult of an English education, which studiously banishes
every appearance of interest or emotion. Emotion is con-
demned as romantic and vulgar sensibility, interest as
enthusiasm."

The system which she reprehended is not followed at SNew York, and the result is, not that the ladies "wear
their bearts on their sleeves for daws to peck at," but

Rti
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that they are unaffected, lively, and agreeable. The re-
pose so studiously cultivated in England, and which is
considered perfect when it has become listlessness, apathy,
and indifference, finds no favour with our lively Transat-
lantic neighbours; consequently the ladies are very naïve
and lively, and their manners have the vivacity without
the frivolity of the French. They say themselves that
they are not so highly educated as the ladies of England.
Admirable as the common schools are, the seminaries for
ladies, with one or two exceptions, are very inferior to
ours, and the early age at which the young ladies go
into society precludes them from completing a superior
education; for it is scarcely to be expected that, when
their minds are filled with the desire for conquest and
the love of admiration, they will apply systematically to
remedy their deficiencies. And again, some of their own
sex in the States have so far stepped out of woman's
proper sphere, that high attainments are rather avoided
by many from the ridicule which has been attaclied to
the unsuitable display of them in public. The young
ladies are too apt to consider their education completed
when they are emancipated from school restraints, while
in fact only the basis of it has been laid. Music and
drawing are not much cultivated in the higher branches;
and though many speak the modern languages with
fluency, natural philosophy and arithmetic, which strengthen
the mental powers, are rather neglected. Yet who has
ever missed the higher education which English ladies
receive, while in the society of the lively, attractive ladies
of New York ? Of course there are exceptions, where
active and superior minds become highly cultivated by
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their own persevering e xertions ; but the aids offered by
ladies' schools are comparatively insignificant.

The ladies in the United States appeared to me to be
extremely donestie. However fond they may be of ad-
miration as girls, after their early marriages they become
dutiful wives, and affectionate, devoted mothers. And in
a country where there are few faithful attached servants,
far more devolves upon the mother than English ladies
have any idea of. Those amuisements wbieh would with-
draw ber from home must be abandoned ; however fond
she may be of travelling, she must abide in the nursery;
and all those little attentions wbich in England are turned
over to the nurse must be performed by herself, or under
ber superintending eye. She must be the nurse of her
children alike by day and by night, in sickness and in
health; and with the attention which American ladies pay
to their husbands, their married life is by no means an
idle one. Under these circumstances, the early fading of
their bloom is not to be wondered at, and I cannot but
admire the manner in which many of them cheerfully con-
form to years of anxiety and comparative seclusion, after
the homage and gaiety wbich seemed their natural atmos-

phere in their early youth.
Of the gentlemen it is less easy to speak. They are

immersed in a whirl of business, often of that speculative
kind which demands a constant exercise of intense thought.
The short period which they can spend in the bosom of
their families must be an enjoyment and relaxation to
them; therefore, in the absence of any statements to the
contrary, it is but right to suppose that they are affec-
tionate husbands and fathers. However actively the gen-



tlemen of New York are engaged in business pursuits,
they travpl, read the papers, and often devote some time
to general literature. They look rather more pale and
careworn than the English, as the uncertainties of business
are giter in a country where speculative transactions
are carried to such an exaggerated extent. They also

indulge in eccentricities of appearance in the shape of
beards and imperials, not to speak of the "goatee" and
moustaches of various forms. With these exceptions,
there is nothing in appearance, manner, or phraseology to
distinguish them from gentlemen in the best English
society, except perhaps that they evince more interest and
animation in their conversation.

Tho peculiar expressions which go under the name
of ,Americanisms are never heard in good society, and
those disagreeable habits connected with tobacco are
equally unknown. I thought that the gentlemen were
remarkably free from mannerisms of any kind.' I.have
frequently heard Americans speak of the descriptions
given by Dickens and Mrs. Trollope of the slang and
disagreeable practices to be met with in tie States; and
they never, on a single occasion, denied their truthfulness,
but said that these writers mistook the perpetrators of
these vulgarities for gentlemen. The gentlemen are ex-
tremely deferential and attentive in their manners to
ladies, and are hardly, I think, treated with sufficient
graciousness in return. At New York a great many are
actively engaged in philanthropie pursuits. The quiescence
of manner attained by English gentlemen, which fre-
quently approaches inanity, is seldom to be met with in
America. The exhilarating influences of the elimate and

I
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the excitement of bus-iness have a tendency to produce

ie animation of manner, and force and earnestness of expres-
id sion. A great difference in these respects is apparent in

ess gentlemen from the southern States, who live in an ener-

ns vating climate, and whose pursuits are of a more tran-

quil nature. The dry, elastie atmosphere of the northern

of States produces a restlessness which must either expend
ad itself in bodily or mental exértion or force of expression;

as, from this probably arise the frequent use of superlatives,

to and the exaggeration of language, which the more phleg-
sh matie English attribute to the Americans.'

nd Since my return to England I have frequently been
asked the question, " What is society like in America ?"

e This word society is one of very ambiguous meaning. It

ad is used in England by the titled aristocracy to distinguish

re themselves, their connexions, and those whose wealth or

re genius has gained them admission irito their circles. But

ve every circle, every city, and even every country neigh-

ns bourhood, has what it pleases to term "society ;" and

nd when the members of it say of an individual, "I never

nd met him in society," it ostracises him, no matter how

ss, estimable or agreeable he may be. In England, to

of "society," in eacly of its grades, wealth is a sure pass-

ex- port, as bas been evidenced of late years by several very ,

to notorious instances. Thus it is extremely difficult to

ent answer the question, "What is New York society like ?"

are It certainly is not like that which is associated in our

nee - minds with the localities May Fair and Belgravia; neither

e- can it be compared to the circles which forn parasitically

in round the millionaire; still less is it like the dulness

and of country neighbourhoods. New York has its charmed



circles also; a republic admits of the greatest exclusive-
ness; and, in the highest circles of the city, to say that
a man is not in society, is to ostracise him as in England.
It must be stated that some- of the most agreeable
salons of New York are almost closed against foreigners.
French, Germans, and Italians, with imposing titles, have
proved how unworthily they bear them; and this feeling
against strangers-I will not call it prejudice, for there
are sufficient grounds for it-is extended to the English,
some of whom, I regret to say, have violated the rights of
hospitality in many different ways. I have heard of such
conduet on the part of my countrymen as left me no
room for surprise that many families, whose acquaintance
would be most agreeable, strictly guard their drawing-
rôom from English intrusion. And, besides this, there
are those who have entered houses merely to caricature
their inmates, and have received hospitality only to ridi-
cule the manner in which it was exercised, while they
have indulged in unamiable personalities, and have not

respected the sanctity of private life.
It was through an introduction -given me by a valued

English friend that 1, as an English stranger, was re-
ceived with the kindest hospitality by some of those who
have·been rendered thus exclusive by the bad taste and
worse conduct of foreigners. I feel, as I write, that any
remarks I make on New York society cannot be perfectly
free from bias, owing to the overwhelming kindness and
glowing ospitaUty which I met with in that city. I
found so uch toenjoy in society, and so much to interest
and ple e everywhere, that when I left New York it was
with e wish that the few weeks which I was able to

I
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spend there could have been prolonged into as many
Eat months.

d. 'But, to answer the question. The best society in New

York would not suffer by comparison in any way with the

rs. best society in England. It is not in the upper classes of

ve ,any nation that we must look for national characteristics

or peculiarities. Society throughout the civilized world

ere is, to a certain extent, cast in the same mould; the same

sh, laws of etiquette prevail, and the same conventionalisms
restrict in great measure the display of any individual

ch characteristics. Balls are doubtless the same in "so-
Chf

no ciety " al over the world; a certain amount of black

ace cloth, kid gloves, white muslin, epaulettes if they can be
procured, dancing, music, and ices. Every one acknow- j

ere ledges that dinner-parties are equally dull in London and

re Paris, in Calcutta and in New York, unless the next

di- neighbour happens to be peculiarly agreeable. There-
fore, it is most probable that balls and dinner-parties are
in New York exactly the same as in other places, exceptnot
that the latter are less numerous, and are principally

ed confined to gentlemen. It is not, in fact, convenient to

re- give dinner parties-in New York; there are not sufficiene
who domestics to bear the pressure of an emergency, and the

nd pleasure is not considered worth the trouble. If two or

ny three people have sufficient value for the society of the

tî host and hostess to come in to an ordinary dinner, at any
nd ordinary hour, they are welcome. .If turtle and venison

were offered 'on such an occasion, it would have the effect

rest of repelling, rather than attracting, the guests, and it

as would not have the effect of making them believe that their

to host and hostess always lived on such luxurious viands.
R3
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As dinner-parties are néither deemed agreeable nor t

couvenient, and as many sensible people object to the late 1
hours and general dissipation of mind produced by balls o

and large dancing parties, a happy innovation upon old r

customs has been made, and early evening receptions have
been introduced. Some of the most splendid mansions of

New York, as well as the most agreeable, are now thrown I
open weekly for the reception of visitors in a social

manner. These receptions differ from what are known n

by the same name in London. The crowd in which people rg

become wedged, in a vain attempt to speak to the hostess, b
is as much as possible avoided ; late hours are abandoned; T

the guests, who usually arrive -about eiglit, are careful tI
to disappear shortly after elegen, lest, Cinderella-like, w
the hostess should vanish. Then, again, all the guests ti
feel themselves on a perfect equality, as people always ii
ought to do who meet in the same room, on the invitation ti,

of the same hostess.* ti
The lady of the house adopts the old but very sensible V(

fashion of introducing people to each other, which helps ai
ai

* The Americans justly ridicule that species of bad breeding which
leads people at parties to draw back from others, from a fear that their
condescension should fall upon ground unconsecrated by the dictatorial
fiat of "society." An amusing instance of the effect of this pride, til
which occurred in England, was related. Some years ago the illus-
trious Baron Humboldt was invited to play the part of lion at the house
of a nobleman. A select circle of fashionables appeared, and among g
the company a nan very plainly dressed and not noticeable in appear-
ance. He spoke first to one person, and then to another : some drew
themselves up with a.haughty stâre; others answered in monosyllables; n
but all repulsed the Baron; and it was not until late in the evening, E
after he had departed early, disgusted with this -ungracious reception,
that these people knew that by their conduct they had lost the advan-
tage of the conversation of one of the greatest-men of the age. M
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to prevent a good deal of stiffness. As the rooms in the
New York houses are generally large, people sit, stand,
or walk about as they feel inclined, or -groùp themselves
round some one gifted with peculiar conversational powers.
At ail othese re-unions there was a great deal of conver-
sation worth listening to or joining in, and, as a stranger,
I had the advantage of being introduced to every one who
was considered worth knowing. Poets, historians, and
men of science are to be met with frequently at these
receptions; but they do not go as lions, but to please and
be pleased; and such imen as Longfellow, Prescott, -or
Washington Irving may be seen mixing with the general
throng with so much bonhommie and simplicity, tbat none
would fancy that in their own land they are the envy of
their age, and sustain world-wide reputations. The way
in which literary lions are exhibited in England, as essen-

tial to the éclat of fashionable parties, is considered by
the Americans highly repugnant to good taste. I was
very agreeably surprised with the unaffected manners

and extreme simplicity of men eminent in the scientific
and literary world.

These evening receptions are a very happy idea; for
people, whose bus.iness or inclinations would not permit

them to meet in any other way, are thus brought to-

gether without formality or expense. The conversation

generally turned on Europe, general literature, art,
science, or the events of the day. I must say that I

never heard une remark that could be painful to an

English ear made, even in jest. There was none of

that vulgar boastfulness and detraction which is to be

met with in less educated society. Most of the gentle-



men whom I met, and many of the ladies, had travelled
in Europe, artl had brought back highly cultivated tastes
in art, and cosmopolitan ideas, which insensibly affect the
circles in which they move.

All appeared to takda deep interest in the war, and in
our success. I heard our military movements in the Crimet
criticised with some severity by military men, some of whom$>.
have since left for the seat of war, to watch our operations.
The conclusion of the Vienna negociations appeared to
excite some surprise. "I had no idea," an officér ob-
served to me, "that public opinion was so strong in Eng-
land as to be able to compel a minister of such strong
Russian proclivities as Lord Aberdeen to go to war with
his old friend Nicholas." Tle arrangements at Bala-
klava excited very general condemnation; people were
fond of quoting the saying attributed to a Russian officer,
" You have an army of lions led by asses."

The Americans are always anxious to know what
opinion a stranger has formed of their country, and I
would be asked thirty times on one evening, "How do
you like America ?" Fortunately, the kindness which I
met with rendered it impossible for me to give any but a
satisfactory reply. English literature was a very generai
topic of conversation, and it is most gratifying to find how
our best English works are "familiar in their mouths as
household words." Some of the conversation on literature
was of a very brilliant order. I heard very little approxi-
mation to either wit or humour, and badinage is not
cultivated, or excelled Sin, to the same extent as in
England.

On one occasion I was asked to exhibit a collection of

?r
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autographs, and the knowledge of English literature pos-
sessed by the Americans was shown by the information
they had respecting not only our well-known authors, but
those whose names have not an extended reputation even
with us. Thus the works of Maitland, Ritchie, Sewell,
Browning, Howitt, and others seemed perfectly familiar
to them. The trembling signature of George III. excited
general interest from his connection with their own history,
and I was not a little amused to see how these repub-
licans dwelt with respectful attention on the decided
characters of Queen Victoria. A very characteristic
letter of Lord Byron's was read aloud, and, in return for
the pleasure they had experienced, several kind indivi-
duals gave me valuable autographs of their own literati
and statesmen. Letters written by Washington descend
aseprecious heirlooms in families, and so great is the
estimation in which this venerated patriot is held, that,
with al the desire to oblige a stranger which the
Americans evince, I believe that I could not have pur-
chased a few Unes in bis handwriting with my whole col-
lection.

It would be difficult to give any idea of the extremely
agreeable character of these receptions. They seemed to
me to be the most sensible way of seeing society that I
ever met with, and might be well worthy of general imi-
tation in England. When I saw how sixty or a hundred
people could be brought together without the inducements
of dancing, music, refreshments, or display of any kind;
when I saw also how thoroughly they enjoyed themselves,
how some were introduced, and those who wére not
entered into sprightly conversation without fear of lessen-
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ing an imaginary dignity, I more than ever regretted the
icy coldness in which we wrap ourselves. And yet,
though we take such trouble to clothe ourselves in
this glacial dignity, nothing pleases us better than to
go to other countries and throw it off, and mix with
our fellow men -and women as rational beings should,
not as if we feared either to compromise ourselves or to
be repulsed by them. This national stiffness renders us
the laughing-stock of foreigners; and in a'certain city in
America no play was ever more successful than the
' Buchram Englishman,' which ridiculed and caricatured
our social peculiarities.

The usages of etiquette aie much the me as in
England, but people appeared to be assis d in the
enjoyment of society by them rather than tr mmeled.
Morning visiting is carried to a great extent, but people
call literally in the morning, before two o'clock oftener
than after. On New Year's Day, in observance of an old
Dutch custom, the ladies remain at home, and all the
gentlemen of their acquaintance make a point of calling
upon them. Of course time will only allow of the inter-
change of the compliments of the season, where so much
social duty has to be performed in one brief day, but
this pleasant custoi tends to keep upId acquaintance-
ships and annihilate old feuds. It is tifying to obsgerve
that any known deviation from the rules of morality is
punished with exclusion from the houses of those who are
considered the leaders of New York society; it is also
very pleasing to see that to the best circles in New York
wealth alone is not a passport. I have heard. cards of
invitation to these receptions refused to foreigners bearing
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illustrious titles, and to persons who have the reputation
of being millionaires. At the same time, I have met
those of humble -position and scanty means, who are
treated with distinction because of their talents or intel-
lectual powers. Yet I have never seen such a one
patronised or treated as a lion ; he is not expected to do
any homage, or pay any penalty, for his admission into
society. In these circles in New York we are spared the
humiliating spectacle of men of genius or intellect
cringing and uneasy in the presence of their patronising
inferiors, whom birth or wealth may have placed socially
above them. Of course there is society in New York
where the vulgar influence of money is omnipotent, and
extravagant display is fashionable; it is of the best that
I have been speaking.

CHAr. XVI. - ETIQUETTE AND CUSTOiLS.
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CHAPTER XVII.

The cemetery - Its beauties - The "Potter's Field - The graves of
children - Monumental eccentricities - Arrival of emigrants -
Their reception - Poor dwellings - The dangerous clasa - The
elections - The riots - Characteristics of the streets - Journey to
Boston-The sights of Boston -Longfellow-Cambridge university.

IT may seem a sudden transition from society to a ceme-
tery, and yet it is not an unnatural one, for many of the
citizens of New York carry their magnificence as far as
possible to the grave with them, and pile their wealth r
above their heads in superb mausoleums or costly statues.
The Père la Chaise of the city is the Greenwood Ceme- c
tery, near Brooklyn on Long Island. I saw it on the, a
finest and coldest of November days, when a piercing s
east wind was denuding the trees of their Iast scarlet d
honours. After encountering more than the usual crush
in Broadway, for we were rather more than an hour in
driving three miles in a stage, we crossed the Brooklyn ,
Ferry in one of those palace ferry-boats, where the spa- st
cious rooms for passengers are heated by steam-pipes, and
the charge is only one cent, or a fraction less than a half-
penny. It was a beautiful day; there was not a cloud
upon the sky ; the waves of the Sound and of the North
River were crisped and foam-tipped, and dashed noisily

upon the white .pebbly beachý Brooklyn, Jersey, and
Hoboken rose from the water, with their green'fields and
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avenues of villas;, white, smokeless steamers were passing
and repassing; large anchored ships tossed upon the
waves ; and New York, that compound of trees, buildings,
masts, and spires, rose in the rear, without so much as a
single cloud of smoke hovering over it.

A railway runs from Brooklyn to the cemetery, with

the cars drawn-by horses, and the dead of New York are
conveniently carried to this last resting-place. The
entrance is bandsome, and the numerous walls and car-
riage-drives are laid with fine gravel, and beautifully
swept. We drove to see the most interesting ob ajects,
and the coachman· seemed\to take a gpegpar pride in
pointing them out. This noble burying-ground bas some
prettily diversified bill and dale scenery, and is six miles

round. The timber is very fine, and throughout art has

only been required as an assistance to nature. -To this
cemetery most of the dead of New York are/carried, and
after "life's fitful fever," in its most exaggerated form,
sleep in appropriate silence. Already"everal thousand

dead have been placed here in places of sepulture vary-
ing in appearance from the most splendid and ornate to

the simplest and most obscure. There are family mauso-
leums, gloomy and sepulchral looking, in the Grecian

style; family burying-grounds neatly enclosed by iron or

bron railings, where white marble crosses mark the
graves;there are tombs with epitaphs, and tombs with

statues; there are simple cenotaphs and monumental
slabs, and nameless graves marked by numbers only.

One very remarkable feature of this cemetery is the

Pott's Field," a plot containing several acres of

ground, where strangers are buried. This is already
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occupied to a great extent. The graves are placed in
rows close together, with numbers on a small iron plate
to denote each. Here the shipwrecked, the pestilence-
stricken, the penailess, and friendless are buried; and
though such a spot cannot fail to provoke sad musings,
the people of New York do not suiffer any appearances i
of neglect to accumulate rôund the last resting-place
of those who died unfriended and alone. Another feature,
not to be met witii in England, strikes the stranger at first
with ludicrous images; though in reality it has more of
the pathetic. In one part of this cemetery there are i

several hundred graves of children, and these, with most a
others of children of the poorer class, have toys in glass S

es laced upon them. There are playthings of many a
kn s, wooily dogs and Iambs, and little wooden bouses, o
toys which must be as6ociated in the parents' minds with s
those who made theiï homes glad, but who have gone a
into the grave befôreiem. One cannot but think of the fr
bright eyes dim, themerry laugh and infantine prattle ai
silent, the little hands, once so active in playful mischief, t
stiff and cold ; all brought so to mind by the sight of d
those toys. There is a fearful amount of mortality among.al
children at New York, and in several instances four or th
five buried in one grave told with mournful suggestive- di
ness of the silence and desolation of once happy hearths. on

There are a few very remarkable and somewhat fan-
tastic monuments. There is a beautiful one in white he
marble to the memory of a sea-captain's wife, with an

exact likeness of himself, in the attitude of taking an W
observation, on the top. An inscription to himself is W
likewise upon it, leaving only the date of bis death to be

a
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added. It is said that, when this poor man returns from1
a voyage, he spends one whole day in the tomb, lament-
ing his bereavement.

There is a superb monument, erected by a fireman's
company to the memory of one of their brethren, who
lost his life while nobly rescuing an infant from a burning
dwelling. iHis statue is on the top, with an infant in his
arms, and the implements of bis profession lié below.
But by far the most extraordinary, and certainly one of
the lions of New York, is to a young lady who was killed
in coming home from a bail. The carriage-horses ran
away, she jumped out, and was crushed under the wheels.
She stands under a maible canopy supported by angels,
and is represented in her ball-dress, with a mantle thrown
over it. This monument has numerous pillars and repre-
sentations of celestial beings, and is said to have cost
about 6000L. Several of the marble mausoleums cost
from 40001. to 50001. Yet all the powerful, the wealthy,
and..the poor have descended to the dust from whence
they sprung ; and here, as everywhere else, nothing can
disguise thé fact that man, the feeble sport of passion
and infirmity, can only claim for bis inheritance at last
the gloom ofa silent grave, where he must sleep with the
dust of bis fathers. I observed only one verse of Scripture
on a tombstone, aud it contained the appropriate prayer,
"So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our

hearts unto wisdom.
Having seen the emigrants bid adieu to the Old

World, in-the flurry of grief, hope, and excitement, I

was curiWus to see what difference a five-weeks' voyage

iYi '
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would have produced in them, and in what condition on
they would land upon the shores of America. In a he
city where emigrants land at the rate of a thousand
a-day, I was not long of finding an opportunity. I wit- he
nessed the debarkation upon the shore of the New World she
of between 600 and 700 English emigrants, who had just be
arrived from Liverpool. If they looked tearful, flurried,
and anxious when they left Liverpool, they looked tearful, COL

pallid, dirty, and squalid when tb'ey reached New York. fe"
The necessary discomforts which such a number of aff(
persons must experience when huddled together in a DN
close, damp, and ill-ventilated steerage, with very little the
change of clothing, a'id an allowance of water insufficient firsi

for the purposes of cleanliness, had been increased in this low
instance by the presence of cholera on board of the ship. .Gel

The wharfs at New York are necessarily dirty, and hou
are a scene of indescribable bustle from morning to night, be
with ships arriving and sailing, ships loading and unload- .i
ing, and emigrants pouring into the town in an almost prr
incessant stream. They look as if no existing power rag
could bring order out of such a chaos. In this crowd, mai
on the shores of a strange land, the emigrants found car(
themselves. Many were deplorably emaciated, others cheý
looked vacant and stupified. Some were ill, and some peai
were penniless ; but poverty and sickness are among the look
best recommendations which an emigrant can bring with ther
him, for they place him under th' immediate notice of peol
those estimable and overworked \ en, the Emigration - and

Commissioners,- whose humanity is above ail praise. aboi

These find him an asylum in the Emigrants' Hospital, worl
wer(
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on Ward's Island, and despatch him from thence in
health, with advice and assistance for his future career.
If he be in health, and have a few dollars in his pocket,
he becomes the instantaneous prey of emigrant runners,
sharpers, and keepers of groggeries ; but of this more will
be said hereafter.

A great many of these immigrants were evidently from
country districts, and some from Ireland ; there were a
few Germans among them, and these appeared the least
affected by the discomforts of the voyage, and by the
novel and rather bewildering position in which they found
themselves. They probably would feel more at home on
first landing at New York than any of the others, for the
lower part of the city is to a great extent inhabited by
Germans, and at that time there were about 2000

houses where their favourite beverage, lager-beer, could
be procured.

The goods and chattels of the Irish appeared to consist
principally of numerous red-haired, unruly children, and
ragged-looking bundles tied round with rope. The Ger-
mans were generally ruddy and stout, and toôk as much
care of their substantial-looking, well-corded, heavy

chests as though they contained gold. The English ap-
peared pale and debilitated', and sat helpless and weary-
looking on their large blue boxes. Here they found

themselves in the chaotic confusion of this million-

peopled city, not knowing whither to betake themselves,
'and bewildered by cries of' "Cheap hacks!" "Ail

aboard " "Come ,to the cheapest bouse in all the
world !" and invitations of a similar description. There
were lodging-touters of every grade of dishonesty, and

rél
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men with large placards were hurrying among the crowd,
offering . " palace-" steamboats and "lightning express "
trains, to whirl them at nominal rates to the Elysian
Fields of the Far West. It is stated that six-tenths of
these emigrants are attacked by fever soon after their
arrival in the New World, but the provision for the
sick is commensurate with the wealth and benevolence of
New York.

Before leaving the city I was desirous to see some of
the dwellings of the poor; I was therefore taken to what
was termed a poor quarter. One house which I visited
was approached froin an entry, and contained ten rooms,
which were let to different individuals and families. On
the lowest floor was an old Irish widow, who had a cata-
ract in one eye, and, being without any means of support-
ing herself, subsisted upon a small allowance made to lier
by ber son, who was a carter. She was clean, but poorly
dressed, and the room was scantily furnished. Except
those who are rendered poor by their idleness and vices, it
might have been difficult to find a poorer person in the
city, I was told. Mucli sympathy was expressed for her,
and for those who, like her, lived in this poor quarter.
Yet the room was tolerably large, lofty, and airy, and had
a window of the ordinary size of those in English dwelling-
houses. For this room she paid four dollars or 16s. per
month, a very high rent. It was such a room as in
London many a respectable clerk, with an income of 150L.
a year, would think himself fortunate in possessing.

I could not enter into the feelings of the benevolent
people of New York when they sympathised with the
denizens of this locality. I only wished that these gene-

-1
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rous people could have seen the dens in which thousands
of our English poor live, with little'light and less water,
huddled together, without respect to sex or numbers, in
small, ill-ventilated rooms. Yet NewYork has a district
called the Five Points, fertile in crime, fever, and misery,
which would scarcely yield the palm for vice andsqualor
to St. Giles's in London, or the Saltmarket in Glasgow.

*A collection of dwellings called the Mud Huts, where
many coloured people reside, is also an unpleasing feature
connected with the city. But with abundant employment,
high wages, and charities on a princely scale for those
who from accidental circumstances may occasionally
require assistance, there is no excuse for the squalid
wretchedness in which a considerable number of persons
have chosen to sink themselves. t

It is a fact that no Golden Age exists on the other side
of the water ; that vice and crime have their penalties in
America as well' as in Europe ; and that some of the
worst features of the Old World are reproduced in the
New.- With all the desire that we may possess to take
a sanguine view of things, there is something peculiarly
hopeless about, the condition of this class at New York,
which in such a favourable state of society, and at such
an early period of American history, bas sunk so very
low. The existence of a "dangerous class " at New
York is now no longer denied. One person in seven
of the whole population came under the notice of the
authorities, either in the ranks of criminals or paupers, in
1852; and it is stated that last year the numbers reached
au alarming magnitude, threatening danger to the peace
of society. This is scarcely surprising when we take into

CauÂP. XVII. DWELLNGS OF THE POOR.
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consideration the numbers of persons who land in this city
who have been expatriated for their vices,,who are flying
from the vengeance of outraged law, or who expect in
the New World to be able to do evil without fear of
punishment.

There are the idle and the visionary, who expect to eat
without working; penniless demagogues, unprincipled
adventurers, and the renegade outpourings of all Chris-
tendom; together with those who are enervated and
demoralised by sickness and evil associates on board ship.
I could not help thinking, as I saw many of the newly-
arrived emigrants saunter helplessly into the groggeries,
that, after spending their money, they would remain at
New York, and help to swell the numbers of this class.
These people live by their wits, and lose the little they
have in drink. This life is worth very little to them; and
in spite of Bible and Tract societies, and church missions,
they know very little of the life to come; consequently
they are ready for any mischief, and will imperil their
existence for a small bribe. Many or most of them are
Irish Roman Catholica, who, having obtained the franchise
in many instances by making false affidavits, consider
themselves at liberty to use the club also.

I was at New York at the time of the elections, and
those of 1854 were atended with unusual excitement,
owing to the red-hot strife between the Irish Roman Catho-
lies and the "Know-nothings." This society, established
with the object of changing the naturalisation laws, and
curbing the power. of popery, had at this period obtained
a very large share of the public attention, as much from
the mystery which attended it as from the principles which
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n this city it avowed. To the minds of all there was something
are flying attractive in a secret organisation, unknown oaths, and
expect in nocturnal meetings ; and the success which had attended
it fear of the efforts of the Know-nothings in Massachusetts, and

others of the States, led many to watch with deep interest
»ect to eat the result of the elections for the Empire State. Their
principled candidates were not elected, but the avowed contest
all Chris- betwcen Protestantism and Popery led to considerable
rated and loss of life. Very little notice of the riots on this occa-
oard ship. sion bas been taken by the English journalists, though the
e newly- local papers varied in their accounts of the numbers of

roggeries, killed and wounded from 45 to 700! It was known that
remain at an émeute was expected, therefore I was not surprised,
this class. one evening early in November, to he r the alarm-bells
ittle they ringing in all directions througho the city. It was

hem; and stated that a Know-not * mblage of about 10,000
missions, persons lad been held in the Park, and that, in dis-

sequently persing, they had been fired upon by some Irishmen
eril their called the Brigade. This was the commencement of
tbem are a sanguinary struggle for the preservation of order.
franchise For three days a dropping fire of musketry was con-
consider tinually to be heard in New York and Williamsburgh,

and reports of great loss of life on both sides were circu-
ions, and lated. It was stated that the hospital reqeived 170
citement, wounded men, and that many more were carried off by
n Catho- their friends. The military were called out, and, as it was
tablished five days before quiet was restored, it is to be supposed
aws, and that many lives were lost. I saw two dead bodies myself;
obtained and in one street or alley by the Five Points, both the side
uch from walks and the roadway were slippery with blood. Yet
les which very little sensation was excited in thé -pper part of the

s



town ; people went out and came in as usual; business
was not interrupted ; and to -questions upon the subject
the reply was frequently made, "Oh, it's only an election
riot," showing how painfully common such disturbances.
had become.

There are many objects of interest in New York and
its neighbourhood, among others, the Croton aqueduct, a
work worthy of a great people. It cost about 5,000,0001.
sterling, and by it about 60,000,000 gallons of water are
daily.conveyed into the city. Then there are the prisons
on Blackwell's Island, the lunatic asylums, the orphan
asylums, the docke, and many other things; but I
willingly leave these untouched, as they have been de-
scribed by other writers. In concluding this brief and
incomplete àòcount of New York, I may be allowed, to
refer to the preface of this work, and repeat that any
descriptions which I have given of things or 'ociety are*
merely "sketches," and, as such, are liable to the errors
which always attend upon hasty observation.'

New York, with its novel, varied, and ever-changing
features, is calculated to leave a very marked impression
on a stranger's mind. In one part one can suppose it to
be a negro town; in another, a German city; while a
strange dreamy resemblance to Liverpool pervades the
whole. In it there is little repose for the mind, and less
for the eye, except on the Sabbath-day, which is very
weil observed, considering the widely-differing creeds and
nationalities of the inhabitants. The streets are alive
with business, retail and wholesale, and present an aspect
of universal bus'tle. Flags are to be seen in every direc-
tion, the tall masts of ships appear above the houses;
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iess large square pieces of calico, with names in scarlet or

ject black letters upon them, bang across the streets, to denote
tion the whereabouts of some popular candidate or "puffing "
aces. storekeeper ; and hosts of omnibuses, backs, drays, and

railway cars at full speed, ringing bells, terrify unaccus-
and tomed foot-passengers. There are stores of the magnitude
t, a of bazaars, "daguerrean galleries " by hundreds, crowded

. groggeries and subterranean oyster-saloons, huge hotels,
are coffee-houses, and places of amusement; while the pave-

ns ments present men of every Iand and colour, red, black,
han yellow, and white, in every variety of costume and beard,
t I and ladies,- beautiful and ugly, richly dressed. Then
de- there are mud -buts, and palatial residences, and streets
and of stately dwelling-houses, shaded by avenues of ilanthus-

to trees; waggons dischargipg goods across the pavements;
any shops above and cellars below; railway whistles and
are %steamboat bells, telegraph-wires, eight and ten to a post,
ors all converging towards'Wall Street-the Lombard Street

of New York ; militia regiments in many-coloured uni-
ng forms, marching in and out of the city all day; groups of

sion emigrants bewildered and amazed, emaciated with dysen-
t to tery and sea-sickness, looking in at the shop-windows ; re-
e a presentatives of every nation under beaven, speaking in all
the earth's Babel languages; and as if to render this cease-
less less -pageant of business, gaiety, and change, as far
ery removed, from monotony as possible, the quick toll of the
and fire alarm-bells may be daily heard, and the huge engines,
live with their burnished equipments and w'ell-trained com-

et panies, may be seen to dash at full speed along the streets
rec. to the scene of some brilliant conflagration. New York
es; is calculated to present as imposing an appearance to

s 2
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an Englishman as its antiquated namesake does to an
Ainerican, with its age, silence, stateliness, and decay.

The Indian summer had come and gone, and bright
frosty weather had succeeded it, when I left this city, in
which I had received kindness and hospitality which I
can never forget. Mr. Amy, the kind friend who had
first welcomed me to the States, was my travelling com-
panion, and at his house near Boston, in the midst of a
happy family'circle, I spent the short remnant of my time
before returning to England.

We left New York just as the sun was setting, frosty
and red, and ere we had reached Newhaven it was one
of the finest winter evenings that I had ever seen. The
moisture upon the windows of the cars froze into innu-
merable fairy shapes ; the crescent moon and a thousand
stars shone brilliantly from a deep blue sky; auroras
flashed and meteors flamed, and, as the fitful light glit-
tered on many rushing gurgling streams, I had but to
remember how very beautiful New England was, to give
form and distinctness to the numerous shapes which we
were hurrying past. I was recalling the sunny 'south to
mind, with its vineyards and magnolia groves, and the
many scenes of beauty that I had witnessed in America,
with ail the genia1 kindness which I had experienced from
manywho but a few- months ago were strangers, when a
tipsy' Scotch fiddler broke in upon my reveries by an
attempt to play 'Yankee Doodle.', It is curious how-
such a thing can instantly change the nature of the
thoughts. J remembered speculations, 'cute notions,
guesses, and calculations ; "All aboard," and "Go
ahead," and "Pile on, skipper ;" sharp eager faces,
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diversities of beards, duellists, pickpockets, and every
species of adventurer.

Sçch recollections were not out of place in Connecticut,
the (centre and sou'l of' what we denominate Yankeeism.
This state bas one of the. :most celebrated educational
establishments in the States, Yale College at Newhaven,
or the City of Elms, famous for its toleration of an annual

fight between thé citizens and the students, lat a noc-
turnal fête in celebration of the burial' of Euclid. The

phraseology and some of the moral characteristics of
Connecticut are quite peculiar. It is remarkable for
learning, the useful arts, successful and energetic mer-
chants and farmers; the mythical Sam Slick, the prince

of pedlars; and his living equal, Barnum, the prince of
showmen. A love of good order and a pervading reli-

gious sentiment, appear to accompany great simplicity of

manners in its rural population, though the Southerners,

jealous of the virtues of these New Englanders, charge

upon them the manufacture of wooden nutmegs. This

state supplies the world with wooden clocks, for which

the inhabitants of our colonies appear to bave a peculiar

fancy, though at home they are-alled "Yankee clocks
wyhat won't go." I have seen pedlars withf curiously con-

structed waggons toiling along even among the Canadian

clearings, who are stated to belong to a race "raised"

in Connecticut. They are extremely amusing individuals,
and it is impossible to resist making an investment in.

their goods, as their importunities are urged in such

ludicrous phraseology. The pedlar can accommodate

you with everything, from a clock or bible to a penny-
worth of pins, and takes rags, rabbit and squirrel skins,

CHArP. XVII. CO.NNECTICUT. 389



at two cents each, in payment. His knowledge of "soft
sawder and human natur " is as great as that of Sam
Slidk, bis inimitable reptesentative ; and many a shoeless
Irish girl is induced.to change a dollar for somie trumpery
ornament, by bis artful conWpliments to her personal
attractions. He seems at iòbme everywhere; talks
politics, guesses your needs, cracks a joke, or condoles
with you on your misfortunes with anelQngated face. H1e
always contrives to drop in aglinner--&r tea time, for
which he always apologises, but in distant settlements the
apologetic formulary might be left alone, for the visit of
the cosmopolitan pedlar is ever welcome, even though he
leaves you a few dollars poorer. There is some fear of
the extinction of the race, as railways are now bringýiag
the most distant localities within reach of resplendent
stores with plate:-glass windows.

it wanted six hours to dawn when we reached Boston;
and the ashes of an extinguished fire in the cheerless
waiting-room at the depôt gave an idea of even greater
cold than really existed. We drove through the silent
streets of Boston, and out into the country, in an open
carriage, with the thermometer many degrees below the
freezing-point, yet the dryness of the atmosphere pre-
vented any feeling of cold. The air was pure, still, and
perfectly elastie; a fitful aurora lighted our way, and
the iron hoofs of the fast-trot.ting ponies rattled -cheeriy
along the frozen ground. I almost regretted the ter..
mination of the drive, even though the pleasant villa
of - , and a room lighted by a blazing wood fire,
awaited me.

The weather was perfectly delightful. Cloudless and
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golden the sun set 't night ;' cloudless and rosy he rose in
the morning; sharp and defined in outline the leafless
trees rose against the piercing blue of the sky; the frozen
ground rang to every footstep ; thin patches of snow
diversified the landscape; and the healthful air braced
even invalid nerves. Boston is a very fine city, and the
whole of ii, spread out as a panorama, can be ken fron
several neighbouring eminences. The rosy flush of a
winter dawn had scarcely left the sky when -I saw the
town from Dorchester Heights. Below lay the city, an
aggregate of handsome streets lined with trees, stately
public buildings,,-and church-spires, with the lofty State
House crowning the whole. Bright blue water and
forests of masts appeared to intersect the town ; green,
wooded, -rwelling elevations, dotted over with white villa
ridences, environed it in every direction; blue hills
rose far in the distance; while to the right the bright

waters of Massachusett's bay, enlivened by the white
sails of ships and pilot-boats, completed this attractive
panorama.

Boston is built on a collection of peinisulas; and as
certain shipowners possess wharfs far up in the town, to
which their ships must find their way, the virtue of
patience is frequently inculcated by a long detention at
drawbridges, while heavily-laden vessels are slowly warped
through the openings. The equanimity of the American
character surprised me here, as it often had before; for,
while I was devising various means of saving time, by
taking various -circuitous routes, about 100 détenus sub-

mitted to the delay without evincing any symptoms of
impatience. Part of Boston is built on ground reclaimed
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from the sea, and the active inhabitants continually keep ove
encroaching on the water for building purposes. puf

This fine city appeared togreater advantage oû my for
second visit, after seeing New York, Cincinnati, Chicago,
and other of the American towñs. ln them their progress wit]
is evidenced by a ceaseles buildingp and pulling down, pas:
the consequences of which are heaps of rubbish and un- lan<
sigh tly hoardings•covered with bills and advertisements, bor
giving to -thé towns thus circumstanced an unfinished, in t
mobile, or tempraTr look. This is still further increased botl
where many of the bouses are of wood, and can be moved ness
without being taken to pieces. I was riding through an eye,
American town one afternoonwhben, to my surprise, I bad as w
to turn off upon thside walk, to avoid a-house which was'

platicoming down the street, drawn by ten horses, and assisted
by as many men with levers. My horse was so perfectly The
unconcerned at wbat was such a novel spectacle to me,
that I supposed hè was used to these migratory dwellings.

Boston bas nothing of all this. Stately, substantial, and This
handsome, it looks as if it bad been begun and completed is cr
in a day. There is a most pleasing air of respectability resid
about the large stone and brick bouses; the stores are andspacious and very handsome ; and the public buildings are higbî
durably and tastefully built. Scientific institutions, music
halls, and the splendid stores possessed by the booksellers
and pbilosophical instrument makers, proclaim the lite- stor
rary and refined tastego' the inhabitants, which bave leadeearned for their city the naïme of the "American.Athens."g

Th ̂. . y -gableTheieis an air of repose'about Boston; here, if anywhere, withone would suppose.that large fortunes were realised and •

enjoyed. Uesleek horses do not appear to be hurried arla



over the pavements; there are few placards, and fewer
puffs; the very carts are built rather to carry weight than
foi speed. Yet no place which I -visited looked more
thriving than Boston. Its streets are literally crammed
with vehicles, and the side walks are thronged with
passengers, but these latter are principally New Eng-
landers, of respetable appearance. These walks are
bordered by acacia and elm trees, which seem to flouriEh
in the most crow4l;d thoroughfares, and, besides protecting
both meteîd-hoi-ses from the intense heat, their green-
ness, which they retain till the fall, is most refreshing to the
eye. There aré a-great many private carriages to be seen,
as well as peopleeon horseback. The dwelling-houses have
plate-glass windows and bright green jalousies; the side
walks are of granite, and the whole bas an English air.
The common, or rather the park, at Boston, is the finest
public promenade that I ever saw, about fifty acres in
extent, and ornamented with avenues of very fine trees.
This slopes to the >ut , and the highest part of the slope
is crowned by the,/State House and the handsomest private
residences in the'city. Boston is very clean and orderly,
and smoking is not permitted in the streets. There is a
highly aristocratic air about it, and those who look for
objects of historical interest will not be disappointed.
There i the old Faneuil Hall, which once echoed to the
stormy arguments and spirit-stirring harangues of the
leaders of the Revolution. A few antiquated, many-
gabled houses, remain in its neighbourhood,,each associated
with some tradition dear to the Americans. Then there
is a dark-coloured stone church, which still in common
parlaùce bears the name of King's Chapel. It is fitted

s3
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394. BUNKER'S HILL. CHAI». XVII.

with high pews of dark varnished oak, and the Englixh
liturgy, slightly altered, is still used as the form of -wor-
ship. Tien there is the Old South Meeting house, where
the inhabitants remonstrated with the governor for bring-
ing in the king's troops; and, lastly, Griffin's Wharf,
where, under the impulse ,of the stern concentrated will of
the New England character, the "Sons of Liberty "
boarded the English ships, and slowly and deliberately
threw the tea which they contained into the water of the
harbour.

-I visited the Bunker's Hill monument, and was content
to take on trust the statement of the beauty of the view
from the summit, as the monument, which is 221 feet in
height, is ascended by a very steep staircase. Neither
did I deny the statement made by the patriotie Americans
who were with me, that the British forces were defeated in
that place, not feeling at all sure that the national pride
of our historians had not led them to tell a tale more
flattering than true; for

"<Some say that we won,
And some say that they won,
And some say that none won at a', man."

We visited the naval yard at Charlestown, and the
Ohio, an old seventy-four, now used as a receiving-ship.
There was a very manifest difference between the two
sides of the main-deck of this vessel; one was scrupulously
clean, the other by no means so; and, on inquiring the
reason, I was told that the clean side was reserved for
strangers ! Although this yard scarcely deserves the
name of an arsenal, being the smallest of all which
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America possesses, the numerous guns and the piles of
cannon-balls show that she is not unprepared for ag-
gressive or defensive war.

The Merchants' Exchange, where every change in the
weather at New Orleans is known in a few minutes; the
Post--Office, with its innumeiable letter-boxes and endless
bustle; the Tremont Hall, one of the finest music-halls in
the world; the water-works, the Atheneum, and the
libraries, are all worthy of a visit.

There is a museum, which we visited in the e'çening,
but it is not- creditable to the taste of the inhabitants of
this fine city. There are multitudes of casts and fossils,
and stuffed beasts and birds, and monsters, and a steam-
engine modelled in glass, which works beautifully ; but
all these things are to hide the real character of this
institution, and appeared to be passed unnoticed by a
large number of respectable-looking people who were
thronging into a theatre at the back-a very gloomy-
looking edifice, with high pews. A placard announced
that Dickens' 'lard Times,' which it appears from this
bas been dramatised, was about to be acted. The plays
are said to be highly moral, but in the melodrama religion
and buffoonery are often intermingled; and I confess
that - I did not approve -of this mode of solacing the
consciences of those who object to ordinary theatricals,
for the principle involved remains the same.

The National Theatre is considered so admirably
adapted for seeing, hearing, and accommodation, that it is
frequently visited by European architects. An American
friend took me to see it in the evening, when none aire
admitted but those who are going to remain for the
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performance. This being the rule, the doorkeeper
politely opposed our entrance; but on my companion
stating that I was a stranger, he instantly admitted us,
and pointed out the best position for seeing the edifice.

,The theatre, which bas four tiers of boxes, was handsome
in the extreme, and brilliantly lighted ; but I thought it
calculated to produce the same effect of dizziness and
héadache, as those who frequent our House of Peers
experience from the glare and redundant decoration.

This was one among the many instances where the
name of stranger produced a magie effect. It appeared
as if doors which would not open to anything else, yielded
at once to a request urged in that sacred name. This
was the case at the Mount Auburn Cemetery, where the
gatekeeper permitted us as strangers to drive round in a
carriage, which is contrary to rule, and on no occasion
would those Who so courteously obliged us accept of any
gratuiiy.

There is some rivalry on the part of the people of
Boston and New York with regard to the beauty of their
cemeteries. Many travellers have pronounced the ceme-
tery of Mount Auburn to be the loveliest in the world;
but botb it and that of Greenwood are so beautiful, that
it is needless to ''"hint a fault or hesitate a dislike" with
regard to either. Mount Auburn bas verdant slopes,
and deep wild dells, and lakes shaded by forest-trees of
great size and beauty ; and so silent·is it, far removed
from the din of cities, tbt it seems as if a single footstep
would disturb the sleep of the dead. Here the neglect-
fulness and dreariness of the outer aspect of the grave
are completely done away with, and the dead lie peace-
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FREQUENCY OF FIRES.

fully under ground carpeted with flowers, and shaded by
trees. The simplicity of the monuments is-very beautiful ;
that to Spurzheim bas merely bis name upon the tablet.
Fulton, Channing, and other eminent men are buried
here.

New York is celebrated for frequent and mysterious
conflagrations; so are all the American cities in a less
degree. This is very surprising to English people, many
of whom scarcely know a fire-engine by sight. Boston,
though its substantial erections of brick and stone present
great obstacles to the progress of the devouring element,
frequently displays these unwished-for illuminations, and
bas some very well organized fire companies. These
companies, which are voluntary associations, are one of
the important features of the States. The Quakers had
the credit of originating them.4 Being men of peace,
they could not bear arms in defence'of their country,
and exchanged militia service for the task of extin-
guishing a]] the fires caused by the wilfulness or care-
lessness of their fellow-citizens. This has been no easy
task in cities built of wood, which in that dry climate,
when ignited, burns like pine-knots. Even now, fires
occur in a very unaccountable manner. At New York
my slumbers were frequently disturbed by the quick-
tolling bell, announcing the number of the district where
a fire had broken out. These fire companies have regular
organizations, and their members enjoy several immuni-
ties, one of which I think is, that they are not compelled
to serve as jurymen.

They are principally coinposed of young men, some of
them the wilder members of the first families in the cities.
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Their dresses are suitable and picturesque, and, with the
brilliant painting and highly-polished brasses of their
large engines, they form one of the most imposing parts
of the annual pageant of the "Glorious Fourth." The
fireman who first reaches the scene of action is captain for
the night, and this honour is so much coveted, as to lead
them often to wait, ready equipped, during the winter
nights, that they may be able to start forth at the first
sound of the bell. There is sufficient dangerous adven-
ture, and enough of-thrilling incident, to give the occupa-
tion a charm in the eyes of the eager youth of the cities.
They like.it far better thau playing at soldiers, and are
popular 'in every city. As.their gay and glitter-ing pro-
cessions pass along the streets, acclamations greet their
progress, and enthusiastic ladies shower flowers upon their
heads. They are generous, courageous, and ever ready
in the hour of danger. But there is a dark side to this
picture. - They are said to be the Joci of political en-
croachment and intrigue, and to be the -centre of the
restless and turbulent spirits of all classes. So powerful
and dangerous have tbey become in many instances, that
it has been recently stated in an American paper, that t
one of the largest and most respectable cities in the Union
has found it necessary to suppness them. s

The Blind Asylum is one of the noblest charitable s
institutions of Boston. It is in a magnificent situation, b
overlooking all the beauties of Massachusett's Bay. It o
is principally interesting as being the residence of Laura
Bridgman, the deaf and blind mute, whose history bas o
interested so many in England. I had not an opportunity ci,
of visiting this asylum tilI the morning of the day on s



LAURA BRIDGMAN. 3

which I sailed for Europe, and had no opportunity of
conversing with this interesting girl, as she was just
leaving for the country. I saw ber preceptor, Dr. Howe,
whose untiring exertions on ber behalf she bas so wonder-
fully rewarded. He is a very lively, energetie man, and
is now devoting himself to the improvement of the con-
dition of idiots, in which already be bas been extremely
successful.

Laura is an elegant-looking girl, and ber features, for-
merly so vacant, are now animated and full of varying
expression. She dresses herself with great care and neat-
,ess, and ber fair hair is also braided by herself. There
is nothing but what is pleasing in ber appearance, as ber
eyes are covered with small green shades. Sbe is about
twenty-three, and is not so cheerful as she formerly was,
perhaps because ber health is not good, or possibly that
she feels more keenly the deprivations under which she
labours. She is very active in her movements, and fabri- î
cates numerous useful and ornamental articles, which sbe
disposes of for ber mother's benefit. She is very useful
among the other pupils, and is well informed with regard
to various branches of useful knowledge. She is com-
pletely matter-of-fact in all ber ideas, as Dr. Howe
studiously avoids ail imagery and, -illustration. in bis in-
structions, in order not to embarrass her mind by complex
images. It is to be regretted that she bas very few ideas
on the subject of religion.

One of the most interesting places to me in the vicinity
of Boston was the abode of General Washington. It be-
came bis residence in 1775, and here be lived while the
struggle for freedom was going on in the neigbbourhôod.

q là
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WASHINGTON'S HOUSE.

It is one of the largest villas in the vicinity of Boston, '
and has side verandahs resting on wooden pillars, and a t
large garden in front. Some very venerable elms adjoin 1
the house, and thé grounds are laid out in the fashion &7n

which prevailed at that period. The room where Wash- t
ington penned his famous despatches is still held sacred c
by the Americans. Their veneration for this renowned th
champion of independence bas soniething almost idolatrou-s to
about it: It is very fortunate that the greatest character to
in American history should be also the best. Christian, of
patriot, legislator, -and soldier, he deserved his mother's
proud boast, "I know that wherever George Washington ap
is,bhe is doing his duty." His character needed no lapse pr
of years -to shed a glory round it ; the envy of contem- hi
porary writers left it stainless, and sxcceeding historians, rai
with their pens dipped in gall, have not been able to sully shi
the lustre of a name which is one of the greatest which res
that or any age bas produced. , a

This mansion bas, however, an added interest, from i ab
being the residence of the poet Longfellow. In addition h
to bis celebrity as a poet, he is one of the most elegant. co
scholars which America has produced, and, until recently, nis
held the professorship of modern languages at the neigh- of
bouring university of Cambridge. It yould be out of be
place here to criticise his poetry. Although it is very ma
unequal and occasionally fantastic, and though in one of
his greatest poems the English language appears to dance whi
in chains in the hexameter, many of his shorter pieces hei
well upwards from the heart, in ê manner which is likely due
to ensure - durable fame for their author. The truth, and
energy, and earnestness of his 'Psalm of Life' and
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'Goblet of Life,' have urged many forward in the fight,
to whom the ponderous sublimity of Milton is a dea4

language, and the metaphysical lyrics of Tennyson are
unintelligible. It appeared to me, from what I heard,
that bis fame is even greater in England than in bis own
country, where it is in some danger of being eclipsed by
that of Bryant and .Lowell. He is extremely courteous
to strangers, and having kindly offered, through a friend,
to show me Cambridge University, 1 had an opportunity
of making bis acquaintance.

I have been frequently asked to describe his personal
appearance, and disappointment bas frequently been ex-
pre&sed at the portrait which truth compels me to give of
him. He is neither tall, black-baired, nor pale ; he neither
raises bis eyes habitually to heaven, nor turns down his
shirt-collar. He does not wear a look of melancholy
resignation, neither does he live in love-gilded poverty, in
a cottage embosomed in roses. On the contrary, he is
about the middle height, and is by no means thin. He'
bas handsome features,' merry blue eyes, anid a. ruddy
complexion; he lives in a large mansion, luxuriously fur-
nished ; and, besides having a large fortune, is the father
of six blooming children. In short, bis appearance might
be considered jovial, were it not so extremely gentle-
man!y.

Mr. Longfellow met us at the door, with that urbanity
which is so agreeable a feature in bis character, and, on
being shown- into a very handsome library, we were intro-
duced to Mrs. Longfellow, a lady of dignified appearance
and graceful manner. She is well known as the Mary of

Iyperion; and after a due degree of indignati'on with
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the author of that graceful and poetical book, she re-
warded bis constancy and devotion with her hand. The ai
library was panelled in the old style, and a large collec- w
tion of books was arranged in recesses in the wall; butgi
the apartment. evidently served the purposes of library bi
,and boudoir, for there were numerous evidences of female St
taste and occupation. Those who think that American cc
children are all precocious little men and women would ti<
have been surprised to see the door boisterously thrown ev
open by a little blooming boy, who scrambled mirthfully su
upoñ bis father's knee, as though used to be there, and T]
asked him to whittle a stick for him. crî

It is not often that the conversation of an author is,
equal in its way to bis writirigs, therefore I expected in of
Mr. Longfellow's case the disappointment which I did not soi
meet with. He touclied lightly on varous subjects, and se(
embellished each with the ease and grace of an accom- inr
plished scholar, and, doubtless in kindly compliment to an an,
English visitor, related several agreeable reminiscences n
of acquaintanceships formed with some of our literati ob:
during a brief visit to England. He spoke with much - grE
taste and feeling of European antiquities, and of the ab- bre
sence of them in the New World, together with.the effect
produced by the latter upon the American character. He beî
said that nothing could g'lve him greater pleasure than a tol<
second visit to Europe, but that there were "six obstacles tha
in the way of its taking place." pai

With him as a very able cicerone I had the pleasure of La,
visiting Cambridge University, which reminded me more as]
of England than anything I saw in America; indeed there Mr
are features in which it is not unlike its English name- moi
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sake. It has no Newtonian or Miltonian shades, but in
another century the names of those who fill a living age
with lustre will hve their memorials among its academie

groves. There are several halls of dark stone or red
brick, of venerable appearance, and there are avenues of
stately elms. The library is a fine Gothie edifice, and
contains some valuable manuscripts and illuminated edi-

tions of old works. There was a small copy of the foùr
evangelists, written in characters resembling print, but so
small that it cannot be read without a magnifying glass.
This volume was the labour of a lifetime, and the trans-
criber completed bis useless task upon bis deathbed.
While Mr. Longfellow "was showing nie some autographs
of American patriots, I remarked that as I was showing
some in a Canadian city, a gentleman standing on
seeing the signature of the Protector, asked, in the most
innocent ignorance, who Oliver Cromwell was? A lady
answered-- that he was a successful rebel in the olden
time! "If'you are asked the question a second time,"
observed the poet, who doubtless fully appreciates the
greatness of Cromwell, "say that he was an eminent
brewer."

Altogether there is very much both of interest and
beauty in Boston and its environs ; and I was repeatedly
told that I should have found the society more agreeable
than that of New York. With the exception of visits
paid to the bouses of'Longfellow and the late Mr. Abbott
Lawrence, I did not see any of the inhabitants of Boston,
as I only spent three days in thef neighbourhood; but at
Mr. Amy's bouse I saw what is'agreeable in any country,
more especially- in a land of transition and change-a
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happy American home. The people of this- western
Athens pride themselves upon the intellectual society
and the number of eminent men which they possess,
among whom may be named Longfellow, Emerson,
Lowell, Daua, and Summer. One of these at least is of
the transcendental sehool. I very much regretted that
I had not more time to devote to a city so rich in various
objects of interest; but the northern winter had already
begun, and howling winds and angry seas warned me
that it was time to join my friçnds at.Halifax, who were
desirous to cross the "vexed Atlantic " before the wea-
ther became yet more boisterous.
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CHAr. XVIII. AMERICAN CONSTITUTION.

CHAPTER XVIII.

~t14
Origin of the Constitution - The Executive-- Congress - Local Legis-

latures - The army and navy - Justice - Slavery - Political cor-
ruption-The foreign element -Absence of principle--Associations
- The Know-nothings - The Press and its power - Religion -
The Church - The Clergy.

BEFORE concluding this volume it will be proper to offer
a few remarks upon American institutions, and such of -

their effects as are obvious to a temporary resident in tþe
States. In apology for my own incompetence, I must
again remind the reader that these are merely surface
observations, offered in accordance with the preface to
this work.

The Constitution demands the first notice. When our
American colonies su ceeded in throwing off the yoke of
England, it became ecessary for them to choose a form
of government. No country ever started under such
happy. auspices. It had just concluded a successful
struggle with one of the greatest empires in the world ;

its attitude of indepeudenc'e was sympathised with by the
enthusiastic spirits of Europe, and had even gained the
respect of that upright monarch, who, on receiving the
first ambassador from his revolted colonies, addressed him
with these memorable words:-" I was the last man in
England to acknowledge the independence of America;
but, being secured, I shall be the last man in England to
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violate it.Y' Thus\ circumstanced, each of the thirteen Th
States, withthe exception of Rhode Island, sent delegates tro
to PhiladeI ia to deliberate on the form of government rat-
whieh shoujl be adopted. This deliberative assembly of pla
a free people presented a sublime spectacle in the eyes of vid
nations. After two years of consideration, and consider- - the
able differences of opinion, it was decided that the mo-
narchical traditions of the Old .World were effete and Th
obsolete ; and accordingly a pure1y Republican Constitu- six
tion was promulgated, under which the United States yea
havebecome a.rich and powerful nation. It is grati- mus
fying to an English person to know that the Constituton he
of the States was derived in great measure from that T
of England, enlarged, and divested of those which were perh
deemed its objectionable features. The different States I me
had previously possessed local assemblies, and gover- -that
nors, and the institutions connected with slavery; the Ame
last remain to this day in pretty mucþ the same state mem
as when they were bequeathed by England to America. for s

Wai ington entered upon the office of President in- 1789, Pop
an ischarged its duties, as he did those of every other in th

st ion, with that high-souled and disinterested patriotism Repr
w ich render him as worthy to be imitated as admired. altho:

There are three authorities, the President, thé Senate, fornia
and the House of Representatives, all elected by the last
people; thus their acts are to a certain extent expressive divide
of the popular will. the ra

The President is elected by universal suffrage, once -in repres
four years. He receives a salary of 5000L. per annum, tained
and is -assisted by five secretaries,. who, with two other quotie
executive officers, are paid at the rate of 16001. a-year. The S
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This officer has considerable power and enormous pa-
tronage. He makes treaties, which merely require the
ratification of the Senate; 1he grants pardons, and may
place his veto on the acts of the two other estates, pro-

vided that they have not been returned by two-thirds of

the members of the respective bouses.
There are sixty-two Senators, or two from each State.

These, are elected by the local legislatures for a term of
six years, and one-third of the number retire every two
years. Each Senator must be thirty years of age; lie
must be a resident of the. State which he represents, and
he must have been naturalised for nine years.

The Lower House, or House of REèpresentatives, is

perhaps the most purely popular body in the world. The
members are elected for two years by universal suffrage,
-that is, by the votes of all the free male citizens of
America who have attained the age of '21. Each
member of the Lower louse must have been naturalised
for seven years, and he must have passed the age of 25.
Population bas been taken as the basis of representation,
in the following very simple manner. The number of
Representatives was fixed by Act of Congress at 233,
although a new one bas recently been added for Cali-
fornia. The aggregate representafive population (by the

last decennial enumeration, 21,767,673) is taken, and
divided by 233; and the quotient, rejecting fractions, is
the ratio of apportionment among the several States. The
representative population of each State is then ascer-

tained, and is divided by the above named ratio, and the

quotient gives the number of representatives to each State.

The State of New York, being the most populous, pos-
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sesses 33 representatives; two of the States, namely, De-
laware and Florida, require no more than onr each. On
a rough calculation, each member represents about 90,000
persons. The two houses together are named Congress,
and the members of both receive 32s. per diem for their
attendance, without deduction in case of sickness, in
addition to travelling expenses -A11 measures of legisla-
tion and taxation must receive the approval of the Pre-
sident and the Congress, the majority in Congress
representing the popular will. Every State has its as-
sembly and governor, and to a certain extent bas power
to make its own laws. The members of these assemblies,
the governors of the States, and the mayors and muni-
cipal officers of the cities, are all elected by universal
suffrage.
2 No system of direct taxation is adopted in the States,

except for local purposes. The national revenue is
derived from customs duties, on many articles so high
as to amount to protective duties ; from the sale of wild
lands; and from one or two other sources. The annual

revenue of the country is about 12,000,0001., and the
expenditure is under the income. The state officials are
rather poorly paid. The chief ambassadors do not re-
ceive more than 18001. per annum, and the chief justice,
whose duties are certainly both arduous and responsible,
only receives a salary of 10001. a year. The principal
items of expenditure are connected with the army and
navy, and the officers in both these services are amply
remunerated. The United States navy is not so power-

ful as might be expected from such a maritime people.
There are only twelve ships of the line and twelve first-
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class frigates, including receiving-ships and those on the
stocks.

The standing army consists of 10,000 men, and is
regarded with some jealousy by the mass of the people.
The pay in this branch of the service varies from that of
a major-general, which is 10001. a year, to that of a
private, which is about ls. 6d. a day. This last is larger
than it appears, as it is not subject to the~great deduc-
tions which are made from that of an English soldier.
The real military strength of America consists of an
admirably trained militia force of about 2,200,000 men,
supported at an, enormous expense. This large body is
likely to prove invincible for defensive purposes, as it is
composed of citizens trained to great skill as marksmen,
and animated by the strongest patriotism; but it is to
be hoped that it also furnishes a security against an
offensive war on a large scale, as it is rscarcely likely
that any great number of men would abandon their busi-
ness and homes for any length of time for aggressive
purposes.

The highest court of law in the United States is the
Supreme Court, which holds one annual session at Wash-
ington. It is composed of a chief justice and - eight

associate justices, and is the only power not- subjected
directly or indirectly to the will of the people. The
United States are divided into nine judicial circuits, in
each of which a Circuit Court is held twice a year by a

justice of the Supreme Court, assisted by the district
judge of the State in which the 'court sits. There is,
however, a great weakness both about the Executive and

the administration of justice, the consequence of which is,
T
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that, when a measure is placed upon the statute-book
which is supposed to be obnoxious to any'powerful class,
a league is formed by private individuals for^the purpose
of enforcing it, or in some cases it would become a dead
letter. The powerful socie.ties which are formed to secure
the working of the "Maine Law" will occur at once to
English readers.

Each State possesses a distinct governmental machinery
of its own, consisting of a Governor, a Senate, and a
House of Representatives. The Governor is elected by a
majority of the votes of the male citizens for a term of
years, varying in different States from one to four. The
Senators are elected for like periods, and the Representa-
tives are chosen for one or two years. The largest number
of Representatives for any one State is 356.

Nearly all power in the United States is held to a
great extent on popular sufferance; it emanates from the
will of the majority, no matter how vicious or how igno-
rant that majority may be. In some cases this leads to a
slight alteration of the Latin axiom, Salus populi est su-
prema lex, which may be read, "the will of the people
is the supreme law." The American constitution is
admirable in theory; it enunciates the incontrovertible
principle, "All men are free and equal." But, unfortu-
nately, a serxis disturbing element, and one which by
its indirect effects threatens to bring -the machinery
of the Republic to a "dead lock," appears not to have
entered into the calculations of these political theorists.

This element is slavery, which exists in fifteen out of
thirty-one states, and it is to be feared that by a recent
act of the legislature the power to extend it is placed in
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the hands of the majority, should that majority declare
for it, in the new States. The struggle between the
advocates of freedom and slavery is now convulsing
America; it has already led to 'outrage and bloodshed
in the State of Kansas, and appearances seem to indicate
a prolonged and disastrous conflict between the North and
South. The question is one which cannot be passed over
by any political party in the States. Perhaps it may
not be universally known in Englapd that slavery is a
part of the ratified Constitution of the States, and that
the Government is bound to iaintain it in its integrity.
Its abolition must be procured by an important change
in the constitution, which would shake, and might dislo-
cate, the vast and unwieldy Republic. Each State, I
believe, has it in its power to abolish slavery within its
own limits, but the Federal Government has no power
to introduce a modification of the system in any. The
federal compact binds thé Government "not to meddle
with slavery in the- States where it exists, to protect
the owners in the case of runaway slaves, and to defend
them in the event of invasion or domestic violence on
account of it." Thus the rights and property in slaves
of the slaveholders are legally guaranteed to them by the
Constitution of the United States. At the last census the
slaves amounted to more than 3,000,000, or about an
eighth of the population, and constitute an alien body,
neither exercising the privileges nor animated by the sen-
timents of the rest of the commonwealth. Slavery at
this moment, as it is the curse and the shame, is also the
canker of the Union. By it, by the very constitution of
a country which proudly boasts of freedom, three millions
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of intelligent and responsible beings are reduced to'the
level of mere property-property legally reclaimable, too,
in the Free States by an act called the Fugitive Slave Act.
That there are siaveholders amiable, just, and huinane, - <

thiere is not a doubt ; but slavery, in its practice as a
system deprives these millions of knowledge, takes away
fromu them the Bible, keeps a race in heathen ignorance i

in a Christian land, denies to the slaves compensation for
their labour, the rights of marriage and of the parental a
relation, which are respected even among the most savage
nations ; it sustains an iniquitous internai slave-trade--it I e
corrupts the owners, and casts a slur upon the dignity of ,g t

-labour. It acts as an incubus on public improvement, t
and vitiates public naorals ; and it proves a very formid- a
able obstacle to religion, advancement, and national p
unity ; and so long as it shall remain a part of the p
American constitution, it gives a living lie to the im- E ci
posing declaration, " AIl nien are free and equal." E l

WThere the wbole machinery of government is capable S
of being changed or modified by the will of the people cie
while the written constitution remains, and where here- m
ditary and territorial differences of opinion exist on very pe
important subjects, it is not surprising that party spirit th
should run very high. Where the highest offices in the.d

{State are neither lucrative enough nor permanent enough
~¾ to tempt ambition-where, in addition, their occupants - in<

are appointed by the President merely for a short term- . en
andl where the highest dignity frequently precedes a life- an

long obscurity, the notoriety of party leadership offers a wc
great inducement to the aspiring. Party spirit pervades ha
the middle and lower ranks; every man, almost every oft
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woman, belongs to some party or other, and aspires to
some political influence.

Any person who takes a prominent part either in local
or general politics is attacked on the platform and by the
press, with a fierceness, a scurrility, and a vulgarity which
spare not even the sanctity of private life. The men of
wealth, education, and talent, who have little either to
gain or lose, and who would not yield up any carefully

adopted principle to the insensate clamour of an unbridled

populace, stand aloof from public affairs, with very few
exceptions. The men of letters, the wealthy merchants,
the successful in any profession, are not to be met with in
the political arena, and frequently abstain even from voting
at the elections. This indisposition to mix in politics
probably arises both from the coarse abuse wbich assails
public men, and from the admitted inability, under present
circumstances, to stem the tide of corrupt practices, mob-
law, and intimidation, which are placing the United
States under a tyranny as severe as that of any privileged
class-the despotism of a turbulent and unenlighten.ed
majority. Numbers are represented exclu8ively, and
partly in consequence, property, character, and stake in
the country are the last things which would be deemed
.desirable in a candidate for popular favour.

Owing to the extraordinary influx of foreigners, an ele-
ment bas been introduced which could scarcely have
entered into the views of the framers of the Constitution,
and is at this time th'e great hindrance to its beneficial
working. The large numbers of Irish Romanists who

have emigrated to the States, and whose feelings are too
often disaffected and anti-American, evade the naturalisa-
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tion laws, and, by surreptitiously obtaining votes, exercise
a most mischievous influence upon the elections. Edu-
cation bas not yet so permeated the heterogeneous mass
of the people as to tell effectually upon their choice of
representatives. The electors are caught by claptrap,
noisy declamation, and specious promises, coupled with
laudatory comments upon the sovereign people. As the
times for the elections approach, the candidates of the
weaker party endeavour to obtain favour and notoriety by
leading a popular cry. The declamatory vehemence with
which certain members of the democratic party endea-
voured to fasten a quarrel upon England at the close·of
1855 is a specimen of the political capital which is too
often relied upon in the States.

The enormous numbers of immigrants who annually
acquire the rights of citizenship, without any other quali-
fication for the franchise than their inability to use it
aright, by their ignorance, turbulence, and often by their
viciousness, tend still further to degrade the popular
assemblies. It is useless to speculate upon the position
in which America would be without the introduction of
this terrible foreign element; it may be admitted that
the republican form of government has not had a faixr trial;
its present state gives rise to serious doubts in the minds
of many thinking men in the States, whether it can long
continue in its present form.

The want of the elements of permanency in the Govern-
ment keeps many persons from entering into public life:
and it would appear that merit and distinguished talent,
when accompanied by such a competence as renders a
man independent of the emoluments of office, are by no
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means a passport to success. The stranger visiting the
United States is surprised with the entire absence of
gentlemanly feeling in political affairs. They are per-
vaded by a coarse and repulsive vulgarity; they are
seldom alluded to in the conversation of the upper classes;
and the ruling power in this vast community is in danger
of being abandoned to corrupt agitators and noisy char-
latans. The President, the Members of Congress,
and to a still greater extent the nembers of the State
Legislatures, are the delegates of a tyrannical majority
rather than the representatives of the people. The mil-
lion succeeds in exacting an amount of cringing political
subserviency, in attempting to obtain which, in a like
degree, few despots have been successful.

The absence of a property qualification, the short term
for which the representatives are chosen, and the want, in
many instances, of a pecuniary independence among them,
combined with a variety of other circumstances, place the
members of the Legislatures under the direct control of
the populace ; they are its sérvile tools, and are subject
to its wayward impulses and its proverbial fickleness;

hence the remarkable absence of any fixed line of policy.
The public acis of America are isolated ; they appear to
be framed for the necessities of the moment, under the
influence of popular clamour or pressure ; and sometimes 4:
seem neither to recognise engagements entered into in the
past, or the probable course of events in the future.
America does not possess a traditional- policy, and she
-does not recognise any broad and well-defined principle

as the rule for her conduct. The national acts of spo-

liation or meanness which have been sanctioned by the
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Legisiature may be distinctly traced to -the manner in
which the primary elections are conducted. It is difficult,
if not impossible, for the European governments to do
more than guess at the part which America will take on
any great question-whether, in the event of a collision
between nations, she will observe an impartial neutrality,
or throw the weight of her influence into the scale of
liberty or despotism.

It is to be feared that political morality is in a very
low state., The ballot secures the electors from even the
breath of censure by making theni irresponsible; few men
dare to be independent. The plea of expediency is often
used in extenuation of the.grossest political dishonesty.
To obtaiŽpolitical favour or position a man must stoop
very low; he must cultivate the good will of the ignorant
and the vicious; he must excite and minister to the pas-
sions of the people ; he must -flatter the bad, and assail
the honourable with unmerited opprobrium. Whiie he
makes the assertion that his country has a monopoly of
liberty, the very plan which he is pursuing shows that it
is fettered by mob rule. No honourable man can use
these arts, which are, however, a high-road to political
eminence. It is scarcely necessary to remark upon the
effect which is produced in society generally by this poli-
tical corruption.

. The want of a general and high standard of morality
is very apparent. That dishonesty which is so notoriously
and often successfully practised in political life is not ex-
cluded from the dealings of man with man.

It is jested about under the name of "smartness," and
commended under that of "'cuteness," till the rule be-
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comes of frequent and practical application, that the dis-
grace attending a dishonourable transaction lies only in
its detection,-that a line of conduct which custom bas
sanctioned in public life cannot be very blameable in
individual action.

While the avenýies to distinction in public life are in
great measure closed against men of honour, wealth offers
a sure road to eminence, and the acquisition of it is the
great object followed. It is often souglit and obtained by
means from which considerations of honesty and morality
are omitted ; but there is not, as with us, that righteous
censorship of public opinion which brands dishonesty with
infamy, and places the offender apart, in a splendid
leprosy, from the society to which he hoped wealth would
be a passport. If you listen to the conversation in' cars,
steamboats, and hotels, you become painfully impressed
with the absence of moral truth which pervades the
country. The success of Barnum, the immense popu-
larity of his infamous autobiography, and the pride which
large numbers feel in bis success, instance the perverted
moral sense which is very much the result of the absence
of principle in public life; for the example of men in the
highest positions in a state must influence the masses
poWerfully either for good or evil. A species of moral
obliquity pervades a large class of the community, by
which the individuals composing it are prevented from

- discerning between truth and falsehood, except as either
tends to their own personal aggrandisement. Thus truth4
is at a fearful discount, and men exult in successful
roguery, as though a new revelation had authorised them
to rank it among the cardinal virtues.
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Tihese remarks apply to "a class, unfortunately a very
numerous one, of the existence of which none are more
painfully conscious than the good among the Americans
themselves. Of the upper clas of merchants, manu-
facturers, shipbuilders, &c., it would be difficult to speak
too highly. They have acquired a world-wide reputation
for their uprightness, punictuality, and honourable deal-
ings in all mercantile transactions.

The oppression which is exercised by a tyrant majority
is one leading cause of the numerous political associations
which exist in the States. They are the weapons with
which the weaker side combats the numerically superior
party. When a number of persons hit upon a grievance,
real or supposed, they 'unite themselves into a society, and
invite delegates from other districts. With a celerity
which can scarcely be imagined< declarations are issued
and papers established advocating party views; public
meetings are held, and a complete. organization is se-
cured, with ramifications extending all over the country.
A formidable and compact body thus arises, and it occa-
sionally happens that such a society, originating in the
weakness of a minority, becomes strong enough to dictate
a course of action to the Executive.

Of all the associations ever formed, none promised
to exercise so important an influence as that of the
Know-nothings, or the American party. It arose out
o the terrific spread of a recognised evil -namely,
the power exercised upon the Legislature-by foreigners,
more especially by the Irish Romanists. The great
influx of aliens, chiefly Irish and Germans, who speedily
or unscrupulously obtain the franchisé, bad caused
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much alarm throughout the country. It was seen that
the former, being under the temporal and spiritual
domination of their priests, and through them under
an Italian prince, were exerting a most baneful in-
fluence upon the republican institutions of the States.
Already in two or more States the Romanists had organ-
ised themselves to interfere with the management of
the public schools. This alarm paved the way for
the rapid extension of the new party, which first
made its appearance before men's eyes with a secret

organization and enormous political machinery. Its
success was unprecedented. Favoured by the secresy
of the ballot, it succeeded in placing- its nominees
in all the responsible offices in several of the States.
Other parties appeared paralysed, and men yielded before
a mysterious power of whose real -strength they were in

complete ignorance. The avowed objects of the Know-
notbings were to establish new naturalization laws, pro-
hibiting any from acquiring the franchise without a re-
sidence of twenty-one years in the States-to procure the

exclusion of Romanists from all public offices-to restore
the working of the constitution to its original purity-and
to guarantee to the nation religious freedom, a free Bible,
and free schools; in fact, to secure to Americans the right

e which they are in danger of ceasing to possess-namely,
that of governing themselves.t

The objects avowed in the preliminary address were
high and holy ; they stirred the patriotism of those who

t writhed under the tyranny of an h~terogeneous majority,
while the mystery of nocturnal meetings, and 'a secret

y
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organization, conciliated the support of the young and p
ardent. For a time a hope was afforded of the revival
of a pure form of repulican government, but unfortu- p
nately the Know-nothing party contained the elements
of dissolution within itself. Some of its principles savoured f
of intolerance, and of persecution for religious opinions, p
and it ignored the subject of slavery. This can never be s
long excluded from any party consideration, and, though d
politicians strive to evade it, the question stilU.t.urs, and o
will force itself into notice. Little more than ayear after v
the Know-nothings were first heard of, they carne into h
collision with the subject, in the summer of 1855, and,
after stormy dissensions at their great convention, broke s
up into several branches, sone of which totally altered or p
abandoned the original objects of their association. il

Their triumph was brief: some of the States in which P
they were the most successful have witnessed their signal
overthrow,* and it is to be feared that-no practical good t
will result from their future operations. But the good e
cause of constitutional government in America is not lost t
with their failure-public opinion, whenever it shall be b
fairly appealed to, will declare itself in- favour of truth h
and order; the conservative principle, though dormant, is
yèt powerful; and, though we may smile at republican a
inconsistencies, and regret the state into which republican h
government has fallen, it is likely that America contains
the elements of renovation within herself, and will yet 0

t
* At several of the state elections at the close of 1855 the Know-

nothings succeeded in-placing their nominees in puþlic offices, partly
by an.abandonment of some of their original aims. 0
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present to the world the sublime spectacle of a free
people governing itself by just laws, and rejoicing in the

purity of its original republican institutions.
The newspaper press is one of the most extraordinary

features in the United States. Its influence is omni-
present. Every party in religion, politics, or morals,
speaks, not by one, but by fifty organs; and every nicely
defined shade of opinion bas its voiçes also. Every town
of large size bas from ten to twenty daily papers ; every
village bas its three or four; and even a collection of
buts produces its one "daily," or two or three "weeklies."
These prints start into existence without any fiscal re-
strictions: there is neither stamp nor paper duty. News-
papers are not a luxury, as with us, but a ,necessary of
life. They vary in price from one halfpenny to three-
pence, and no workman who could afford his daily bread
would think of being without bis paper. Hundreds of
them are sold in the hotels at breakfast-time; and in
every steamer and railway car, from the Atlantic ocean
to the western prairies, the traveller is assailed by news-
boys with dozens of them for sale. They are bought in
hundreds everywhere, and are greedily devoured by men,
women, and children. Almost as soon as the locality of
a town is chosen, a paper starts into life, which always
bas the effect of creating an antagonist.

The newspapers in the large -cities spare no expense in
obtaining, either by telegraph or otherwise, the earliest in-
telligence of al! that goes.on in the world. Every item of
English news appeai's in the journals, from the movements
of the court to those of the literati; and a weekly sum-
mary of parliamentary intelligence is always given. Any



remarkable law proceedings are also succinctly detailed.
It follows, that a dweller at Cincinnati or New Orleans
is nearly as well versed in English affairs as a resident
of Birmingham, and English polities and movements in
general are very frequent subjects of conversation. Since
the commencement of the Russian war the anxiety for
English intelligence bas increased, and every item of
Crimean or Baltic news, as recorded in the letters of the
" special correspondents," is reprinted in the American
papers without abridgment, and is devoured by all classes
of readers. The great fault of most of these journals is
their gross personality ; even the privacy of domestic life
is invaded by their Argus-eyed scrutiny. The papers
discern everything, and, as everybody reads, no current
events, whether in politics, religion, or the world at large,
are unknown to the masses. The contents of an American
paper are very miscellaneous. . Besides the news of the
day, it contains congressional and legal reports, exciting
fiction, and reports of sermons, religious discussions, and
religious anniversaries. It prys into every department of
society, and informs its readers as to the doings and con-
dition of all.

Thus every party and sect tas a daily register of the
most minute sayings and doings, and proceedings and
progress of every other sect; and as truth and error are
continually brought before the masses, they have the
opportunity to know and compare. There.'are political
parties under the names of Whigs, Democrats, Know-
nothings, Freesoilers, Fusionists, Hunkers, Woolly-heads,
Dougli-faces, Hard-shells, Soft-shells, Silver-greys, and I
know not what besides; all of them extremely puzzling
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to the stranger, but of great local significance. There are
about a hundred so-called religious denominations, from
the orthodox bodies and tlieir subdivisions to those pro-
fessing the lawless fanaticism of Mormonism, or the
chilling dogmas of Atheism. Ail these parties have their
papers, and each "movement" has its organ. The
"IWoman's Right Movement " and the "Spiritual Mani-
festation Movement " have several.

There is a continual multiplication of papers, corre-
sponding, not only to the increase of population, but'to
thatof parties and vagaries. The increasing call for
editors and writers brings persons into their ranks who
have neither the education nor the intelligence to fit them
for so important an office as the irresponsible guidance of
the people. They make up for their deficiencies in know-
l4edge and talent by fiery and unprincipled partisanship,
and augment the passions and prejudices of their readers
instead of placing the truth before them. The war
carried on between papers of opposite principles is some-
thing perfectly terrific. The existence of many of these
prints depends on the violent passions which they may
excite in their supporters, and frequently the editors are
men of the most unprincipled character. The papers
advocating the opinions of the different religious denomi-
nations are not exempt from the charge of personalities
and abusive writing. No discord is so dread as -that
carried on under the cloak of religion, and religious jour-
nalism in the States is on a superlatively bitter footing.

But evil as is, to a great extent, the influence exercised
by the press, terrible as is its scrutiny, and unlimited as
is its power, destitute of principle as it is in great mea-

1
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sure, it has its bright as well as its dark side. Theories,
opinions, men, and things, are examined into and sifted
until all can understand their truth and error. The
argument of antiquity or authority is exploded and ridi-
culed, and the men who seek to sustain antiquated error
on the foundation of effete tradition are compelled to
prove it by scripture or reason. Yet such are the multi-
tudinous and tortuous -ways in which everything is dis-
cussed, that multitudes of persons who have neither the
leisure nor ability to reflect for themselves know not what
to believe, and there is a very obvious absence of attach-
ment to clear and strongly defined principles. The great
circulation which the newspapers enjoy may be gathered,
without giving copious statistics, from -the fact that one
out of the many New York journals bas a circulation of
187,000 copies.* The New York Tribune inay be con-
sidered the "leading journal" of America, but it adheres
to one set of principles, and Mr. Horace Greely, the
editor, has the credit of being a powerful advocate of the
claims of morality and humanity.

It is impossible for a stranger to form any estimate
of the influence really possessed by religion in America.
I saw nothing which led me to doubt the assertion ruade
by persons who have opportunities of forming an opinion,
that "America and Scotland are the two most religious
countries in the world."

* There are now about 400 daily newspapers- in the States: their
aggregate circulation is over 800,000 copies. There are 2217 weekly
papers, with an aggregate circulation of 3,100,057 copies; and the
total aggregate circulation of all the prints is about 5,400,000 copies,
In one year about 423,000,000 copies of newspapers were printed and
circulated.
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The Sabbath is well observed, not only, as might be
expected, in the New England States, but in the large
cities of the Union; and even on the coasts of the Pacific
the Legislature of California bas passed an act for its
better observance in that State. It is probable that, in a
country where business pursuits and keen competition are
carried to such an unheard-of extent, all classes feel the
need of rest on the seventh day, and regard the Sabbath
as a physical necessity. The churches of all denomina-
tions are filled to overflowing; the proportion of commu-
nicants to attendants is very large; and the foreign mis-
sions, and other religious societies, are supported on a
scale of remarkable liberality.

There is no established church or -dominant religious
persuasion in the States. - There are no national endow-
ments ; all are on the same footing, and live or die as
they obtain the suffrages of the people. While the State
does not recognise any one form of religion, it infght be
expected that she would assist the ministers of all. Such
is not the case; and, though Government bas wisely
thought it necessary to provide for the education of the
people, it has not thought it advisable to make any pro-
vision for the maintenance of religion. Every one worships
after his own fashion ; the sects are numerous and sub-
divided ; and all enjoy the blessings of a complete religious
toleration.

Strange sects have arisen, the very names of which are
scarcely known in England, and each bas numerous
adherents. It may be expected that fanaticism would
run to a great height in the States. Among the .100
different denominations which are returrnd in the census
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tables, the following designations occur: Mormonites,
Antiburgers, Believers in God, Children of Peace,
Disunionists; Danian, Democratic Gospel, and Ebenezer
Socialists; Free Inquirers, Inspired Church, Millerites,
Menonites, New Lights, Perfectionists, Pathonites,
Pantheists, Tunkards, Restorationists, Superalists, Cos-
mopolites, and hosts of others.

The clergy depend for. their salaries upon the congre-
gations for whom théy officiate, and upon private endow-

ments. The total value o'f church property in the United
States is estimated at 86,416,639 dollars, of which one-
half is owned in the States of Massachusetts, New York,
and Pennsylvania. The number of churches, exclusive
of those in the newly-organised territories, is about 38,000.
There is one church for every 646 of the population.
The voluntary system is acted upon by each denomina-
tion, though it is slightly modified in the Episcopalian
church. In it, however, the bishops are elected, the
clergy are chosen by the people, and its affairs are re-
gulated by a convention. It is the oldest of the deno-
minations, and is therefore entitled to the first notice.

It bas 38, bishops, 1714 ministers, and 105,350 com-
municants. It bas 1422 churches, and its church property
is estimated at 11,261,970 dollars. A large number of
the educated and wealtby are members of this body. Its
formularies, with the exception of some omissions and
alterations, are the same as those of the Church of Eng-
]and. Some of its bishops are men of very high attain-
ments. Dr. McIlvaine, the Bishop of Ohio, is a man of
great learning and piety, and is well known in England
by his theological writings.
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The Methodists are the largest religious body in

America. As at home, they have their strong sectional
differences, but they are very useful, and are particularly
acceptable to the lower orders of society, and among the
coloured population. They possess 12,467 churches, 8389
ministers, and 1,672,519 communicants, and the value of
their church property exceeds 14,000,000 dollars.

The Presbyterians are perhaps the most important of
the religious bodies, as regards influence, education, and
wealth. Their stronghold is in New England. They
have 7752 congregations, 5807 ministers, and 680,021
communicants. Their church property is of the value
of 14,000,000 dollars.

The Baptists are very numerous. They have 8181
churches, 8525 ministers, 1,058,754 communicants, and
church property to the amount of 10,931,382 dollars.

The Congregationalists possess 1674 churches, 1848
ministers, and 207,609 communicants. Their property is
of the value of 7,973,962 dollars.

The Roman Catholics possessed at the date of the last
census 1112 churches, and church property to the amount
of 9,000,000 dollars.

There is church accommodation for about 14,000,000
persons, or considerably more than half the population.
There are 35,000 Sabbath schools, with 250,000 teachers,
and 2,500,000 scholars. Besides the large number of
churches, religious services are held in many schools and
courthouses, and even in forests and fields. The dis-
semination of the Bible is on the increase. In last year
the Bible Society distributed upwards of 11,000,000
copies. The Society for Religious Publications employed
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1300 colporteurs, and effected sales during the year to
the amount of 526,000 dollars. The principal of the
religious societies are for the observance of the sabbath,
for temperance, anti-slavery objects, home missions, foreign
missions, &c. The last general receipts of all these so-
cieties were 3,053,535 dollars.

In the State of Massachusetts the Unitarians are a
very influential body, numbering many of the most intel-
lectual and highly educated of the population. These,
however, are divided upon the amount of divinity with
which they shall invest our Lord.

The hostile spirit which animates some of the religious
journals bas been already noticed. There is frequently
a good deal of rivalry between the members of the dif-
ferent sects; but the way in which the ministers of the
orthodox denominations act harmoniously together for the
general good is one of the most pleasing features in
America. The charitable religious associations are on
a gigantic scale, and are conducted with a liberality to
which we in England are strangers. The foreign mis-
sions are on a peculiarly excellent system, and the self-
denying labours and zeal of their missionaries are fully
recognised by alÍ who have come in contact with them.
No difficulty is experienced in obtaining money for. these
objects; it is only necessary (to state that a certain sum
is required, and, without setting any begging machinery
to work, donations exceeding the amount flow in from all
quarters.

Altogether it would appear from the data which are
given that the religious state of America is far more
satisfactory than could be expected from so heterogeneous
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a population. The New England States possess to a great
extent the externals of religion, and inherit in a modified
degree the principles of their Puritap ancestors ; and the
New Englanders have emigrated westward in large num-
bers, carrying with them to the newly settled States the
leaven of religion and morality. The churchps of every
denomination are crowded, and within my observation by
as many gentlemen as ladies; but that class of aspiring
spirits, known under the name of "Young America,"
boasts a perfeet freedom from religious observances of
every kind.

There is a creed known by the name of Universalism,
which is a compound of Antinomianism with several other
forms of error, and embraces tens of thousànds within its
pale. It often verges upon the most complete Pantheism,
and is very popular with large numbers of the youth of
America.

There is a considerable amount of excitement- kept up
by the religious bodies in the shape of public re-unions,
congregational soirées, and the like, producing a species
of religious dissipation, very unfavourable, J should sup-
pose, to the growtb of true piety. This system, besides
aiding the natural restlessness of the American character,
gives rise to a good deal of spurious religion, and shortens
the lives and impairs the usefulness of the ministers by
straining and exhausting their physical energies.

To the honour of the clergy of the United States it
must be observed that they keep remarkably clear from
party-polities, contrasting in this respect very favourably
with the priests of the Church of Rome, who throw the
weight of their influence into the scale of extreme demo-
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cracy and fanatical excesses. The unity of action which
their ecclesiastical system ensures to them makes their

progressive increase much to be deprecated.
It is owing in great measure to the efforts of the

ministers of religion that the unbending principles of

truth and right have any hold upon the masses; they
are ever to be found on the side of rational and consti-
tutional liberty in its extreme form, as opposed to licence
and anarchy ; and they give the forn of practical action
to the better feelings of the human mind. Anijd the
great difficulties with which they are surrounded, owing
to the want of any fixed principles of right among the
masses, they are ever seeling to impress upon the public
mind that the undeviating laws of morality and truth
cannot be violated with impunity any more by millions
than by individualá, and that to nations, as to individuals,
the day of reckoning must sooner or later arrive.

'The voluntary system in religion, as it exists in its
unmodified form in America, bas one serious attendant
evil. Where a minister depends for bis income, not upon
the contributions to a common fund, as is the case in the
Tree Church of Scotland, but upon the congregation unto
which lie ministers, his conscience is to a dangerous
extent under the power of bis hearers. In many in-
stances bis uncertain pec'niary relations with them must
lead him to slur over popular sins, and keep the unpa-
latable doctrines of the Bible in the background, prac-
tically neglecting to convey to fallen and wicked man his
Creator's message, "Repent, and believe the Gospel."

It bas been found impossible in the States to find a just
medium between state-support, and the apathy which in

I
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the opinion of many it has a tendency to engender, and
an unmodified voluntary system, with the subservience
and ''high-pressure " which are.incidental to it.

Be this as it may, the clergy of the United States
deserve the highest honour for their high standard of
morality, the fervour of their ministrations, the zeal of
their practice, and their abstinence from politics.
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CHAPTER XIX.

General remarks continued - The common schools - Their defect -
Difficulties - Management of the schools - The free academy -
Railways - Telegraphs - Poverty - Literature - Advantages for
emigrants - Difficulties of émigrants - Peace or war - Concluding
observations.

AT a time when the deficiencies of our own educational
system are so strongly felt, it may be well to give an out-
ine of that pursued in the States. The following statistics,
taken from the last census, show that our Transatlantie
brethren have made great progress in moral and intel-
lectual interests.

At the period when the enumeration was made there
were 80,958 public schools, with 91,966 teachers, and
2,890,507 scholars ; 119 colleges, with 11,903 students;
44 schools of theology; 36 schools of medicine; and .16
schools of law. Fifty millions of dollars were annually
spent for education, and the proportion of scbolars to the
community was as 1 to 5.

But it is to the common-school system that the attention
should be particularly directed. I may premise that it
bas one unavoidable defect, namely, the absence of religious
instruction. It would be neither possible nor right to
educate the children in any denominational creed, or to
instruct them in any particular doctrinal system, but would
it not, to take the lowest ground, be both prudent and
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politie to give them a knowledge of the Bible, as the only
undeviating rule and standard of truth and right? iMay
not the obliquity of moral vision, which is allowed to exist
among a large class of Americans, be in some degree
chargeable to those who have the care of their education-
who do not place before them, as a part of their instrue-
tion, those principles of truth and morality, which, as
revealed in Holy Scripture, lay the whole universe under
obligations to obedience ? History and obs.ervation alike
show thelittle influence practically possessed by principles
destitute of superior authority, how small the restraint
exercised by conscience is, and how far those may wander
into error who once desert "Life's polar star, the fear of
God." In regretting the exclusion of religious instruction
from the common-school system, the difficulties which-
beset the subject miust not be forgotten, the multiplicity
of the sects, and the very large number of Roman
Catholics. In schools supported by a rate levied indis-
criminately on all, to form a course of instruction wbich
could bear the name of a religious one, and.yet meet the
views of all, and clash with the consciences and prejudices
of none, was manifestly impossible. The religious public
in the United States has felt that there was no tenable
grouÈd between thorough religious instruction and the
broadest toleration. Driven by the circumstances of their
country to accept the latter course, they have exerted
themselves to nieet this omission in tte public schools by
a niost comprehensive Sabbath-school system. But only

a portion of the children under seçular instruction in the
week attend these schools; and it must be adnuitted that
to bestow intellectual culture upon the pupils, without
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giving them religious instr'uction, is to draw forth and add

to the powers of the mind, without giving it any helm to
guide it; in other words, it is to increase the capacity,
without diminishing the propensity, to do evil.

Apart from this important consideration, the educational
system pursued in the States is worthy of the highest
praise, and of an enlightened people in the nineteenth cen-
tury. The education is conducted at the public expense,
and the pupils consequently pay no fees., Parents feel
that a free education is as much a part of the birthright
of their children as the protection which the law affords to
their life and property.

The schools called common schools are supported by an
education rate, and in each State are under the adminis-
tration of a general board of education, with local boards, t
elected by all who pay the rate. In the State of Massa-
chusetts alone the sum of 921,532 dollars was raised
within the year, being at the rate of very nearly a dollar i
for, every inhabitant. Under the¯ supervision of the
General Board of Education in the State, schools are
erected in districts according to the educational neces- t
sities of the population, which are periodically àscertained
by a census.

Togive some idea of the system adopted, I will just a
give a ilsetch of the condition of education in the State
of New York, as being the most populous and im- t
portant. t

There is a "state tax," or "appropriation," of 800,000
dollars, and- this is supplemented by a rate levied on real a
and personal property. Taking as an authority the retutn cI
made to the Legislature for the year ending in 1854, the ol
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COMMON SCHOOLS.total sum expended for school purposes within the State
amounted to 2,469,248 dollars. The total number of

children in the organised districts of the State was
1,150,532, of whom 862,935 were registered as being
under instruction. The general management of education
within the State is vésted in a central board, with local
boards in each of the organised districts, to which the im-
mediate government and official supervision of the schools
are intrusted.

The system comprises the common schools, with their
primary and upper departments, a normal school for the
preparation of teachers, and a free academy. In the city
of New York there are 224 sehools in the receipt of
public money, of which 25 are for coloured children, and
the number of pupils registered is given at 133,813.
These common or ward schools are. extremely handsome,
and are fitted up at great expense, with every modern
improvement in heating and ventilation. Children of
every class, residing within the limits of the city, are ad-
missible without payment, as the parents of all are siqpposed
to be rated in proportion to their means. 4

There is a principal to each school, assisted by a nu-
merous and efficient staff of teachers, who in their turn
are expected to go through a course of studies at the
Normal School. The number of teachers required for
these schools is very great, as the daily attendance in
two of them exceeds 2000.- The education given is so
very superior, and habits of order and propriety are so
admirably inculcated, that it is not uncommon to see the
children of wealthy storekeepers side by side with those
of working mechanics. In each school there is one large
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assembly-room, capable of accommodating from 500 to
1000 children, and ten or twelve capacious class-rooms.
Order is one important rule, and, that it may be acted
upon, there is no overcrowding-the pupils being seated
at substantial maiogany desks only holding two.

The instruction given comprises all the branches of a
liberal education, with the exception of languages. There
is no municipal community out of America in which the
boon of a first-rate education is so freely offered to all
as in the city of New York. There is no child of want
who may not freely receive an education wlich will fit
him for any office in bis country. The common school is
one of the glories of America, and every citizen may be

justly proud of it. It brings together while in a pliant.
condition the children of people of different origins; and
besides diffusing knowledge among them, it softens the
prejudices of race and party, and carries on a continual
process of assimilation.

The Board of Education of New York has lately
thrown open several of these schools in the evening, and
with very beneficial results. The number of pupils regis-
tered last year was 9313. Of these, 3400 were above
the age of 16 and under 21, and 1100 were above the
age of 21. These evening-schools entailed an additional
expense of 17,563 dollars; the wbole expenditure for
school purposes in the city being 430,982 dollars. In
the ward and evening schools of New York, 133,000
individuals received instruction. Each ward, or educa-
tional district, elects 2 commissioners, 2 inspectors, and
8 trustees. The duties of the inspectors are very arduous,
as the examinations are frequent and severe.
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The crowning educational advantage offered by this
admirable system is the Free Academy. This academy
-receives its pupils solely from the common schools. Every
person presenting himself as a candidate must be more
than 13 years of age, and, having attended a common
school for 12 months, he must produce a certificate from
the principal that be bas passed a good examination in
spelling, reading, writing, English grammar, arithrnetic,
geography, elementary book-keeping, history of the
United States, and algebra. This institution extends to
the pupils in the common schools the advantage of a free
education in those higher departments of learning which
cannot be acquired without considerable expense in any
other college. The yearly examination of candidates for
admission takes place immediately after the common
school examinations in July. There are at present nearly
600 strdents under the tuition of 14 professors, and as
many tutors as may be required. The course of study
extends over a period of 5 years, and is very complete
and severe. Owing to the principle adopted in their
selection, the pupils, representing every social and pecu-
niary grade in society, present a very high degree of
scholarship and ability. In this academy the vestiges of
antagonism'between the higher and lower classes are swept
away. Indeed, the poor man will feel that he bas a
greater interest in sustaining this educational system than
the rich, because he can only obtain through it, those
advantages for bis children which the money of the wealthy
can procure from other sources. He will be content with
bis daily toil, happy in the thought that, by the wise pro-
vision of bis goverùment, the avenues to fame, prefer
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ment, and wealth, are opened as freely to bis children as
to those of the richest citizen in the land.

In order to secure a supply of properly qualified
teachers, the Board of Education has established a normal
school, which numbers about 400 pupils. Most of these
are assistant-teachers in the common schools, and attend
the normal school on Saturdays, to enable themselves to
obtain further attainments, and higher qualifications for
their profession.
. Under this system of popular education, the average
cost per scholar for 5 years, including books, stationery,
fuel, and all other expenses, is 7 dollars 2 cents per
annum/ This system of education is followed in nearly
all the States; and while.it reflects the highest credit on
America, it contrasts strangely with the niggard plan
pursued in England, where so important a thing as the
education of the people depends almost entirely on pre-
carious subscriptions and private benevolence.

With a gratuitous and comprehensive educational
system, it may excite some surprise that the citizens of
New York and other of the populops cities are compelled
to supplement the common schools with those for the
shoeless, the ragged, and the vicious, very much on the
plan of our Scotch and English ragged-schools. Already
the large cities of the New World are approximating to
the condition of those in the Old, in producing a sub-
sidence or deposit of the drunken, the dissolute, the
vicious, and the wretched. With parents of this class,
education for their offspring is considered of no iniport-
ance, and the benevolent founders of these schools are
compelled to offer material inducements to the children
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to attend, in the shape of food and clothing. At these
schools, in place of the cleanly, neat, and superior appear-
ance of the children in the common schools, dirt, rags,
shoeless feet, and pallid, vicious, precocious countenances
are to be seen. Nothing destroys so effectually the ex-
ternal distinguishing peculiarities of race as the habit of
evil. There is a uniformity of expression invariably pro-
duced, which is most painful. These children are early
taught to look upon virtue ..only as a cloak to be worn by
the rich. This dangerous and increasing class in New
York is composed almost entirely of foreign immigrants.
The instruction in these schools is given principally by
ladies of high station and education. It is a noble feature
in New York "high life," and in process of time may
diminish the gulf which is widening between the different
classes, and may lessen the hideous contrasta which are
presented between princely fortunes on the one hand, and
vicious poverty on the other.

Taking the various schools throughout the Union, it is
estimated that between 4,000,000 and 5,000,000 indivi-
duals are at this time receiving education.

To turn from the social to the material features of the
United States: their system of internal communication
deserves a brief notice, for by it their resources have been
developed to a prodigious extent. The system of rail-
ways, telegraphs, and canal and river navigation presents
an indication of the wealth and advancement of the United

States, as wonderful as any other feature of her progress.
She contains more miles of railway than all the rest of the
world put together.

In a conparatively new country like America many of
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the items of expense which attend the construction of rail-
ways in England are avoided; the initiatory expenses are
very small. In most of the States, all that is necessary is,
for the company to prove that it is provided with means
to carry out~its scheme, when it obtains a charter from the
Legislature at a very small cost. In several States, in-
cluding the populous ones of New York and Ohio, no
special charter is required, as a general railway law pre-
scribes the rules to be observed by joint-stock companies.
Materials, iron ·alone excepted, are cheap, and the right
of way is usually freely granted. In the older States
land would not cost more than 201. an acre. Wood fre-
quently costs nothing more than the labour of cutting it,
and the very level surface of the country renders tunnels,
cuttings, and embankments generally unnecessary. The
average cost per mile is about 38,000 dollars, or 76001.

In States where land bas become exceedingly valuable,
land damages form a heavy item in the construction of
new lines, but in the South and West the case is reversed,
and the proprietors are willing to give as much land as
may be required, in return for having the resources of
their localities opened up by railway communication. It
is estimated that the cost of railways in the new States
will not exceed 40001. per mile. The termini are plain,
and have been erected at a very small expense, and many
of the wayside stations are only wooden sheds. Few of
the lines have a double line of rails, and the bridges or
viaducts are composed of logs of wood, with little iron-
work and less paint, except in a few instances. Except
where the lines intersect cultivated districts, fences are
seldom seen, and the paucity of porters and other officials
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materially reduces the working expenses. The common
rate of speed is from 22 to 30 miles an hour, but there are

express trains which are warranted to perform 60 in a
like period. The fuel is very cheap, being billets of
wood. The passenger and goods traffic on nearly all the
lines is enormous, and it is stated that most of them pay
a dividend of from 8 to 15 per cent.

The primary design has been to 'connect the sea-coast
with all parts of the interior, the ulterior is to unite the
Atlantic and Pacifie Oceans. At the present time there
are about 25,000 miles of railway in operation and course
of construction, and the average rate of fare is seldom
more than Id. per mile. Already the chief cities of the
Atlantic have been connected with the vast valley of the
Mississippi, and before long the regions bordering on
Lake Huron and Lake Superior will be united with
Mobile and New Orleans. In addition to this enormous
system of railway communication, the canal and river
navigation extends over 10,000 miles, and rather more
than 3000 steamboats float on American waters alone.

The facilities for telegraphic communication in the
States are a further evidence of the enterprise of this
remarkable people. They have now 22,000 miles of tele-
graph in operation, and the cost of transmitting messages
is less than a halfpenny a word for any distance under
200 miles. The cost of construction, including every
outlay, is about 301. per mile. The wires are carried
along the railways, through forests, and across cities, rivers,
and prairies. Messages passing from one very distant
point to another have usually to be re-written at an
intermediate station; though by an improved plan they
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have been transmitted direct from New York to Mobile,
a distance of 1800 miles. By the Cincinnati telegraphic
route to New Orleans, a distance from New York of
2000 miles, the news brought by the British steamer to
Sandy Hook at 8 in the morning has been telegraphed to
New Orleans, and before 11 o'clock the effects pro-
duced by it upon speculations there have been returned
to New York-the message accomplishing a distance of
4000 miles in three hours. The receipts are enormous,
for, in consequence of the very small sum charged for
transmitting messages, as many as 600 are occasionally
sent along the principal lines in one day. The seven
principal morning papers in New York paid in one year
50,000 dollars for despatches, and 14,000 for special
messages. Messages connected with markets, public
news, the weather, and the rise and fall of stocks, are
incessantly passing between the great cities. Any change
in the weather likely to affect the cotton-crop is known
immediately in the northern cities. While in the Ex-
change at Boston, I witnessed the receipt of a telegraphic
despatch announcing that a heavy shower was falling at
New Orleans!

It must not be supposed that there is no poverty in
the New World. Dui'ing one year 134,972 paupers
were in the receipt of relief, of whom ,59,000 were in the
State of New York; but to show the evil influence of the
foreign, more especially the Irish, element in America,
it is stated that 75 per cent. of the criminals and paupers
are foreigners.

The larger portion of the crime committed is done
under the influence of spirits; and to impose a check upon
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their sale, that celebrated enactment, known under the
name of the "Maine Law," has been placed upon the
statute-books of several of the States, including the im-
portant ones of New York, Maine, Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, and Nebraska. This law prohibits, under heavy
penalties, the manufacture or sale of alcoholic liquors.
It has been passed in obedience to the will of the people,
as declared at the elections; and though to us its provi-
sions seem somewhat arbitrary, its working has produced
very salutary effects.

When so much importance is attached to education, and
such a liberal provision is made for it, it is to be expected
that a taste for reading would be universally diffused.
And such is the case: America teems with boóks. Every
English work worth reading is reprinted in a· cheap forui
in the States as soon as the first copy crosses the Atlantic.
Ourreviews and magazines appear regularly at half price,
and Dickens' 'Household Words' and 'Chambers' Jour-
nal' enjoy an enormous circulation without a-ny pecuniary
benefit being obtained by the authors. Every one reads
the newspapers and 'lHarper's Magazine,' and every one
buys bad novels, on worse paper, in the cars and steam-
boats. The States, although amply supplied with English
literature, have many popular authors of their own,
among whom may be named Prescott, Bancroft, Wash-
ington Irving, Stowe, Stephens, Wetherall, Emerson,
Longfellow, Lowell, and Bryant. Books are very cheap
wherever the editions of English works are concerned, and
a library is considered an essential part of the fitting up
of a house. In many of the States there are public libra-
ries supported by a rate. In the State of New York, in
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the year ending 1854, the Commissioners of Education
received 90,579 dollars for libraries.

Perhaps the greatest advantage offered to emigrants is
the opportunity everywhere afforded of investing small
sums of money advantageously. In England, in tnost
branches of trade, the low rate of wages renders it im-
possible for the operative to save any portion of bis earn-
ings ; and even when he is able to do so, he can rarely
obtain a higher rate of interest for bis money than that
which the savings-banks offer. Economise as lie may,
his bard-won savings seldom are sufficient to afford him a
provision in old age. In America, on the contràrv, the
man who possesses 51. or 101. bas every hope of securing
a competence. He may buy land in newly-settled dis-
tricts, which sometimes can be obtained at 7s. an acrè,
and hold it till it becomes valuable, or lie may obtain a
few shares in any thriving corporate concern. A hundred
ways present tbemselves to the man of intelligence and
industry by which he may improve and increase bis little
fortune. The necessaries of life are abundant and cbeap,
and, aided by a free education, he bas the satisfaction of
a well-grounded hope that bis children will rise to posi-
tions of respectability and affluence, while bis old age
will be far removed from the pressure of want. The
knowledge that each shilling saved may produce ten or
twenty by judicious investment is a constant stimulus to
bis industry.

Yet, from all that I have seen and heard, I should
think that Canada West offers a more advantageous field
for emigrants. Equally free aid unburdened by taxa-
tion, with the same social and educational advantages,
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with an increasing demand for labour of every kind, with
a rich soil, extraordinary facilities of communication, and
a bealthy climate, pauperism is unknown; fluctuations in
commercial affairs are comparatively small, and, above
all, the emigrant is not exposed to the loss of everything
which he possesses as soon as he lands.

An infamous class of swindlers, called "emigrant-run-
ners," meet the poor adventurer on his arrival at New
York. They sell him second-class tickets at the price of
first-class, forged passes, and -tickets to take him 1000
miles, wbich are only available at the outside for 200 or
300. If he holds out against their extortions, he, is
beaten, abused, loses his luggage for a time, or is trans-
ferred to the tender mercies of the boarding-house keeper,
who speedily deprives him of his hard-earned savings.
These runners retard the westward progress of the emi-
grant in every way ; they charge enormous rates for the
removal of his luggage from the wharf; they plunder
him in railway-cars, in steamboats, in lodging-houses;
and if Providence saves him from sinking into drunken-
ness and despair, and he can be no longer detained, they
sell him a lot in some non-existent locality, or send him
off to the west in search of some pretended employment.
Too frequently, after the emigrant bas lost his money and
property, sickened by disappointment and deserted by
hope, he is content to remain at New York, where lie con-
tributes to increase that "dangerous class" already so
much feared in the Empire City.

One point remains to be noticed, and that is, the feel-
ing which'exists in America towards England. Much bas
been done to inflame animosity on each side ; national
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rivalries have been encouraged, and national jealousies
fomented. In travelling tlifough the United States I ex-
pected to find a very strong anti-English feeling. In this
I was disappoiuted. It is true that I scarcely ever entered
a car, steamboat, or hotel, without hearing England made
a topic of discussio' in connexion with the war; but, ex-
cept on a few occa.,ons in the West, I never heard any
other than kindly feelings expressed towards our country.
A few individuals would prognosticate failure and dis-
aster, and glory in the anticipation of a "busting-up ;"

but these were generally "Kurnels " of militia, or newly-
arrived Irish emigrants. These last certainly are very
noisy enemies, and are quite ready to subscribe to the
maxim, "That wherever England possesses an interest,
there an American wrong exists." Some of the papers
Iikewise write against England in no very measured terms ;
but it must be borne in mind that declamatory speaking
and writing are the safety-valves of a ,free community,
and the papers from which our opinion of American feel-
ing is generally taken do not represent even a respectable
minority in the nation. American commercial interests
are closely interwoven with ours, and "Brother Jonathan"
would not lightly go against bis own interests by rushing
into war on slight pretences.

While I was dining at an hotel in one of the great
American cities a gentleman proposed to an English
friend of his to drink "Success to Old England." Nearly
two hundred students of a well-known college were pre-
sent, and one of them begged to join in drinking the toast
on bebalf of his fellow-students. " For," he added, "we,
in common with the educated youth of America, look
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upon Englana as upon a venerated. mother." I have fre-
quently heard this sentiment expressed in public places,
and have often heard it remarked that kindly feeling
fôwards England is on the increase in society.

The news of the victory of the Alma was received
with rejoicing; the heroic .self-sacrifice of the cavalry at
Balaklava excited enthusiastic admiration; and the glo-
rious stand at Inkermann tauglit the Americans that their
aged parent could still defend the cause of freedom with
the vigour of youth. The disasters of the winter, and
the gloomy months of inaction which succeeded it, had
the effect of damping their sympathies ; the prophets of
defeat were for a time triumphant, and our fading
prestige, and reputed incapacity, were made the subjects
of ill-natured discussion by the press. But when the
news of the fall of Sebastopol arrived, the tone of the

papers changed, and, relying on the oblivious memories

of their readers, they declared that they had always
prophesied the demolition of Russia. The telegraphic
report of the victory was received with rejoicing, and the

-ship which conveyed it to Boston was saluted with thirty-
one guns by the States artillery.

The glory of the republie is based upon its advanced

social principles and its suàccessful prosecution of the arts
of peace. As the o1d'military despotisms cannot compete
with it in wealth and enlightenment, so it attempts no
competition with them in standing armies and the arts of

war. National vanity is a failing of the Americans, and,
if their inilitary, prowess had never been proved before,

they might seek to display it on European soil ; but their

successful struggle with England in the War of Inde-
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pendence renders any such display unnecessary. The
institutions of the States do not date from the military
ages of the world, ard the Federal Constitution has made
no provision for offensive war. The fèeling of the edu-
cated classes, and of an immense majority in the Free
States, is- believed to be essentially English. Despotism
and freedom can never unite ; and whatever may be the
declamations of the democratic party, the opinion of those
who are acquainted with the state of popular feeling is
thai, if the question were seriously mooted, a war with
England or a Russian alliance would secure to the pro-
moters of either the indignation and contempt which they
would deserve. . It is earnestly to be hoped, and I trust
that it may be believed, that none of us will live to see
the day when two nations, so closely allied by blood,
religion, and the love of freedoni, shall engage in.a
horrible and fratricidal war.

Such of the foregoing remarks as apply to the results
of the vitiation of the pure form of republican govern-
ment delivered· to America by Washington, I have
hazarded with very great diffidence. In England we
know very. little of the United States, and, however
candide the intentions of a tourist may be, it is difficult
in a short residence in the country so completely to throw
off certain prejudices and misapprehensions as to proceed
to the* delineation of "its social characteristics with any
degree -of fairness and accuracy. The similarity of lan-
guage, and to a great extent of customs and manners,
renders one prone rather to enter into continual compari-
sons of America with England tha'n to look, at her from
the point 'from wbich she Teally ought- to be'viewed-
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iamely, herself. There are, however, certain salient
points which present themselves to the interested observer,
and I have endeavoured to approach these in as candid
a spirit as possible, not exaggerating obvious faults,
where there is;so much to commend and admire.

The following remarks were lately made to me by a
liberal and enlightened American on the misapprehen-
sions of British observers :-" The great fault of English
travellers in this land very often is that they see all
things through spectacles which have been graduated to
the age and narrow local dimensions of things in England ;
and because things here are' new, and all that is good,
instead of being concentrated into a narrow space so as
to be seen at one glance, is widely diffused so as not
to be easily gauged-because, in other words,,it is the
spring here and not the autumn, and our advance bas
the step of youth instead of the measured walk of age;
and because our refinements have not the precise customs
to which they have been accustomed at home, they turn
away in mighty dissatisfaction. There are excellences
in varieties, and things which differ may both be good."
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CHAPTER XX.

The America -A gloomy departure - An ugly night -- Morning at
Halifax - Our new passengers - Babies - Captain Leitch - A day
at sea - Clippers and steamers - A storm - An Atlantie moon-
light - Unpleasant sensations-A -gale - Inkermaxn--, Conclusion,

ON reaching Boston I found that my passage had been
taken in the Cunard steamer America, reputed to be the
slowest and wettest of the whole line. Some of my kind
Anterican friends, anxious to induce me to remain for the
winter with them, had exaggerated the dangers and dis-
comforts of a winter-passage; the December storms, the
three days spent in crossing the Newfoundland Banks,
steaming at half-speed with fog-bells ringing and fog-
horns blowing, the impossibility of going 'on deck, and the
disagreeableness of being shut up in a close heated saloon.
It was with all these slanders against the ship fresh in
my recollection that I saw her in dock on the morning of
my leaving America, her large, shapeless, wall-sided hull
looming darkly through a shower of rain. The friends
who had first welcomed me to the States accompanied me
to the vessel, rendering my departure from them the
more regretful, and scarcely had I taken leave of them
when a gun was fired, the ,lashings were cast off, and our
huge wheels began their ceas'eless revolutions.

It was in some respects a cheerless embarkation. The
Indian summer had passed away; the ground was bound
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by frost; driving showers of sleet were descending; and
a cold, howling, wintry wind was sweeping over the waters
of Massachusetts Bay. We were considerably retarded
between Boston and Halifax by contrary winds. I had
retired early to my berth to sleep away the fatigues of
several preceding months, and was awoke about midnight

by the most deafening accumulation of sounds which
ever stunned my ears. I felt that L was bruised, and
that the berth was unusually hard and cold.; and, after
groping about in the pitch-darkness, I found that I had
been thrown out of it upon the floor, a fact soon made
self-evident by my being rolled across the cabin, a pecu-
lia-ly disagreeable course of locomotion. It was impos-
sible to stand or walk, and in crawling across to my berth
I was assailed by my portmanteau, which was projected
violently against me. Further sleep for some hours was
impossible. 'Eang ! bang ! would come a heavy wave
against the ship's side, close to my ears, as if trying the
strength of her timbers. Crash! crash! as we occasion-
ally shipped heavy seas, would the waves burst over the
lofty bulwarks, and with a fall of seven feet at once come
thundering down on the deck above. Then one sound
asserted its claim to be heard over all the others-a sound
as if our decks were being stove-a gun or some other
heavy body had broken loose, and could not be secured.
The incessant groaning, splitting, and heaving, and the
roar of the water through the scuppers, as it found a
tardy egress from the deluged deck, was the result of
merely a "head-wind" and "an ugly night."

Late on the second evening of our voyage, I walked on
deck. It was the "fag-end " of a gale, and the rain was
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pouring down upon the-slippery planks. Brightly a sky-
rocket whizzed upwards from a distant ship, and burst in
a shower of flame, followed by two others, signalling our
old acquaintance the Canada, bound fron Liverpool to
Boston. We sent up some fireworks in return, and soon
lost.sight of the friendly light on lier paddle-box. She
was the only ship that we saw till we reached the Irish
coast.

With some of the other passengers, I was on deck at
five in the morning, to see the lights on the heads of
Halifax harbour. -It was dark and intensely cold and
wet. A shower of rain had frozen on deck during the
night, and as it began to melt the water ran off in little
sooty rills. Slowly, shivering figures came on deck, men
in envelopes of fur, and oilskin capes and coats, with
teeth chattering with cold, witli wrinkled brows, and blue
cold noses. And slowly lightened the. clear eastern sky,
and the crescent moon and stars disappeared one by one,
and gradually the low pine-clad hills of Nova Scotia stood
out in dark relief against the light, when, all of a sudden,
"like a glory, the broad sun" rose behind the purple
moorlands, and soon hill and town and lake-like tay were
bathed in the cold glow of a winter sunrise. It was now
half-past seven-the morning-gun had boomed from the
citadel, and, in honour of such an important event as the
arrival of the European steamer, it might have been sup-
posed that the inhabitants of the quiet town of Halifax
would have been astir. In this idea a Scotch friend and
I stepped ashore with the intention of visiting. an Indian
curiosity-shop. In dismal contrast to, the early habits
which prevail in the American cities, where sleep is
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yielded to as a necessity, instead of being indulged in as
a luxury, we found the shops closed, and, except the
people immediately connected with the steamer, none
were stirring in the streets but ragged negroes and
squalid-looking Indians. A few 'cute enterprising Yankees
would soon metamorphose the aspect of this city. As an
arrogant American once observed to me, "It would take
a ' Blue Nose ' (a Nova-Scotian) as long to put on lis hat
as for one of our free and enlightened citizens to go from
Bosting to New Orleens." The appearance of the town
was very repulsive. A fall of snow had thawed, and, mix-**
ing with the dust, store-sweepiñ~gs, cabbage-stalks, oyster-
shells, and other rubbish, had formed a soft and peculiarly
penetrating mixture from three to seven inches deep.

Eighteen passengers joined the America at Halifax,
and.among them I was delighted to welcome my cousins,
a party of seven, en route from Prince Edward Island to
England. The two babies which accompanied them were
rather dreaded in prospect, but I believe that their be-
haviour gained them general approbation. As dogs are
not allowed on the poop or in the saloon, a well-con-
ditioned baby is rather a fairourite in a ship; gentlemen
of amiable dispositions give it plenty of nursing and
tôssing, and stewards regard it with benignant smiles,
and occasionally offer it "titbits " purloined from dinner.

Among the passengers who joined us at Halifax were

Captain Leitch, and three of the wrecked officers of the

steamship City of Philadelphia; which was lost on. Cape
Race three months before. Captain Leitch is a remark-

able-looking man, very like the portraits of the Count
of Monte Christo. His heroism and presence of miud
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on the occasion of that terrible disaster were the means

of saving the lives of six hundred people, many of
whom were women and children. When the ship struck,
the panie among this large number of persons was of
course awful; but so perfect was the discipline of the
crew, and so great their attachment to their commander,
that not a cabin-boy left the ship in that season of appre-
hension without his permission. Captain Leitch said that
he would be the last man to quit the ship, and he kept
his word; but the excitement, anxiety, and subsequent
exposure to cold and fatigue, more especially in bis
search after the survivors of the ill-fated Arctic, brought
on a malady from which he was severely suffering.

We had only sixty passengers on board, and the party
was a remarkably quiet one. There was a geptleman
going to Paris as American consul, a daily, animated,
and untiring advocate of slavery; a Jesuit missionary, of
agreeable manners and cultivated mind, on his way to
Rome to receive an episcopal bat; two Jesuit brethren ;
five lively French people; and the usual number of com-
mercial travellers, agents, and storekeepers, principally
from Canada. There were very few ladies, and only three
besides our own party appeared in the saloon. For a
few days after leaving Halifax we had a calm sea and
fair winds, accompanied with rain; and with the exception
of six unhappy passengers who never came upstairs
during the whole voyage, all seemed well enough to
make the best of things.

A brief description of the daily routine on board
these ships may serve to amuse those -who have never
crossed the Atlantic, and may recall agreeable or dis- I
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agreeable recollections, as the case may be, to those who
have.

During the first day or two tiose who are sea-sick
generally remain downstairs, and those who are well
look sentimentally at the receding land, and make ac-
quaintances with whom they walk five or six in a row,
bearing downisolated individuals of anti-social habits.
After two or three days have elapsed, people generally
lose all interest in the novelty, and settle down to such
pursuits as suit them best. At eight in the morning the
dressing-bell rings, and a very few admirable people get
up, take a walk on deck, and appear at breakfast at half-
past eigbt. But to most this meal is rendered a super-
fluity by the supper of the night'before-that condemned
meal, which everybody declaims against, and everybody
partakes of. However, if only two or three people appear,
the long tables are adorned profusely with cold tongue,
ham, Irish stew, mutton-chops, broiled salmon, crimped
cod, eggs, tea, coffee, chocolate, toast, hot rolls, &c. &c.!
These vianis remain on the table till half-past nine.
After breakast some of the idle ones come up and take
a promenade on deck, watch the wind, suggest that it has
changed a little, look at the course, ask the captain for the
fiftieth time when he expects to be in port, and watch the
heaving of the log, when the officer of the watch invariably
tells them that the ship is running a knot or two faster than
her real speed, giving a glance of intelligence at the same
time to some knowing person near. Many persons who are
in the habit of crossing twice a-year begin cards directly
after breakfast, and, with only- the interruption of meals,
play till eleven at night. Others are equally devoted to
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chess; and the commercial travellers produce small square
books with columns for dollars and cents, cast up their
accounts, and bite the ends of their pens. A bell at
twelve calls the passengers to lunch from their various
lurking-places, and, though dinner shortly succeeds this
meal, few disobey the summons. There is a large con- t
sumption of pale ale, hotch-potch, cold beef, potatoes, and
pickles. These pickles are of a peculiarly brilliant green, t
but, as the forks used are of electro-plate, the daily con- t
sumption of copper cannot be ascertained.

At four all the tables are spread ; a bell rings-that c
"tocsin of the soul," as Byron bas sarcastically but
truthfully tarmed the dinner-bellI; and all the passengers a
rush in from every quarter of the ship, and seat them-
selves with an air of expectation till the covers are raised.
Grievous disappointments are often disclosed by the up-
lifted dish-covers, for it must be confessed that to many
people dinner is the great event of the day, to be specu-
lated upon before, and criticised afterwards. There is a
tureen of soup at the head of each table, and, as soon as t
the captain takes his seat, twelve waiters in blue jackets,
who have been previously standing in a row, dart upon
the covers, and after a few minutes of intense clatter the
serious business of eating begins. The stewards serve J
*ith civility and alacrity, and seem to divine your wishes,
'their good offices no doubt being slightly stimulated by the
vision of a douceur at the end of the voyage. Long bills
of fare are laid on the tables, and good water, plentifully
iced, is served with each meal. Wine, spirits, liqueurs,
and ale are consumed in large quantities, as also soups,
fish, game, venison, meat, and poultry of al] kinds, with
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are French side-dishes, a profusion of jellies, puddings, and
eir pastry, and a plentiful dessert of fresh and preserved

1 at fruits. Many people complain of a want of appetite at
ious sea, and the number of bottles of " Perrin's Sauce " used
this in the Cunard steamers must almost make the fortune of
con- the maker. At seven o'clock the tea-bell rings, but the
and tables are comparatively deserted, for from half-past nine

reen, to half-past ten people can order whatever they please in
con- the way of supper.

In the America, as it was a winter-passage, few persons'
that chose to walk on deck after dinner, consequently the

y but saloon from eight till eleven presented the appearance of
ngers a room at a fashiônable hotel. There were two regularly
them- organised whist-parties, which played rubbers ad infi-
raised. nitum. Cards indeed were played at most of the tables
he up- -some played backgammon-a few would doze over odd

many volumes of old novels-while three chess-boards would be
specu- employed at a time, for there were ten persons ·perfectly

re is a devoted to this noble game. The varied employments of
soon as the occupants of the saloon produced a strange mixture

jackets, of conversations. One evening, while waiting the slow
rt upon movements'of an opponent at chess, the following remarks
tter the in slightly raised tones were audible above the rest
ds serve "Do you really think me pretty ?-Oh flattering man !-

r wishes, Deuce, ace-Treble, double, and rub-That's a good
d by the hand-Check-It's your play-You've gammoned me-
ong bills Ay, ay, sir-Parbleu !-Holloa ! steward, whisky-toddy

lentifully for four-J totally despise conventionalisms-Checkmate

liqueurs, -Brandy-punch for six-You've thrown away all your
iso soups, hearts "-and a hundred- others, many of them demands

inds, with for something from the culinary department. Occa-
sionally a forlorn wight, who neither played chess nor

X
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cards, would venture on deck to kill time, and return
into the saloon panting and shivering, in rough surtout
and furcap, bringing a chilly atmosphere with him, voted
a bore for leaving the door open, and totally unable to
induce people to sympathise with him in bis complaints of
rain, cold, or the "ugly night." By eleven the saloon
used to become almost unbearable, from the combined
odours of roast onions, pickles, and punch, and at half-
past the lights were put out, and the company dispersed,
most to their berths, but some to smoke cigars on deck.

Tbough the Cunard steamers are said by English
people to be as near perfection as steamers can be, I
was sorry not to return in a clipper. There is something
so exhilarating in the motion of a 'sailing-vessel, always
provided she is neither rolling about in a calm, lying to
in a gale, or beating against a head-wind. She seems to
belong to the sea, with ber tall tapering masts,. ber cloud
of moving canvas, and ber buoyant motion over the rolling
waves. Her movements are all comprehensible, and
above-board she is invariably clean, and ber crew are con-
nected in one's mind with nautical stories which charmed
one in the long-past days of youth. A steamer is very
much the reverse. "Sam Slick," with his usual force
and aptitude of illustration, says that "she goes through
the water like a subsoil-plough with an eight-horse team."
There is so much noise and groaning, and smoke and
dirt, so much mystery also, and the ship leaves so much
commotion in the water behind ber. There do not seem
to be any regular sailors, and in their stead a collection
of individuals remarkably greasy in their appearanceiwho
may be cooks or stokers, or possibly both. Then you
cannot go on the poop without being saluted by a whiff

I
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n of hot air from the grim furnaces below; men are always
t shovelling in coal, or throwing cinders overboard; and the

rig does not seem to belong to any ship in particular.
The masts are low and small, and the canvas, which is

f always spread in fair weather, looks as if it had been
trailed along Cheapside on a wet day. In the America
it was not such a very material assistance either; foron
one occasion, when we were running before a splendid
breeze under a' crowd of sail, the engines were stopped
and the log heaved, which only gave our speed at three
miles an hour. One lady passenger had been feeding lier
mind with stories of steamboat explosions in the States,
and spent her time in a morbid state of terror by no
means lessened by the close proximity of ber state-rooim
to the dreaded engine.

On the sixth day after leaving Halifax the wind, which
everybody had been hoping for or fearing, came upon us
at last, and continued increasing for tbree days, when, if
we had been beating against it, we should have called it a
hurricane. It was, however, almost -directly aft, and we
rau before it under sail. The sky during the two days
which it lasted was perfectly cloudless, and the sea had
that peculiar deep, clear, greenish-blue tint only to be
met with far from land. There was a majesty, a sub-
limity about the prospect from the poop exceeding every-
thing which I had ever seen. There was the mighty
ocean showing his power, and here were we poor insignifi-
cant creatures overcoming him by-virtue of those heaven-
sent arts by which man

"Has made fire, flood, and earth,
The vassals of his will."

I had often read of mountain waves, but believed the
x2
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comparison to be a mere figure of speech till I saw them
here, all glorious in their beauty, under the clear blue of
a December sky. Two or three long high hills of water
seemed to fill up the whole horizon% themselves anaggregate of a countless number of leaping, foam-capped
waves, each apparently large enough to overwhelm a ship.
Huge green waves seemed to chase us, when, just as they
reached the stern, the ship would lift, and they would pass
under lier. She showed especial capabilities for rolling.
She would roll down on one side, the billows seeming ready .
to burst in foamu ov âher, while the opposite bulwark was
fifteen or eighteea eet above the water, displaying her
bright green copper. The nights were more glorious
than the days, when the broad full moon would shed her
light upon the water with a brilliancy unknown in our
foggy clime. It did not look like a wan flat surface,
placed-flat upon a watery sky, but like a large radiant

sphere hanging in space. The view from the whel-house
was maguificent. The towering waves which came up
behind us heaped together by mighty winds,-iooked like
bills of green glass, and the phosphorescent light like
fiery lamps within-the moonlight glittered upon our
broad foamy wake-our masts and spars and rigging stood
out in sharp relief against the sky, while for once our
canvas looked white. Far in the distance the sharp bow
would plunge down into the foam, and then our good
ship, rising, would shake her shiny sides, as if in joy at her
own buoyancy. The busy hum of men marred not the
solitary sacredness of midnight on the Atlantic. The
moon "walked in brightness," auroras flashed, and me-
teors flamed, and a sensible presence of Deity seemed to
pervade the transparent atmosphere "in which we were
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viewing "the works of the Lord/,xand his wonders in the

deep."
I could scarcely understand how this conjunction of

circumstances could produce any but agi-ceable sensations;
but it is a melancholy fact that the saloon emptied and
the state-r6oms filled, and the number of promenaders
daily diminished. People began to find the sea "an
unpleasant fact." I heard no more Byronic quotations
about its "glad waters," or comments on the "splendid
run "-these were changed into anxipus questions .as to
when we should reach Liverpool ? and, if we were in
danger? People querulously complained of the ale,
hitherto their delight ; abused the meât ; thought the
mulligatawny "horrid stuff;" and wondered how they
could ever have-thoug'bt plum-puddings fit for anything
but pigs. Mysterious disappearances were very common;
diligent peripateties were seen extended on sofas, or

feebly promenading under shelter of the- bulwarks; while
persons who prided themselves on their digu;ty sustained
ignominious falls, or clung to railings in a state of totter-
ipg decrepitude, in au attempted progress down the .
saloon. .Though we had four ledges on the tables,
cruets, bottle§ of claret, and pickles became locomotive,
and jumped upon people's laps; almost everything
higher than a plate was upset-pickles, wine, àle, and
oil forming a most odoriferous mixture; but these occur-
rences became too common to be considered amusing.
Two days before reaching England the gale died away,
and we sighted Cape Clear at eight o'clock on the
evening of the eleventh day out. A cold chill came off
from the land, we were enveloped in a damp fog, and the



inclemency of the air reminded us of what we had nearly
forgotten, namely, that we were lose upon Christmas.

The greater part of Sunday we were steaming along
in calni water, within sight of the coast of Ireland, and

extensive preparations were being made for going ashore
-some people of sanguine dispositions had even detided
what they would order for dinner at the Adelphi. Morn-
ing service was viery fully attended, and it was interesting
to hear the voices of people of so many different creeds
and countries joining in that divinely-taught prayer which
proclaims the universal.brotherhood of the human race,
knowing that in a few hours those who then met in
adoration would be separated, to meet no more till sum-
moned by the sound of the last trumpet.

Those who expected to spend Sunday night on shore
were disappointed. A gale came suddenly on us about
four o'clock, sails were hastily taken in, orderrvwere
hurriedly given and executed, and the stewards were in
despair, when a heavy lurch of the ship threw most of the
things off the. table before dinner, mingling cutlery,
pickles, and broken glass and china, in one chaotic heap
on the floor. As darkness came on, the gale rose higher,
the moon was obscured, the rack in heavy masses was
driving across the stormy sky, and scuds-of sleet and spray
made the few venturous persons on deck cower under the
nearest shelter to cogitate the lines-

"Nights like these,
When the rough winds wake western seas,
Brook not of glee."

I might dwell upon the fury of that night-upoi the
awful blasts which seemed-about to sweep the seas of every
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human work-upon our unanswered signals-upon the
length of time while we were

" Drifting, drifting, drifting,
On the shifting
Currents of the restless main "-

upon the difficulty of gcetting the pilot on board-and the
heavy seas through whichl our storm-tossed bark entered
the calmer waters of the Mersey : but I must hasten on.

Night after night had the French and English passengers
joined in drinking with enthusiasm the toast "La prise de
Sebastopol "-night after night had the national piide of
the representatives of the allied nations increased, till we
almost thought in our ignorant arrogance that at the first
thunder of our guns the defences of Sebastopol would fall,
as did those of Jericho at the sound of the trumpets of
Joshua. Consequently, when the' pilot came on board
with the newspaper, most of thè gentlemen crowded to the
gangway, prepared to give three cheers for the fall of
Sebastopol!

The pilot*brought the news of victory-but it was of
the barren victory of Inkermann. A gloom fell over the
souls of many, as they read ýof our serried ranks mown
down by the Russian fire, of heroic valkur and heroic
death. The saloon was crowded with eager auditors as
the bloody tidings were made audible above the roar of
winds and waters. I could scarcely realise the gloomy
fact that many of those whom I had seen sail forth in hope
and pride only ten months before were now sleeping under
the cold clay of the Crimea. Three cheers for the victors
of Inkermann, and three for our allies, were thenuheartily
given, though many doubted whether the herie-ind suc-
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cessful resistance of our troops deserved the name of
victory.

Soon after?Îmidnight we anchored in the Mersey, but
could not land till morning, and were compelled fre-
quently to steam up to our anchors, in consequence of the
fury of the gale. I felt some regret at leaving the good old
steamship America, which had borne us so safely across
the " vexed Atlantic," although she.rolls terribly, and is,
in ber admirable captain's own words, "an old tub, but
slow and sure." She bas since undergone extensive
repairs, and I hope that the numerous passengers who
made many voyages in ber in the shape of- rats have been
permanently dislodged.

Those were sacred feelings with which I landed upon
the shores of England. Although there appeared little of
confidence in the present, and much of apprehension for
the future, I loved her better when a shadow was upon
her than in the palmy days of her peace and prosperity.
I had seen in other lands much to admire, and much to
imitate; but it must not be forgotten,that England is the
source from which those streams of liberty and enlighten-.
,Ment have flowed which have fertilised the Western Con-
tinent. Other lands may have their charms, and the sunny
skies of other climes may be regretted, but it is with pride
and gladness that the wanderer sets foot again on British
soil, thanking God for the religion and the liberty wbich

have made this weather-beaten island in a northern sea to
be the light and glory of the world.
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H.M. Navy and Travellers ln General. By Various Hands. Edited
by Si J. F. HERsCHE, Bart. Second Edition. Post Svo. 10s.6d.

2. AIRY'3 ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS XAÂD AT GaEEWrci.
1836 to 1847. Royal 4to. 50s. each.

3. - APPENDIX TO THE ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS.
1836,1837, 1&42, 8s. eacb; and 1847, 14. Royal 4to:

5.Tiq5

1836.-Bessel's Refraction Tables.
Tables for convertin gErrors of R.A. and N.P.D. into Errors

of Longitude and Ecitie P.D.
1837.-Logarithna of Sines and Comines to every Teu Seconds

of Time.
Table for converting Sidereal Into Mean Solar Time.

1842.-Catalogue of 1439 Stars.
1847.-Twelve Years' Catalogue of Stars.

t4 - MAGNETICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL OBSERA-
TIONS. 1840 to 1847. Royal 4to. 50s. each.

5. - ASTRONOMICAL, MAGNETICAL, AND METEOROLO-
GICAL OBSERVATIONS, 1848 to 1853. Royal 4to. 50s. each.

6. - REDUCTION OF TRE OBSERVATIONS OF PLANETS.
1750 to 1830. Royal 4to. Os.

7. _____ LUNAR OBiSERVATIONS. 1750
to 1830. 2 Vols. Royal 4to. 50s. each.

8. BERNOULLI'S SEXCENTENARY TABLE. Londo,1779. 4to. 5s.
9. BESSEL'S AUXILIARY TABLES FOR RIS METHOD OF CLEAR-

ING LUNAR DISTANCES. Svo.
10. FUNDAMENTA ASTRONOMLE: Regiomonfi1818.Folio. 60s.
11. BIRD'S METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING MURAL QUADRANTS.

London, 1768. 4to. 28. 6d.
12. METHOD OF DIVIDING ASTRONOMICAL INSTRU-

MENTS. London, 1767. 4to. 2.6C.
18. COOK, KING, ND BAYLY'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS.

London, 1782. 4to. 21s.
14. EIFFE'S ACCOUNT OF IMPROVEMENTS IN CHRONOMETERS.

4to. 28.
15. ENCKE'S BERLINER JAHRBUCH, for 1830. ~Berlia, 1828. 8vo. 9s.
16. GROOMBRIDGE'S CATALOGUE OF CIRCUMPOLAR STARS.

4to. 10s.
17. HARRISON'S PRINCIPLES OF RIS TIME-KEEPER. PLATEs.

1767. 4to. 5s.
18. HUTTON'S TABLES OF THE PRODUCTS AND POWERS OF

NUMBERS. 1781. Folio. 7.6d.
19. LAX'S TABLES FOR FINDING THE LATITUDE AND LONGI-

TUbE. 181. Svo. 10.
20. LUNAR OBSERVATIONS at GREENWICH. 1788 to 1819. Compared-

with the Tables,.1821. 4to. 78.6d.
21. DISTANCES of the MOON'S, CENTRE from the PLANETS.

1822,Sa.; 1823, 48. 6&. 1824 to 1835, Svo. 4s. each.
22. MASKELYNE'S ACCOUNT OF THE GOING OF HARRISON'S

WATCH. 1767. 4to. 28. 6.
23. MAYER'S "lHEORIA LUNE JUXT SYSTEMA NEWTONI-

ANUM. 4to. 2s.6.
24. TABULAE MOTUUM SOLIS ET LUNE. 1770. 4to. 5s.
25. ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT GOT-

TINGEN, from 1756 to 1761. 1826. FoHo. 7s. Od.

10000'
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rds ADKIRALTY PUBLICATIONS.-ContiitUed.
26. NAUTICAL ALMANACS, from 1767, to 1859. Svo. 2.. U ach.

lu 27. SELECTIONS FROM THE ADDITIONS
ted up to 1812. Svo. 5S. 1884-54. 8vo. S.

28. SU"PPLEMENTS, 1828 to 1888, 1837.and 1838.
CH. 8vo. 28. each.

29. TABLE requIsite to be usd with the N.A.
'S. . '1781. 8vo. Us

30. POND'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERYATIONS. 1811 to 1885. 4to. 21s.
each.

31. RAMSDEN'S ENGINE for Dzvro MATaEXATICAL IxmSTRUMF.rs.
4to. 5.

82. ENGINE for DrvrD rG STAIrT LrNEs. 4to. 58.
33. SABINE'S PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS to DETEEINxE THE FIGURE

Or Ts EAErE. 182V 4to. 40s.
34. SHEPHERD'S TABLES for C'RREcTING LuxAR DwrcxCEs. 1772.

Royal 4to. 21s.
A- 85. TABLES, GENERAL, of the MO>N'S DISTANCE

from the SUN, and 10 STARS. 1787. Folio. 5s. &.
,0- -36. TAYLOR'S SEXAGESIMAL TABLE. -1786. 4to. 15.
h. 37. TABLES OF LOGARITHMS. 4to. 31.

TS. 38. TIARK'S 'ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS for the LONGITUDE
750 of MADEIrA. 1822. 4to. 5.

89.' CHRONO ETRICAL OBSERVATIONS for DIFPERENCEs
s. - of LONGITUDE between DovE, PonTaou0e, and FAL.moUT. 1823

4to. 5S.
~ . 40. VENUS and JUPITER: OnaEavATIONs of compared with the TAs.Es.

Loadai, 1822. 4to. 28.
60S. 41. WALES' AND BAYLY'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS.
TS. -1777. 4to. 21s.

42: WALES' REDUCTION OF ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
UADE IN TEs SouvrnEx HErsPRER. 1764-1771. 1788. 4to.
108.69.

AUSTIN'S (SÂnÂn) Fragments from German Prose Writers.
R Translated, vith Blographical Notes. Post Svo. 10t. %

Translation of Ranke's Political and Ecclesiastical
9.. History of the Popes of Rome. Third dition. 2 Vols. Svo. 24t.
S. BABBAGE'S (CHn.uas) Economy of Machinery and Manufactures.

Foucrt Editioni. Feap. Svo. 6.
Es. Table of the Logarithms of the Natural Numbers

OF from 1 to 108000. Fourth Mition. Royal Svo. 68.

Ninth Bridgewater Treatise. Second Edition. 8vo.
GI- 9.64.

Reflections on the Decline of Science in England,
and on some of its Causes. 4to. 15.

TS. Exposition of 1851; or, Views of the Industry, the
Science, and the Government of England. Second Efiioe. 8vo. 7s..

BANKES' (Ezene Hox. G.) .STony ór Coams CASEz, with
NI- ting to the Time of the Civil Wars, &c. Woodcnts. Post

8v.10s. 6d.
58. BASSOMPIERRE'S Memoirs of his Embassy to the Court of
T- England In 1626. Translated, with Notes. Svo. 9s.. 

m2



4 LIST OF WORKS

BARROW'S (SiRa JoHN) Autobiographical Memoir, including
Re8ections, Observations, and Reminiscences at Home and Abroad.

- From Early Lifeto Advanced Age. Portrqt. 8vo. 16.
Voyages of Discovery and Research within the

Arctie Regions, from 1818 to the present time, ln search of a North-
West Passage: with '%ro Attempts to reach the North Pole. Abridged
and arranged fromt the Official Narratives. 8yo. 15.

(JOHN) Naval Worthies of Queen Elizabeth's Reign,
their Gallant Deeds, Daring Adyentures, and Services tu the Infant.state
of the British Navy. Svo. 14s.

Life and Voyages of Sir Francis Drake. With nume-
rous Original Letters. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

BEES AND FLOWERS. Twoý Essays, reprinted from the "Quar-
terly Review." Fcap. 8vo. 1s. each.

BELL'S (Sn CHnAS) Anatomy and Philosophyof Expression. as
connected with the Fine Arts. Fourth Edition. Plates. Impl.8vo, 21Y.

Mechanism and Vital Endowments of the Hand as
evincing.Design. The Bridgewater Treatise. Sixth Edition. Wood-
cuts. Post vo. 7s. 6d.

BENEDICT'S quxast Sketch of the Life d Works of Felix
Mendelssohn Barthold 7 . Second E4ition. 8vo. . 6d.

BERTHA'S Journal during a Visit to her cle in England.
Containing a Variety of Interesting and Instructive ormation. Beventh
Edition. Woodcuts. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

The Heiress in her Minority ;or,th' Progress cf
Character. By Author of "BERTuA's JouEXAL." 2 Vols. 12mo.

BIRCH'S (SÂXUEi.) History of Ancient Pottery: Egyptian, Asiatic,
Greek, Roman, Etruscan, and Celtic. With Illustrations. 8vo. (Nearly
Eeady.)

BIRT'S (W. R.) Hurricane Guide. Being an Attempt to connect
the Rotatory Gale, f Revolving Storm, with Atmospherie Waves.
With Circles on Cards. Post 8vo. 3s.

BIOSCOPE (TH); or, the Dial of Life explained. By GavaN z
PENN. Second Edition. With late. 12mo. 12e.

BLAINE (RoBERTON) on the Laws of Artistic Copyright and their
Defects, for Artists, Engravers, Printsellers, &c. Svo. s. 6d.

BLUNT'S (REv. J. J.) Undesigned Coincidences in the Writings
of the Old and New Testament, an Argument of. their Veracity : with
an Appendix containing Undesigned Coincidences between the Gospels,
Acts, and Josephus. d7ýxrth Edition. 8vo. 9s.

.History of the Church in' the First Three Centuries.
Being the substance of Lectures delive before the University of
Cambridge., Syo. -9s. 6d.-

Principles for the proper u derstanding of the Mosaie
Writings, stated and applied, together 'th an Incidental Argument for
the -truth of the Resurreetton of ourLor. Being the H ULsEAX LxcTuaE
for 1832. Post 8vo. 6s. 6d.

BOOK OF COMMON' PRAYER. With 1000, Illustrations of
Borders, Initials, and Woodcut Vignettes. A ew Edition. 'Medium
8vo. 21s. cloth, S1s. 6d. calf or 42s. morocco.

BOSWELL'S (JAmEs) Life of Dr. Samuel Johnson. Including the
Tour to*the Hebrides, with Notes by Sir\W. Scorr. Edited by the Right
Hon. JoUaX WsON CROKER. Third Editioit. Portraits. One Volume.
Royal 8vo. 15s.
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BORROW'S (GEmaz) Lavengro; The Scholar-The 'Gipsy-anl
the Priest. Portrait. 8 Vols. Post 8vo. 30.

Bible in Spain; or the Journeys, Adventures, and
Imprisouments of an Englishman in an Attempt to circulate the
Scriptuies in the Peninsula. 3 Vols. Post 8vo. 27s., or Cheap Edition,
16mo, 6.

---- - Zincali, or the Gipsies of Spain; their Manners,
Customs, Religion, and Language. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 18s., or Cheap
Edition, 16nio. 6.

BRAY'S (Ms.) Life of Thomas Stothard, R.A. With Personal
Reminiseences. Illustrated with Portrait and 60 Woodcuts of his
chiefworks. 4to. 21s.

BREWSTER'S (Sm Dàvro) Martyrs of Science, or the Lives of
Galileo, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler. Second Edition. Fcap.Svo. 4. 6d.
, pr More Worlds than One. The Creed of the Philo-
sopher and the Hope of the Christian. Seventh Thousand. Post 8vo. 6.

BRITISH CLASSICS. A New Series of -Standard English
Authors, printed from the most correct text, and edited with elucidatory
notes. Published li demy Svo. Volumes, 7s. 6d. each.

. Already PaUishe.
GOLDSMITH'S WORKS. EdIted by Pzma CUNrNOHAn, F.S.A.

Vignettes. 4 Vols.
GIBBON'S DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN 'EMPIRE.

Edited by Wua" Sxrr, LL.D. Portrait and Maps. 8 Vols.
JOHNSON'S LIVES OF THE ENGLISH POETS. Edited with Notes,

By PEaE CuxINoaAx, F.S.A. -

LORD BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. Edited, with Notes. 6 vols.
In Preparation.

WORKS OF ALEXANDER POPE. Edlted by the RIGET HON. JOB
WnorTOCaoKEa. Assisted by PETEa CUNsINGRAsx, F.S.A.

WORKS OF DRYDEN. Edited with Notes.
HUME'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A nçw Edition, carefully revised

throughout, with Notes and Commentations, to correct his errors and
supply his deficiencies.

WORKS OF SWIFT. Edited with Notes.
WORKS OF JOSEPH ADDISON. Edited, with Notes.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION REPOR.TS. 8vo. York and Oxford,
18-32,138. 6d. Cambridge, 1833,12s. Edinburgh, 1834,15.. Dublin,
1835, 138..6d. Bristol, 1836, 128. Liverpool, 1837, 16s.. '*Newcastle,
1838,15s. Birmingharti, 1839, 13s.64. Glasgow, 1840,15.. Plymouth,
1841, 13s.6d Manchester, 1842, 10s. 6 . Cork, 1843,12s. York, 1844.
20s. Cambridge, 1845,12s. Southampton, 1846,15.. Oxford, 1847,188.
Swansea, 1848,9. Birmingham,1849,10. Edinburgh, 1850,15s. Ipswich,
1851,16.. 6<. Belfpst,1852, 15s. Huilil, 1853, 10.. 6d. Liverpool, 184, 18s.

BROGDEN'S (Rav. JÂs.) Illustrations of the Liturgy and Ritual
of the United Chureh of England and Ireland. Being Sermons and
Discourses selected from the Works of eminent Divines of the 17th
Century. 3 Vols. Post 8vo. 27s.

Catholic Safeguards against the Errors, Corruptions,
and Novelties of the Church of Rome. Being Sermons and Tracts selected
from the Works of-eminent Divines of the 17th Century. Becond Edition.
With Preface sand Index. 3 Vols. 8vo. 36.

BROOKE'S (SiR JAxEs) Journals of Events in Borneo, including
the Occupation of Labuan, and a Visit to the Ce'lebes. Together witlh
the Expedition of H.M.S. Iris. By CAPT. RoDNEY MuNDY R.N.
Plates. 2 Vols. Svo. 32s.
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BROUGHT<N'S (LoRD) - Journey through Albania and other
Provinces of Turkey ln Europe and Asia, tô Constantinople, 1809-r0.New Edition. Maps and Woodcuts. 2 Vols. 8vo. 30.

BUBBLES FROM THE BRUNNEN OF NASSAU. By an Old
Ma. Sixth Edition. 16mo. 5.

BUNBURY'S (C. J. F.) Journal of a'Residenc'e at the Cape of Good
Hope; with Excursions into the Interlor, and Notes on the Natur:l
History and Native Tribes of the Country. Woodeuts. Post Svo. 98.

BUNYAN (Jonm) and.Oliver CromwelL Select Biographies. By
RoBERT SOUTHEY. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

BUONAPARTE'S(NAPoLEoN) Confidential Correspondencewith his
Brother Joseph, sometime King of Spain. 2 vols.Svo. 26.

BURGHERSH'S (LoR») Memoir of the Operations of the Allied
Armies under Prince Schwarzenberg and Marshal Blueher during the
latter end of 1818-14. 8vo. 21s.

Early Campaigns of the Duke of Wellington in
Portugal and Spain. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

BURN'S (LiEUT-CoL.) French and English Dictionary of Naval
and Military Technical Terms. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 15.

BURNES' (S1a ALREXADER) Journey to the City of Cabool.
Scosnd Edition. Plates. 8vo. 188.

BURNS' (RoBEET) Life. By JoHN GiBsoN LocxunRT. Fifth
Edition. Fcap. Svo. St.

BURRS (G., D.) Instructions in Practical Surveying, Topogra-
phical Plan Drawing, and on sketching ground without Instruments.
Becond Edition. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7s. 64.

BUXTON'S (Sin PowEL). Memoirs. With Selections from his
Correspondence. By bis Son. ifth Edition. 8vo. 168.; or, Fopular
Edition, Post Svo. Su. 6d.

BYRON'S (LoRD) Life and Letters. By THoxAS MooRz. RMates.
6 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 18s.

Oe Volume, royal-Svo. 12s.
Poetical Works. 6 Vols. 8vo. 45.-or

Plates. 10 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 30s.
One Volume, royal 8vo. -128.
Pcicket Edition. 8 Vols. 24mo. 208. Or

separately as follows:-Childe Harold; Dramas, 2' Vols.; Tales andPoems; Miscellanies, 2 Vols.; Beppo and Din Juan, 2 Vols.

Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. - Illustrated Edition.
With 30 Vignettes. - Crown Svo. 10.·6d.

Beauties-Poetry and Prose. Fcap. Svo. 3s.
BUTTMAN'S LEXILOGUS; or, a Critical Examination of the

Meaning and Etymology of numerous Greek Words and Passages,
intended principally for Homer and Hesiod. Translated, and edited, with
Explanatory Notes and copions Indexes, by REv. J. R. FamAKE.
Third Edition. Svo. 14s.
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BUTTMAN'S Irregular Greek Verba; With all the Tens
extant-their Formation, Meanling, Usage, and accompanied by an
Index. Translated, with Notes, by REV. J. R. FisHaLE. Seonsd
Edition. 8vo. 7s.6d1.

CALVIN'S (JouN) Life. With Extracts from his Correspondence.
By Taoxas H. DrE. Porat. 8vo. 15.

CALLCOTT'S (Lar) Little Arthur's History of England.
Eighteenth Editio. Woodcuts. 18mo. 2*.U6.

CAREMES FRENCH COOKERY. TransIa"ed by W. Hau.
second Edition. Plates. 8vo. 15.

CARMICHAEL'S (A. N.) Greek Verbe. Their Formations,
Irregularities,andDefects. SecondEdition. Post 8vo. 8.6d.

CARNARVON'S (Lon») Portugal, Gallica, and the Basquq 7

Provinces. From Notes made during a Journey to those Countrieà.
Third Edition. Post Svo. 6.

CAMPBELL'S (LoaD) Lives of the Lord Chancellors and Keepers
of the Great Sealof Englanâ. Prom the Earliest Times to the Death of
Lord Eldon in 1838. Third Edition. 7. Vols. 8vo. 102.

Lives of the Chief Justices of England. roin the
Norman Conquest to the Death of Lord Mansfield. 2 Vols. Sto. 30&.

Life of Lord Bacon. Reprinted from the Lives of
the Chancellors. Fcap. 8vo. 2s.

(Gzoxe) Modern India. A Sketch of the System
of Civil Government. With some Account of the Natives and Native
Institutions. Becond Edition. 8vo. 16s.

India as it may be. An Outine of a proposed
Government and Polley. 8vo. 12a.

(Tuos.) Specimens of the British Pocts. With Bio-
<raphical and Critical Notices, and an Essay on English Poetry. Third
2dition. Portrait. Royal 8vo. 15&.

Short Lives of the British Poets. With an Essay
on English Poetry. Post 8vo. 5.

CASTLEREAGH (Taz) DESPATCHES, from1the commencement
of the official career of the late Viseount Castlereagh to the close of his
life. Edited by the MAEquxs oF LONDOKDEERY. 12 Vols.8vo. 14.each.

CATHCART'S (Sm Gzone) Commentaries on the War in Russia
and Germany, 1812-13. Plans. 8vo. 14s.

CHARMED ROB (Tax); or, The Story of the Little Brother and
Sister. By OrrO S'PECETEU. Plates. lOmo. tu.

CLARENDON (LoR» CHANCELnoR); Lives of his Friends and
Contemporaries, illustrative of Portraits in his Gallery. By Lady
TasEESA LEwis. Portraits. 3 Vols. Svo. 42s.

CLARK (Sa JAxEs) On the Sanative Influence of Climate, with an
Accountof the Best Places forInvalids Inthe South of Europe, &c. Fourth
Editio. Post 8vo. 10. 6d.

CLAUSEWITZ'S (GzNRAL CILRL Vos) Campaign of1812, in Russia.
Translated from the German by Loi» ELLESHEEE.. Map. Svo. 10s. 6d.

CLIVES (Lou») Life. By RET. G. R. Gais, M.A. Post 8vo. 68.
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COLERIDGE'S (SÂxuzL TAinoN) Table-Talk. Fourth Edition.
Portrait. Fcap. 8vo. 68.

(HENRY NELsoN) Introductions to the Study of
the Greek Classic Poets. Third Edition. Fcap, 8vo. 5s. 6d.

COLONIAL LIBRARY. [See Home and Colonial Library.)

COMBER'S (DEAN) Friendly Advice -to the Roman Catholice
of England. By Rev. Dr. HooK. Fcep.iio. .3s.

COOKERY (DoxEsTre). Founded on Principles of Economy and
Practical Knowledge, and adapted for Private Familles. New Edition.
Woodcuts. Fcapý,8vo. 5s. %

CRABBE'S (Rzv. EoRGE) Life and Letters. By his So. Portrait.
Fcap. 8vo. S., or with Plates, Se.

Life and Poetical Works. Plates. 8 Vols. Fcap.8vo.
24t.; or, One Volume. Royal 8vo. 10s. 6.U

CUMMING'S (R. Gopox) Five Years of a Hunter's Life in the Far
Interior of Sonth Africa. ,Fourtà Edition. With Woodents. 2 Vols
Post 8vo. 12a. Or CREAP EDITION, Fcap.Svo.

CURZON'S (IoN. RoBnT) Visite to the Monasteries of the Levant.
Fourth Edion. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 15s.

ARXENIA AND ERZEROUX. A Year on the Frontiers
of Russia, Turkey, and Persia. Third Edition. Woodcuts. Post Svo.
7s. 6d.

CUNNINGHAM'S (ALu) Life of Sir David Wilkie. With his
Journals, and Critical Remarks on Works of Art. Portrait. 3 Vols.
Svo. 42s.

.Poems and Songs. Now first collected
and arranged, with Biogfaphical Notice. 24mo. 2s. 6d.

(CÂPT. J-r D.) History of the Sikhs. From
the Origin of the Na'tion to the Battle of the Sutlej. Second Edition.
Maps. 8vo. 15e. .

' -(PETSR) London-Pat and Present. A Hand-
book to the Antiquities; Curiosities, Churches, Works of Art, Public
Buildings, and Pla¢es conected with interesting and historical asso-
ciations. Second Edition.' Post 8vo. 16.

Modern London. A complete Guide for
Visitors to the Metropolis. Map. 16mo. 5s.

Environs of London. Including a circle of 30
miles round St. Paul's. With Hints for Excursion" Rail,-Road,-
and River. Post Svo. In the Prese.

Westminster Abbey. Its ,Art, Architecture,
and Associations. Woodcutg. Fcap. 8vo. 18.

Works of Oliver Goldsmith. A New Edition
now first printed from the last editions which passed under the Author's
own eye. Vignettes. 4 vols. 8vo, 30e. (Murray's British Classics.)

Lives of Eminent English Poets. By SAmUEL
Joimsoir, LL.D. A New Edition, with Notes. 3 vols. So. 22s. 6d.

(Murray's British Classies.)



I
CROKErS (RIGT HON. J. W.) Progressive Geography~for Children.

Ffth Edition. 18mo. 18. 6d.
Stories for Children, Selected from the Histôry of

England. FbfteentEdition.' Woodcnts. 16mo. 2..6.

Boswel's Life of Johnson. Including the Tourto the
Hebrides. Third Edition. Portraits. Boyal Svo. 15s.

Loxn HRvr's Memoirs of the Reign of George the
Second, from his Accession to the death of Queen Caroline. Edited,
with Notes. BacondEdiion. Portrait. 2 Vols. Svo. 21s.

ssays on the Early French Revolution. Contributed
to the " Quarterly Review." 8vo.

History of the Guillotine. Woodeuts. Fcap. 8voe. 18.
CROMWELL (OLvEn) and John Bunyan. Select Biographies.

By RosnT SoumvaR. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d
DARWIN'S (CHAnLzs) Journal of Researches into the Natural

History and Geology ofthe Countries visited during a Voyage round the
World. Post Svo. 8S. 6.

DAVY'S. (Srn HuXPrun) Consolations in Travel; or, Last Days
of a Philosopher. Ffth Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

Salmonia; or, I)ays of Fly Fishing." With some Account
of the Habits of Fishes belonging to the genus Salmo. Fourtl Edition.
Woodcuts. Pcap.8vo.1 6s.

DENNIS' (GEORGB) Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria; or, the
extant Local Remains of Etruscan Art. Plates. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42s;

Sumumer in Aûdalusia. Second Edition. Revised.
Post 8vo.

DEVEREUX'S (Hoi. CAP?., RN.) Lives and Letters of the Devereux
Earls of Essex, in the Reigus of Elizabeth, James I., and Charles I.,
1540-1646. Chiefly from unpublished documents. PoPtraits. 2 VoIs.
8vo. 30S.

DODGSON'S (REv. C.) Controversy of Faith; or, Advice to Candi-
dates for Holy OrdePs. Containing an Analysis and Exposition of the
Argnment by which the CatholicInterpretation of the Baptismal Services
is to be vindicated. 12mo. U.

DOG.BREAKING ; the Most Expeditious, Certain, and Easy
Method, whether great excelence or only mediocrity be required. By
LIzo.-COL. HoTcaMsex. Third Editiol. Revised aid enlarged.
Woodcnts. Post Svo.

DOMESTIC MODERN COOKERY. Founded on Principles of
Economy and Practical Knowledg% and adapted for Private Familles.
Yew Editi. Woodouts. Fcap.8vo. 5S.

DOUGLAS'S (GEHEmiÂ SR HowÂn») Treatise on the Theory
and Practice of Gunnery. Fourth Edition. Plates. Svo. 21s.

Treatise on the Principle and Construction of Military
Bridges, and the Passage -of Rivers in Military Operations. Third
Edition. Plates. 8vo. 21s.

DRAXE'S (BiznFBAxs) Life, Voyages, and Exploits, by Sea and
Land. By Joux BAznow. ThirciEdition. Post 8vo. 28. 6d. 

DRINKWATER'S (JoN) History of the' Siege- of Gibraltar.
1779-1783. With a Description and Accouni of that Garrison from the
Earliest Perlods. Post Svo. 2s. 6d.
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DRYDEN'S (JonN) Works. A New Edition, based upon Sir
Walter Scott's Edition, entirely revised. 8vo. In Preparation.

DUDLEY'S (EÂns or) Letters to the late Bishop of Llandaff.
second Edition. Portrait. 8vo. 10s6d.

DUIW A M'S (An aaL S Psnxr) Naval Life ahd Services. By
CAPT. AXANDER MUBBAY. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

DYER'S (Taoxs H.) Life and Letters of John Calvin. Compiled
from authentic Sources. Portrait. 8vo. 15t.

EASTLAKE (Smn CsunLs) The Schools of Painting in Italy.
From the Esrliest times. From the German of KuGLER. Edited, with
Notes. Third Edition. llustrated with 100 Engravinga from the Old
Masters. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 30.

Contributions to the Literature of the Fine Arts.
Svo. 12,.

EDWARDS' (W. H.) Voyage up the River Amazon, including a
Visit to Para. Post 8vo. 2Y. 6d. 4

EGERTON'S (HON. CAPT. FANcis) Journal of a Winter's Tour in
India; with a Visitto Nepaul. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 18.

ELDON'S (Lon»> Cniucxwt.on) Public and Private Life, with Selec-
tionsfrom his Correspondence andM Daries. By HonAcs Twxss. Third
Edition. Portrait 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 21s.

ELLESMERE'S (Lon») Two Sieges of Vienna by the Turks.
Translated from the German. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d

Second Campaign of Radetzky in Piedmont.
The Defence of Temeswar and the Camp of the Ban. From the German.
Post 8vo.- 6. 6d.

Life and Character of the Duke of Wellington;
a DisoursS. Second Edition. Fcâp. Svo. Ud.

Campaign of 1812 in Russia, from the German
of GeneraI Carl Von Clausewitz. Map. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Pilgrimage, and other Poems. Illustrated.
Crown 4to. 24s.

ELIOT'S (Hon. W. G. C.) Khans of the Crimea. Being a Nar-
rative of an Embassy from Frederick the Great to the Court of Krim
Gerai. A Prelude to the present Struggle between Russia and Turkey.
Translated from the German of TEoDoaE MUNDT. Post Svo. 6s.

ELPHINSTONE'S (Hox. MouxarsvunT) History of India'-the
Hindoo and Mahomedan Periods. Third Edition. Map. 8vo. 18s.

ELWIN'S (REY:. W.) lives of Eminent British Poets. Prom
Chaucer-to Wordsworth. 4 Vols. 8vo. In Preparation.

ENGLAND (Hrisonr or) from the Peace of Utrecht to tie Peace
of Versailles, 1713-83. By LoD> Maxox. Library Edition, 7 Vols.,
Svo, 93s.; or, Popular Edition, 7 Vols. Post68vo, 42s.

From the First Invasion by the :Romans,
down to the 14th, yearof Queen Victoria's Reign. By MaaM, A -x.
88th Thousand. Woodcuts. 12mo. 6s.

As v xvs:- Social, Political, and Industrial, in the
Middle of the 19th Century. :By W. JOHrSTON.- 2 Vols, PostSvo. 188.

and ' France under the Honse of Lancaster;
With an Introductory View of the Early Reformation. &cond Edition.
8vo. 15s.
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ENGLISHWOMAN IN AMERICA. Post 8vo. lOs. 6d.
RUSSIA: or, Impressions of Manners

and Society during a Ten Years' Rlesidence ln that Country. TIfih
Thouand. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 10s 6d.

ERSKINE'S (CAPT., RN.) Journal of a Cruise among tfe Islands
of the Western Pacifc, including the Fejees and others Inhabited by
the Polynesian Negro Races. Plates. 8vo. 16s.

ESKIMAUX (Tan) and English Vocabulary, for the use of Travellers
ln the Arctic Regions. 16mo. as.d.

ESSAYS FROM «THE TIMES." Being a Selection from the,
LrrxaaAr PAPEBs which have appeared in that Journal. 794 Tàousrnd
2 vols. Fcap. 8vo. 8s..

EXETER'S (BIsuo or) Letters to the late Charles Butler, on the
Theological parts of his Book of the Roman Catholic Church; with

4 Remarks on certain Works of Dr. Milner and Dr. Lingard, and on some
parts of the Evidence of Dr. Doyle. Second Ediion. 8vo. 16s.

FAIRY RING (Tua), A Collection of TALEs and SToRIEs for Young
Persons. From the German. By J. E. TÂLoa. Illustrated by Ricasan
DOLE. BonEdition. Fap.8vo.

FALKNER'S (FRD.) Muck Mannal for the Use of Farmers. À
Treatise on the Nature and Value of Manures. Secomnd Edition, with a
Glossary of Termasand an Index. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

FAMILY RECEIPT-BOOK. A Collection of a Thousand Valuable
and Useful Receipts. Fcap. 8vo. 5. 6.

FANCOURT'S (CoI,.) History of Yucatan, from its Discovery
to the Close of the 17th Century. With Map. 8vo. 108.6d.

FARINI'S (LUGi CARLo) History of the Roman State, 1815-50.
Translated from the Italian. By Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE.
4 Vols. Svo. 12s. each.

FEATHERSTONHAUGH'S (G. W.) Tour through the Slave States
of North America, from the River Potomac, to Texas and' the Frontiers
ef Mexico. Plates. 2 Vols. 8vo. 26s.

FELLOWS' (SIX CunIus) Travels and Researches in Asia Minor,
more particularly in the Province of Lycia. New Edition. Plates. Post
Svo. 98.

FERGUSSON'S (JAxas) Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis
Restored: an Essay on Ancient Assyrian and Persian Architecture.
With 45 Woodcuts. 8vo. 16.

Handbook of Architecture. Being a
Concise and Popular Account of the Different Styles prevailing in all
Ages and Countries in the World. With a Description of the most
remarkable Buildings. With 850 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 36s.

FERRIER'S (T. P.) Caravan Journeys in Persia, Affghanistan,
Turkistan, and Beloochistan, with Descriptions of Meshed, Herat, Balk,
and Candahar, and Sketches of the Nomade Tribes of Central Asia.
Map. 8vo.

FEÚERBACH'S Remarkable German Crimes and Trials. Trans.
lated from the German by Lady DuF GOEDON. 8VO. 12S.



FISHER'S. (REv.~GEoRGE) Elements of Geometry, for the Use of
Schools. lird Edition. 18mo. 3s.

First Principles of Algebra, for the Use of Schools.
Third Edition. 18mo. 3s.

FISHLAKE'S (REv.. J. R.) Translation of Buttman's Lexilogua; A
Critical Examination of the Meaning and Etymology of numerous Greek
Words and Passages,intended principally for Homer and Hesiod. With
Explanatory Notes and Copious Indexes. Third Edition. 8vo. 14s.

- Translation of Buttman's Catalogue of Irregular
Greek Verbs; with all the Tenses extant-their Formation, Meaning,
and Usage. With Explanatory Notes, and accompanied by an Index.
Second Edition. 8vo. 7:. 6d.

FLOWER GARDEN (TEE). An Essay reprinted from the
" Quarterly Review." Fcap. 8vo. ls.

FORD'S (Rrcina»R)Handbook for Spain, Andalusia, Ronda,Valencia.
Catalonia, Granada, Gallicia, Arragon, Navarre, &c. Third Edition
2 Vols. Post 8vo. 30t.

- Gatherings from Spain. Post 8vo. 68.
FORSYTH'S (WilrMA ) Hortensius, or the Advocate: auw Historical

Essay on the Office and Duties of an A&vocate. Post Svo. 12#.
History of Napoleon at St. Helena. From the

Letters and Journalsof Sm HUDsoN LOWE. Pórtrait and Maps. 3 Vols.
8vo. 45.

FORTUNE'S (RoBR) Narrative of Two Visits to China, between
the years 1843-52, with full Descriptions of the Culture of the Tea
Plant. Third Edition. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. PostSvo. 18. -

FRANCE (HisTonY or). From the Conquest by the Gauls to the
Death of Louis Philippe. By Mrs. MamaÂAx . 40th Thousand. Wood-
cuts. 12mo. 6.

FRENCH (TEE) in Algiers; The Soldier of the Foreign Legion-
- and the Prisoners ofAbd-el-Kadir. Translated by Lady DUr GounoN.

Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

GALTON'S (FAiecrs) Art of Travel; or, Hints on the Shifts and
Contrivances available in Wild Countries. Second Edition. Wood.
cuts. Post 8vo. 63.

GEOGRAPHICAL (Tnz) JournL Published by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society of London. Svo.

GERMANY (HrsròàY op). From the Invasion by Marius, to the
present time. On the plan of Mrs. M *au-x. 6th Thousand. Woodeuts.
12mo. 6s.

GIBBON'S (EDwARi) Life and Correspondence. By DAx M xixç.
Portrait. 8vo. 9s.

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. À New
Edition. Preceded by the Autobiography of GrmsoN. Edited with
Notes by Dr. Wr. SarrE. Portrait,and Maps. 8 Vols. 8vo. 60s.
(Murray's British Classics.)

GIFFARD'S XE»Âwi») Deeds of Naval Daring; or, Anecdotes of
the British Navy. 2 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 5u.

GISBORNE'S (TnoxÂs) Essays on Agriculture. Third Edition.
Post 8vo. 5s.
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GLADSTONE'S (RMuRT HON. W. E.) Prayers arranged from the
Liturgy for Family Use. Second Edition. 12mo. 2s.6d.

History of the Roman State. Translated from the
Italian of Lur CARLo FAEINi. 4 Vols. 8vo. 12s. each.

GOLDSMITH'S (Ouvea) Works. A New Edition. Printed from
the last editions revised by the Author. Edited by PER CuNxi-
HAN. Vignettes. 4 Vols. 8vo. 30s. (Mnrray's British Classics.)

GLEIG'S (REv. G. R.) Campaigna of the British Army at Washing-
ton and New Orleans. Post 8vo. 2,. 6d.

Story of the Battle of Waterloo. Compiled from Public
and Authentie Sourrces. Post 8vo. s.

Nprrative of Sir Robert Sale's Brigade in Afghanistan,
with anAccount of the Seizure and Defence ofJellalabad. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Life of Robert Lord Clive. Post 8vo. 58.
Life and Letters of General Sir Thomas Munro. Post

Svo. 5e.

GOOCH (ROBaT, M.D.), On the most Important Diseases peculiar to
Women. Second Edition. Svo. 12s.

GORDON'S (Sxa Az.Ex. DUFF) Sketches of German Life, and Scenes
fromthe War of Liberation. From the German. Post 8vo. 6,.

(LADY DUF) Amber-Witch: the most interesting
Trial for Witchcraft ever known. From the German. Post Svo. 2s. 6d.

French in Algiers. 1. The Soldier of the Foreign
Legion. 2. The Prisoners of Abd-el-Kadir. From the French.
Post 8vo. 2s.6d.

Remarkable German Crimes and Trials. From the
German. 8vo. 128.

GOSPEL STORIES FOR CHILDREN. An Attempt to render the
Chief Events of the Life of Our Saviour intelligible and profitable.

• Second Edition. 18mo. &.6d.

GRANT'S (Asnsu) Nestorians, or the Lost Tribes ; containing
Evidence of their Identity, their Manners, Customs, and Ceremenies;
with Sketches of Travel in Ancient Assyria, Armenia,and Mesopotamia;

. and Illustrations of Scripture Prophecy. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 63.

GRENVILLE (Ta) LETTEllS AND DIARIES; beingthe Publie
Sand Private Correspondepce of George Grenville, his Friends and Con-
temporaries, during a period of 30 years.-Including bis DIARY oF
PoLTCAL EvzNrs while First Lord of the Treasury. Edited, with
Notes, by W. J. SErra. 4 Vols. Svo. 16s. each.

GREEK GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS. Abridged from Matthio.
By the BIsnoP or LorcDoN. Eighth Edition, revised by Rev. J. EDWARDS.
12mo. 3s.

Accidence for Schools. Abridged from Matthise.
By the BIsHoP or LONDON. Fourth Edition, revisedby Rev.J. EDWAEDs.
12mo. 2s.

GRBEY'S (Sm GEoRGE) Polynesian Mythology, and Ancient
Traditional History of the New Zealand Race. Woodcuts. Post
8vo. 10s. 6d.
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GROTE'S (GEoRGE) History of Greece. From the Earliest Period
î to the death of Alexander the Great. With Maps and an Index. 12 vols.
Svo. 16s. each. The Work may be had as foUows:-
VoLs. I.-II.-Legendary Greece. Grecian History to the Reign ot

,Peisistratus at Athens.
VoLS. III.-IV.-History of Early Athens, and the Legislation'of Solon.

Grecian Colonies. View of the Contemporary Nations surrounding
Greece. Grecian Historydown to the first Persian Invasionand the
Battre of Marathon.

VoLS. V.-VI.-Persian War and Invasion of Greece by Xerxes. Period
between the Persian and the Peloponnesian Wars. Peloponnesian
War down to the Expedition of the Athenians against Syracuse.

VoLs. VII.-VIII.-The Peace of Nikias down to the Battle of Knidus.
Socrates and the Sophists.

VOLs. IX.-XI.-From the Restoration of the Democracy at Athens down
to the Death of Philip of Macedon (B.c. 403-359).

VoL. XII.-The end of the Reign of Alexander the Great., Review of
Plato and Aristotle.

GROSVENOR'S (LoRD RornT).Leaves from my Journal during
the Summer of 1851. Second Edition. Plates. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

GUIZOT (M.) on the Causes of the Success of the English
Revolution of 1640-1688. Svo. 6s.; or Cheap Edition, 12mo, 1s.

Democracy in France. Sixh Edition. 8vo. 38. 6.
GURWOOD'S (Cor.) Despatches of the Duke of Wellington during

his various Campaigns. Compiled from Official and Authentie Docu-
ments. New, enlargecd andcomplete Edition. 8 vols. Svo. 21s. each.

Selections from the Wellington Despatches'
and General Orders. aN Edition. Svo. 18s.

Speeches in Parliament of the Duke of
Wellington. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42s.

GUSTAVUS VASA (History of), King of Sweden. With Extracts
from his Correspondence. Portrait. Svo. 10s. 6d.

HALLAM'S (HEuRY) Constitutional History of England, from the
Accession of Henry the Seventh to the Death of George the Second.
Seventh Edition. 3 Vols. Svo. 30s.

History of Europe during the Middle Ages. TentA
Edition. 3 Vols. 8vo. 30s.

Introduction to the Literary History of Europe, during
the 16th, 17th, and 18th Centuries. Foarth Editiaon. 3 Vols. 8vo. 36.

Literary Essays and Characters. Selected from the
last work.. Fcap. 8vo. 28.

Historical Works. Popular Edition. 10 Vols. Post
8vo. 6,. each.

HAMILTON'S (WLTRnR) Hindostan, Geographically, Statistically,
and Historically. Map. 2 Vols. 4to. 94s. 6d.

(W. J.) Researches in Asia Minor, Pontus, and
Armenia; with some Account of the Antiquities and Geology of those
Countries. Plates. 2 Vols. 8vo. 38s.

HAMPDEN'S (Bisuop) Essat on the Philosophical Evidence of
Christianity, or the Credibility obtained to a Scripture Revelation
from its Coincidence with the Facts of Nature. Svo. 9s.6d.

HARCOURT'S (EDWAnn Yzn io) Sketch of Madeira; with Map
and Plates. Post 8vo. 8S. 6&.

HART'S ARMY LIST. (PubliIhed Quarterly andAnnuay.) 8vo.
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HAY'S (J. H. Duuxxox») Western, Barbary, its wild Tribes and
savage Animals. Post Svo. 2s. 64.

HAŽND-BOOK OF TRAVEL-TALK; or, Conversations in
English, German, Frencb, snd Italian. 18mo. 3s. 6d.

NORTH GERMANY-Ho nn», BELGIUm, and
the Rhine to Switzerland. Map. Post Svo. 9s.

SOUTH GERMANY-Bavaria, Austria, Salzberg,
the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, the Tyrol, and the Danube, from Ulm
to the Black Sea. Map. Post Svo. 9s.

SWITZERLAND-the Alps of Savoy, and Piedmont.
Maps. Post Svo. 7j. 6d.

PAINTING-the German, Dutch, Spanish, and
French Schools. From the German of KuGLa. Edited by SIR
EDxUtND HEAD. .Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post Svo.

FRANCF,-Normandy, Brittany, the French
Alps, the Rivers Loire, Seine, Rhone, and Garonne,Danphiné, Provence,
and the Pyrenees. Maps. Post Svo. 9s.

SPAIN-Andalusia, Ronda, Granada, Valencia,
Catalonis, Galicia, Arragon, and Navarre. Maps. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 30s.

PORTUGAL, LISBON, &c. Map. Post 8vo. 98.
NORTH ITALY-Florence, Sardinia, Genoa, the

Rivier, Venice, Lombardy, and Tuscany. Map. Post 8vo. 2 Vols. 12s.
CENTRAL -ITALY-uSoru Tuscm and the

PiPÂL STATEs. Map. Pot Stvo. 7à.
ROME-AND ITS ENTIRONS. Map. Post

Svo. 7s.
SOUTH ITALY-Naples, Pompeii, Herculaleum,

Vesuvius, &c. Map. Post8vo. 10s.

PAINTING-the Italian Schools. From the Ger-
man of KUGLER. Edited by Sir CALus EASTLAm. Woodcuts. 2
Vols. Post 8vo. 30.

PICTURE GALLERIES OF ITALY. Being a
Dictionary of Italian Painters. Edited by RAiau WoEUwm. With
a Chart. Post 8vo. 6s. 6.

GREECE-the Ionian Islands, Albania, Thessaly,
and acedonia. Maps. Post 8vo. 15s.

TURKEY-MiTA, Asu1 Mxou, CoxsTrmorxiOn,
Armenis, Mesopotamia, &c. Maps. Post 8vo. 10s.

EGYPT-Thebes, the Nile, Alexandria,. Cairo,
the Pyramids, Mount Siai, &c. Map. Post Svu. 1->s.

DENMARK-NoRaw and Swa»mr. Maps. Post
8vo. 12s. '

RUSSIA-Twa BALTio AD F I? AÂn. Maps. Post
Svo. 12:.

DEVON AND CORNWALL. Maps. Post 8vo. 6a.
LONDON, PAST L£D PREÙ1#T. Being an Alpha-

betical Account of an the Antiquities, Curiosities, Churches, Works
of Art, Places, and Streets connected with Interesting and Historical
Associations. Post 8vo.- 16e. -
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HAND.BOOK OF MODERN LONDON. A Guide to aIl objects
of interest in the Metropolis. Map. l6mo. 5s.

ENIRG1NS OF LOI<DON. ·Including a Circle of
30 Miles round St.Paurs. Maps. Post 8vo. (NearlyrSed.)

BRITISH MUSEUM; isT AnQ T .ns Ai> SOCLp-
TURE. 300 Woodeuts. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

PICTURE GALLERIES N mD mEi LoDoiN.
With Critical Notices. Post Svo. 10#.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY-its Art, Architecture,
and Associations. Woodcuts. 16ao. 1.

PARIS. Post 8vo.
INDIA. Post 8vo.
CHRONOLOGY & HISTORY, Alphabetically ar-

ranged. 8vo. (VearZg Beady.)

(OFFICIAL). Giving an Historical Acebunt of the
Duties attached to the varions Civil and Ecclesiastical Departments oi
the Government. Post 8vo. 68.

FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS. Chiefly from Engliah
Authoms. A New-Edition, vith an Index. Fcap. Svo. 5*.

ARCHITECTURE. Being a Concise and Popular
Accotnt of the Diferent Styles prevailing in all Ages and Countries
By JAMEs FEEGussoN. With 850 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 36s. -

CATHEDRALS 0F ENGLAND. With Plates.
'Post 8vo. In Preparation. .

OF THE ARTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES AND
Renaissance. "By M. Jules Labarte. With 200 Illustrations. Svo. 18s.

HEAD'S (Sa FRAnRs) Rough Notes of some Rapid Journeys across
the Pampas and over the Andes. Post Svo. 2s. 6d.

Bubbles-from the Brunnen of Nassau. By an Ora> MAx.
Sixh Edition. 16mo. 5.

Emigrant. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8ro. 28. 6d.
Stokers and Pokers, or the London and North-Western

Railway. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Defenceless State of Great Britain. Content.-1. Mili-
tary Warfare. 2. Naval Warfare. 3. The Invasion of England. 4. The
Capture of London by a French Army. 5. The Treatment of Women
in War. 6. How to Defend Great Britain. Post 8vo. 12s.

. Sketches of Paris, or Faggot of French Sticks.
Ket Edition. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 12s.

Fortuidght in Ireland Second Edition. Map. 8vo. 12s.

- - (Sm GEoGc) Forest Scenes and Incidents in Canada.
Second Edition. Post Svo. 10s.

Home Tour through the Manufacturing Districts of
England, Scotl1d, and Ireland, including the Channel Islands, and the
Isle of Man. 7rd Edition. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 12s.
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BEAD'S (Sa EDxUlq») Handbook of Painting-the German,
Dutch, Spanish, and French Schoola. Partly from the German of
KUGLEE. With Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo.

HEBER'S (BISHoP) Parish Sermons; on the Lessons, the Gospel,
or the Epistle, for every Sunday in the Year, and for Week-day Festivals.
Sixth Edition. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 16s.

Sermons Preached in England. Second Edition. 8vo.
-9s. 64.

Hymns written and adapted for the weekly Church
Service of the Year. Toelfth Edition. 16mo. 2s.

Poetical Works. Fis Edition. Portrait. Fcap. 8vo.
73.6d.

Journey through the Upper Provinces of India, From
Calcutta to Bombay, with a Journey to Madras and the Southern Pro-
vinces. 2 Vols. Pot Stvo. 10.

HEIRESS (THE) in Her Minority; or, The Progress of Charseter.
By the Author of "BzETHA's JommAL." 2 Vols. 12mo.

HERODOTUS. À New English Version. Translated from the
Text of GAIsFoD, and Edited with Notes, illustrating the History and
Geography of Herodotus, from the most recent sources of information.
By Rev. G. RAwntisON, CoLoNEL RAwrLmsoN,and Sa J. G. Warnxso<.
4 Vols. 8vo. la Preparation.

HERSCHEL'S (Sm . . W. P.) Manualof Scientifie Enquiry, for the
Use of Travellers. By variops Writers. Becond Edition. Post8vo. 10. 6d.

HERVEY'S (LoRn) Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second,
from his Accession to the Death of Queen Caroline. Edited, with Notes,
by Right Hon. J. W. CaoKza. Second and Cheaper Edition. Portrait.
2 Vols. Svo. 21.

HICKMAN'S (Wx.) Treatise on the Law and Practice of Naval
Courts Martial. 8vo. 10s.6d.

HILL (Fasmnxo) On Crime: its Amount, Causes, and Remedies.
svo. 128.

HILLARD'S (G. S.) Six Months in Italy. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 16..

HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE UNDEa THE HoUsZ
or LANcAs*rm. With an Introductory View of the Early Reformation.
Second Edition. Svo. 15.

the late War: with Sketches of Nelson, Wellington,
and. Napoleon. By J. G. LOc=AT. 18mo. 2s. 6&

HOLLÂND'S (EIv. W. B.) Pa]ms and Hymns, selected and
adapted to the varions Solemnities of the Church. Third Edition. 24mo.
1.. 3d1.

HOLLWAY'S (J. G.) Month.in Norway. Fcap. 8vo. 28.

HONEY BEE (Tus). AnÂ Essay. Reprinted from the «Quar-
terly Review.'' Fcap. Svo. 1s.
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HOME AND COLONIAL LIBRARY. Complete in 76 Parts.
Post 8vo, 2.64. each, or bound iin 37 Volumes, cloth.

CONTENTS OF THE sERIES.

THE'BIBLE IN SPAIN. By GEORGE Boaow.
JOURNALS IN INDIA. By BIsHoP HEBER.
TRAVELS IN THE HOLY LAND. By CAPTAINs IN3T and.MAnLxs
THE SIEGE OF GIBRALTAR. By JoHN DEINKWATE.
MOROCCO AND THE MOORS. By J. DRUMMOND HAY.
LETTERS FROM THE BALTIC. By a LADY.
THE AMBER-WITCH. By LADY DuFF GORDON.
OLIVER CROMWELL & JOHN BUNYAN. By ROBERT SouTHEY.
NEW SOUTH WALES. By MRs. MEBEDITE.
LIFE OF SIR FRANCIS DRAKE. By JOHN BANROW.
FATHER RIPA'S MEMOIRS OF THE COURT OF CHINA.
A RESIDENCE IN THE WEST INDIES. By M. G. LEwis.
SKE'ÉCHES OF PERSIA. By Sm JOHN MALCOLx.
THE FRENCH IN ALGIERS. By LADY DUFF GoRoN.
BRACEBRIDGE HALL. By WASHINGTON IEVING.
VOYAGE OF A NATURALIST. By CHALEEs DAwIN.
HISTORY OF THE FALL OF THE JESUITS.
LIFE OF LOUIS PRINCE OF CONDE. By LoRDmAoN. *
GIPSIES OF SPAIN. By GEORGE-BOBBOw.
THE MARQUESAS. By HEaa4z MELVILLE.
LIVONIAN TALES. By a Lady.
MISSIONARY LIFE IN CANADA. By -RE. J. ABBoT.
SALE'S BRIGADE IN AFFGHANISTAN. By REV. G.IR. GLEZo.
LETTERS FROM MADRAS. By a LADY.
HIGHLAND SPORTS. By Cnma.Es ST. JomN.
JOURNEYS ACROSS- THE PAMPAS. By Sm F. B.-R .
GATHERINGS FROM SPAIN. By RcHARD FOD.
SIEGES OF VIENNA BY THE TURKS. By LOED ELLESxEEE. ?
SKETCHES OF GERMANLIFE. By SIN A. Gosoi.
ADVENTURES IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By HEBRgNN MEI4VILLN.
STORY OF BATTLE OF WATERLOO. By REv. G. R. GLEIG.
A VOYAG E UP THE RIVER AMAZON. ýBy W. H. EDWAES
THE WAYSIDE CROSS. By CAPT. MiLMAi.
MANNERS & CUSTOMS OF INDIA. By.REv. C. AcI.&D
CAMPAIGNS AT WASHINGTON. By REv. G. R. GLEIG.
ADVENTURE$ IN MEXICO. By G. F. RuxToir.
PORTUGAL AND GALLICIA. By LORD CAEINANvON.
LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. By REv. G. R. GLEIG.
BUSE LIFE IN AUSTRALIA. By H. W. HAXGAETH.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF HENRY STEFFENS.
T ALES OF A TRAVELLER. By WsmNGToiN IEVING.
SHORT LIVES OF THE POETS. By THOxÂAs CAMPBELL.
HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By LOD MARoi.
LONDON & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY. By Sm F. B. EAD.
ADVENTURES IN THE LIBYAN DESERT. By BAE ST. JOMf.
A RESfDENCE AT SIERRA LEONE. By a LADr.
LIFE OF GENERAL MUNRO. By RE. G. R. GL.Eîi.
MEMOIRS OF SIR FOWELL BUXTON. By bis.Soi.
LIFE OF OLIVER GOLDSMITH. By WASHINGTOiN INVING.
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HOOK'S (Rzv. D.) Church Dietionary. Sevents Edition. 8vo. 16s.
Discourses on the Religious Controversies of the Day.

8 vo. 9.
f Advice to the Roman Catholies. By DmN Coxsm. À

Xeo Eo. With Notes. Fcap. 8vo. Ss.

(TuxoDon) Life. An Essay. Reprinted from the "Quarterly
Review." Fcap. 8vo. 13.

HOOKER'S (DLJ.D.) Himalayan Jourpals; or, Notes of au Oriental
Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikkim nd Nepal Himalas, the Khasia
Mountains, &c. Becond Fdition. oodcts. 2 vols. Post8vo. 18s.

HOOPER'S (LImEr.) Ten Months among the Tenta of the Tuski;
with Inciaents of an Àrctic Boat Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. By LEur. HooPzn, R.N. Plates Svo. 14s.

HORACE (Works of). Edited by DEAN MInM. New EditiOn.
With 300 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 21s.

(Life of). By Dus MuA. .New Edition. Woodeuts,
and coloured Borders. 8vo. 9s.

HORNER'S (Facxs) Memoirs and Letters. By ,Is BaROTREz.
Second Edition. Portrait. 2 Vola. Svo. 30s.

HOSPITALS AND SISTERHOODS. Second Edition. Fcap.Svo.

HOUSTOUN'S (Mas.) Yacht Yoyae to Texas and the Gulf of
Mexico. Plates. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 21s.

HUMBOLDT'S (Aux.) Cosmos; or, a Physical Description of the
World. Translated by COL. and Mas. Sisç. Seyath Rditi. 3Vols.
Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Aspects of Nature in different Lands and in
different Climates. Translated by COL. and MEs. SBnmE. 2 Vols.
Post8vo. 6r.

HUTCHINSON (Corow.) on Dog-Breaking; the most expe-
ditions, certain, and easy Method, whether great Exoe1lene or only
Mediocrity be required. Third Edition. Revised and eularged. Woodcuts.
Post 8vo.

INKERSLEY'S (THos.) Gothic Archite.ture in France; Being an
Inquiry into the Chronological Snccession "of the Romanesque and
Pointed Styles; vith Notices of some of the principal Buildings, and
an Index. 8vo. 12s.

IRBY AND MANGLES' Travels in Egypt, Nubia, Syria, and
tihe Holy Land, including a Journey round the Dead Sea, snd -through
the Country east of thg Jordan. Post 8vo. 2s. 6.

JAMES' (REV-. THOKAS) F abies of lEsop. A New Verslon, chiefly
from the Original Greek. With 100 Original Designs, by JoHa
Taxmmr.. Twent-frnt Edifion. Pestsvo. 2s.d.

JAMESON'S (Mas.) Handbook to the Picture Galleries in and
near London. With Historical, Biographical, and Critieul Notices.
Post 8vo. Second Edition. 10s.

JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE Described from the Accounts
of Recent Dutch Travellers. New Edition. Post Svo. 6s.

JERVIS'S (CAPT.) Manal of Operations int e Field, for the Use of
Officers. Post 8vo. 93. 6d.
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JESSE'S (EDWÂRD) Visits to Spots of Interest 'in the Vicinity of
Windsor and Eton. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 128.

Scenes and Occupations of Country Life. With Recol-
lections of Natural History. lird Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8Yo. 6s.

Gleanings in Natural History. With Anecdotes of the
Sagacity and Instinct ofÂAnimals Eighth Edition. Fcap. Svo. 6*.

JOCELYN'S (LonD) Six Months with the Chinese Expedition; or,
Leaves from a Soldier's Note-Book. ,Spe>th Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 58. 6d.

JOHNSON'S (Da. SÂxEL) Life: By James Boswell. Including
the Tour 'to the Hebrides, with Notes by Sm W. Scorr. Edited by
the Right Hon. JomN WIsoN CtoaKE. Third Edition. 1 Vol.
Portraits.' Royal8vo. 15*.

Lives of the most eminent English
Poets. - A New Edition. Edited and annotated. By PETER CUNxInNGHAx.
3 vols. 8vo. 228. d. (Murray's British Classics.)

JOHNSTON'S (Wx.) England as it is : Social, Political, and
' Industrial,.in the Middle of the 19th Century. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 18s.

JOURNAL OF A NATURALIST. Fourth Edition. Woodcucts.
Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.

JOWETT'S Rev. B.) Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles to the
Thessalonians, Galatians, and Romans. With Notes and -Dissertations.
.2 Vols. 8vo. 30s.

KEN'S (Bisuop) Life. By A LAÂrEN. Second idition. Portrait.
2 Vols. 8vo. 18s.

Exposition of the Apostles' Creed. Extracted from his
"Practice of Divine Love." New Edition. Fcap. l. 6d.

Approach to the Holy Altar. Extracted from his « Manual
of Prayer " and "Practice of Divine Love." eN Edition. Fcap. 8vo.
1Y.6d.

KING EDWARD VITH's Latin Grammar; or, an Introduction
to the Latin Tongue, for the Use of Schools. Tenth Edition. 12mo. 38. 6d.

First Latin Book; or, the Accidence,
S taxand Prosody, with an English Translation for the Use of Junior
Cses. Second Edition. 12mo. 2s.

KINNEAR'S (JoHN G.) Cairo, Petra, and Damascus, described
from Notes made during a Tour in those Countries : with enemarks on
the Government of Mehemet Ali, and on the piesent prospects of Syria.
Post 8vo. 9*. 6.

KNIGHT'S (CHÂRLEs) Knowledge is Poirer: a View of the
Productive forces of Modern Society, and the results of Labour, Capital,
and Skill. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 7s.6d.

-_ Once upon a Time. 2 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 108.
Old Printer and Modern Press. Wo6dcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

KOCH'S (Pnossoni) Crimea and Odessa; their'Climate and Re-
sources, described from personal knowledge. Map. Post 8vo. 10#. 6d.
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KUGLER'S (Dr. Faixz) Handbook to the History of Painting,
(the Itallan Schools). Translated from the German. Edited, with
Notes, by Sm CHÀaLEs EAs-LaK5. Third Edution. With Woodcuts
from the Old Masters. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 30s.

(the German, Dutch, Spanish,
-and French Schools). Partly Translated from the German. Edited,
with Notes, by S-EDxD HEA», Bart. With Woodcuts from the Old
Masters. 2 Vols.. Post 8vo. »24s.

LABARTE'S (M. JULES) Handbook of the Arts of the Middle Ages
and Renaissance. With 200 Woodcuts. Svo. 18#.

LABORDE'S (Lzox D) Journey through Arabia Petroea, to Mount
Binai, and the Excavated City of Petrea,-the Edom of the Prophecies.
Second Edition. With Plates. 8vo. 18t.

LAMBERT'S (Miss) Church Needlework. With Practical Remarks
on its Preparation and Arrangement. Plates. Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.

My Knitting Book. Woodeuts. Two Parts. 16m<o 3s.
My Crochet Sampler. Woodeuts. Two Part. 16mo. 4s.
Hints on Decorative Needlework. 16mo. '18. 6d.

LANE' (E. W.) Arabian Nights. Translated, with Explanatory
Notes. With Woodcuts. Roya18vto. 21s.

LATIN GRAMMA R (KIEG EDWAED THE VITR's.) For the Use
of Schools. Tenh Edition. 12mo. 38.6Cd.

First Book (Knir EDWÂnD VI.); or, *the Accidence,
Syntax, and Prosody, with English Translation for Junior Classes
Second Edition. 12mo. 2s. -

LAYARD'S (A. Z.) Nineveh and its Remains. Being a Nar-
rative of Reseaahes snd Discoveries amidst the Ruins of Assyria.
With an Account of the Chaldean Christians of Kurdistan; the Yezedis,
or Devil-wprshippers; and anenquiry into the Manners and Arts of
the Anciedt Assyrians. "SixthEdition. Plates and Woodeuts. 2 Vols.
8vo. 36 /

Nineveh and Babylon; being the Result
of a Seetid Expedition to Assyria. Fourteenth Thousand. Plates.
8vo. 21s. Or Fine Paper, 2 Vols. 8vo.. 80s.

Popular Account of Nineveh. 15th Edition. With
Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 5s.

Monumenis of Nineveh. First adz Second Series.
Illustrated by One Hundred and Seventy Engravings. 2 Vols. Imperial
Folio, 101.10s. each.

LEAKE'S (Cor. W. MARTix) Topography of Athens, with Rémarks
on its Antiquities; to which is added, the Demi of Attica. Second
Edition. Plates. 2 Vols. Svo. 80s.

Travels in Northern Greece. Maps. 4 Vols. 8vo. 60e.

Greece at the End of Twenty-three Years' Protection.
8vo. 6d.

'Peloponnesiaca: A Supplement to Travels in the Morea.
8vo. 158.

Thoughts on the Degradation of Science in England.
8vo 3s.6d.
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LESLIE'S (C. R.) Handbook for Young Painters. With Illustra.
tions. Post 8vo. los. 6d.

LETTERS FROM THE SHORES OF THE BALTIC. By a
LADY. Post 8vo. 29. 6d.

Madras; or, First Impressions of Life and
Manners in India. By a LAv. Post avo. 2s. 6d.

Sierra Leone, written to Friends at Home.
By a LADr. Edited by Mrs. NoRToV. .Post 8vo. 6.

LEWIS' (G. Coanuwiii) Essay on theiGovernment of Dependencies.
8vo. 128.

- Glossary of Provincial Words used in Herefordshire and
some of the adjoining Counties. 12mo. 4s. 64.

Essay on the Origin and- Formation of the -Romance
Languages. Second Edition. 8vo. 123.

(LAD -THERESA) Friends and Contemporaries of the
Lord Chancellor Clarendon, illustrative of Porttaits in bis Gallery.
With an Introduêtion, containIng a Descriptive Catalogue of the Pictures,
and an Account of the Origin of the Collection. Portraits. 3 Vols.
8vo. 42s.

(M. G.) Journal of a Residence among the Negroes in the
West Indies. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

LEXINGTON (TE) PAPERS; or, Some Account of the Courts
of London and Vienna at the end of the 17th Century. Extracted from
Official and Private Correspondence, - 1694-1698. Edited by HoN. H.
MANNERs SurroN. Svo. 14s.

LIDDELL'S (DEAN) History of Rome,_ From the Earliest Times
to the Establishment of the Empire. 2 Vols. 8vo. 28s. Also a School
Edition, 12mo.

LINDSAY'S (Lon») Sketches of the History of Christian Art.
3 Vols. Svo. 81s. 6d.

Lives of the Lindsays; or, a Memoir of the~Houses
of Crawford and Balcarres. To which are added, Extracts from the
Official Correspondence of- Alexander, sixth Earl of Balcarres, during
the Maroon War; together with Personal Narratives, by bis Brothers,

- the Hon. Robert, Colin, James, John, and Hugh Lindsay; and by his
Sister, Lady Anne Barnard. 3 Vols. 8vo. 42s.

Report of the Claim of James, Earl of Crawfurd and
Balcarres, to the Original Dukedom of Montrose, created in 1488.
Folio. 15s.

(Rev. HENRY) Practical Lectures on the Historical
Books of the Old Testament. 2 Vols. 16mo. 10s.

LITTLE ARTHLTR'S HISTORY OF .ENGLAND. By LADn
CLLcOTT. Eighteenth idion. Fcap. Svo.

LIVONIAN TALES.-The Disponent.-The Wolves.-The Jewess.
By the Author of "Letters from the Baltic." Post8vo. 2s. 6d.

LOCKHART'S (J. G.) Ancient Spanish Ballads. Historical and
Romantic. Translated. with Notes. New> Edition, with Portrait,
Illuminated Titles, Borders, &c. 4to. 42s. Or, Popular Edition, Post
Svo. 2. 6d.

Life of RobertiBurns. Fifth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 38.
History of the Late War :,with Sketches of -elson,

Wellington, and Napoleon. 18mo. 2s. 6.
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LOUDON'S (Mas.) Ladies' Gardener; or, Instructions in Gardening.
With Directions for Every Month in the Year, and a Calendar of
Operations. Eighth Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap.Svo.56s.

- Modern Botany for Ladies; or, a Popular Introduction
to the Natura1System of Plants. SeconduEdition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

LOWES (Sra Hulsox) Letters and Journals, during the Captivity
of Napoleon at St. Helena. Dy WILLIAx Fonsarta. Portrait. 3 Vols.
Svo. 458.

LYELL'S (SiR CHARLEs) Principles of Geology; or, the Modern
Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants consideredas illustrative of
Geology. Einth Edition. Woodcuts. 8vo. 18s.

Manual of Elementary.Geology ; or, the Ancient Changes
of the Earth and its Inhabitants illustrated by its Geological Monuments.
Ftfai Editiow. Woodents. Svo.

Tra*els in' NorthAmerica, 1841-2; with Observations on
the United Stètesjanada, and Nova Scotia. Second Edition. Plates.
2Vois. Post Syo. *128.

Second Visit to the United States of North America,
184-6. Third Èdition. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 12s.

MAHON'S (Loa»>) 'History of England, from the Peace of Utrecht
to the Peace 0'eVersailles, 1713-83. Fourth Edition. 7 Vois. 8v6 93s.

Popular Edition. 7 Vols. Post 8vo. 42s.
"Fortd Five;" a Narrative of the Rebellion in Scot-

land. Post so. 33.
History of the War of the Successioi in Spain. Second

Edition. Map. 8vo. 15s.

Spain under Charles the Second; or, Extracts from the
Correspondence of the Hon. ALEXANDER S'rANuoPE, British Minister at
Madrid from 1690 to 1700. Second Edioion. Post 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Life of Louis Prince of Condé, surnamed the Great.
Post Svo. 5s.

Life of Belisarius. Second Edition. Post Svo. 10e.6d.
Historical and Citical Essays. Post 8vo. 5e.
Story of Joan of Arc. Fcap. Svo. 1s.

MCCULLOCH'S (J. R.) Collected Edition of Rcinno's Political
Works. With Notes and Memoit. Second Edition. 8vo. 16e.

MALCOTM'S (Sra JorN) Sketches of Persia. Third Edition.
Post 8vo. 6s.

MANTELL'S (GiDoN A.) Thonghts ou Animalcules, or, the
Invisible World, asrrevealed by the Microscope. Second Edition. Plates.
16mo. 6s.

MANUAL OF SCIENTIFIC ENQUIRY, Prepared for the Use of
Officers and Travellers.in general. By various Writers. Edited by Sm
J. HEacsnL, Bart. Betond Edioion. Vaps. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. (Pub.
liehed by order of the Lords of the Adiaraly.)

MARKHAM'S (Mas;) History of England. From the First Inva-
sion by thd Romans, down to the fourteenth year of Queen Victoria's
Keign. 88th Edition. Woodcats. 12mo. 68.

History ofYrance. Fromthe Conquestby the Gauls,
to the Death of Louis Rhilippe. 48th Edition. Woodcuts. 12mo. 6s.
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MARKHAM'S History of Germany. From the Invasion by Marius,
to the present time. 6th Edition. Woodcuts. 12mo. 68.

History of Greece. With Chapters on the Literature,
Art, and Domestic Manners of the Greeks. By Dr. Wx. SIUTH.
&venth Edition. Woodcnts. 12mo. 7.,6d.

History of Rome, from the Earliest Times to the-
Establishment of the Empire. By DEA LIDDELL. Woodcuts. 12mo.

Sermons for Children. SecondEdition. Fcap.8vo. 38.
MARKLAND'S (J. H.) Remarks on English Churches, and Sepul-

chral Memorials. Fourth Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s. 6d.
Reverence due to Holy Places. Third Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. 2s.
MARRYAT'S (JosEPH) History of Pottery and Porcelain, in the

15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th Centuries. With a Description of the Manu-
facture, a Glossary, and a List of Monograms. Second Edition. Revised.
With Coloured Plates and Woodcuts. 8vo.

MATTHIE'S (AUGUSTUS) Greek Grammar for Schools. Abridged
from the Larger Grammar. By Blomfield. 8th Edition. Revised by
EDWARDs. 12mo. 3S.

Greek Accidence for Schools. Abridged by
BLOmFIELD. Fourth Edition, revised byEDWARDs. 12mo. 2s.

MAUREL'S (JuiEs) Essay on the Character, Actions, and Writings
of the Duke of Wellington. Second Edition. Fcap.Svo. 1s. 6d.

MIWE'S (H. L.) Journal of a Passage from the Pacifie to the
Atlantic, crossing the Andes in the Northern Provinces of Peru, and
descending the great River Maranon. 8vo. 12s.

MAXIMS AND HINTS for an Angler, and the Miseries of
Fishing.' By RicnAaD PENN. Second Edition. Woodents. 12mo. 6s.

MAYO'S (Dn.) Pathology of the Human Mind. Fcap. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

MELVILLE'S (HERMANN) Typee and Omoo; or, Adventures
amôngst the Marquesas and South Seas. 2 Vols. Post Svo.

MENDELSSOHN'S (FELix BAnTHOLDY) Life. By JuLEs BENEDIeT.
Svo. 2s. 6d

MERRIFIELD (Mas.) on the Arts of Painting in Oil, Miniature,
Mosaic, and Glass; Gilding, Dyeing, and the Preparation of Colours
and Artificial Gens, described in several old Manuscripts. 2 Vols. 8vo.
sos.

MEREDITH'S (Ms. CARLs) Notes and Sketches of New South
Wales, during a Residence from 1839 to 1844. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Tasmania, during a Residence of NineYears. With
Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 18s.

MILLS (AaTEun) On Colonial Constitutions. An Out-line of the
History of British Dependencies. Map. 8vo.

MITCHELL'S (THoXÂs) Plays of Aristophanes. With English
'otes. 8vo.-1. CLOUDS, 10s.-2. WASPS, 10s.-3. FROGS, 15e.

MODERN DOMESTIC COOKERY. Founded on Principles of
Economy and Practical Knowledge, and adapted for Private Familles,

Yew Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.
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MILMAN'S (DEAN) History of Christianity, from the Birth of
Christ to the Extinction of Paganism in the Roman Empire. 3 Vols.
Svo. 36s.

History of Latin Christianity; including that of the
Popes to the Pontificate of Nicholas V. 6 Vols. 8vo. 72s.

Character and Conduct of the Apostles considered as
an Evidence of Christianity. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Life and Correspondence of Edward Gibbon. Portrait.
8vo. 98.

Life and Works of Horace. With 300 Woodcuts.
aew Edition. 2 Vols. Crown Svo. 30s.

Poetical Works. Plates. 3 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 18s.
Fall of Jerusalem. Fcap. 8vo. 18.
(CAPT. E. A.) Wayside Cross; or, the Raid of Gomez.

A Tale of the Carlist War. Post 8vo. 2s. 64.
MONASTERY AND THE MOUNTAIN CHURCH. By Author

of " Sunlight through the Mist2 Woodcuts. 16mo. 4.
MOLTKE'S (BRo) Russian Campaigns on the Danube and the

Passage of the Balkan, 1828-9. Plans. 8vo. 14s.
MOORE'S (THomAs) Life and Letters of Lord Byron. Plates.

6 Vols. Fcap.8vo. 18s.; or, One Volume, Royal8vo. 12s.
MOZLEY'S (REv. J. B.) Treatise on the Augustinian Doctrine of

Predestination. Svo. 14s.
Primitive Doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration. ,8vo.

MUCK MANUAL (The)for the Use of Farmers. A Practical Treatise
on the Chemical Properties, Management, and Application of Manures.

FRnzEIc FALmaR. Second Edition. Fcap.8So. 8.
MUNDY'S (CAPT. RoDNET) Events in Borneo, including the Occu-

pation of Labuan and Visit to the Celebes. Plates. 2 Vols. 8vo. 32s.

MUNRO'S (GENERAL Sm THoxAs) Life and Letters. By the REv.
G. R. GLxMO. Post 8vo. 6s.

MURCHISON'S (Sm RoErepcx) Russia in Europe and the Ural
Mountains; Geologically Illustrated. With Coloured Maps, Plates,
Sections, &c. 2 Vols. Royal 4to. 81.8s.

Siluria ; or, a History of the- Oldest Rocks con-
taining Organic Remains. With Map and Plates. 8vo. 30s.

MURÉAY'S (CAPT. A.) Naval Life and Services of Admiral Sir
Philip Durham. 8vo. 5s. 6d.

MURRAY'S RAILWAY READING. Published occasionally;
varying in size and price, and suited for all classes of Readers.

.TAe following are published:3
WStLLSGtuoo. Br Loa EL.aSSiE. 64. MÀaoN'u JOAN 0F ARC. l8.
NIMBoe oN fTa CEAIsE. la.leSnE'a EXICSANT. 2..Gd.
ESaSra owx "«Te TIrs." 2Vols. Se. Nixao» on TEMRoAD. le. -
Musoc An Dassa. la. WILEÎNSoN's ANcIENT EgtrTIANS. 12.
LarAia'aPoruLÂA AccouxT or NiNVEn. CsOE on TaEsGUILLOTINE. la.

5a. HoIxwA's NOEWAT. 28.
MuJSAN's AP,, Or JaSALX. la. MAVa WxLLiçTon. le. 6d.
Masos's "PTFor-Firv." 3. CAsFBEL'BLipz or BAcon. 2r.
Lia or TESoSoSE Hoox. la. Tim FLowEE GARDEN. la.
DsEXs O NAVM, PARIUe. 2 Vols. 5a. Locxua,' sÂs L .6.
Tu Hows Bux. 18. LUCAS ON HuT. Gd.
JAmS' Asor's FABLS. 2.6d. BEAUTIES Or Bsox. la.
Nraon on raz TURa. la. 65.. T.Yoa'nNOTES aos Lias. la.
OirrEAt'e NErLU,. a.528.6eRE..ECTE>ADDREBBEB. 14.
ASr or DiçNrN. la. 4.P6d. :aIITS ON AxeLîe. is.

WH, A.scTtAKT Err.ESSA2S. 28.
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MUSIC AND DRESS. Two Essays, by a Lady. Reprinted fromthe " Quarterly Review." Fcap. 8vo. ls.
NAUTICAL ALMANACK (The). (Publ4hed by Order of the

Lords Commisioners of the Admiralty.) Royal Svo. 2s. 6d.
NAPIER'S (Srm WM.) English Battles and Sieges ofthe Peninsular

War. With Portrait Post Svo. 108.6d.
NAVY LIST (The Royal). (PubWlhed Quarterly, by duthority.)

12mo. 2s. 6d.
NEWBOLD'S (LIEUT.) Straits of Malacca, Penang, and-Singapore.

2 Vols. 8vo. 26s.
NEWDEGATE'S (C. N.) Customs' Tariffs of all Nations; collected

, and arranged up to the year 185. 4to. 80s.
NICHOLLS' (Sua GEoRGn) History of the English Poor Law: inconnection with the Condition of the People. 2 Vols. 8vo. 28a.
NIMROD On the Chace-The Turf-and The Road. Reprinted

from the "Quarterly Review." Woodcnts. Fcap.8vo. 3.6d.
NORTON'S (HoN. CAnoLruR) Letters fronm Sierra Leone, to Friendsat Home. By a LADy. Edited by Mrs. NoBTON. Post 8vo. 6s.
O'BYRNE'S (W. R.) Naval Biographical Dictionary, comprisingthe Life and Services of every Living Officer in H. M. Navy, from theRank'of Admiral to that of Lieutenant. Compiled from Authentic andFamily Documents. Royal Svo 42s.
O'CONNOR'S (IL) Field Sports of France; or, Hunting, Shooting,and Fishing on the Continent. Woodcuts. 12mo. 7s.6d.
OLIPHANT'S (LAUrNcE) Journey to Natmandu, with Visit tothe Camp of the Nepaulese Ambassador. Fcap. 8vo. 2. 6GL
OXENHAM'S (REy. W.) English Notes for Latin Elegiaes ; designed

for early Proficients in the Art of Latin Versification, with PrefatoryRules of Composition in Elegiac Metre. Second Edition. 12mo. 4s.
PAGET'S (JoHiN) Hungary and Transylvania. . With Remarks ontheir Condition, Social, Political, and Economical. Third and -CheaierEdition. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. 8vo. 18s.
PARISH'S (SIR WooDBE) Buenos Ayres and the Provinces of theRio de la Plata. Their First Discovery and Conquest, Present State,Trade, Debt, &c. Second Edition. fap and Woodcuts. 8vo. 15s.
PARIS'S (T. C.) Letters from the Pyrenees during Three Months'Pedestrian Wanderings amidst the Wildest Scenes of the French andSpanish Pyrenees. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.
PARKYNS' (MANsPIE)LD Personal Narrative of Thr'ee Years' Resi..dence and Adventures In Abyssinia. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. 8vo. 30s.
PATTISON'S (Raiv. MAnx) Lives of the Scaligers. 8vo.
PEILE'S (REv. D.) Agamemnon of AEschylus. A New Editionof the Text, with Notes, Critical, Explanatory, and Philological, forthe Use of Students. Second Edition. 8vo. 9s.,

Choephoroe of £schylus. A New Rdition of the Text,with Notes, Critical, Explanatory, and Philological, for the Use ofStudents. Second Edition. 8vo. 9s.
PELLEW'S (DEN or Nonwrcn) Life of Lord Sidmouth, withhis Correspondence. Portraits. 3 Vols. 8vo. 42s.
PENN'S.(RrinRD) Maxims and Hints for an Angler, and theMiseries of Fishing. To which is added, Maxims and Hints for aChess-player. New Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. ls.
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PENN'S (GaANVIiE ElBioscope; or, Di of Life Explained. To
which is added, a Translation of St. Paulinus' Epistle to Celantia, on
the Rule of Christian Life; and an Elementary View of General Chro-
nology. Second Edition. With Dial Plate. 12mo. 12s.

PENROSE'S (Rzv. Jorne) Lives of Vice-Admiral Sir C. V. Penrose,
and Captain James Trevenen. Portraits. Svo. 103. 6d.

Faith, and Practice; an Exposition of the Principles
and Duties of Nataral and Revealed Religion. Post 8vo. 88.6d.

(F. C.) Principles of Athenian Architecture, and the
Optical Refinements exhibited in the Construction of the Ancient
Buildings at Atbens, from a Survey. - With 40 Plates. Folio. U. 5s.
(Pubtised under the direction of the Dilettanti Society.)

PERRY'S (Sm Enwxram) Bird's-Eye View of India. With Extracts
from a Journal kept in the Provinces, Nepaul, &c. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

PmLLIPS' (Jonc) Memoirs of William Smith, LL.D. (the Geo.
logiSt). Portrait. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Geology of Yorkshire, The Yorkshire Coast, and the
Mountain-Limestone District. Plates 4to. Part I., 31Y. 6d.-Part IL.,
52#. 6d.

The River%, Mountains, and Sea Coast of Yorkshire.
With Essayse on the Climate, Scenery, and Ancient Inhabitmts of the
Country. Secqnd Edition, with 36 Plates. 8vo. 15s.

PHILOSOPHY IN SPORT MADE SCIENCE IN EARNEST;
or, the First Principlesof-Natural Philosophy inculcated byaid of the Toys
and Sports of Youth. Eighth Edition. Revised and enlarged. Wood-
cuts. Post Svo.

PHILPOTT'S (Brsor) Letters to the late Charles Butler, on the
Theological parts of his "Book of the Roman Catholic Church; " with
Remarks on certain Works of Dr. Milner and Dr. Lingard, and on some
parts of the Evidence of Dr. Doyle. Second Edition. Svo. 16t.

PHIPPS' (HON. EDMUND) Memoir, Correspondence, Literary and
Unpublished Diaries of Robert Plumer Ward. Portrait. 2Vols. Svo. 28s.

POOLE'S (R. S.) Horm EgyptiaceS; or, the Chronology of Ancient
Egypt, discovered from Astronomical and Hieroglyphic Records upon
its Monuments. Plates. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

POPE'S (AIEXA»nn) WORKS. An entirely New EdWtion. Edited
by the Right HonU. JoHN WILSON CEOKna, assisted by PnTEn CuzeNG-
HAX, F.S.A. 8vo. In.the Preis.

PORTER'S (G. R.) Progress of the Nation, in its various Social and
Economical Relations, from the beginning of the Nineteenth Century

7drdEdition. Svo. 24s.

(Rv. J. L.) Five Years in Damascus. With Travels to
Palmyra. Lebanon, aud other Scripture Sites. Map and Woodcuts.
2 vols. Post 8vo. 21s.

(MRs. G. R.) Rational Arithmetic for Schools and for
Private Instruction. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

POWELL'S (REv. W. P.) Latin Grammar simplified. 12mo. 3*. 6d.
PRAYER-BOOK (Ta), Illuminated with 1000 Illustrations of Bor.

ders, Initials, Vignettes, &c. Medium 8vo. Cloth, 21s.; Calf, 31s. 6d.
Morocco, 42s.
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PROGRESS OF RUSSIA IN THE EAST. An Historical Sum-
mary, continued to the Present Time. With Map by AREowsXTn.
Third Edition. 8vo. 6s.6d.

PUSS IN BOOTS. With 12 Illustrations; for Old and Young.
By OTTo SPECKTER. 1 oN Edition. 16mo. 1s. 6d.

QUA RTERLY REVIEW (TE). 8vo. 6s.
RANKE'S (LEoPoLD) Political and Ecclesiastical History of the

Popes of-Rome, during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. Trans-
lated from the German by MES. AUsTIN. TIird Edition, 2 Vols. 8vo. 248.

RAWLINSON'S (REY. GEORGE) Herodotus. A New English
Version, Translated from the Text of GAIsFORD, and Edited with
Notes, illustrating the History and Geography of Herodotus, from the
most recent sources of information, embodying the chief Results,
Historical and Ethnographical, which have been arrived at in the pro-
gress of Cuneiform and Hieroglyphical Discovery. Assisted by COLONEL
RAwLINsoN and Sia J. G. WILKrNsoN. 4 Vols. 8vo. In Preparation.

REJECTED ADDRESSES (TE). By JAxES ND HoACE SITE.
With Biographies of the Authors, and additional Notes. New Edition,toith the Author's latest Correction. Portraits. Fcap. Svo. 1s., or on
Fine Paper. With Portrait and Woodeuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

RICARDO'S (DÂivD) Political Works. With a Notice of his
Life and Writings. By J. R. M'CULLoCH. Neti Edition. Groý 168.

RIPA'S (Firarm) Memoirs during Thirteen Years' Residée at the
Cou#t.of Peking, in the Service of the Emperor of China. Translated
from the Italian. By FoxTuNATo PNixDi. Post 8vo. 2s.6d.

ROBERTSON'S (Riv. J. C.) History of the Christian Church, to
the Pontificate of Gregory the Great: a Manual for general Readers as
well as for Students in Theology. Bvo. 12s.

ROBINSON'S (EDWD., D.D.) Biblical Researches in the Holy Land.
A New and Revised Edition. With Maps. 2 Vols. 8vo. In Preparation

Later Biblical Researches in the Holy Land in the
year 1852. Maps. Svo. In Preparation.

ROMILLY'S (Sin Snmsuma) Memoirs and Political Diary. By his
SoNs. Third Edition. Portrait. 2 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 12s.

ROSS'S (Sir JAEs) Voyage of Discovery and Research in the
,Southern and Antarctic Regions during the years 1839-43. Plates.

2 Vols.8vo. 36.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF .LITERATURE (TE). TNxSAoTIoNs.

Plates. Vols. I. to III. 8vo. 12t. each.
RUNDELL'S (Mas.) Domestic Cookery, founded on Principles

of Economy and Practice, and adapted for Private Families. Nete and
- Revised Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

RUXTON'S (GEoRGE F.) Travels in Mexico; with Adventures
among the Wild Tribes and'Animals of the Prairies and Rocky Moun-
tains. Post So. 6s.

SALE'S (LADY) Journal of the Disasters in Affghanistan. Eighth
Edition. Post 8vo. 12s.

(Sa R0BERTl Brigade in Affghanistan. With an Account of
the Seizure andDefence of Je1alabad. ByRiEy.G.R.GLErn. Post 8vo.2s.6d.

SANDWITH'S (Huxpiann, M.D.) Narrative of the Siege of,Kar
and of the Six Months' Resistance by the Turkish Garrison under
General Williams, to the Russian Army; preceded by a Narrative of
Travels and Adventures in Armenia. With Remarks on the Present
State of Turkey. 3rd Thousand. Post 8vo. 10t. 6d.
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SCROPE'S (WILLiAx) Days of Deer-Stalking in the Forest of Atholl;
with'some Acco*nt of the Nature and Habits of the Red Deer. Third
Edition. Woodents. Crown 8vo. 20s.

Days and Nights of Salmon Fishing in the Tweed;
with a short Account of the Natural History and Habits of the Salmon.
Second Edition. Woodcuts. Royal 8vo. 31t. 6d.

(G. P.) Memoir of Lord Sydenham, and his A dmini tra-
tion in Canada. Second Edition. Portrait. Svo. 9s. 6d.

SENTEflCES FROM THE PROVERBS. In English, French,
Italian, and German. For the Daily Use of Young Persons. By A LADY.
16mo. S.6d.

SEYMOUR'S (H. DAiim) Travels in the Crimea and along the
Shores of the Sea of Azoff and the Black Sea. Third Edition. Map.
Svo. 123.

SHAW'S (Taos. B.) Outlines of English Litêrature, for the Use of
Young Students. Post 8vo. 12s.

SIDMOUTH'S (LoB) Life and Correspondence. By the HoN. and
Ev. GEoaG Pa.LEw, Dezcsx or NoawecH. Portraits. 3 Vols. 8vo. 42s.

SIERRA LEONE; Described in a Series of Letters to Friends at
Home. By A LADr. Edited by Mas. NorToN. Post Svo. 6s.

SMITH'S (Wx., LL.D.) Dictionary of Greek and Roman Anti-
quities. &cond Edition. With 500 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42s.

Smaller Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.
Third Edition. With 200 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 7s. 6 .

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and. My-
thology. With 500 Woodcuts. 3 Vols. 8vo. 51. 15s. 6d.

Dictionary of Greek and Rpman Geography. Woodeuts.
Vol. I. 8vo. 36.

Historical Atlas of Ancient Geography. 4to.

New Classical Dictionary for Schools. Compiled from
the two last works. Third Edition. 8vo. 15s.

Smaller Classical Dictionary. e Third Edition., With
200 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7. 6d.

New Latin-English Dictionary. Based upon the Works
of Forcellini and Freund. Medium. Svo. 21s.

Smaller Latin-English Dictionary. Square Svo. 7s.6d.
School History of Greece ; from the Earliest Times to

the Roman Conquest, with Supplementary Chapters on the History of
Literature and Art. Woodcuts. Bçventh Edition. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

School History of Rome; from the Earliest Times to
the Establishment of the Empire. By H. G. LIDDELL, D.D., Dean
of Christ Church. Woodeuts. 12mo.

Gibbon's Decline and Fal of the Roman Empire.
Edited, with Notes. Portrait and Map. 8 Vols. 8vo. 60s. (Murray's
British Classics.)

(Wx. JAs.) Grenville Letters and Diarieg, including
Ma. GazrvyLLz's PIAar oN PotrricAL EvTNTs, while First Lord of
the Treasury. Edited, with Notes. 4 Vols. 8vo. 64s.



SMITH'S (JAMEs & MoRAEc) Rejected Addresses. 23rd Edition.
Fcap.8vo. ls., or Fine Paper, With Portraitsad Woodcuts, Fcap8vo. 5s.

SOMERVILLE'S (MaRy) Physical Geography. Third Edition.
Portrait. 2 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 12s.

Connexion of the Physical Sciences. Eight7
Edition. Plates. Fcap. 8vo& 10s. 6d.

SOUTHEY'S (RosEnr) Book of the Church; with Notes contain-
ing the Authorities, and an Index. Sixth Edition. Svo. 12s.

LivesofJohnBunyan& Oliver Cromwell. Post8vo.2.6d.
SPECKTER'S (OrTo) Puss in Boots, suited to the Tastes of Old

and Young. À Neo Edition. With 12 Woodcets. Square 12mo. ls.6d.
CharmnedERoe; or, the Story of the Little Brother

and Sister. Illustrated. 16mo.

STANLEY'S (EDWAnD, D.D., Bp. of Norwich) ADDRESSES AND
CHARGEs. With a Memoir of his Life. By His Sox. Second Edition.
8vo. 10s.-6d.

(Aiarnu P.) Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles to
the Corinthians, with Notes and Dissertations. 2 Vols. Svo. 24s.

Historical Memoirs of Canteirbury. The Landing of
Augustine-The Murder of Beeket-The Black Prince-The Shrine of
Becket. Second Edition. Woodcuts. 8vo. s. 6d.

Sinai and Palestine, in Connexion with their History.
Map. 8vo. 16s.

ST. JOHN'S (CHAELEs) Field Notes of a Sportsman and Naturalist
in Sutherland. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 18s.

Wild Sports and Natural History of the Highlands.

(BiYLE) Adventures in the Libyan Desert and the
Oasis of Jupiter Ammon. Woodcats. Post 8vo. 2e. 6e.

STISTED'S (Mas. HENY) Letters from the Bye-Wßys of Italy.
Plates. Svo. 18s.

STOTHARD'S (Taos., R. A.) Life. With Personal. ReminiÉcences.
.By Mrs.Bair. With Portrait ud 60 Woodeuts. 4to. 21s.

STREET'S (G. E.) brick and Marble Architecture of Italy, in the
. Middle Ages. Plates. Svo. 21s.

STRIFE FOR THE MASTERY. Two Allegories. With Illus-.
trations. Crown Svo. s.

SUNLIGHT THROUGH THE MIST; or, Practieal Lessons
drawn from the Lives of Good Men, intended as a Sunday Book for
Children. By A LADr. Second Edition. .16mo. 3s. "d.

SUTTON (Rox. H. MAwaas). Some Account of the Courts of
London end Viena, at the end of the Seventeenth Century, extracted
from the Official and Private .Correspondence of ifobert 'ntton (late
Lord Lexington) while British Minister at Vienua, 1694-98. Svo. 14s.

SWIFT'S (J.oNAÂr ) Works, ew Edition, based, upon Sir
Walter Scott's Edition, entirely revised. 8vo. In Prepapation.

SYDINHAM'S (Lon») Memoirs. With hie Administration in
Canada. By G.PouLrScBOPE, M.P. Second Edition. Portrait. 8vo. 9s.6d.
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dition.TLB S (IL Foi) Eglsh Etymologies. Svo. 12&
870. 68 TAYLOR'S-- (Rszrxt) Notes from Life, ini Six Essaya. Post 8vo. 6s.;

8o. sor, Cep Fiti Fcap. Svo. 2s.
i .Notes from Books. Tird Edition. Post Svo. 9s.

iglit7s(J. E.> Fairy Ring. A Colleetion of Stories for Young
Persons. From the German. With Illustrations by Rciaà Doxi..

ntain- Secnd Edtios. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. Vt M.
TENNENT'S (Sm J. E.) Christianity in Ceylon. Isa Introduction

2.6d. and Progress under the Portuguese, Dutch, British, and American Mis-sions. With an Historicat Sketch of the Brahmanicai and Budclbist
Old Superstitions. Woodcnts. 8vo. 14s.

Is.6d. TRREE-LEAYED MANUAL 0F FAMILY PRYEI; arranged
ther soastosave the troble of turing the Peges bakwards and forwards.

AND TICKNOR'S (LGcoagz) Ristory of Spanish Literature. With Criti-
ition.ms o partiular Work, and Biographîcal Notices of Prominent

Writers. Second Eclifios 3 Vols. 8vo. 24s.

B to TREMBNHEERE'S (H. S.) Political Experience of thse Ancients,
5 tC>in its bearing on Modem. Timues. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

_____________Notes on Public Subjeets, made during aý%
g of Tour in the United States andCanada. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

eof Constitution of the United States compared
with our own. Post fvo. 9s. M.

eTURNBULLS (P. E) Narrative of Travels i Austria, with
Resnarks on its Social and Politicil Condition. 2 Vols. Svo. 24s.

t TWISS' (HonÂci> Public and Private Life of Lord Chancelier Eldon,
with Selections from bis Correspondence. Portrait 2'ird EdMion

ds.2 Vols. Post Svo. 21s.
UJBICINI'S (X. A.) Letters on Turkey and its Inhabitants--the

1e Mosiems, Greeks, Ârmenians, &c. 2 Vols. Post Svo.
YAUGHAN'S (Xlsv. DR..) Sermons preached i Harr'ow- Scisool.

'Y. 8#o. 10. 6d.
Nine New Sermons. 12mo. 58.

es. i niute n-h rtsTAUX'S (W. . .) Handbooktologe 8to. 12B.
3'useum; bEing a Descrition of the i emains of Gree Assyrian,

eCEgyptian, andEtcan .rt preser e there. With 300 Woodcuta.

p oste from Books Thr diin Ps vo s

(J. E.) Fary Ring. c Coleen f Stoi for ong

erNsoES' (rtv. R.L.) Domestillstns by RuanDLE.
Year'seaidenc chiellyinthe Iterior. ScondEdtion. PoatSvo.

TOEYAGE to the Maritins and back,. tonching at the Cape of Good
S ~Hope, and St. Helena. By Anthor of PDLKA"Port SVO. 9s. Md.

r WAQENS (DeR.) Treasures of Art in Greait Britain. eeing an
Account of the Chief Colletions of Painting, Sculpture, Manudripts.

f Waiatures, &c. &c., in tlis Conntry. Ohtained from Personal Inspec-
tion during Visita to England. 3 Vols. Svo. »6. C

WÀýDDINGTON'S _(Dj.ui) The-Condition and Prospeçts of the
Gruek Church. Weo Edton. Fcap. 8ro. Ss. 6&

WAKEFIELD'S (E. J.) Fventnres in New Zaland. With
some a connt of the Beginning cf the British Colonidation of the
Isiand. Map. 2 Vols. Svo. 282.

WALKS AND TALKS. A itory-book for Young Children. By
AiiT IA. With Woodeute. 6mo. .
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WARD'S (RoEBnw PLuxaR) Memoir, Correspondence, Literary and
Unpublished Diaries and Remains. By the HON.' EDxux» Pmrrs.
Portrait. -2 Vols. 8vo. 28s.

WATT (iÂxss); Origin and Progres of bis Mechanical1Inventions.
Illustrated by his Correspondence vith bis Friends. Edited with an
Introductory Memoir, by J. P. MUaEEAD. Plates. 3 1ols. Svo., 45s.;
or Large Paper. 4to.

WELLESLEY'S (REv. D».) Anthologia Polyglotta; aSelection
of Versions in various Languages, cheßfy from the Greek .nthology.
Svo,15.; or 4to, 428. ;

WELLINGTON'S (Tam Dvam or) Character, Actions, and Writings.
By JULES MAUBEL. BecOnd Edition. 1s. 6d.

Despatches during his various Camptigns.
-Compiled from Official and other Authentic' Documents. By COL.
Guawoon, C.B. Neo Enlarged Edition. 8 Voisý Svo. 21s. each.

Selections from his Despatches and General
Orders. 8vo.-189.

Speeches in-Parliament. Collected and Arranged
%rith bis sanction. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42s.

WILKIE'S (SiaDAVID) Life, Journals, Tours, and Critical Remarks
onuWorks of Art, vith a Selection from his Correspondence. By AuLs-
CUxnIoHAiL Portrait. 3 Vols. Svo. 42s.

WILKINSON'S (Sra J. G.) Popular Account of the Private Life,
Manners, and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians. With 500 Wood-

* cnts. 2 Vols. Post 8"'. 12s.
Dalmatia and Mjontenegro; with v Journey to

Mostarin Hertzegovina, and ReTarks on the Slavonie Nations. Plates
and Woodents. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42s..

. Handbook for Egypt.-Thebes, the Nile, Alex-
andria, Cairo, the Pyramids, Monut Sinal, &c. Map. Post Svo. 15s.

(G. B.) Worjig Man's Handbook 'to South Aus-
tralia; with Advice to tbeFarmer, and Detailed Information for the
several Classes of Labourers and Artisans. Map. 18mo. 1s. M.,

WOOD'S (LvIu.) Voyage up the Indus to the Source of e
River Oxus,.by Kabul and Badakahan. Map. 8vo.

WOODWARD'S- (B. B.) Handbook of Chronology and History;
Alpbabeticsly Arranged to Facilitate Reference. 8vo.

WORDSWORTH'S (Ray. Du,)- Athens and Attica. Journal of a
Tour. Third Edition. Plates. Post 8vo. S.6d.

King Edward VIth's Latin Grammar1for the
- Use of Schools. 1O&Edition, revised. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

First Latin Boôk, or the Accidence, Syntax
and Prosody, with English Translation for Junior Classes. Second
Edition. 12mo. 2s.

WORNUM (RALp). A Biographîcal Dictionary of Italian Painters:
with a Table of the Contemporary Schools of Italy. By a LADy.
PÔst Svo. 6.. M.

WORSAAE'S (J. J. A.) Accouî of ·the- Danes and:Northmien- in
England, Scotland, and Irelaxid. -Woodeuts. r8o. 10S..6.

Y0-UNJG'S (D. Taos.) Life and -iscellaneous Works, edited
by Dmax PzAcoc uand Joux LErrcu. Portrait and Plates. 4 Vols.
8vo. 15t. each.
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